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On April 28, 1946, a small group of American wives and children disembarked from the 

U.S. Army transport ship Thomas H. Barry onto Columbus Quay at the port of 

Bremerhaven, West Germany. The following months and years witnessed thousands 

more family members making the same trans-Atlantic journey. Their presence served as 

the basis for a network of military communities (Milcoms), often referred to as “Little 

Americas,” that would spread across the postwar West German landscape. American 

authorities intended the establishment of the Milcom system to be a palliative to calm the 

ill-disciplined urges of the U.S. occupation troops. The presence of families successfully 

reduced the high rates of crime and black market activities, widespread venereal disease, 

and fraternization. More important, political and military leaders quickly realized the 

benefit of these Milcoms as conduits of "soft power." The presence of the "Little 

Americas" would serve as a grass-roots vehicle, both through example and people-to-



   

 

 

people interaction, to win the hearts and minds of the German people by conveying to 

them the tenets of democracy and the American way of life. These ideals came wrapped 

in the triumphal postwar consensus known as American exceptionalism. 

 This project investigates changes to that consensus during the Cold War, 1946-

1990, through the lens of overseas military communities. Focusing on Germany, it 

examines how those traditional traits of Americanism that included anti-socialism, anti-

communism, anti-statism, class mobility, meritocracy, individualism, access to education, 

and the importance of religion were integral to post-1945 propaganda in the ideological 

battle with the Soviets. Central to this work is an understanding that the consensus 

transformed over time reflecting inherent flaws and the influence of contemporary social, 

political, cultural, and economic dynamics in the United States as well as around the 

globe. In that context this project considers how America’s relationship with the Federal 

Republic evolved during that period and addresses cross-boundary interactions between 

members of the Milcoms and their German neighbors that at once influenced and 

reflected those changes and shaped the identities of both sets of communities.  

 In addition to tracing the trajectory of the exceptionalist consensus in the Milcoms 

this project contributes to the field of Cold War era studies by widening the scope of 

investigation of race relations, gender and economic issues, the consumerist imperative, 

the transmission of democratic ideals, and modes of protest during the postwar decades. 

In that context it complements existing works that encourage the examination of trans-

nationalism, particularly the evolution of German-American political and economic 

histories. Consequently, this project has value among contemporary borderland studies in 



   

 

 

terms of exchanges at a grassroots level across cultural and social bridges that developed 

between the Milcoms and the host communities.  

 As this project argues, the tenets of American exceptionalism were not immutable 

but changed with the times causing members of the military communities to reinterpret 

their meaning and renegotiate their interactions with one another and the host nation. 

Throughout that four and a half decade process the German nation rebuilt its economy 

and sculpted a new national identity just as the Milcom members experienced a reframing 

of American ideals that included greater inclusion, equality and opportunity. The result 

was a new understanding of Americanism and exceptionalism that redefined the earlier 

postwar consensus.  
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Introduction 
 

 

 

The American position is, therefore, entirely exceptional and it is quite 

possible that no democratic nation will ever be similarly placed. 

- Alexis de Tocqueville 

 

From the very inception of the American Republic, the United States has 

constantly supposed that it had a message for the world, even a mission to 

perform in the world. That message, we were convinced, was democracy; 

that mission, the exemplification to all the world of the merit of 

democratic institutions—even the propagation of such institutions. 

- David M. Potter 

 

As a representative of the American people, we have a big job to do in 

Germany. Our speech and actions, more than anything the United States 

policy could devise, will make Germans respect and demand democracy 

or decide that, after all, democracy is not what it’s cracked up to be. For 

this reason, whether or not you like the Germans you meet, you must 

watch your behavior carefully. 

- A Pocket Guide to Germany, March 1950 

 

 On a sunny afternoon in July 2013, I stood on a sidewalk along Römerstrasse in 

the Südstadt section of Heidelberg, Germany peering through the gates of Campbell 

Barracks, former Headquarters of the United States Army, Europe (USAREUR). More 

than 20 years had passed since my last visit there when military police guarded the wide 

open gates and waved pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicular traffic through a maze of 

concrete security baffles after verifying individual identity cards. In the 1980s Campbell 

Barracks had been a vibrant and busy place, the beating heart of a military force of nearly 

500,000 including service members, civilians, and dependent families. In the summer of 
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2013 it stood silent and empty, rows of windows in the buildings offering blank stares 

and knee-high weeds taking the place of long gone military sentries. In both directions, 

north and south along Römerstrasse and across the street, former housing areas also stood 

empty with tall weeds crowding the abandoned gardens, living spaces, and parking lots. 

Playground equipment sat motionless, fading in the sun, waiting for children who would 

never again return. The Americans were gone. They were gone from Heidelberg, and 

from hundreds of other cities, towns, villages, and remote sites throughout Germany.
1
  

 

 

Figure 1. Campbell Barracks during the 1970s. Note the lack of additional security 

measures which began appearing as terrorist threats emerged in the 1980s and again after 

9/11. (Source: “U.S. Army Installations, Heidelberg,” U.S. Army in Germany, 

http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm) 

                                                 
1
 American military authorities and German representatives of the city of Heidelberg participated in an 

official closing ceremony for Campbell Barracks in September 2013. See “Storied U.S. Barracks Closes 

with Little Fanfare,” New York Times, Europe, on-line version, accessed July 2, 2014, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/08/world/europe/storied-us-barracks-closes-with-little-

fanfare.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.  

http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/08/world/europe/storied-us-barracks-closes-with-little-fanfare.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/08/world/europe/storied-us-barracks-closes-with-little-fanfare.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
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Figure 2. Campbell Barrack’s shuttered gate. By 2013 the former USAREUR 

headquarters lay dormant and quiet, the dynamic energies of the Cold War having 

dissipated. Weeds and small flocks of birds filled the empty spaces once busy with 

sentries, troops, couriers, and vehicles. (Source: the author) 

 

 

Before I turned to leave the gate at Campbell Barracks, chained shut against trespassers, I 

glanced up toward the top of the brown sandstone gate post. There, affixed with rusting 

bolts was a metal USAREUR shield, but immediately behind it, barely covered and still 

visible at an angle was a carved symbol of the Third Reich. That juxtaposition struck me 

as a visual signifier of the passage of time and changing political, social, cultural and 

economic realities. The Americans had arrived in Germany on the heels of the Nazi 

defeat and stayed for nearly five decades, first as conquerors and protectors against 

Soviet aggression, then as economic, military, and political partners, and finally as 
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awkward guests. By 2013 new geo-political circumstances had forced the remaining few 

Americans into a handful of clustered enclaves, these new places serving as vague 

reminders of a once extensive, thriving network of military facilities, housing areas, 

schools, and training sites that had spread from the port of Bremerhaven on the North Sea 

to the southern Bavarian town of Garmisch-Partenkirchen, an area encompassing nearly 

100,000 square miles.  

 

 

Figure 3. USAREUR Shield. The juxtaposition of the metal shield covering the symbol 

of the Third Reich suggests the significance of the passage of time and the changing 

political, social, cultural and economic realities that affected the military communities 

and the German nation. (Source: the author) 
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 When they first arrived in 1945, the Americans bore a banner of triumphalism 

proclaiming their fresh victory over the dark designs of fascism. Although the proximate 

energy feeding that attitude was the Allies’ recent military success, the course of those 

feelings was traceable to earlier times. John Winthrop’s declaration in 1630 that his new 

American colony was to be “as a Citty upon a Hill, the eies of all the people are uppon 

us,” preceded Frederick Jackson Turner’s 1893 assertion “In the settlement of America 

we have to observe how European life entered the continent, and how America modified 

and developed that life and reacted on Europe.”
 2

 More to his point and that of this 

project, “Too exclusive attention has been paid by institutional students to the Germanic 

origins, too little to the American factor,” that begot “a new product that is American.”
3
 

In time, Thomas Mann’s 1940 pre-war pronouncement “to those from Plymouth Rock 

and to those from Ellis Island, for to both alike, Americans old and new, shines the lamp 

beside the golden door,” followed the earlier contentions.
4
 They each exist as examples 

of notable milestones along a path marking the evolution of an exceptional identity that 

characterized postwar Americans.  

 That concept of American exceptionalism serves as both a touchstone and a rubric 

                                                 
2
 Winthrop’s words came as he first saw the coastline of Massachusetts and imagined the importance of the 

future colony. See Daniel J. Boorstin, The Americans: The Colonial Experience (New York: Random 

House, 1958), 3. For Frederick Jackson Turner’s expressions of exceptionalism see Frederick Jackson 

Turner, The Frontier in American History, accessed: June 24, 2014, 

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/TURNER/. 
3
 Ibid., Turner. 

4
 Mann’s words come from The City of Man a treatise composed by a mixed body of European and 

American intellectuals just as the nation was preparing for war in 1940. They originally called themselves 

the ‘Committee of Fifteen’ but later changed their name to the ‘Committee on Europe’ as new members 

joined. Noted members included Thomas Mann, Reinhold Niebuhr, Oscar Jászi, G.A. Borgese, and Lewis 

Mumford. The Committee saw Americanism as the guiding light for a global future. See The City of Man 

(New York: Viking Press, 1940), 72. 

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/TURNER/
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for purposes of this study by providing a start point and a means to measure ideological 

change over time within the Milcoms during their Cold War existence. However, to fully 

appreciate the exceptionalist paradigm that guided the postwar motivations and the 

complicated behaviors of the Milcom members, it is important to understand its 

foundations. Some histories suggest that at its heart was a consensus that had its roots in a 

historic tradition of ideals. An array of interpretations by Louis Hartz, David Potter, and 

Ian Tyrell, and more recent ones by Seymour Lipset, Peter Bergmann, George Schulman, 

Arnon Gutfeld, Frances Stonor Saunders, and Lori Bogle explicates this concept and its 

application.
5
 Together, these treatments provide an understanding that the principles that 

formed an early American national identity framed a consensus that gained shape over 

time through luminaries such as Hector St. John de Crévecoeur, Alexis de Tocqueville, 

Frederick Jackson Turner, and George Bancroft.
6
 Their interpretations created an 

amalgam of prevailing characteristics that represented an exceptionalist ideology of the 

type widely accepted by postwar American society and that resonated in the text of 

contemporary strategic documents such as NSC 68 that proffered American global 

                                                 
 

5
 See Seymour Lipset, American Exceptionalism: A Double-Edged Sword (New York: Norton, 1997), Peter 

 Bergmann, “American Exceptionalism and German ‘Sonderweg’ in Tandem.” The International History 

 Review 23, no. 3 (September 2001), George Schulman, “American Exceptionalism Revisited: Taking 

 Exception to Exceptionalism.” American Literary History 23, no.1 (December 2010), Arnon Gutfeld, 

 American Exceptionalism: The Effects of Plenty on the American Experience (Portland: Sussex 

 Academic Press, 2002), Frances Stonor Saunders, The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World of 

 Arts and Letters (New York: Free Press, 1999) and Lori Bogle, The Pentagon’s Battle for the American 

 mind: The Early Cold War (College Station: Texas A&M Press, 2004). 
6
 See Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (New York: Penguin, 2003), John Hector St. John de 

Crevecoeur, Letters from and American Farmer (Mineola: Dover Books, 2005), Frederick Jackson Turner, 

The Frontier in American History, accessed: June 24, 2014, http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/TURNER/. 

On Bancroft’s contribution see James W. Creaser, “The Origins and Character of American 

Exceptionalism,” American Political Thought 1 (Spring 2012), accessed June 24, 2014, 

http://www.polisci.wisc.edu/Uploads/Documents/Ceaser.pdf.  

http://xroads.virginia.edu/~HYPER/TURNER/
http://www.polisci.wisc.edu/Uploads/Documents/Ceaser.pdf
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leadership and an anti-Communist agenda.
7
 In this context, the interpretations of other 

later works such as Elaine Tyler May’s Homeward Bound and Douglas Field’s edited 

collection American Cold War Culture shed light on the post-1945 fears that also shaped 

social, cultural, and political behaviors and attitudes during that period.
8
   

 Collectively, this exceptionalist slate of prescribed and insinuated attributes 

melded together the concepts of anti-statism, anti-socialism, anti-communism, anti-

colonialism, populism and individualism, a rejection of class consciousness, educational 

and economic opportunity, and meritocracy. Blended in are contributions such as May’s, 

which include belief in assigned gender roles and the centrality of the nuclear American 

family and home, as well as Tocqueville’s notes on religion. During the Frenchman’s 

travels through the early Republic in the 1830s the “astute diarist” observed that “religion 

is considered as a political institution which powerfully supports the maintenance of a 

democratic republic among Americans,” and that Americans “so completely identify the 

spirit of Christianity with freedom in their minds that it is almost impossible to get them 

to conceive the one without the other.”
9
 Echoing that spirit, Charles Bancroft later 

reflected that he viewed American exceptionalism “as a synthesis of the Biblical 

covenants of the Puritans and the natural covenant of Thomas Jefferson.”
10

  

                                                 
7
 The National Security Council (NSC) crafted Paper #68 titled “United States Objectives and Programs for 

National Security” in April 1950. See Office of the Historian, US Department of State, Milestones: 1945-

1952, accessed June 22, 2014, http://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/NSC68.  
8
 See Elaine Tyler May’s description of the centrality of the family in American Cold War society and 

culture, and the need to maintain its security by establishing prescribed boundaries for acceptable behaviors 

in Homeward Bound (New York: Basic Books, 2008). See also Douglas Field, ed. American Cold War 

Culture (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2005) on thoughts about race, gender and sexuality, and 

politics during this period. 
9
 Alexis de Tocqueville, 336 and 343. 

 
10

 Peter Bergmann, 509. 

http://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/NSC68
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 Another observer, Israeli historian Arnon Gutfeld, commented in his intellectual 

history of the American experience, American Exceptionalism: The Effects of Plenty on 

the American Experience, that “American Exceptionalism focuses on the manner in 

which America is different from Europe.”
11

 In his estimation this was particularly 

important because it suggested that Americans were born with a revolutionary spirit and 

free of the chains of a European-style feudal system. Similarly, intellectual historian Peter 

Bergmann noted that it was the absence of both a feudal past and a socialist future that set 

America apart.
12

 Together they suggest that by 1945 Americans felt a separation from 

European politics, society, and culture, believing instead that they had little to learn or 

gain from the Continent regardless of past historical connections.
13

 

 Fused together, all of these concepts, attitudes and thoughts about what it meant 

to be an American, emerged as a paradigm of exceptionalism by the end of the war in 

1945. It was a consensus that gained energy from that postwar triumphal air of victory 

over fascism and served as a lens through which Americans, especially those overseas in 

the armed forces and the Milcoms, viewed themselves. Bergmann notes that for the 

occupied nations, “in the hands of the U.S. military, American Exceptionalism became a 

redemptive pedagogy,” offering healing through example.
14

 Lending voice in her work 

The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World of Arts and Letters, Frances Stonor 

Saunders observes that this existing consensus lent its dynamism to “a kind of feverish 

                                                 
11

 Gutfeld, 23. 
12

 Bergmann, 506. 
13

 Bergmann observes that in general postwar consensus historians such as Richard Hofstadter “agreed that 

Europe had nothing to teach America.” Bergmann, 527. 
14

 Bergmann, 527. 
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sense of superiority amongst many Americans: we’ve won the war, now we’re going to 

reorganize Europe our way.”
15

 Contributing to an understanding of its application, Lori 

Bogle explains that various conservative groups in the United States such as the 

Freedoms Foundation, Christian evangelicals, a willing Eisenhower Administration and 

the armed forces, whose particular influence in the ideological battle against communism 

during the early Cold War had “reached unprecedented levels,” pressed these beliefs into 

service.
16

 Combined, they contributed to the core of an imagined identity that 

Washington elites expected the military communities to accept, and in turn project, as 

overseas representatives of America.  

 By the time the official American occupation of West Germany had ended in 

1949, and that nation’s relationship with the United States began to change, so did the 

role of the Milcoms.
17

 No longer were they simple enclaves of American goodwill 

ambassadors functioning under prescribed guidance to represent their country. By 1950 

they became deliberate conduits for a directed American identity that was the product of 

a series of focused initiatives that sought to craft a national will and underscore defining 

national characteristics, not unlike those set forth in the National Security Council papers. 

Within two decades however, Milcom members began struggling to come to terms with 

troubling internal contradictions of exceptionalist behaviors. These became evident 

through tensions wrought from the dynamics of contemporary cultural, social, political, 

and economic discourses that occurred back home in the United States as well as in the 

                                                 
15

 Saunders, 158. 
16

 Bogle, 80. 

 
17

 West Germany achieved semi-sovereign status on May 23, 1949. For a fuller explanation see Henry 

 Ashby Turner, Germany from Partition to Reunification (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992). 
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German host nation and around the globe. They included issues such as changing 

perspectives on the war in Vietnam, race relations, the place of violence in society, 

gender rights, a flagging economy, the counter-culture, and even West German political 

re-engagement with the East. An understanding of how these tensions challenged that 

consensus of American exceptionalism in the Milcoms is integral to the purpose of this 

study to investigate and trace change over time within the overseas communities from 

their inception to diminished role and to eventual abandonment.  

 As a collective body the existing historic works that address the Milcoms during 

the Cold War period begin in 1945 but seldom venture far beyond the conclusion of the 

declared occupation of western Germany, which came with the full establishment of the 

Federal Republic of Germany (FRG or West Germany) on May 5, 1955.
18

 The sources 

that do advance beyond that date are limited and provide little more than a cursory note 

of the disruptive cultural, social, and economic dynamics that had profound implications 

for the American military and the Milcoms through the mid-1960s and 1970s, and on into 

the 1980s. A survey of the field reveals that these works generally offer treatments that 

hew closely to an “exceptionalist” perspective that serves as a leit motif and follows as a 

thread of continuity through the narratives up to 1955.  

 Among the histories that address the early post-1945 occupation of Germany and 

the coalescing military communities are those by John Gimbel, Eugene Davidson, 

                                                 
18

 The terms ‘West Germany’ and the ‘Federal Republic of Germany’ (FRG) are synonymous and refer to 

western Germany prior to the reunification process in 1990. 
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Michael Ermath, Major General (Retired) Franklin Davis, Jr. and Charlotte Wolf.
19

  They 

follow political, diplomatic, and cultural discourses but like Gimbel’s excellent case 

study of the city of Marburg, A German Community under American Occupation, 

Marburg, 1945-52, they tend to paint a bleak picture of American behavior in action. 

These historians depict American occupiers as self-serving, “local traditions-be-damned” 

consumers of Coca-Cola and Lucky Strikes whose transgressions “gave rise to a strain of 

anti-American sentiment” and portrayed the Amis [Americans] as “poor examples of 

democracy and equality.”
 20

 Still, Davis’ own parochial approach is typical in its heavy-

handedness and proclaims triumphantly that the Germans had “changed the old stratified 

society into a social structure resembling American society” while suggesting that “the 

towering sovereignty and affluence of West Germany today [1949] are a monument [sic] 

to the American people.”
 21 

  

Histories by Donna Alvah, Unofficial Ambassadors: American Military Families 

Overseas and the Cold War, Anni P. Baker, American Soldiers Overseas: The Global 

Military Presence, and Martha Gravois’s “Military Families in Germany, 1946-1986: 

Why They Came and Why They Stay” all offer insights on life in the Milcoms while 

providing a narrative that serves as an exceptionalist lens through which to study the 

communities up to and just beyond the 1955 milestone. Together, all three suggest a 

                                                 
19

 Franklin M. Davis, Jr. served as a Major General during World War Two through the Vietnam conflict. 

His post-1945 service included positions with troops and in the military government as part of the 

occupation force in West Germany from VE-Day until July 1947. Charlotte Wolf’s Garrison Community 

and John Gimbel’s postwar study of the city of Marburg, A German Community under American 

Occupation, Marburg, 1945-52 (Stanford University Press, 1961) are two excellent examples of existing 

studies that informed this project’s methodology. Wolf’s work focuses on Milcoms in Turkey. 
20

 John Gimbel, A German Community under American Occupation, 3 and 202 
21

 Franklin M. Davis, Jr., Come as a Conqueror: The United States Army’s Occupation of Germany, 1945-

1949 (New York: MacMillan Company, 1967), 243 and 246. 
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teleological understanding of the Milcoms’ establishment from a pressing need, to 

disciplinary palliative, to American-government-endorsed “soft power” conduit.
22

 As 

Martha Gravois proposes in her writing, the propaganda benefit for the West was 

inestimable, and the Milcoms soon became an enduring fixture on the West German 

landscape. Still, the real contribution of these works is their use of previously untapped 

source materials. This includes Alvah’s extensive use of personal letters, diaries, and 

print media sources such as the period magazine U.S. Lady, which all provide a 

grassroots perception of the effects of exceptionalist behaviors. As Alvah notes, while 

Vice-President Richard Nixon was regaling Nikita Khrushchev with the glories of 

American consumer goods during the 1959 “Kitchen Debates,” Milcom wives were 

inviting “local women to their homes to admire their refrigerators and washing 

machines.”
23

 

But interpreting the Milcoms’ reactions to the tensions that began to inform and 

reshape a definition of Americanism presents challenges to these existing studies. 

Although these works address the formation of the incipient military communities, and 

the singular core of their identity, they offer little insight into the transition and changes 

that affected the Milcoms’ ideas about American identity. This is especially true of the 

decades following the FRG’s May 1955 birth date. All these works follow that traditional 

exceptionalist consensus and, like Donna Alvah’s book, are satisfied to suggest that the 

                                                 
22

 Political theorist Joseph S. Nye coined the term “soft power” which referred to the indirect, non-

confrontational manner that nations could exert their influence on one another. See Joseph S. Nye, Soft 

Power: The Means to Success in World Politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2004), 5.  
23
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1965 (New York: New York University Press, 2007), 116. 
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impact and importance of the Milcom began to wane with military down-sizing programs 

that began in Europe by the 1970s. Anni P. Baker’s American Soldiers Overseas also 

addresses the Milcom but generally, often through a jaundiced eye, provides a negative 

critique of the history of America’s overseas basing policy while offering little 

understanding of life within the military community in Germany from the 1960s to the 

1980s.
24

 Martha Gravois limits her interpretation to a view of life in the Milcoms up 

through the 1980s and is keen to introduce an understanding, in the vein of Frederick 

Jackson Turner, that the first waves of arriving families were “a new generation of 

American pioneers.”
25

 Although these works do not provide an incorrect picture it is an 

incomplete one and fails to consider changes to the exceptionalist identity within the 

Milcom and how Americans in those communities reacted to that change.  

Another shortcoming of these works is their adherence to a too narrow scope that 

focuses only on political, cultural, or in the case of Alvah’s work, gendered treatments of 

the Milcom experience. By following a single line they offer only limited interpretations 

and fail to provide more comprehensive, multi-dimensional, richer understandings of life 

in the military communities. Adherence to an approach that interprets life in the Milcoms 

only through the actions or inactions of military spouses, for example, discounts the 

agency of other members of the Milcom community or the impact of cross boundary 

interactions with German neighbors. These treatments also risk losing connection to 

                                                 
24

 Baker’s is a busy work whose focus often shifts between macro and micro views as it attempts to address 

a global American basing system. Alvah’s work often informed Baker’s insights. See Anni P. Baker, 

American Soldiers Overseas: The Global Military Presence (Westport: Praeger, 2004). 
25
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historical context so that the influence of broader political, social, and economic actions 

is absent. My project prevents that from happening by providing a scope that is broad 

enough to embrace important contemporary events such as the readjusted DM rate of 

1948 and the economic miracle of the 1950s [Wirtschaftswunder] that had a significant 

impact on the economic well-being of West Germany and resonated in Milcom life, and 

includes the agency of all community members. 

Other recent secondary syntheses by German historians offer a refreshing 

perspective of a people facing west towards the approaching American postwar leviathan. 

These include works such as Maria Höhn’s GIs and Frauleins: The German-American 

Encounter in 1950s West Germany, Hanna Schissler’s The Miracle Years: A Cultural 

History of West Germany, 1949-1968, and Uta Poiger’s Jazz, Rock, and Rebels: Cold 

War Politics and American Culture in Divided Germany. They provide views of the 

influence of American consumer culture and social mores on German life during the 

early occupation as well as insight into the complexities of grass-roots cultural inter-

penetration that occurred across the boundary separating the Milcom and the local 

communities. In this context they propose an understanding of the various interpretations 

of American ideals by the Germans. In complement, Martin Klimke’s study The Other 

Alliance: Student Protests in West Germany and the United States in the Global Sixties 

addresses the interaction between cultures during the time of protest and introduces an 

understanding of how Germans and Americans exchanged thoughts on political 

ideologies. One illustration he offers is how during the 1960s German students provided 
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assistance to GIs who deserted and sought asylum to avoid deployments to Vietnam.
26

 

Further investigation of forms of protest by Milcom members expands Klimke’s 

discussion in Chapter 8 of this work but also provides a fresh view of an underground 

opposition press not addressed in previous histories. 

 In addition, these extant German studies are joined by Belinda Davis’s collection 

of essays in Changing the World, Changing Oneself: Political Protest and Collective 

Identities in West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s, and Elisabeth Glaser 

and Hermann Wellenreuther’s edited piece Bridging the Atlantic: The Question of 

American Exceptionalism in Perspective. All directly recognize or suggest the centrality 

of the American exceptionalist narrative but offer approaches and interpretations that 

endorse trans-national linkages and new ways to examine and understand the 

“interculturality,” as Belinda Davis suggests, that is engendered through the “modes of 

enmeshment” found in contemporary German-American relationships.
27

  

 Regardless of its treatment in those previously listed works, consensual thinking 

about Americanism and its tenets remains central as a meta-narrative, gaining its impetus 

in the group of histories by Kenneth Osgood, Lori Bogle, Richard Pells and Laura 

Belmonte, which offer broad insights and differing treatments of the decision to employ a 

                                                 
26
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“soft power” approach to propaganda during the early postwar period. They lend an 

understanding of government concerns and intentions surrounding the shaping of 

America’s image abroad and how the postwar environment afforded opportunities for the 

United States to influence European culture, society, economics, and politics. In his 

work, Total Cold War: Eisenhower’s Secret Propaganda Battle at Home and Abroad, 

Osgood notes that the United States “needed to develop new ways and means of 

influencing minds and attitudes of West Europeans while avoiding the appearance of 

overt intervention in European affairs.”
28

 The person-to-person contact available through 

the Milcoms seemed perfect for this so the armed forces introduced “indoctrination 

programs for service personnel and their dependents.”
29

 In that context, Lori Bogle’s 

book The Pentagon’s Battle for the American Mind provides an understanding of the 

initiatives sponsored by the Administration and independent organizations who “worked 

closely with the Defense Department’s Office of Armed Forces Information and 

Education (AFIE) and Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS) to 

disseminate anticommunist and conservative economic and political views among service 

personnel and civilians.”
30

  

 In the same context as Osgood and Bogle, Laura Belmonte’s Selling the American 

Way: U.S. Propaganda and the Cold War, and Richard Pells Not Like Us, offer insight to 

the political culture exploited by the American government. They discuss how vehicles 

such as print media, radio broadcast, films, music, and cultural exhibitions, were among 

                                                 
28
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29
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30
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methods utilized to enunciate “visions of the freedom and equality inherent in the 

American political ethos.”
31

 This rang true in the early Milcoms as many West Germans 

grasped at American culture as a palliative to block the pain of their recent past and as a 

light toward identifying a new future. Together this group of histories, by Osgood, Bogle, 

Belmonte, and Pells, establish motivations behind the use of soft power to shape an 

exceptional American image amidst the rubble of postwar Germany and exploit the post-

1945 Milcom network as its conduit. As this project reveals this generated additional 

impetus for the early development of those communities.  

Collectively, these existing historic works provide a foundation for understanding 

the establishment of the Milcom network, a framework for exploring its development 

over time, and the centrality of the American exceptionalist consensus to early postwar 

contemporary ideological thought. But within those existing works there are notable 

voids that this project resolves to satisfy within the context of its argument that the 

trajectory of change within that consensus was traceable within the Milcoms. In that 

sense this project reveals that changes to the prevailing cultural, social, political, and 

economic discourses in the United States and around the globe during the first four 

postwar decades created tensions that affected the narrative of American exceptionalism 

in the West German Milcoms. Issues as varied as the international counter-culture 

movement, the war in Vietnam, race tensions, an emerging drug culture, a weakening 

dollar, terrorism, and gender informed the decisions and behaviors of the military 
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community members. Also tested by these tensions was the very identity of the Milcoms 

that the consensus had informed and shaped. As a result, Milcom members, as individuals 

and as members of a community, faced the decision to either endorse existing prescribed 

ideals broadcast by the U.S government or accept a rescripting of the exceptionalist 

narrative that felt the influence of changing global cultural, social, political, and 

economic dynamics. These decisions affected how they presented themselves to the 

German community, how the host nation interacted with the Milcom, and how members 

of the Milcom reconceptualized and articulated what it meant to be an American. This 

project addresses those cross boundary interactions between Milcom and host nation 

members that at once influenced and reflected those changes and shaped the identities of 

both communities. 

 But gaining a deeper appreciation for the evolution of the overseas Milcom as an 

imagined community, understanding the reactions of its members to tensions within the 

exceptionalist narrative, and appreciating their negotiated interactions across existing 

social and cultural boundaries with the German host community requires a grassroots 

level perspective.
32

 This approach, which many existing works have not addressed as 

comprehensively as this project, is central to this work and provides a means to examine 

those places where Americans and Germans shared points of contact along the lines of 

                                                 
32
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four thematic threads: culture, society, politics, and economics. It follows those courses 

by narrowing its scope to focus its investigation on those events, issues, and concerns that 

most affected contemporary life in the Milcoms, and interprets the members’ reactions 

and interactions with one another and their German neighbors. It also considers those 

actions in the reflective mirror of the host nation. Some of the points of contact this study 

examines are the hiring of local nationals, the fluctuating Deutsche Mark rate, debates on 

the deployment of nuclear-ready missiles, and a common terrorist threat.  

 That approach gives further form to the narrative that is at once thematic as well 

as chronological. Within that structure there is a division to the study that separates it into 

two sections: 1946 to 1967 and 1967 to 1990. As it reveals in the first five chapters, 

through 1967, the behaviors of the general American population and most members of 

the Milcoms hewed closely to the described tenets of the prescribed consensus. After that 

time, the changing global dynamics acted as catalysts to influence transformations within 

the belief system of American ideals among the community members. A number of 

significant events that occurred during the mid-1960s delineate that time as a logical 

caesura between the two sections. Among them was the 1967 Tet offensive in Vietnam, 

which many histories suggest turned American public opinion against the war. Also 

significant were a series of anti-war, anti-establishment, and anti-authoritarian protests 

that erupted in 1968 around the globe in cities such as Paris, Mexico City, Peking, 

London, and Berlin. In addition, in August of that year Soviet troops rolled into the city 

of Prague to put down a quasi-democratic movement, and anti-establishment protests and 

riots disrupted the Democratic National Convention in Chicago. That year also gained 
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dark notoriety in the United States for the assassination of the key political and civil 

rights figures Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. Also, in West Germany, 

that generation known as the ‘1968ers’ [68er Bewegung] born during World War Two 

came of age in the mid-1960s and rejected the values of the previous generations.
33

 They 

added their voices to the growing chorus of global protest against the war in Vietnam and 

against authoritarianism that seemed too similar to their recent national past. This 

collection of influences, which unleased energies that affected Milcom members’ 

thoughts about the American ideals provides context for the latter half of the project. 

  The utilization of first person experiences was central to the collection of sources 

for this project that included a wealth of primary and secondary materials from existing 

books, documents, archives, and studies. These provided the most information from the 

grassroots perspective and offered evidence of exceptional attitudes and changing 

behaviors over time. In addition they included German-American interactions along the 

cultural and social boundary as well as German perceptions of American actions. Integral 

to this were individual histories and shared experiences, letters to the editor of 

newspapers, reports that highlighted individual experiences, and printed memoirs. The 

individual histories and shared experiences came from a variety of sources. Existing 

archives at Rutgers University in New Jersey provided transcripts of interviews gathered 
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during funded programs to collect the Cold War experiences of military veterans.
34

 The 

on-line archive at U.S. Army Germany also provided an excellent source for first-hand 

experiences.
35

 In a similar manner, this project gathered information from approximately 

80 former Milcom members: military members of all ranks, civilians, and their family 

members who lived and worked in the communities during the timeframe of the study. 

Also included in this group are the shared experiences of several German civilians who 

interacted with Americans during this period. These all took the form of recorded oral in-

person and telephone interviews as well as exchanges of correspondence.
36

 Letters to the 

editor of Stars and Stripes were another source of individual responses to the impact of 

current events in the Milcoms as were featured articles that included the impressions and 

reactions of individual service members, civilians, and dependents.
37

 Most rare of all the 

first person sources was the compilation of personal letters and memories in bound form. 

The best example is Letters Home: The Story of an American Family in Occupied 

Germany, 1946-1949. The axis mundi for this book was the collected letters and 

memories of the Kale family who resided in the city of Würzburg after the war. Another 

example is Daring Young Men, Richard Reeves’s work of the Berlin Airlift that includes 

personal impressions of the pilots who flew the relief missions to West Berlin. The value 
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of these ‘eye-witness’ sources rests in the immediacy of impressions that did not have to 

stand the vicissitudes of time and memory. Taken together, the value of these varied 

sources of first hand perspectives is inestimable. 

 Chapter 1 of this work recounts the origins of the military communities in West 

Germany starting with the decision to deploy family members to Europe as a means to 

raise the morale of American occupation troops and to still restless urges that service 

members manifested in acts of ill-discipline such as excessive drinking, fighting, black 

marketing, and fraternization. This establishes the chronological beginning of this study 

that then follows decisions by the U.S. government to exploit the coalescing network of 

Milcoms as a vehicle to sell American ideals at a time when there was a stiff competition 

with the Soviets to win the hearts and minds of people in occupied lands. It also 

introduces American exceptionalism as the prevailing set of tenets that American elites 

used as a template to direct Milcom members’ behaviors and shape their interactions with 

the host nation. This chapter also unpacks ideas about segmentation by shedding new 

light on the barriers that prevented early engagement of the German and American 

cultures and societies. These include physical separation between the groups, differences 

in nourishment and health, and the requirements of daily life in the Milcoms that included 

the demands of military missions and training, work within the home, and attendance at 

boarding schools in the American overseas school system. 

 Chapter 2 follows the first of four thematic threads as it investigates the impact of 

American culture in Germany during the early postwar decades leading up to 1967. It 

examines the ways that the Germans negotiated accommodation and resistance to the 
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exceptional cultural imprint that Americans presented through the dynamics of 

consumerism as well as through the artifacts of popular culture such as music, film, and 

automobiles. In doing so, Germans gained a familiarity with their occupiers and came to 

terms with the visual and physical signifiers of Americanism present in cultural form.  

 Chapter 3 examines the second thematic thread as it explores those dimensions of 

American society that served as a foundation to the exceptionalist consensus but also 

provided contested grounds within the public sphere. Ideas such as racial equality, gender 

roles, and freedom of the press and speech were among concepts that were central to a 

postwar American identity but were also fraught with challenges. These difficulties came 

to light within the Milcoms, and dictated how the members interacted with one another in 

the early postwar years and how their German neighbors evaluated the credibility of the 

exceptionalist credo by observing life within the gated communities.  

 Chapter 4 explores the third thematic thread by studying the influence of two 

powerful postwar engines that drove American politics and political strategy, anti-

communism and nuclear armament. It analyzes how Milcom members engaged with 

contemporary politics and unlike their counterparts back home lived in easy striking 

distance of the Soviet Bloc’s nuclear weapons. In examining those dynamics this project 

reveals how the political energies of those days offered points of commonality and 

friction between the Americans and their German partners. It shows that for many 

Americans, especially those living in the West German Milcoms, the nuclear threat 

generated fears and tensions between the potential consequences of confrontation with 

the East and the responsibility to do their duty. On one hand, West Germans began to 
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view American presence and the reliance on nuclear defense through a dark lens and this 

evolved into a political wedge between the nations, suggesting that their unity on the 

issue was perhaps illusory. On the other hand, a staunch defiance of communist influence 

continued to serve as a bond between the Germans and their Milcom neighbors. 

 Chapter 5 follows the fourth thematic thread analyzing the effect of the German 

economic miracle [Wirtschaftswunder] that brought the nation out of the rubble of the 

postwar and proved to be an essential ingredient in shaping a strong, new anti-communist 

partner for the West. Adding to existing histories this chapter illuminates the impact that 

the Wirtschaftswunder had on the lives of Germans and how that trajectory of economic 

success had three points of contact with the American Milcoms that affected their 

relationship with the host nation: employment of the local populace, a changing Deutsche 

Mark rate, and local taxes. It addresses the extant and emerging challenges of black 

marketeering and loss of buying power that confronted the Americans and heralded the 

beginning of the end of the halcyon days of unchallenged economic advantage for 

Milcom members.   

 The last four chapters of this study address the period that witnessed the greatest 

change in thinking about American ideals within the Milcoms subsequent to the political, 

cultural, social, and economic tumult of the mid-1960s. Chapter 6 again addresses the 

American cultural imprint that arrived via the Milcoms and that the Germans both 

welcomed and eschewed. Unlike earlier decades it did not include an overt fascination 

with the physical manifestations of Americana such as automobiles, washing machines, 

and blue jeans, or other cultural artifacts such as music and print media. Instead, this 
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second wave of American culture introduced the popular dining fad of fast food and the 

dark triumvirate of violence, crime, and drugs. The latter intersected at the Milcom and 

shaped Americans’ opinions of their culture and their interactions with one another. 

Together, the fast food phenomenon and the collections of problems also informed West 

Germans’ continued assessment of the United States by providing a troubled lens to study 

the complexity of contemporary modern American culture. 

 Chapter 7 explores how by the mid-1960s the societal issues of race, feminism, 

and media manipulation emerged as increasingly contested grounds within the public 

sphere for most Americans. It was during this period, in this environment, that the 

Milcom members encountered a newly energized struggle for racial equality that had 

gained strength from an organized civil rights movement that had developed a threatening 

radical edge. Here also a blossoming feminist movement confronted service members, 

civilian workers, their spouses and families, with new challenges as well as opportunities. 

Finally, the familiar media outlets, AFN and the Stars and Stripes, which had for decades 

provided almost all non-military news and information, would fall under renewed 

scrutiny for improper manipulation and censorship. It was a time of change and 

opportunity for Milcom members that offered challenges to come to terms with the 

failures of American society and to negotiate new ways to relate to one another and their 

German neighbors. In that context this study contributes to existing histories by exploring 

how the usefulness of consensual thinking and identity, such as that of exceptionalism, 

became limited and its value reduced in light of those troubling inconsistencies. But, that 

process also demonstrated to Americans that the resiliency of their society lay in its 
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continued openness and its ability to meet societal challenges head-on and work together 

to find a new consensus in the solutions. 

 Chapter 8 addresses the effects of post-1967 politics on the Milcoms by exploring 

the dynamics of dissent, protest, and terrorism. In that context, this project satisfies a 

historical lacuna by providing an understanding of how contemporary political dissent 

and protest, as well as the growing malignancy of terrorism, informed the lives of the 

Milcom members and shaped their behaviors. It also offers a unique perspective of 

Americans who were among some of the first to live in the shadow of fear cast by 

terrorism and felt its initial sting, and who unlike their fellow citizens back home 

confronted anti-American antagonists not through second-hand news sources but at the 

very gates of the places they lived, worked, and played. The Milcoms felt the effects in a 

series of three distinct events that tested the bonds of the German-American political 

relations: the conflict in Vietnam, the Pershing Missile protests, and terrorist attacks. The 

first two provided points of tension but the third, much like early postwar concerns of a 

communist threat, drew Germans and Americans closer as both groups eschewed 

violence as a viable form of political protest. 

 Chapter 9 analyzes changes on the global economic game board that had an 

impact on life in the military communities. As in earlier postwar years the economics of 

the Milcom again intersected those of the host nation at key points of contact such as a 

changing Deutsche Mark rate, fuel prices, taxes, and hiring of local nationals. But as this 

project reveals, unlike previous times, emerging economic realities presented different 

and often troubling crises for American service members, civilians, dependents and 
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retirees living overseas. Beginning in the 1970s, and through most of the 1980s, Germans 

would recognize Milcom members as the “rich uncles from times past [who had become] 

the poor devils from overseas” as they struggled with challenges that often seemed to 

eclipse the more mundane demands of their assigned mission overseas.
38

 

 As this project reveals the tenets of American exceptionalism were not immutable 

but changed with the times causing members of the military communities to reinterpret 

their meaning and renegotiate their interactions with one another and the host nation. 

Throughout the four and a half decade process the German nation rebuilt its economy and 

sculpted a new national identity just as the Milcoms experienced a reframing of 

American ideals that included greater inclusion, equality and opportunity. The result is a 

new understanding of Americanism and exceptionalism that challenges and redefines the 

earlier prewar consensus. 
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Chapter One: 

Milcoms, 1946-1967 

Military Communities Serve as Models of Exceptionalism 

 

 
 Close on the heels of the cessation of hostilities in Europe in 1945, American 

authorities moved to establish a network of military communities in Germany as a 

solution for a variety of problems. A realized benefit to the presence of the Milcoms was 

their collective potential to act as an agent of ‘soft power,’ possessing the ability to shape 

host nation opinions of the United States at the grass-roots level. This manifested itself 

through the Milcom members who arrived exhibiting the attitudes of a contemporary 

American exceptionalist consensus bolstered by guidance from military and political 

elites. Trading these attitudes and behaviors across the boundary between the cultures 

they projected an image of America that influenced their relationship with their German 

hosts with both positive and negative results. 

From First Arrivals to Established Network 

 

 On April 28, 1946, a small group of 379 wives and children disembarked from the 

U.S. Army transport ship Thomas Barry onto Columbus Quay at the port of 

Bremerhaven, West Germany.
 
Among the mix of passengers, which included families of 

all ranks, were Mrs. Lucius D. Clay, Mrs. Mark W. Clark and the wives of 12 other 
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generals.
39

 As an Army band played “The Stars and Stripes Forever” these military 

family members were ushered onto buses and trains that would eventually bring them to 

reunions with fathers, husbands, and fiancés serving in the postwar American occupation 

force in western Germany.
 
News accounts of the day noted that although soldiers at pier-

side hailed them with remarks such as “You’ll be sorry!” the new arrivals, flushed with 

excitement, chortled back, “No we won’t.”
40

  

 The following months witnessed thousands more family members making the 

same trans-Atlantic journey.
41

 In evidence, periodic news of arriving transport ships 

appeared in the pages of the military’s Stars and Stripes newspaper so servicemen could 

track the arrival of their loved ones. The reports offered the date of arrival, the name of 

the ship and passenger lists reflecting the first and last name of the family members and 

their final destination by German town or military community (Milcom).
42

 For many it 

was an unpleasant voyage that preceded a pleasant reunion. Former Army spouse Jane 

Mulvihill recalls that it was a long, rough journey. Three months pregnant, she occupied 

a small windowless cabin below decks with three other women, and spent most of her 

                                                 
39
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40
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time sick and in the latrine.
43

 Terry Beeson, who crossed the ocean as a young dependent 

remembers, “We traveled across the North Atlantic over Christmas to get there 

[Germany] aboard the USS Upshur, an old troop ship…I was 9, and I remember being 

sick every morning.”
44

 An article that later appeared in a woman’s magazine noted 

military ocean travel with a cheery difference, “Here’s a service that takes away the pain 

of separation and adds the pleasure of a sea voyage.” It described the accommodations as 

“a comfortable living space with bath, upper and lower bunks, writing desk, and 

miscellaneous other furniture.”
45

 

 Regardless of the circumstances of their travel these family members formed the 

vanguard of a successful initiative sponsored by the American government to solve a 

plethora of problems. These included fraternization with locals, sagging morale, failing 

retention rates, high rates of violent crime, a burgeoning black market, and widespread 

venereal disease among the American troops.
46

 As one German worker confided, “The 

Ami [American] is great, as long as he isn’t drunk, because then he fights with anyone 

who gets in his way, just for the fun of fighting.”
47

 One American soldier who 

experienced the postwar occupation years admitted during an interview that: 
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44
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the author, June 5, 2014. 
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My experiences with the locals [laughter] were mostly with the 

frauleins. Let’s face it, I was nineteen years old, I was single, my 

God. I’d go to a gasthaus, which is a saloon, and it’s sad, because 

these young ladies the only way they could make a living or to 

provide for themselves was the GIs, and we didn’t talk about Hitler 

and the war…We talked about, “How much do you want? Where do 

we go?”
48

 

 

American authorities hoped that the presence of families would still these urges of ill-

discipline among the soldiers and thus calm a growing anxiety among the German 

populace that “gave rise to a strain of anti-American sentiment” that regarded the 

recalcitrant Amis as “poor examples of democracy and equality.”
49

 

 This was an enterprise that owed its impetus and success in no small measure to 

the actions of a protest group of twenty angry wives who in January 1946 confronted 

General Eisenhower while on his way to a Congressional hearing.
50

  In the presence of 

reporters and photographers they laid their demands for increasing the tempo of 

demobilization at his feet and appealed for the earliest return home of their husbands and 

relations who remained in postwar Germany. Among their concerns was a need to 

alleviate the financial burden on military families of maintaining dual households, one in 

Germany and one in the States. That same month Representative Margaret Chase Smith 

of Maine, ever an advocate for the welfare of service members, assumed the political lead 
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and petitioned Secretary of War Henry Stimson to allow both wives and fiancées to join 

service members “in Europe on tours lasting a minimum of one year.”
51

 Earlier, in 

November 1945, the new military governor of the American Zone, General Lucius Clay, 

had added his voice to the growing chorus of military and political leaders who advocated 

normalizing the situation by forming “military communities [of families] with units of 

approximately regimental size as the nucleus.”
52

 The solution, they hoped, to the 

collective problems of troop ill-discipline, a disgruntled German citizenry, and protesting 

spouses, would be the reunion of soldiers and their families.  

 The success of this initiative became apparent within a year of the arrival of the 

first group of wives and children at the port of Bremerhaven as troop discipline improved 

significantly, postwar crimes rates declined, and relations with the German public had 

improved.
53

 These changes were important, as both American and German leaders 

“praised the beneficial effects of the family presence in stabilizing the occupation 

environment.”
54

 Contemporaneous issues of the Stars and Stripes newspaper carried 

periodic articles that reflected the positive change. A piece in the February 11, 1948 

edition noted, “Two units of the Nuremberg Military Post have received commendations 

from Gen. Lucius Clay, EC [European Command] commander, for their record of six 
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consecutive months without a case of venereal disease.”
55

 As the newspaper archives 

reveal, units often competed for this distinction, with passes and time off as coveted 

rewards. 

 A December 1949 survey sponsored by the U.S. High Commissioner of Germany 

(HICOG) revealed that a majority of West Germans queried “described the conduct of 

American occupation troops as good, with an additional six percent in AMZON [the 

American Zone] saying they thought it was very good” and that the “soldiers’ behavior 

had improved since the end of the war.”
56

 Whether there was a direct correlation between 

the arrival of the families and the positive changes, or a combination of family presence 

and separate incentive, or all were simply coincidental, the changes were still timely and 

important for stabilizing the postwar situation. Just as important, these military families 

formed the seeds of a system of inter-connected Milcoms that increased rapidly in 

number and spread across the devastated West German landscape.
57

  

 Within a short time the number of resident American family members had grown 

significantly.
58

 By 1948 there were over 3,000 wives and children in the West Berlin 

community alone.
59

 Numerous sources such as the U.S. Census Bureau, the Defense 

Manpower Data Center (DMDC), the Center for Military History (CMH), and the 
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Heritage Foundation all provide some variances in the exact number of American family 

members residing overseas in West Germany. Still, all agree that the successive yearly 

increases in the population of dependents in the first three postwar decades were 

considerable.
 60

 (See Figures 1.5 and 1.6) By 1970, the 143,932 service-related 

dependents in West Germany accounted for 45.26% of the world-wide total of family 

members residing overseas.
61

 Consistently, that nation remained home to the largest 

number of overseas American military families throughout the entire Cold War period.
62

 

By 1990, that included 47 major military communities and 800 satellite localities.
63

 In 

comparison, the number of dependents in Japan, which also hosted a large American 

presence, remained a distant second.
64

 

Milcoms as Conduits of Soft Power 

 It was however, not the dominating American physical presence alone but rather 

its confluence with Cold War politics and the exigencies of U.S.-Soviet tensions, which 
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made the impact of the system of Milcoms in West Germany resonate with the American 

leadership. That early realization transpired when Soviet forces, under instructions from 

Moscow, played a typically dangerous game of Cold War brinksmanship and sealed off 

all land and water routes of ingress and egress to the Western Allied sectors of Berlin on 

June 19, 1948. As contemporary histories note, the Soviet’s gambit was a reaction to 

perceptions of Western intransigence in negotiating a settlement of economic issues for 

the divided halves of Germany. The intention of their action was to prove their resolve 

and starve the Western allies into a capitulation of their claims to sectors of the former 

capital that was located 100 miles deep in Soviet-controlled eastern Germany.
65

 For 

Germans living in the AMZON that summer of 1948 the situation seemed dire. As one 

young diarist recorded, “Everybody believes the Americans will give up Berlin…For 

many people suicide seems the only way out.”
66

  

As decision-makers in Washington struggled to find various options, General 

Clay observed, “The evacuation of [American] family members from Berlin would lead 

to a hysterical reaction and drive the Germans in droves into the supposed safety of 

Communism.” He added, “We must not destroy their confidence by any indication of 

departure from Berlin. I still do not believe our dependents should be evacuated. Once 

                                                 
65
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again we have to sweat it out, come what may.”
67

 The ‘die was cast’ when President 

Truman agreed, “We stay in Berlin. Period.”
68

 

Heroic efforts to resupply the city via an air bridge created from round-the-clock 

sorties of Allied military aircraft eventually lifted the year-long siege in May 1949.
69

 

Sensing the gravity of the moment, General Clay understood that the plight of the 3,000 

American military family members in Berlin would provide the world with an 

opportunity to form a strong negative opinion of the Soviets, while underscoring 

America’s own resolve in the face of a determined threat. It was a propitious moment and 

his estimation proved correct. Years later he would recall, “I do not believe that our 

families were ever as content as during the blockade when they felt themselves as part of 

the effort of Western Democracies.”
70

 Clay also proudly added, “There was no 

nervousness or tenseness evidenced by any of the Americans in Berlin.”
71

 Their patriotic 

solidarity seemed especially vibrant as the soldiers and families of that isolated outpost 

enjoyed a special Christmas show performed by Bob Hope, Irving Berlin, and Tex 

McCrary. By comparison, the uniqueness of the relationship between Americans and 

West Berliners also appeared solid because after that moment, “West Berlin wanted to 

                                                 
67
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become more modern and more American than any other place in Germany.”
72

 

The American leadership in Washington understood that the propaganda value of 

the Berlin success was inestimable. Just as the end of the war in 1945 had been the 

Stunde Null [Zero Hour] for a new Germany, the Berlin Airlift marked the “zero hour” 

for the Milcom’s emerging role as an instrument of foreign policy. As the frequency of 

daily interactions between Milcom members and German nationals increased with the 

easing of postwar non-fraternization policies and the expansion of the Milcom network, 

so did the U.S. government’s realization that these communities could provide a vehicle 

to extend the reach and effectiveness of American person-to-person “soft power” contact 

across the Atlantic.
 73

 

Milcoms and the Propaganda War 

By the end of the 1940s the United States and the Soviet Union found themselves 

in the grips of a revised Cold War. No longer was direct military confrontation, with the 

potential for world-wide nuclear annihilation, an acceptable option in the cut and thrust 

arena of diplomatic maneuverings between the two hegemons. In that context it was 

President Eisenhower, following in the footsteps of his predecessor Truman, who first 
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gave weight to the concept of psychological warfare as a suitable alternative. Eisenhower 

determined that American leadership and dominance in the postwar world depended on 

the skillful application of psychological forces. In his estimation it was a battle for the 

hearts and minds of people in other lands. But it would require a different set of weapons 

and skills that went beyond those of official propaganda agencies. Instead, it must include 

a comprehensive strategy that tied together diplomacy, economic assistance, trade, 

person-to-person contacts, and ideas.
 
In essence, it challenged Americans “to prove their 

peaceful intentions, and to persuade others of the ideological and cultural superiority of 

the American way of life.”
74

 

Throughout the early postwar years, the Truman and Eisenhower administrations 

had been engaged in a struggle to come to terms with the new realities of the Cold War. 

Between December 1947 and April 1950, a succession of National Security Council 

(NSC) documents captured and reflected the thinking.
75

 It began with NSC 4 on 

December 17, 1947, which wrestled with the concept of strengthening and coordinating 

“all foreign information measures of the U.S. Government in furtherance of the 

attainment of U.S. national objectives.”
76

 NSC 20/4, which assessed and appraised 

“existing and foreseeable threats to our national security currently posed by the USSR,”
77

 

followed on November 23, 1948, and NSC 68 dated April 12, 1950, which further 
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evaluated those threats but placed some responsibility on individual Americans for 

countering those dangers. In that document, Section VI, U.S. Intentions and Capabilities, 

Sub-Paragraph A, Political and Psychological, spoke of those “expressions of national 

consensus in our society” and emphasized “capabilities” within Americans that 

“constitute a great potential force in our international relations.” In particular, NSC 68 

noted, it was the “potential within us of bearing witness to the values by which we live” 

that “holds promise for a dynamic manifestation to the rest of the world of the vitality of 

our system.”
78

 NSC 68 went on to describe the purpose for that realization was the 

development and “resolute expression” of a “national will” and that the impetus for that 

process lay “with the government.”
79

 

Using these documents as a foundation, the Eisenhower Administration moved 

forward with a Cold War strategy that located both covert and overt psychological 

warfare at the center. The government created, then modified over time, an alphabet soup 

of agencies to plan, and implement these new policies and programs. They included 

offices such as the PSB, OCB, OPC, USIS, and the USIA, and programs such as People-

to-People, which worked to involve private businesses, non-government organizations 

(NGO), and the military services.
 80

 All of these initiatives realized the importance of 
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contact at the personal grassroots level and provided generous budget allocations for 

effecting necessary programs.
81

 A key factor in the formula was a realization of the 

availability of the overseas Milcoms and their prime location in Germany to favorably 

affect the opinion of West Europeans in the war of words and ideas with the Soviet East. 

Incidental to that was avoiding the appearance of heavy-handed intervention in European 

affairs and fostering cultural links based on a common heritage.
82

 The physical presence 

of the spreading Milcom network grew coincidentally with the establishment of 

propaganda outlets such as the Voice of America (VOA) and Radio in the American 

Sector (RIAS), whose broadcasts targeted Berlin and East Germany. Also included in this 

transmission of pro-Western information were the numerous successful libraries and 

cultural centers of Amerika Häuser [America House] located in most major cities that 

sought to attract and educate young Germans in American ideals and values.
83

  

Shaping and Influencing the Exceptionalist Strategy 

 Despite the Eisenhower Administration’s best efforts to put in place a strategy of 

exceptionalist propaganda that incorporated official documents, offices, and outlets it was 

still subject to external influences. These were both contingent and purposeful, such as 

unexpected challenges to strongly held convictions that arose during the Korean War, and 
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the persistent efforts of a consortium of conservatives and evangelicals to shape the 

consensus. Each had a lasting resonance in the Milcoms. 

 When disturbing reports regarding American POW behavior began appearing 

during the Korean War the Administration became alarmed. A flurry of articles by news 

outlets, including the Stars and Stripes, described American GIs’ susceptibility to enemy 

interrogation pressures. The contemporary public’s perception was that American 

servicemen had been easy subjects for North Korean brainwashing because, as one 

military psychiatrist claimed, the behavior  of “too many of our soldiers in [North 

Korean] prison fell far short of the historical American standards of honor, character, 

loyalty, courage and personal integrity.”
84

 Some journalists’ reports alleged that unlike 

previous wars Americans had become soft and quickly collaborated even refusing to 

escape, and died at an alarming rate from “a morale malady called ‘give-up-itis.’”
85

 The 

cause one Army report noted was that “parental training failed to provide them with 

moral values and Yankee resourcefulness.”
86

 Although later reports, by sociologists and 

psychiatrists, attempted to debunk these as myths laced with exaggeration, the public 

remained alarmed and the Administration made a decision to take action.  

 With a fear that service personnel no longer understood the foundational 

principles of American freedoms or why they were fighting, and a concern that 

inculcation of traditional ideals had disappeared, President Eisenhower charged Defense 

Secretary Charles Wilson to develop a Code of Conduct. Eventually issued under 
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Executive Order 10631, the six articles of the Code would serve as a manifesto of 

American ideals and recommit the serviceman to a dedication of “the principles which 

made [our] country free.” Furthermore, it encouraged them to “trust in [our] God and in 

the United States of America.”
87

 All the Services readily accepted the Code, which was 

incorporated it into training programs around the world with the assistance of specially 

prepared programs and films.  

 The Stars and Stripes European edition announced the implementation of the 

Code in September 1955 to units and Milcoms in Germany under a headline that read 

“Army Adopts Education Program to Back-Up New Conduct Code.” The text 

emphasized that the new guidelines called for development in each soldier of “a firm 

conviction that the principles of American democracy and freedom are sound and correct 

so that he is willing to fight and preserve them.”
88

 There was also an interest among some 

Washington elites for expanding the precepts of the Code to include American civilians. 

Among them was Admiral Arthur Radford, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

(CJCS), who in October 1955 observed that “all Americans should live by the Armed 

Forces’ code of conduct” and that “every American should be dedicated to his country 

and understand thoroughly the meaning of its way of life.”
89

 

 In an interesting parallel, a redrafted version of the military’s Code appeared in 

the February 1956 issue of U.S. Lady, a popular contemporary magazine for dependent 
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spouses.
90

 It featured a full-page illustration of a well-dressed military wife and young 

child standing before a globe. It was easy to see in the illustration that the United States 

was at the center of the globe and the world seemed to be their exclusive domain. To the 

right of the image is a printed listing that delineated the responsibilities and duties of the 

dependent spouse. Jean Andrew, an Army wife, was the author. Among the charges: 

“Wherever she lives in the world itself, she represents America and its women,” as a 

dependent spouse she serves “as part of a bigger defense team,” her responsibilities 

include “civic duties of voting absentee, thereby exercising her rights and duties of 

citizenship,” most important, her world “centers in the spot where her husband and 

children are.”
91

 (See Figure 1.1) With this distaff endorsement the editors of U.S. Lady 

ensured their consonance with the military’s intent behind the Code and shaped Milcom 

members’ thinking about their commitment to the American way of life. 

 Individual Milcom newspapers also took up the challenge to bolster American 

service members’ faith in the core tenets of exceptionalism. The December 2, 1950 issue 

of the Stuttgart Post News featured an article titled “Soldier! Why are you Here?” The 

text, which included excerpts from the Secretary of State, referred to the communist 

aggressions in Korea observing, “The fate of the entire world is in the balance” and that 

the “United States is assigned a leading role; ideologically the battle is between 

democracy and communism.”
92

 More important, it noted, “The U.S. is so certain that the 
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democratic ideal, the American way of life, is important that no effort to preserve our 

way of life can be considered too much.”
93

 Casting back with historical reference it called 

on the “spirit of man” to demand his heritage citing the storming of the Bastille in France 

as an example of the spirit of freedom and liberty. The charter to renew faith in the ideals 

of Americanism moved on a broad front. 

 A more purposeful, and directed, contemporary influence on the exceptionalist 

consensus came from a consortium of conservatives and evangelicals whose effect was 

longer lasting. The Freedoms Foundation was one of several conservative organizations 

courted by President Eisenhower in the early 1950s to develop, define, and promulgate 

American ideals to the military and a wider public audience. The Foundation, established 

in 1949 by a duo of advertising executives, sought to re-establish the nation’s Christian 

heritage and believed like Eisenhower that the country was in a battle for the minds of 

men with the Soviet East. This came at a time of widespread conservative anti-

communist backlash in America that included the “red scare” tactics of Senator Joseph 

McCarthy who in 1950 claimed, “Today we are engaged in a final, all-out battle between 

communistic atheism and Christianity.”
94

  

 The Freedoms Foundation incorporated its ideas into an “American Credo” which 

included many of the tenets of Americanism and expanded them with a broad spiritual 
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basis and an abiding belief in a Christian God.
95

 They were among the first conservative 

groups to begin working closely with the Department of Defense Office of Armed Forces 

Information and Education (AFI&E) and the Armed Forces Radio and Television Service 

(AFRTS). Their intention was to disseminate anti-communist and conservative political 

and economic views to civilians as well as service personnel and their family members, at 

home and overseas. Captivated by this initiative, especially the spiritual aspect, 

Eisenhower consistently lent his support while still in uniform, then as a college 

president, and later when he occupied the Oval Office. Many of the conservative 

Freedoms Foundation’s ideas resonated in Eisenhower’s earliest presidential directives 

and foreign policy strategies for prosecuting psychological warfare in the struggle for the 

minds of mankind.    

 The Foundation, funded by conservative affiliates, was active in transmitting its 

message of the centrality of spirituality for more than five decades.
96

 Its charter included 

joining with the armed forces to develop a set of national core values that would inspire 

an ideological and spiritual reawakening in America.
97

 A favorite vehicle was their 

annual writing contest. It challenged all applicants, servicemen and women, as well as 

family members, to craft an essay in response to a patriotic topic such as “Freedom—My 
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Heritage, My Responsibility” and “My Hopes for America’s Future.”
98

 The winners 

received $1000, the foundation’s George Washington Honor medal, and recognition in 

the Stars and Stripes newspaper. On at least one occasion, the Foundation invited 

German youth to participate. This was in February 1951 when it opened submissions and 

asked them to write an essay on “The Free Way of Life.” The requirements explained that 

their work had to adhere to the Freedoms Foundation’s Americanist credo: “A 

fundamental belief in God, recognition of a constitutional government designed to serve 

the people, and an indivisible collection of personal, economic, and political freedoms.”
99

 

Winners of this competition, which ran during the entire Cold War period, were usually 

junior enlisted service personnel, but occasionally Milcom family members, DODDS 

students, and officers would win.  

 Various organizations within the Defense Department were also recipients of 

Freedoms Foundation awards. The February 24, 1956 issue of the Stars and Stripes 

carried an article titled “Freedoms Foundation Gives Award to I&E.” It recognized the 

efforts of the Armed Forces Information and Education Division to disseminate materials 

that provided information on American ideals and anti-communist rhetoric. Projecting the 

predominant anxiety of the military leadership, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

Admiral Arthur Radford, noted the significance of the AFI&E efforts by observing “the 

Communists have made amazing gains in the struggle for world dominance, and that 
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Americans are not doing enough to defend freedom.”
100

 Eventually, the Foundation also 

recognized eight European AFRTS stations with awards of the Washington Honor Medal 

for their achievements in producing “outstanding programs which focus attention on the 

American way of life.”
101

 During the early years of the Cold War, the Freedoms 

Foundation, with support of the military leadership in Washington, cast its net wide to 

reach the American public and service personnel, and broadcast messages of exceptional 

American ideals. 

 Just as energetic, but less successful, were other initiatives such as the Militant 

Liberty program, which initially followed the same trajectory as the Freedoms 

Foundation. It developed from a paper written by John C. Broger, then president of the 

Christian-based Far East Broadcasting Company.
102

 In concept, it provided a basis for 

evaluating and assessing the availability of liberties and freedoms in any global society. 

In November 1954, Admiral Radford encouraged the Secretary of Defense, Charles E. 

Wilson, to release a government publication titled: Militant Liberty: A Program of 

Evaluation and Assessment of Freedom. It was a comprehensive booklet that the military 

leadership intended to serve as guidebook for the Armed Forces to enable them to better 

understand the ideals of the American way of life and to better educate foreign 

audiences.
103
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 In short order, the military leadership linked the Freedoms Foundation and 

Militant Liberty. But Militant Liberty received a mixed reception: an open acceptance by 

the military but reluctance by the State Department, the U.S. Information Agency 

(USIA), and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), who placed greater value in their 

own propaganda programs and techniques. Still, during its short life-span of several years 

Admiral Radford and military elites worked diligently to inculcate the ideas into the 

services and by association the Milcoms. This resonated in a November 1955 European 

edition of the Stars and Stripes that announced the unveiling of the program “for 

instructing servicemen in ‘militant liberty’ to enable them to combat ‘militant 

communism’ in the war for men’s minds.” The article, “Yank Classes on ‘Militant 

Liberty’ Set” outlined the goal, which was to make it “possible to see clearly the conflict 

between communism and the free world as it affects individuals” and allow service 

personnel to “understand ideals of liberty which people should strive for.”
104

 Some 

interest in the program remained beyond 1957 when the Stars and Stripes announced that 

“Pentagon Tests ‘Liberty’ Plan” with the release of “100 kits of motion picture footage, 

recordings and pamphlets” aimed at “educating servicemen in the advantages of the 

American way.”
105

 While there is no way to determine the exact number of overseas 

troops exposed to the training, it is certain that Militant Liberty did reach the service 

personnel in the West German Milcoms, if only in program awareness, and offered 

another vehicle for shaping their thoughts and attitudes about American ideals. By 1956 
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however, the Militant Liberty initiative was dead, the victim of budget restraints and 

departmental infighting.
106

 Another factor was the availability of other contemporary 

outlets for information such as the network of AFN radio programs already broadcasting 

to service members and families worldwide.
107

 

 While it is important to note that some informational programs met with success, 

measured in longevity and impact, and others did not, these initiatives did bring together 

a collection of like-minded conservatives and evangelicals. Each focused on instilling in 

service personnel and their family members in the Milcoms a national will and 

maintaining a consensus of American ideals that could deflect communist propaganda. 

This link between conservatives and evangelicals would continue for decades emerging 

later as a significant political force.
108

 But through programs such as the Freedoms 

Foundation and Militant Liberty, they were already riding that emerging wave of 

evangelical Christian energy that ran the gamut from moderates such as Billy Graham to 

extreme right-wing beliefs.
109

 Included in this was the California-based ‘Christian Anti-

Communism Crusade’ of Fred Schwarz and Robert Schuller’s uniquely popular drive-in 

church, which affirmed the anti-communist pro-free enterprise connection. During the 
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early 1960s, Schwarz carried his Crusade to nation-wide audiences charging, “Each of us 

must have a firm understanding of communism before we can stop it,” and that America 

was “the hope of all who believe in religious freedom.”
110

 Years later, AFNTV-Germany 

provided Milcom audiences with regular broadcasts of Schuller’s Sunday morning “Hour 

of Power” sermons from his 10,000-member congregation in the Crystal Cathedral.
111

 

 Operating in parallel to public efforts were those of Christian evangelicals who 

had been insinuating themselves into the military since the National Security Act of 1947, 

when Washington political elites understood that the armed forces were in a particularly 

strong position to influence and shape the national character. That strong evangelical 

movement evolved within the armed forces’ Chaplain’s Corps and placed a number of 

proponents of American civil-military religion in key positions of power. This opened the 

door for the inclusion of evangelical Christianity into service-directed character 

education.
112

 It was not uncommon for exceptionalist themes to lace the homilies of 

military chaplains. For example, at the dedication to the new Neckarsulm Milcom chapel 

in December 1952 Chaplain (LtCol) Aubrey J. O’Reilly commented that the “value of 

religion is in making the complete soldier” and that the “greatest force against 

communism today [sic] is the American way of life based upon the four great 
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freedoms.”
113

 The incorporation of American civil-military religious imagery in a number 

of venues including homilies as well as stained glass windows in Milcom chapels that 

focused on military themes was evidence of this spreading impact.
114

 Another example 

was the “Airlift Memorial Window” located in the Rhein-Main air base chapel.
115

 

 Films such as the Army’s Big Picture “Of Soldiers and Altars,” also reflected this 

influence. Created to describe the “extensive religious activities and facilities provided by 

[the] US Army Chaplaincy in CONUS and overseas for members the Army and their 

dependents” the film’s narrator emphasized “the Founding Fathers’ dependency on a 

divine creator.”
116

 Maintaining that perspective the script described the “protection of 

divine providence” that has graced America’s past and the “deep religious principles” 

that will guide its future endeavors.
117

  

 The Eisenhower Administration endorsed this evangelical movement and saw it 

as another piece in the bulwark against the spread of communist dogma. Declaring before 

the1953 conference of the International Council for Christian Leadership that, “Our form 

of government has no sense unless it is founded in a deeply felt religious faith” Ike, 

unlike his predecessor Truman, maintained ready relationships with evangelicals such as 

Billy Graham, whose influence found resonance in the Milcoms.
118

 Eisenhower saw in 

Graham a strong advocate of an “American civil-military religion” and he listed among 
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his presidential responsibilities “duties as the nation’s spiritual leader.”
119

  

 The Reverend Graham did not disappoint. He travelled the globe between the 

White House and the Milcoms preaching a mixture of conservative Christian tenets 

strongly laced with American ideals. As early as 1954 the reverend had proclaimed that 

“if you would be a true patriot, then become a Christian, if you would be a loyal 

American, then become a loyal Christian.”
120

 Readers of the Stars and Stripes could 

follow his journeys for decades through articles that traced scheduled sermons at 

locations such as the Army’s Christ Chapel in Frankfurt and at the Vogelweh Milcom 

chapel.
121

 During those years, the Stars and Stripes provided preferential coverage that 

exposed Milcom members to the evangelical religious-military connection that framed an 

exceptional American vision. A large July 1960 Stars and Stripes feature reflected a 

growing national acceptance of Graham’s agenda, “Changing Attitudes Toward Billy 

Graham Crusades.”
122

 A two page spread in August 1963 celebrated his achievements, 

“Billy Graham: 14 Year Odyssey of an Evangelist.”
123

 

 The Chief of Chaplains, Major General Ivan L. Bennett, also often traveled to the 

overseas Milcoms covering much of the same ground as Billy Graham. During a brief 

visit with the staff of the Stars and Stripes he expressed his satisfaction with their work 

and appreciation for the many pages of religious service schedules that were printed 
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“each Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas, as well as the schedules for the Jewish 

holidays.”
124

 The newspaper also carried daily listings under the ‘Dial Day’ column for 

AFN radio listeners to tune into the ‘ 0730 Catholic Devotional,’ ‘0845 Hymns,’ or the 

‘1445 Winged Victory Chorus.’
125

 The influence of the evangelical right had insinuated 

itself into the lives of service personnel and Milcom members through the pulpit, in 

training, and even through print media, radio, and television with its message of anti-

communism and American ideals. It was that particular fear of communist infiltration of 

American life and culture that served as an engine for propagation and insinuation of 

evangelical Christianity into the military and ensured its success.
126

 

 The actions of family members also reflected that impact. Aside from regular 

meetings of local wives’ clubs, the women of the Milcoms came together through 

religious groups such as the European Council of Protestant Women (COPW), and the 

Military Council of Catholic Women (MCCW), to discuss religious matters and charity. 

As examples, a gathering that numbered at least 450 MCCW delegates met at a military 

recreation hotel in Berchtesgaden in 1966 to discuss “Joy in Leadership” and “Women in 

World Leadership.”
127

 Articles in the Stars and Stripes consistently addressed annual 
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autumn rallies for both the COPW and MCCW conventions. As the newspaper noted, 

these ladies’ groups met regularly during the first three postwar decades to deliberate the 

best ways to maintain an essentially American core of spirituality within their family 

lives and continue good works in the German community. The behaviors of religious 

participation, discussion, and expressions of spirituality were central to life in the 

Milcoms. They also maintained links through affiliation with the global churches. An 

example was the frequent presence of a speaker from the American church in Rome at 

MCCW conventions.
128

 Within the context of the American tenet of religious freedom 

these behaviors served to shape members’ thoughts about their own identity particularly 

as prescribed models of spiritual morality within the context of Winthrop’s “city upon a 

hill.”
129

 

Prescribed Guidance and Exceptional Attitudes 

 Within that cycle of conceptualizing a strategy of exceptional ideals and working 

to enforce it as a consensus the Administration continued to mold the thinking of service 

families living overseas. Central to those early efforts to leverage the Milcoms’ presence 

was the encouragement of good behavior, by reminding dependents that Americans 

abroad had responsibilities as spokespersons for the United States. In a memorandum 

issued to members of the armed forces serving overseas, President Eisenhower reminded 

them that an essential part of their mission was building good will for our country. 

Orientation programs for military family members included Department of Defense 
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motion pictures, which reminded them of their “responsibilities as person-to-person 

ambassadors.”
130

 These Army orientation briefings challenged spouses and children 

stationed in the AMZON to remember, “[y]ou are serving your country while here” and 

that “every American man, woman, and child in the European Theater has the power to 

do either good or harm to our foreign relations, depending on his contacts with 

Europeans.”
131

 Not only were American dependents unofficial ambassadors, they were 

told they were “part of an army in the field.” Their proper behavior contributed to the 

advancement of “U.S aims by exercising soft power, influencing what non-Americans 

thought of them—and by extension, the U.S. military presence, and even American 

values.” All of these goals were consistent with the Administration’s prescriptive 

directives and the concepts reflected in the NSC papers.
132

 

 Printed materials produced specifically for families preparing for overseas 

deployment to Germany tended to reinforce the themes of goodwill and American values, 

but were sometimes fraught with unintentional contradictions. Publications such as An 

Introduction to Germany for Occupation Families and A Pocket Guide to Germany 

couched their guidance in comfortable, easily readable text that resembled the glossy 

pages of a travel brochure.
133

 Contents included pictures and drawing of castles along the 
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Rhine and pastoral landscapes, as well as descriptions of the climate, foods, and local 

customs. Woven throughout the narratives there were gentle reminders that “above all 

considerations, you are to be resident in an occupied land as a representative of the 

United States…your good example can help guide them [the Germans] along the road to 

democracy, economic recovery, and peace.”
134

 Photographs of smiling Americans and 

Germans engaged in expressions of bonhomie laced both publications.  

Still, within those pages that encouraged fellowship and recommended weekend 

getaways to the Chiemsee lakeside resort and recreational skiing on the Zugspitze there 

was a harder edge. The Introduction to Germany penned just two years after the Axis 

defeat recalled America’s failure to act in time to forestall the Second World War. It 

quoted General Eisenhower’s determined view, which also reflected the charge from JCS 

Directive 1067 that “our duty extends beyond to [sic] seeing that it doesn’t happen 

again.”
135

 The pamphlet explained, “That is why you are in Germany. That is why you, as 

a member of one of the Occupation families, are to make your home in this land for the 

next year or so.”
136

 The Introduction as well as the Pocket Guide also provided subtle 

comparisons that showed various dimensions of America’s superiority: Germany “is 

smaller than the state of Montana alone,”
137

 “You may compare the old-fashioned 
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German equipment unfavorably with the modern machinery used on American farms,” 

and “They [rural Germans] are a plodding folk of peasant stock, moving on foot, pulling 

their heavy loads in small carts.”
138

 Political comparisons were similar, as depicted by 

such condemning comments in the Pocket Guide as “It should be apparent that, although 

liberal elements have risen in Germany upon occasion, the basic tendency has been to 

‘follow the leader’ in an autocratic, all-powerful central government.”
139

 Following that 

same tone at least one orientation video, “Your Job in Germany,” followed the same tack, 

reminding the first arriving soldiers and families “by your conduct and attitude you can 

lay the groundwork for peace.” But it also reminded viewers “you are in enemy country,” 

to “be alert…suspicious of everyone” and to “guard particularly against…German 

youth.”
140

 

 Another technique that the Department of Defense employed to ensure 

dissemination of guidelines beyond print media was the production of films. The military 

considered three specific motion pictures: “Defense Against Enemy Propaganda,” “The 

Code of Conduct” and “Challenge of Ideas” particularly effective. The scripts of each 

were prepared to offer viewers some knowledge of the foundational ideas and values that 

the screenwriters believed made America exceptional, as well as to cultivate in them an 

understanding of how to best deflect Soviet criticisms. The narrator in the first film 

informs the audience that his purpose was to examine “propaganda and its danger to the 
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American way of life.” He goes on to tell the viewers that, “Red countries cannot stand 

comparison in the light of day,” and that “the fact is: every free nation of the world looks 

to America as the bulwark of liberty.”
141

 The second film responded directly to the 

release of the newly published Code of Conduct, and using actors in uniform, stages the 

capture of a squad behind North Korean lines during a simulated battle. The characters 

perform well under duress providing only the minimal information outlined by the Code 

of Conduct. The message according to the narrator was clear: this was “a guide for 

expected behavior for the armed forces” and especially “outlines soldiers’ moral 

obligations” to understand and defend the American values.
142

 The last film featured 

notable journalists and actors discussing the essential differences between an American 

emphasis on individual liberties and a Soviet emphasis on complete subjugation to the 

state apparatus. A New York Times review of the documentary called it “a simple but 

thoughtful depiction of the attitudes and aspirations that are commonly believed to have 

shaped the American character.”
143

 As narrator Edwin R. Murrow noted, the battle of 

ideologies “touches not only members of the armed forces and their families but 

everyone who supports the mission of the armed forces,” including every American 

taxpayer.
 144
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 Just as important, these were only three in a series of over 700 films that were part 

of a propaganda program initiated by the Army in 1950 titled “The Big Picture.”
145

 The 

official claim provided by the regular narrator at the start of each show was that “The Big 

Picture is the official television report by the U.S. Army to its members and the American 

people.” ABC television and its network of affiliates aired the series from 1951 to 1964 

to the American public. The 28-minute segments offered viewers a look at Army units at 

various locations around the world during peacetime training, wartime operations (the 

Korean and Vietnam conflicts), and off-duty activities. Big Picture “Army Newsreel 

Number One” alerted military family members that it “highlighted events of their lives 

month by month, day by day.”
146

 Overseas, Milcom theaters showed the films together 

with feature presentations, and European Command AFN television regularly aired them 

by1958. Time listings for the Big Picture episodes appeared in the Stars and Stripes. 

Viewers found them under “Dial A Day,” and later “AFNTV in Germany,” nestled 

among popular shows such as “Wild Kingdom,” “Mayberry RFD,” and “Doris Day.” 

Viewing times were generally during the dinner hours when families normally gathered. 

Regardless of the Big Picture subject however, the voice-over narratives consistently 

provided patriotic, American-centric overtones to the scripts.
147

  

 Also included in the catalogue of Big Picture films were a number of special 

feature editions that were unique to America’s presence in West Germany. Among them 

were “Information and Education Overseas” and “People-to-People,” which addressed 
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specific government programs and activities. The first highlighted the efforts of the 

Army’s education program and its initiatives to provide access to education, an 

exceptional American value. It addressed the importance of the soldier’s “chance to raise 

[their] mental standards through education,” as well as the educational opportunities 

available for dependent children through the DODDS system. As the narrator confidently 

concludes, “There is something solidly American here in this school system that 

embraces the whole world.”
148

 The Big Picture “People-to-People” film explained how 

service personnel and their families in Germany were participating in that Presidential 

initiative and were especially “situated to play a major role in the job of winning friends 

for America.” It mentioned how American soldiers “could not ignore the appeal” of 

German children, who after the war “were hungry for food, gentleness, and recognition.” 

Narration also addressed spiritual worship as a common cultural ground with the 

Germans noting, “The spiritual fabric of Germany also needed a rebuilding.”
149

 The 

visual evidence was black and white cinematography showing military units rebuilding 

churches and using cranes to lift recast bells up to newly raised steeples. 

 The object of another Germany-specific film, “Operation Friendly Hand,” 

intended to tug at heart strings and encourage an emotional tie with the German people. It 

featured Sergeant Arthur Dames and his family of the Vogelweh Milcom, who sponsored 

a poor German girl for a month’s vacation. Although framed as an inter-cultural 

exchange, a discriminating viewer could see that the German youth was more the 
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beneficiary of American largesse and consumer wealth as she enjoyed plenty to eat, new 

clothing, bubble gum, a bubble bath, Saturday afternoon movies, a new hairdo, and 

cosmetics. While the obvious message to audiences was the strengthening of the bonds of 

friendship through kindness, the subtext highlighted American economic superiority and 

beneficence. In 1953, Milcom families participating in Operation Friendly Hand hosted 

150 West German children. That number rose to 600 in 1954.
150

 

 Two additional films focused on Germany: “The West Berlin Struggle” and 

“Germany Today.” Each was a cinemagraphic record of America’s commitment to “hold 

back the tide of Communism in Germany and the free world” and to show the “face of 

West Germany today recarved in the image of freedom.” Central to both films was a 

discussion of American efforts to save Berlin during the desperate days of the Airlift and 

the city’s “place as a symbol of the West’s freedom.”
 151

 Like the other Big Picture 

productions about Germany, it seemed that the Department of the Army crafted these 

films to accomplish four things: to underscore America’s unity with that nation as a 

bulwark against Communism; to showcase America’s economic, cultural, and political 

superiority; to sell American ideals to the world; and as a vehicle to further imprint the 

American ideals on service members and their families in the Milcoms. 

 The most direct efforts of the Big Picture series to define and demonstrate 

American ideals in action were the films “Ottumwa, U.S.A.” and “The American Way of 

Life.” A narrator’s voice-over in the first production introduces the film by explaining 
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that Americans “must be able to explain liberty and freedom” in order to remain free. 

This is important he notes because communists “know what they believe and can explain 

it in understandable terms,” unlike most Americans “who lack the ability to explain or 

defend what liberty is.” The storyline continues to describe Ottumwa, Iowa as “a living 

example of everything we the American people stand for,” and takes the viewer on a tour 

of the town to experience a typical day. Through various scenarios the film offers 

examples of the ideals that the military producers thought made America unique such as a 

lack of social distinction between classes and an opportunity for education. The film also 

addressed other contemporary American liberties that were widely held. These included 

the freedom to elect leaders, equality and fair play for all, and the right to worship as one 

pleases. Not neglected was the presence of the town’s friendly Army recruiter and the 

knowledge that the “biggest responsibility young men face is military duty.”
152

 

 “The American Way of Life” also offered insights to the tenets of Americanism. 

The film stitched together outtakes from previous Big Picture productions “Ottumwa, 

U.S.A.,” “People-to-People,” and “Eisenhower the Soldier,” to provide examples of those 

ideals in action. Most important, “The American Way of Life” highlighted the 

recognition the Big Picture series received for “its achievement in bringing about a better 

understanding of the American way of life” to both military and civilian viewers.
153

 The 

conservative Freedoms Foundation located at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania awarded that 

praise along with three consecutive annual presentations of its George Washington Honor 
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Medal for patriotic achievement.  

Physical Realities and Exceptional Attitudes 

Just as the printed word and scripted films made an impression on the early 

arrivals to the AMZON so too did the physical realities of life in devastated postwar 

Germany.
154

 These contributed to an atmosphere that encouraged a special, exceptional 

feeling among the Americans. As some studies note, military authorities forewarned the 

first cohorts of dependent adults arriving in Germany to guard against consumer 

shortages and “bring a year’s supply of clothing” with them for their families.
 155

 In a 

similar manner they conveyed warnings of shortages of fresh vegetables, fruits, eggs, and 

milk, and the rationing of cigarettes, gasoline, and liquor. These hardships cultivated 

among some Milcom members feelings that they were among “a new generation of 

American pioneers” setting out to carve an existence in an alien land, which offered 

physical as well as cultural obstacles and dangers.
156

 Although this attitude began early 

after the establishment of the Milcoms it did resonate through later decades. As Scott 

Hambric recalls: 

 The 11
th

 ACR issued border certificates to the troopers and to their 

spouses at the conclusion of their assignments. In the case of the trooper, 
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he was credited with serving “on the frontiers of freedom” and enrolled in 

the Border Legion. Also commended was the wife who “followed her 

trooper to the farthest outpost of our forces in Germany and has in frontier 

communities, under adverse conditions, and resolutely established a home, 

confident that her post was at her husband’s side.” She was thereby 

designated a Border Belle. Children who were born in the border 

communities also received border certificates. Our daughter’s certificate 

pointed out that she was “…born under adventurous circumstances….”
157

 

 

Some of those pioneering hardships were also evident in letters sent back home to 

relatives in the United States. One from a teenager to his grandparents contained a list of 

family needs they should send as soon as possible. Among them were hard-to-get items 

such as Scotch tape, Ipana toothpaste, and chewing gum, “only Chicklets, Dentyne, or 

Beechnut.”
158

 Also included was a listing of various garden seeds to begin a vegetable 

garden that would supplement their lacking diet.
 159 

Another letter home included a 

request for his infant brother, “Will you send some nipples over, please, we can’t buy 

them here except what is gotten from the States.”
160

 Still another letter home recounted 

the perils of souvenir hunting by American boys among the ruins of buildings and forests 

and their discovery of helmets, pistols, and unexploded ordnance. These dangerous 

practices occurred despite the fact that “it was against the rules to pick-up souvenirs in 

the bombed-out areas of Germany or to enter bombed buildings.”
161

 The expectation for 

many newly arrived American dependents was that their hardy and exceptional frontier 
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spirit would, naturally, in time overcome these many trials. These challenges aside, the 

immediate and longer-lasting concern among recent arrivals was shelter.  

As family members began pouring into Germany by 1946 the first available 

places to live were usually those most readily accessible. For any local population near a 

coalescing American Milcom, it often meant their private homes or property.
162

 

Residences as well as furniture were often ‘requisitioned’ as the occupation authorities 

forced the German owners to relocate, sometimes on short notice. An associated 

complication of the unexpected relocation was the Germans’ inability to bring along large 

items of furniture or personal libraries because of the shortage of available postwar 

transportation. Although there was some degree of remuneration for requisitioned 

property it was “paid for at German rates” through a system that combined “some 

American dollar support along with a heavy contribution in marks.”
163

 By June 1946 the 

U.S. military had taken control of more than 30,000 properties.
164

 In some instances the 

military requisitioned entire sections of towns to create an “American enclave.”
165

 An 

Introduction to Germany provides several pages of lighthearted comments describing the 

interior features of German homes, and with an almost conspiratorial wink notes that 
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“they [Germans] left pianos—mostly out of tune but with excellent tone once tuning is 

accomplished.”
166

 Acquisition of wartime spoils appeared acceptable and normalized. 

An example of one such requisitioning of a home was the settlement of Major 

Sam Kale’s family into a substantial German house overlooking the city of Würzburg. 

Because he was an American Army officer, “with a large family, the military 

appropriated him a large house.” The military authorities forced the German owner, a 

wealthy department store proprietor and his family to move down the hill on the same 

grounds and reside throughout the occupation period in a much smaller caretaker’s 

house.
167

 Hank Johnson remembers those early days as a military “brat” in the 

Nüremberg military community.
168

 He recalls, “There were no housing areas” initially, 

“but that turned out to be the best time for kids. Brats were rare; and we lived in houses 

seized from the Nazis (our house had been the Furth Gauleiter’s home).
169

 My playmates 

were all German kids, but our friendships were very guarded. The good news? I picked 

up fluent German in no time.”
170

  

Stories such as these were commonplace during the early postwar years in 

Germany. Norman Kappes recalls that: 

We arrived in November of 1946 (I was 9 years old, my brother 5½ and 

my sister 9 months old). They housed us in the suburbs of Frankfurt, Neu 

Isenburg. Only a few bombs fell on the town so the houses were 

undamaged. I’m not sure how the military did it but they made the 
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German families move out of 2 sections of Neu Isenburg and American 

families moved into their houses. These sections were called 

“compounds.” The Germans had to fend for themselves. We had a 

beautiful 3 story house on 12 Zeppelin Strasse with a big backyard. Our 

compound, the North Compound, was 4 square blocks and surrounded by 

barbed wire fences. 

 

The military provided each family with a maid to cook and take care of the 

house. Also a “fireman” who made sure the furnace was always full of 

coal. We became very friendly with our maid, Anna, and kept in touch 

after we left Germany. We all loved her—she took care of us kids.
171

 

 

Not all remembrances of that time were pleasant however. James O. Whittaker 

arrived in Bamberg to serve in the Constabulary Corps in July 1946. His 

memories are bittersweet: 

When the Constabulary Headquarters moved to what had been an SS 

kaserne in Heidelberg, we dined off SS china and used SS silverware. 

Tablecloths together with menus and German waiters were on hand. This 

was for enlisted men like me. Germans accepted the occupation forces but 

resented wives of American officers who paraded out of the PX with arms 

loaded with groceries, while Germans were still rooting through our 

garbage cans. They also resented American officers who went into 

German houses and told the occupants “you have twenty four hours to 

leave, taking only personal items.” Then the American officer and his wife 

moved into the house. This made me ashamed to be an American.
172

 

 

Occasionally, military families also rented shelter out of necessity when adequate 

housing was not available. Such was the case for Terry Beeson’s family: 

There were shortages and waiting lists for government quarters, so my dad 

had to rent a 4-room first floor of a 2-story house in Finthen. There was a 

coal stove for heat, and a coal stove for cooking, and the hot water heater 

was also coal fired. It took about 30 minutes to get lukewarm hot water, 

and that was only for the tub. There was no refrigerator, but it was winter, 
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and we would lower the rouladen [external window shutters] and put our 

cold storage items on the sill between the window and the rouladen. And 

we had an outhouse. Life was not good there, and we moved after 6 

months to a modern apartment downtown Mainz.
173

 

 

When it was not possible to requisition or rent housing for American Milcom 

families it was constructed. The American officials working with German counterparts 

and companies organized major projects in the early 1950s that provided military families 

with permanent quarters. Very often they sported exceptional names. Places with such 

titles as Alvin York Village in Bad Nauheim, Lincoln Village in Darmstadt, George C. 

Marshall Village in Giessen, and MacArthur Village in Friedberg became home to 

thousands of Milcom members who travelled streets named Patton Avenue, Grant 

Avenue, and Clay Alley on their way to work, school, or shopping. Often they drove to 

those places in American cars, always conspicuous by design, which also sported special 

license plates that identified the owners as U.S. citizens.
174

 

Those structures, which rose close to most major American military locations, 

were “built with German deutschmarks by German contractors.”
175

 Very often this 

included the labor of German POWs still under postwar Allied control.
176

 The works 
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projects also raised other infrastructure and facilities exclusive to American use alongside 

these new quarters. They included schools for Milcom children, commissaries, post 

exchanges (PX), barber shops, movie theaters, and even bowling alleys.
177

 Much like the 

Kasernes [military barracks] where military units and equipment were located these 

living areas and support facilities were sometimes encompassed by walls, fences, and 

access-controlled gates monitored by American military police (MP).  

Local Germans often referred to these isolated clusters, which impressed them as 

small replicas of American suburban life, as “Little Americas.”
178

 Other Germans applied 

the bon mot, “Golden Ghettos.”
179

 Some Milcom members residing in the clusters likened 

them to a “51
st
 state.”

180
 Their locations separated American military families from 

German neighbors in physical environments that often encouraged daily socialization 

only with other Americans. Some studies observe that these icons of exclusivity rendered 

most direct relationships with Germans as “superficial,” and limited many Milcom 

residents to only casual contacts such as shopping on the local economy, dining out, or 

vacationing. For many Americans it was the perception of a sequestered lifestyle that 

identified them as unique and separate from the host nation populace. One service 

member wryly observed, “There’s a new form of segregation here. All of us Americans--
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Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Hawaiians, Mexicans, whites, Nisei—live in those big apartment 

houses on the hill above the town, all one big happy family, all cut off from the German 

community.”
181

 Joe Kiely who served as an Air Force officer in the early 1950s offers a 

similar perspective of those early days: 

Most of the social life at Ramstein was with fellow Americans. It was a 

close knit, self-contained community with everything needed for work and 

entertainment at the Officers’ Club, Chapel and theatre. In one instance I 

even won $1,000.00 at Bingo at the Officers Club. Our limited contact 

with German people was pretty much limited to the employees who 

worked with us and the help in restaurants.
182

 

 

The need for military bases and training areas by the Americans created similar 

challenges. Often displaced persons already occupied the most obvious structures, such 

as former Wehrmacht facilities. Through the early 1950s the United States continued 

negotiations with the German government to find suitable locations. One case study of 

the town of Wildflecken notes the displacement of 957 Germans from homes and farms 

surrounding the rural community. Examples such as this also contributed to existing 

feelings of separation and brewing resentment.
183

 

Demonstrations of Exceptionalism 

Other realities contributed to “exceptional” feelings among the Americans. 

Milcom members could, unlike their German neighbors, enjoy unrestricted travel within 
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the AMZON and ride for free on German trains.
184

 They could take their leisure at a 

variety of exclusive year-round Recreation Service sites, and during the early occupation 

years they existed largely outside German civil law. The Status of Forces Agreement 

(SOFA) protected Americans from arrest by the West German police who referred any 

Ami charged with traffic violations to the nearest American MP substation for legal 

action.
 185

 Americans also enjoyed listening to the exclusive Armed Forces Network 

(AFN), radio and later television, which broadcast European and Stateside news, sports, 

entertainment, and music to the Milcoms.
186

 Additionally, Milcom members had access 

to reading materials in the new American libraries as well as the widely circulating 

English-language Stars and Stripes newspaper.
187

 However, as one contemporary 

German journalist bemoaned, “only 8 percent of the American civilian employees spoke 

German fluently, 20 percent could speak if necessary,” and “of the nearly three thousand 

books in a PX library only two were German.”
188
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Still, the print media played an important role. Principal among the materials 

available to the Milcoms were the magazine U.S. Lady and the Stars and Stripes and each 

offered a venue for display of exceptional behaviors and attitudes. Aside from Jean 

Andrew’s contribution of a U.S. Lady Code of Conduct, many other features in the 

magazine contributed to parochial images of Americanism among Milcom wives as well. 

One sign of women’s exceptional roles appeared in the nominations for the magazine’s 

‘U.S. Lady of the Month’ award. Paramount among the requirements for selection to the 

honor was evidence of the nominee’s “selfless devotion to her family, service, her 

community and country.”
189

 One example of an exceptional selectee for the honor was 

Nancy Lynam, a Milcom wife, who as a flight instructor had broken the sound barrier in 

1962.
190

 Other monthly winners exhibited the traits expected of the ideal American wife: 

good relations with the host community, patriotism, dedication to her family, charitable 

works, and extraordinarily humanitarian gestures, such as adopting war orphans and 

providing them with the benefits of an American upbringing. This was the case with 

Aurelia Richards, U.S. Lady’s first ‘Lady of the Month’ for October 1955, who with her 

husband received recognition for adopting several war orphans from both Europe and 

Asia.
191

 The February 1956 issue also featured a letter from a Milcom wife who 

encouraged others to maintain appropriate dress and deportment while abroad to help 
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deflect stereotypes of Americans as luxury-corrupted. Political and military elites, as well 

as conservative publishers, considered Milcom wives central to the exceptionalist model. 

 Capturing the voices of the Milcom population within the context of that 

exceptional narrative is also possible by examining their attitudes through letters to the 

editor. Prior to 1968 the Stars and Stripes maintained a column titled the “B-Bag.”
192

 It 

was a throw-back to the war years when the newspaper exclusively served the uniformed 

armed services. The vast majority of B-Bag letters addressed daily concerns that service 

personnel faced: shortages of consumer goods, slow promotion rates, reimbursement for 

travel, and questions about command policies. But the B-Bag also occasionally carried 

letters that expressed pro-American views, particularly after the establishment of the 

Milcoms in 1946. One letter written in May 1948 recounted with patriotic zeal that 

during two V-E Day parades the author “Saw Freedom on the March.”
193

 Another letter 

penned in December 1950 strongly endorsed a German tourist’s observations that “in 

every respect the foreigner enjoys just as much freedom as the American citizen.”
194

 Still 

another, from November 1956, glowed with nationalistic pride after viewing a “Veterans’ 

Day Program.”
195

 Grassroots Milcom acceptance of an American exceptionalist 

consensus during the early postwar years appeared to go largely unchallenged prior to the 

early-1950s. 

 Articles in the Stars and Stripes contributed to enforcement of that perspective. 
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One January 1948 printed piece was a rebuke to a group of Russian correspondents by 

the military governor of Hesse, who crowed “the Americans would not use force [like the 

Soviets] to collect food from farmers because such police state methods were not in line 

with American democratic ideals.”
196

 A statement of new Department of Defense 

personnel policies, carried by the newspaper in March 1951, emphasized as an objective 

the importance for commanders to provide their soldiers “information on citizenship, 

American ideals and current events, to the end that each man realizes his personal 

responsibility for the general welfare.”
197

 An April 1951 feature, “Business Booms for 

Democracy’s Salesmen,” spoke of how the State Department’s American kreis [state] 

resident officers served as liaisons whose “principal task is to cultivate, within the 

framework of Germany’s own culture, American ideals of democracy.”
198

 Central to the 

article was the stunning success of the program in introducing American political and 

business philosophies and procedures to German culture. A separate column that 

appeared in August 1954 offered a refreshing balance to concerns of POW brainwashing 

at the hands of North Korean captors. It told how two former captives “actively and 

openly defied the Communists despite inhuman punishments.” It provided an excerpt 

from their award citation that read that the “desire to remain true to American ideals was 

source of inspiration to others.”
199

  

 Collectively, these journalistic pieces served the military hierarchy as a 

controllable and manageable vehicle to prescribe and demonstrate expected behaviors to 
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residents in the Milcoms. They offered examples to serve as useful foils against 

propaganda from the East and helped justify the presence of the Milcoms in Germany, in 

the context of conduits of American ideals. How controlling and manipulative of the print 

media and other outlets the military hierarchy really was would be subject of great debate 

in the years to come.
200

  

Another visual signifier of American supremacy was the display of military 

prowess. Beginning as early in the occupation period as 1948, Milcoms and their 

associated military Kasernes hosted annual ‘open houses.’ These events, which grew 

grander over the years and were usually well-attended, were open invitations to the local 

German citizens to visit the nearby American garrison and view displays of military 

equipment, tour facilities, and even sample American foods.
201

 U.S. Air Force bases in 

Germany, such as that located at Ramstein, often included fly-overs of military aircraft 

and demonstrations of aerobatics. The European Command (EC) scheduled the open 

house events to coincide with annual “Armed Forces Day” celebrations which in the 

words of President Eisenhower were set to “pay suitable honor to the members of our 

Armed Forces,” who were “engaged in combat against ruthless aggression and 

despotism.”
202

 Although the military command designed the events “to show European 

citizens the strength of U.S. military men and equipment,” they also afforded an 

opportunity to develop good community relations and demonstrate partnership with the 
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Germans as a bulwark against Soviet Bloc aggression.
 203

 Still, as Jack Cipolla, a former 

GI stationed in Berlin in 1953 observed, the Germans respected the exhibitions of 

military might and it seemed as if “they loved the expression of power” by the 

Americans.
204

 

In many ways, Americans could see themselves as the new Caesars arriving in 

Germany as both “conquerors and custodians,” and the “United States could easily be 

seen as a reincarnation of Rome.”
205

 In that context early postwar official policy also 

dictated that the Milcom families maintain a German maid or servants:  

German civilians for household help are supplied on the following 

basis: one maid for each enlisted man’s family plus a gardener shared 

by a second family; one maid and one gardener for each company 

grade officer’s family; two maids and one gardener for each family of 

a field grade officer or a general.
206

 

 

Charles Millstein, who in 1954 was a young dependent, remembers that: 

Like other families, especially major and up, we had a German maid. Ours 

was hired in an unusual but fortuitous way. The night our household goods 

arrived there was a knock on the door. A man I came to know as “Onkel” 

asked if we were interested in hiring a maid. He spoke some English and 

said his wife was looking for work. Mom, always the practical one, asked 

when she could start and he said “right now,” and that is how “Ammie” 

joined our overseas family.
207

 

 

An account from Army Major Sam Kale to relatives back home reflects on his wife’s 

behavior, “Jewel certainly is going to be spoiled when we return to the States as we have 
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a housemaid, laundress, cook and gardener.” He also notes, “You would be surprised as 

to the amount of German she understands—she can’t talk it but understands it quite a 

lot.”
208

 Collectively, these American behaviors and attitudes suggest an existence was at 

least similar to that experienced by occupying Romans.  

Complications within the Exceptionalist Consensus 

 The American presence overseas, and in particular Germany, bore complications 

that existed within the consensus. These arose in part from the difficulties Milcom 

members had in coming to terms with the duality described in a ‘conquerors and 

custodians’ motif that would haunt Milcom members’ lives by shaping and informing 

their behaviors and attitudes during the postwar decades. In that context, these tensions 

grew out of a paradox of realities and expectations. On one hand there was the reality of 

an exceptional existence derived from the twinning of physical circumstances, such as 

segregated living arrangements and special treatment, with an associated postwar 

triumphal air. On the other, there was the expectation of Washington’s prescriptive 

directives that called for Americans to eschew overt displays of condescending attitudes 

and serve as unofficial Cold War goodwill ambassadors. The result was an exceptionalist 

model deep with complicated and troubling contradictions. 

 Extant studies of the early Milcom years offer some interpretations of this 

troubled lifestyle and its inherent tensions and frustrations. These tend to emphasize that 

the network of isolated “Little Americas” encouraged a social distancing from German 

neighbors, and that socializing only with other Americans was the modeled behavior. 
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Additionally, they note that since almost all goods and services were available through 

US installations, such as the commissary, the PX and medical clinics, there was little 

need to interact with the local populace. In tension with this, however, is the counterpoint 

that soon after their arrival in West Germany American families could not live among a 

people in dire need without wanting to help and felt compelled to seek venues of 

interaction to demonstrate goodwill and benevolence.
209

 

 There also exists in some studies an acknowledgement that the presence of a 

permeable inter-cultural membrane permitted interaction between Americans and 

Germans and that physical circumstances did not completely thwart social and cultural 

contact. In that interpretation American wives still invested those exchanges and 

activities with exceptional attitudes. For example, charity and relief work were extensions 

of munificence, yet they also underscored the overwhelming wealth and abundance of the 

Americans over the defeated and needy Germans.
 
These in turn conjured images of 

noblesse oblige where “American aristocrats” gave “succor to the pitiful masses of 

Germany.”
210

 This stemmed from the idea that Americans in general and Milcom 

members specifically, considered their way of life superior to others. The contrast 

between being a goodwill ambassador and haughty attitudes was a tension that ran 

through Milcom life and played out as the military communities evolved within a model 

of prescribed behavior. Elites in Washington encouraged this when they saw the Milcoms 

as something more than just a palliative for the social ills of occupation troops. 
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Interpretations of Segmentation 

 It is also possible to interpret the tensions between the Milcoms and the host 

communities by examining them through an alternate lens that focuses on contemporary 

American societal behaviors. This offers to illuminate a more complex understanding of 

perceived exceptionalist demonstrations by unpacking the idea of segmentation. It also 

challenges existing treatments that adhere closely to American triumphalism as the single 

engine that drove physical separation and condescending attitudes. One such plausible 

explanation exists in understanding the traditional characteristics of military life and 

practices such as the long-standing tradition of ghettoizing residences according to rank 

structure by separating officers from enlisted personnel. This also included the military’s 

sensitivity to separation from its natural geo-political environment, the contiguous United 

States, and its tendency to unite as an overseas community through feelings derived from 

an “ethnische Verwandtschaftsgefuehle” [ethnic affinity] of the members.
 211

 In this 

interpretation this segmentation was normal and complements those explanations of 

segmentation that assign the entire weight of understanding to exceptional American 

attitudes and behaviors alone. However, more comprehensive, expanded understandings 

of that early postwar separation between American Milcoms and Germans reside in 

newer interpretations of provided in this study. 
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 These fresher explanations exist within the context of contemporary realities that 

have been unexplored by recent histories. They complete an understanding of physical 

segmentation with new interpretations that include reduced sustenance levels, disease 

prevention, conduct of daily routines, and existing early postwar attitudes. Collectively, 

they suggest perspectives that at once confirm and challenge a solely exceptionalist 

premise for separating the American and German populations. 

 The first treatment focuses on the hard reality of reduced sustenance levels during 

the period 1945-1949. As the destructive outcome of war had reduced Germany’s 

manufacturing and transportation capabilities, so too had it significantly reduced its 

agricultural production.
212

 The Western Allied military governments struggled to feed the 

indigenous population of Germans, plus 10 million displaced persons (DPs) from the 

east, as well as large numbers of remaining Polish, Czech, and Jewish forced laborers.
213

 

This challenge required the setting of standards by the OMGUS for the per-person daily 

caloric allocation in the occupied zone.
214

 At times this suffered complications because of 

special needs, such as a late 1940s a demand by Jewish DPs for kosher foods.
215

 

Nevertheless, allied authorities worked to set and enforce standards of sustenance. 
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 In the AMZON General Clay and his advisors set and periodically adjusted this 

standard which was contingent on harvests, the weather, transportation capabilities, and 

aid shipments from the United States.
216

 At best, it attempted to sustain life and stave off 

starvation; at worst it served as yet another wedge between the Germans and their 

American occupiers, and Milcoms, which received a much superior caloric allocation 

through a robust PX and commissary system.
217

 (See Figure 1.7) As a result, newly 

arrived Milcom members were warned “Germany cannot grow even enough food for 

herself,” so “don’t try to eat in German restaurants or buy German-grown produce.”
218

 

Regardless, tensions arose at the grass-roots level when unthinking Milcom ladies’ clubs 

usurped local community garden plots, which served as a ready source of produce for 

hungry Germans.   

 Until 1949 the scarcity of food was the subject of studies such as Herbert 

Hoover’s 1947 mission to Germany, budgetary debates in Congress, and German 

activism, which inspired the hunger strikes of February 1948.
219

 Eventually, increased aid 

shipments and agricultural production, as well as improved distribution, reduced the size 

of the caloric wedge separating the Germans and the Americans. By November 1949, the 
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allocation for Germans had at last reached the level of Britons.
220

 Still, the haunting 

specter of hunger remained ever present throughout the early postwar years. 

 Disease loomed as yet another barrier that stood between West Germans and 

Americans during the first two postwar decades. The press in the United States began 

offering warnings as early as May 1946 with a notice that “Tuberculosis Rises Sharply in 

U.S. Zone,” and again in December 1946, “Tuberculosis Called Rampant in 

Germany.”
221

 General Clay’s concern for the American sector in Berlin showed in a 

monthly report for July 1947 that noted, “About 14,500 cases of open, infectious 

tuberculosis [German civilians] are walking the streets because hospital facilities are 

unavailable.”
222

 American medical authorities showed their concern by periodically 

placing warnings and announcements for Milcom members in the pages of Stars and 

Stripes. A February 1949, column in the Washington Post reflected such a notice 

“Tuberculosis Now Epidemic in Europe,” and placed the number of deaths at 130.
223

 A 

later March 1949 column titled “Danish TB Teams Fighting Warborn [sic] Spread of 

Scourge” announced, “The spread of tuberculosis has reached epidemic proportions in 

Europe with more than 100 dying daily.”
224

 Both articles listed Greece, Austria, 

Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Italy following Yugoslavia in order of severity. 

A January 1951 Stars and Stripes article informed readers that the “breakdown of then 
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existing anti-tuberculosis organizations, resulted for a time in a state of affairs bordering 

on an acute tuberculosis epidemic” in Europe.
225

 By the mid-1950s medical authorities 

still considered it the world’s “No. 1 Enemy,” and there was general concern that military 

members returning home to the United States might serve as carriers to spread the 

disease.
 226

 But tuberculosis was not the only widespread illness that Milcom members 

needed to fear. A February 1950 article, “Yanks Warned on Diphtheria,” included a 

warning from the Frankfurt Milcom surgeon that, “Among the German population, cases 

of chicken pox, measles, whooping cough, and diphtheria are sufficiently on the rise to 

warrant the taking of preventative measures by parents of U.S. children.”
227

 The prudent 

measure to be sure, was separation of American children from Germans.  

 More upsetting to American Milcom parents, however, were measles and polio. 

These two diseases seemed to appear everywhere American service members and 

families lived in the European theater, and they tracked it very closely. During the 1940s 

and 1950s the Stars and Stripes regularly reported outbreaks in Germany, France, 

Turkey, and Greenland. A 1949 report warned readers that 44% of German grammar 

school children in a Munich suburb had the measles, another in 1952 reported an 

outbreak in a Berlin refugee camp, and a 1954 report warned of a measles outbreak near 
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the Göppingen Milcom vicinity.
228

 Between 1948 and 1949 the state of Bavaria 

announced hundreds of cases of polio that required the closing of schools and public 

swimming pools. The Stars and Stripes carried the reports of deaths including those of 

American children.
229

 Until a vaccine was available separation from those with the 

sickness, or in danger of carrying it, was the best preventative measure.   

 During the first two postwar decades Milcom parents continued to fear the specter 

of measles. By the early 1960s they anxiously scanned the pages of Stars and Stripes or 

community newsletters searching for the arrival of relief in announcements such as, 

“Frankfurt Area Has Vaccine for Measles.”
230

 (See Figure 1.2) When that occurred, they 

flocked to Milcom clinics to take advantage of newly available vaccinations. But German 

children were not as fortunate, and like most other European youth their nations’ 

healthcare systems still suffered from the ravages of war and lagged behind the 

Americans. Most required assistance, from outside agencies, such as the Danish Red 

Cross, to keep up with the basic needs of preventative medicine for their populations. 

Certain modified behaviors by Milcom members reflected their very real concerns 

regarding this discrepancy between the ability of Americans and their West German hosts 

to deal with disease control and protection. For example, American authorities often 

barred Germans from attending Milcom movie theaters during periods of outbreaks. In 

January 1948 “all Germans had already been barred from American movies and plays 
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because of Berlin’s polio epidemic,” and only GIs who were immune to childhood 

illnesses could visit orphanages during outbreaks.
231

  

 A third interpretation of the segmentation between American Milcom members 

and their German neighbors exists in the context of everyday routine. Many members of 

the armed forces and their families devoted long hours each day to their respective daily 

duties and responsibilities, including school attendance and after-school activities, as well 

as household chores. That quotidian model was not unusual for the majority of middle-

class Americans whose lives consisted of similar routines that kept them occupied most 

of the work week.
232

 Bill Hanne, who served as an Army lieutenant at Coleman Barracks 

in the Lampertheim Milcom from 1960 to 1963, recalls that he was “working a five and a 

half day week from 0615 [6:15 AM] to usually 1800 [6:00 PM]” and to “1300 [1:00PM]” 

on Saturdays. Cyclical training, field exercises, alerts, and equipment maintenance 

accounted for most of his time.
233

 Most military personnel had similar duties and 

responsibilities that required their presence with their unit on their kasernes, or in their 

training areas, away from the German public each day. Sally Hollenbaugh recalls that 

almost immediately after their arrival in Erlangen, Germany her husband’s armored unit 

prepared to leave on maneuvers, “The men checked in and began to get the equipment 

ready to go, and away they went, which turned out to be for a 9 month stay at good old 

Grafenwoehr on the Czech border! I think about 66 clicks [kilometers] from us.” She also 
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recalls that on weekends the wives carpooled the distance to visit their spouses.
234

 

 This type of segmentation was not uncommon for many military personnel 

throughout the four decade period of their presence as the high tempo of training and 

maneuvers repeatedly separated them from families and the German populace. Kevin 

McEnery also remembers the lengthy deployments as a young lieutenant:  

I really did not have a lot of free time…we kept an intense training pace 

and equipment readiness (maintenance) was an imperative. We kept track 

of time in the field for all personnel on separate rations. During 1983, as 

the scout platoon leader, I spent 200 days in the field. Graf and 

Wildflecken gunnery training and Hohenfels exercises, REFORGER, Cam 

Pitman (Weiden) border duty, and local training areas. Once a part came 

in we worked around the clock to get the vehicle up. The unit culture was 

that it was professionally unacceptable to not be ready to roll when the 

monthly alert was called and not to shoot well on the range.
235

 

  

 In a similar context, school age dependent children attended classes in the 

specially constructed DODDS facilities where authorities certified that instruction met 

the educational standards of the American public school system. This was important so as 

to ensure that overseas dependent students did not fall behind their contemporaries in the 

United States. This was particularly critical for Milcom high school students who were 

seeking admittance to colleges and universities in the United States. So essential was this 

consideration that the Frankfurt Milcom high school, which served a wide geographical 

area encompassing many sub-communities, provided boarding services and dormitories 

for students who had to travel more than fifty miles to attend. Thus, the existing 

education system separated older teenage students from their families during the week, as 
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well as segmenting them from their German neighbors and friends.
236

 (See Figures 1.3 

and 1.4) 

 This environment was however more complicated than it appeared. Although an 

aspect of segmentation existed there were also some limited opportunities for making 

new contacts, both American and German. Neil Albaugh, who as a teenager attended 

Frankfurt American High School (FAHS) from 1955 to 1957, recalls those American 

dependent students from Milcoms as far away as Sweden, Greece, Libya, and Turkey 

who attended the school and resided in the dormitories. He also remembers interactions 

with German youth through sport activities in the German-American Athletic Association 

as well as exchanges of choral groups. During this time he experienced little if any 

resentment from the German populace, young or old.
237

 

 While other family members were occupied American Milcom housewives 

labored within the bounds of Little America. During the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s, a 

period of time when the gender-prescribed expectation was for women to remain at 

home, Milcom wives filled their days with a routine of chores and duties. Housework, 

shopping, cooking, cleaning, caring for children and maintaining the household budget 

were some of the time consuming responsibilities.
238

 A 1955 Stars and Stripes article 

placed that in perspective by emphasizing that “the average housewife works about 80 
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hours a week.”
239

 Whether in the United States or overseas that number compared 

equitably with those of a spouse in the military or children engaged in a mandatory 

education system. Altogether, the Milcom family mirrored the typical contemporary 

American family, laboring at the demands of quotidian routine, and had limited spare 

time to share with others. 

 A final consideration for the development of segmentation between the German 

and American Milcom populations, which emerges from a number of first person 

sources, was the existence of residual animosity leftover from the war. Ed DeLong recalls 

an unnerving instance during his assignment to Bremerhaven in 1950 when he traveled 

into the city to explore: 

I sat at a table with a group of elderly Germans. We quickly became 

conversant and they were eager to help me learn their language and 

customs. I bought beer all around and we sang drinking songs and swayed 

with the others as the orchestra played. We were enjoying the day when 

two young German boys about 17 years old approached the table and 

asked the oldsters what they were doing, associating with the enemy. They 

were told that I was just a young man like themselves and they did not 

consider me an enemy…the young men left. The people at the table were 

concerned and told me that I should return to the base at once as these 

young men were what was left of the Hitler Youth in the area and that 

their intentions were to harm me when I left. With this ten of the older 

people surrounded me and escorted me back to the base. The young thugs, 

who were part of a new organization called the “Frei Deutsche Jugend” or 

“Free German Youth” watched and scowled, but did not dare attack me 

while I was guarded by the elderly people.
240

 

 

Assigned to Germany with the U.S. Air Force several years later, Kent Goldsmith carried 

certain initial impressions with him as he traveled overseas: 
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 Ed DeLong (former enlisted member of the U.S. Navy assigned to the Port of Bremerhaven, 1950-1952) 
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Raised during the 40s, my first thought on learning I would be stationed in 

Germany was that it would be a bit like being stationed in hell. Wartime 

propaganda had pretty thoroughly convinced me that the Germans were 

evil incarnate, and I blithely assumed they were all Nazis or Nazi 

sympathizers…I was surprised to find relatively friendly, if somewhat 

reserved local citizens… the only troubles I recall were always with Brit 

soldiers when we were out on the town—and local Germans always took 

our side and even stepped into the fray if we were outnumbered (which 

was most of the time).
241

 

 

Although his attitude changed over time as he interacted with Germans the impact 

of wartime propaganda suggests that a number of early Milcom members carried 

antagonistic attitudes with them overseas, and this contributed to a divide between 

the two cultures. In this vein Hank Johnson who spent time in the Butzbach 

Milcom as a dependent youth recalls: 

Each time I was in Germany; it was a different "socio-climate." Late '40s-

early '50s was VERY tense, w/regard to the Germans. It was the 

Occupation Years and the Germans had lost WWII. The "psychological 

wounds" were raw in both directions. They hated us; and we hated them. 

For our fathers, it was VERY tense - nobody went off post alone (German 

women were always claiming US officers raped them); and all service 

members were required to wear their uniforms anytime they left their 

quarters. Our fathers had very little use for the Germans, and I now realize 

my father had been in mortal combat with the SS, just 5 short years 

before.
242

 

 

These first person accounts are not representative of the majority of pleasant 

remembrances and interactions between Germans and Milcom members during 

the postwar years but they do indicate that not all exchanges were friendly and 
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there sometimes existed underlying tensions that disappeared only with the 

passage of time. 

 Although not addressed in existing histories, barriers like the caloric wedge, fear 

of contagious illnesses, the demands of daily life and lingering animosities were as 

equally important in placing both mental and physical barriers between Milcom members 

and the surrounding German communities during the first two postwar decades as were 

concerns of cultural and language differences or the construction of isolated dwellings for 

“Little Americas.” 

Crossing Cultural Bounds and Leaving an Exceptional Footprint 

 Consistent among the various interpretations of segmentation is an understanding 

that within a year of arriving in Europe many Milcom wives willingly risked crossing 

cultural bounds to become engaged in welfare work in Germany and demonstrate good 

will. For example, they organized into the American Occupation Women’s Voluntary 

Service, which later became the Conference on American Women’s Activities in Europe. 

Individual military units and communities also participated. Many raised funds and 

gathered clothing for homeless and impoverished Germans, organized Christmas parties 

for orphanages, and contributed to rebuilding hospitals. The Stars and Stripes often 

carried examples of this American beneficence. A full page in the November 23, 1948 

European edition showcased a collection of charity events under a banner heading that 

read “Americans Aid St. Nick in EC Yule Events.” Among the Milcom activities to raise 

funds for German relief were bake sales, raffles, bazaars, and charity balls. The 

newspaper columns also listed community events such as St. Nicholas Day parties for 
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German students and donations of seasonal garments, “Children’s Clothing Sent to 

Berlin.”
243

 

 Some groups crossed the cultural bound through purposeful design. This was 

particularly true for those programs involving youth, such as church groups, Boy Scouts, 

Girls Scouts, and sports clubs. Among them, Scout organizations seemed well-situated to 

affect a grassroots bridge between postwar Americans and Germans. President 

Eisenhower and the military hierarchy in Europe favored the Boy Scouts as young icons 

of Americanism whose oath charged each individual to “do my duty to God and my 

country, and to obey the Scout law.”
244

 Celebrating the anniversary of their founding, 

Eisenhower extolled their ability to help America “be better able to meet its full 

responsibility in cooperation with other nations in maintaining peace on earth.”
245

 In turn, 

the USAREUR Commander, Lieutenant General Manton S. Eddy commended the 

Scouts’ “program of character building and citizenship training.”
246

 

 Although historic studies on Scouting during the Cold War are anecdotal at best, 

archival evidence in hundreds of Stars and Stripes articles during the course of the 

postwar period attest to the importance placed on the American Scouting program for its 
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people-to-people connection with Germans.
247

 Aside from reports of joint camping 

events with Boy Scout troops from several countries including England, France, Belgium, 

and West Germany, there were articles noting the participation of German and American 

Scouts in joint holiday parties.
248

 Also highlighted was the involvement of American 

Scouts in charitable work. A November 1954 piece, one of many to appear over the years 

noted, “Boy Scouts in Giessen recently visited dependent quarters to collect usable items 

which could be donated to needy German families.”
249

  

 The Scouting programs appeared to offer a perfect vehicle for inculcating 

youngsters in the Milcoms with American ideals while serving at the grassroots level as 

an example to malleable young Germans. The Scouts’ unique position along the inter-

cultural boundary offered them the opportunity to provide “overseas adventure and 

border-crossing adolescent friendship” while incorporating “the role of youth in widening 

America’s ‘external footprint.’”
250

 The American government reacted quickly to this 

need and facilitated the establishment of the Transatlantic Council in May 1950 to serve 

the needs of US citizens and their dependents. By 1962 there were 19,325 American Boy 

Scouts throughout the network of Milcoms interacting with, and influencing, European 

Scouts.
251

  

 The most popular and successful youth program however, was the German Youth 
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Activity (GYA), which offered participation in sports, dramatics, handicrafts, and 

discussion groups. As the Pocket Guide notes, aside from providing simple recreation it 

was an opportunity to teach the youth of Germany “the most fertile minds in the country 

today [sic]—just what the American way of life means.”
252

 The Stars and Stripes 

reiterated this in an article of April 25, 1948, which noted that the guide for U.S. Army 

GYA workers and volunteers emphasized that their job was “to help German agencies 

rehabilitate and reorient their own youth along democratic lines.”
253

 (See Table 1.1) 

 But feedback from the German community underscored concerns that “Many 

Germans fear the Army GYA program is merely an organized attempt to make 

Americans out of their children—a sort of reverse project to Hitler’s prewar attempts” to 

shape the minds of the young.
254

  Ironically, in a survey conducted by the OMGUS, 40% 

of young Germans responded that their only interest in the GYA was “to get candy and 

food,” 26% responded that their attraction was “sports and games,” only 6% were 

interested in learning about democracy, and 11% responded that the GYA “has no 

value.”
255

 These types of critiques ruffled the feathers of some American leaders, such as 

General Clay, who maintained that they were unwarranted and that “the American soldier 

is [was] the best salesman of democracy in Germany.” Clay also observed that many 

critics “are ignorant of the generous and kindly things he does” such as volunteering time 
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with youth programs.
256

 

 Unfortunately, the actions of some young Americans also at times demonstrated 

an air of exceptionalism and undercut the general’s argument. Former member of the 

Milcoms sometimes remember that it was seldom that American teenagers befriended 

German teens in the early postwar years and that they often tended to stick with other 

Americans.
257

 However, incidents of misbehavior that included displays of rude mocking, 

vandalism, and petty crimes such as shoplifting in German stores, were examples of 

young Americans thoughtlessness regarding Germans still struggling to recover and 

recreate lives from the war’s devastation. As many of their parents had done some 

American youth residing in Milcoms “occasionally let fall the mask of international 

equality to reveal the power imbalances which lurked below the surface.”
258

 In part, 

many Americans carried certain attitudes and predispositions with them as they arrived in 

Germany. For example, some social constructs affected the way that certain military 

members and dependents from regions of the American South thought about race through 

their experiences with Jim Crowism.
259

 Other Americans received their cues from 

materials the U.S. government published and distributed to them before their arrival. This 

was the case with A Pocket Guide to Germany that described Germans as a people more 
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apt to “follow the leader” than act on individual thought.
260

 

 But just as often, in contrast, unvarnished examples of genuine friendship offset 

any acts of inappropriateness. This was the case for Tim Gilbert who as a ten year old 

dependent of a military family resided in the Frankfurt Milcom from 1952 to 1954. He 

recalls, “I made friends with a German kid named Wolfgang, and thought his name was 

really cool. I wanted to change my name to that too.” He added, “I would go to his house 

and pick up lots of pre-World War Two coins that had been thrown in the garden.”
 261 

As 

Tim Gilbert experienced, not all relationships between young Americans and Germans 

were born in mistrust and conflict, or existed in an exceptionalist shadow. Norman 

Kappes, who resided in the Frankfurt Milcom, also has pleasant memories: 

Us kids also spoke German and we became friendly with the German boys 

in the neighborhood. We played soccer on the street in front of our house. 

I became good friends with one boy, Hatmut. Sometimes he would come 

with the family when we went into Frankfurt to a carnival or for 

sightseeing. From the viewpoint of a young boy, I was 9 thru 12 at the 

time, the Americans in Neu Isenburg and Frankfurt seemed to get along 

fine with the population. I do not recall any bad incidents or problems.
262

 

 

 Joint religious services, between the American Milcoms and the German 

community, held regularly, on holidays, or during annual German-American festivities, 

also served as a bridge between the two cultures. The Stars and Stripes was rife with 

examples, such as listings of “joint religious services at Thea-Matthaeus Church and-or 
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Markus Church” as part of the annual Munich Milcom German-American Week 

celebrations.
263

 Regular full-page listings also appeared in the newspaper, on Saturdays, 

which carried times for a variety of denominational services in both American military 

and German civilian chapels and synagogues. The “Church Services” listing in the June 

26, 1948 issue of Stars and Stripes displayed that information for 60 Milcoms and 

satellite locations.
264

 Joint religious worship became a cultural common ground where 

Americans and Germans both could reach across the separating boundary to demonstrate 

fellowship and unity in the face of the agnostic Soviet Bloc.  

 Still, other bridges existed as thousands of German civilians worked within the 

Milcom structure filling positions as employees in a variety of occupations. Many served 

as maids in American households, others maintained buildings and grounds, and 

hundreds of others worked in PX barbershops, bowling alleys and movie theaters. 

Germans also filled positions in the U.S. government-owned and operated recreation 

facilities as ski instructors, tour guides, hotel staff, and maintenance personnel. By 1953, 

there were already 15,000 Germans working for the U.S. Army’s Ordnance command 

throughout the country, mostly as vehicle maintenance personnel.
265

 Also, by1957, more 

than 11,000 German civilians worked in the Kaiserslautern Milcom area within the U.S. 

Army’s logistical base structure.
266

 The number of foreign national workers in American 

facilities and Milcoms continued to grow into the last decade of the Cold War. In 
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addition, Germans filled hundreds of bureaucratic positions on Milcom staffs as 

community and military liaisons, and travel and housing coordinators. This thick 

presence of local nationals, who easily crossed that permeable boundary between 

cultures, afforded other opportunities for breaking through the walls of perceived 

segmentation. 

 During the early postwar decades German communities often appreciated 

Americans’ efforts to step across these bounds of separation to engage them through acts 

of benevolence, friendship, or on common cultural grounds.
267

 Unfortunately, occasional 

acts of misbehavior and the offensive attitudes of some Milcom adults in combination 

with the sharply-worded text of government publications, created an environment that 

threatened efforts at bonding. These instances appeared at odds with the intended 

projections of superior American values and no matter how Milcom members stepped 

across the cultural boundary to extend a gesture of goodwill they often left behind a 

footprint of exceptionalism. 

 Not all efforts however, to craft a national will, or launch initiatives to instill 

American ideals in Milcom members, or in the surrounding host nation communities, 

were well-planned, well-intended, or successful. Aside from the waning enthusiasm for 

programs such as Militant Liberty, efforts by individuals within the Milcoms sometimes 

went awry and attracted sharp criticisms. A notable example was that of Major General 
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Edwin Walker, a right-wing extremist who in September 1959 took command of the U.S. 

Army’s 24
th

 Infantry Division stationed in Augsburg, West Germany.
268

 Immediately 

after assuming control of the 10,000-man unit he instituted his own “Pro-Blue” program 

for his troops.
269

 It was a mandatory anti-communist indoctrination program that included 

reading materials from the John Birch Society and the fundamentalist evangelist Billy 

James Hargis.
270

 In a message carried in the unit newspaper, the Taro Leaf, Walker 

decried the “criminal conspiracy of atheistic communism” and explained to his soldiers 

that, “If Americans gave to the battle of ideas one-tenth of the thought and sacrifices that 

it deserves, our country would be unchallenged.”
271

 He added that they “should be 

psychologically better prepared to defend [their] freedom than any other soldiers in the 

Army.”
272

 Walker’s opinions and actions drew both criticism and support.  

 Accusations of the general’s heavy-handed control of political thinking by some 

members of the division led to a series of articles in the privately owned English 

language newspaper, the Overseas Weekly, which had only a limited circulation among 

Milcom members. Charges by critics centered on reports that he attempted to manipulate 
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the opinions of soldiers and family member in the 1962 congressional elections by 

distributing copies of the Conservative Voting Index.
273

 This drew the attention of both 

President Kennedy and the Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara, who relieved 

Walker of his command pending further investigation by the Senate Armed Service 

Committee. A front page Stars and Stripes article noted that the committee determined 

Walker had improperly used his position for political purposes in violation of the Hatch 

Act, and that he would receive an official admonition.
 274

 It also quoted McNamara as 

saying that the general “had conducted an indoctrination program which violated Army 

regulations and made inflammatory and derogatory remarks about public officials 

including President Truman.”
275

 Under this firestorm of criticism, Walker eventually 

resigned his commission on November 2, 1961. Supporters of Walker were just as vocal. 

 Conservative Senator Styles Bridges (R-NH) offered his opinion that “General 

Walker has been an outstanding American officer and military leader” and that he 

“should receive the consideration and the courtesy of an objective hearing on the charges 

leveled against him.” Finally, Bridges added that “the large volume of letters which I 

have received have been overwhelmingly in favor” of General Walker.
276

 The October 

19, 1962 Majority Report on “Military Cold War Education and Speech Review 

Policies,” conducted by a Special Preparedness Subcommittee of the Senate Armed 

Services Committee (SASC), recorded in its conclusions that “the division information 
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and education program conducted by General Walker under the name ‘pro-Blue’ was 

basically sound” and carried a recommendation that “it continue to be implemented in the 

24
th

 Infantry Division.” 
277

 The government however, never reinstated Walker to active 

duty and by the end of 1962 the 24
th

 Infantry Division had discontinued the general’s 

Pro-Blue program.  

 Aside from program failures, like Militant Liberty and independent fringe 

initiatives like Pro-Blue, the efforts of Washington elites to build on a consensus of 

traditional American ideals and encourage their acceptance, which resonated in the 

military communities, gained some traction as an effective counterbalance to Soviet 

postwar propaganda.  

Conclusion 

 Although the earliest Milcom members arrived in Germany exhibiting the 

attitudes of a contemporary American exceptionalist consensus, the political and military 

hierarchies supplemented their understandings with generalized guidance regarding best 

behavioral practices to encourage them to serve as “goodwill ambassadors.” But 

complexities emerged. Some Milcom members’ behavior carried a harder triumphal edge 

of condescension toward local citizens. In addition, physical realities such as segregated 

living arrangements, preferential policies, and even different caloric allocation served to 

maintain an existing social and cultural gulf between Americans and Germans. Within 

                                                 
277
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the context of the exceptionalist consensus there were also varying interpretations by 

Milcom members based on regionalism and personal convictions. As a result, during the 

early postwar years, the Milcoms functioned within a duality: balancing the expectations 

of goodwill ambassadorship against complicated feelings of exceptionalism. Within a 

decade emerging tensions from internal contradictions and global dynamics would 

compel Milcom members to understand that the exceptionalist consensus was not 

immutable. During the years that followed, the behaviors and attitudes of the Milcom 

members would mirror that changing face of American exceptionalism. 
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Figure 1.1. U.S. Lady Credo. “A U.S. Lady’s World,” U.S. Lady, May 1956. Milcom 

wife, Jean Andrew composed this credo. (Source: U.S. Lady) 
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Figure 1.2. U.S. Lady Vaccinations Ad. U.S. Lady, Spring 1957 issue, it encourages 

Milcom parents to vaccinate their children against polio. (Source: U.S. Lady) 
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Figure 1.3. DODDS Pamphlet. Extract from a USAREUR pamphlet (c. 1948). 

Authorities printed the document to familiarize Milcom parents with the details of the 

Department of Defense Dependents School System in Germany. The text assures parents 

of the schools’ standards of accreditation. Also note the exceptionalist slant of the 

comment that the schools will “provide the best in good basic teaching for your child in 

the American Way.” (Source: Norman Kappes with permission.) 
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Figure 1.4. DODDS Pamphlet 2. Extract from a USAREUR DODDS pamphlet (c. 1948). 

The narrative explains that German nationals are present in the schools in various 

capacities as helpers and encourages goodwill from the students toward them as a way to 

emphasize the concept of “dignity and worth of the individual, no matter what his 

nationality or creed.” It cautions however, “Wholesome attitudes towards the helpers in 

the home and the neighborhood are the responsibility of you, the parents,” and reveals the 

existence of some negative behaviors by noting that in “a number of cases” an “attitude 

on the part of some of the children toward German helpers” had “required the attention of 

the American teachers.” (Source: Norman Kappes with permission.) 
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Figure 1.5. Military and Dependent Populations, 1945-1990. 

Notes: 

1. Data collected from Heritage Foundation, Center of Military History, Office of the 

Secretary of Defense-Defense Manpower Data Center (OSD-DMDC), the U.S. Census 

Bureau, and Stars and Stripes newspaper (European Edition). 

 

2. The statistical increase of “Military Overseas” for the years 1965 to1970 results from 

the large deployment of unaccompanied service personnel to Southeast Asia. The drop in 

“Dependents Overseas” during that period reflects those corresponding families 

remaining in CONUS. 
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Figure 1.6. Foreign Born Dependents. (Includes all ages.) 

Notes: 

1. All data collected from US Census Bureau for years shown. 

2. 1950: Foreign born dependents represented 7.8% of the Dependents Overseas Total. 

Of that group, 72% were not U.S. citizens. Of the Dependents Overseas Total 5.7% were 

not U.S. citizens. 

 

3. 1960: Foreign born dependents represented 17.4% of the Dependents Overseas Total. 

Of that group, 25.5% were not U.S. citizens. Of the Dependents Overseas Total 4.4% 

were not U.S. citizens. 

 

4. 1970: Foreign born dependents represented 10.6% of the Dependents Overseas Total. 

Of that group, 54.0% were not U.S. citizens. Of the Dependents Overseas Total 5.5% 

were not U.S. citizens. 

  

1950 1960 1970

Dependents Overseas 107,350 462,504 317,999

Foreign Born 8,500 80,779 32,638

Not U.S. Citizen 6,155 20,647 17,641
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Figure 1.7. Average Daily Caloric Allocation, October 1945—November 1949. 

Notes:  

1. Data collected from various sources including the New York Times, Stars and Stripes 

newspaper (European Edition), Detlef Junker, ed., The United States and Germany in the 

Era of the Cold War, 1945-1990: A Handbook, Volume 1: 1945-1968, and Richard 

Reeves, Daring Young Men: The Heroism and Triumph of the Berlin Airlift, June 1948-

May 1949. 

 

2. Legend entry “Berlin” refers to the period of the Berlin Blockade, June 1948 to May 

1949, and applies only to German residents of that city. 
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Table 1.1. GYA Participation Statistics, 1946. 

1946 Boys Girls Total Meetings Military 

Personnel 

August 51,222 58,991 110,213 535 2,870 

September 166,541 66,663 233,204 2,326 4,603 

October 224,692 105,451 330,143 3,261 10,314 

November 257,842 116,932 374,774 3,708 9,340 

December 208,317 106,175 314,492 5,105 16,253 

 

Notes: The table shows the numbers of German youth participating in the program, the 

number of meetings, and the number of U.S. military personnel involved in various 

capacities (instructors, coaches, mentors, administrative support, and transportation) for 

the period August through December 1946. The statistics attest to the increasing 

popularity of the program during the early occupation period. Official reports attributed 

the slight decrease in total participation numbers during December to problems with the 

cold weather that limited transportation and fuel for heating GYA facilities. (Source: 

Report of Operations of German Youth Activities, 6 January 1947, Headquarters United 

States Constabulary, Office of German Youth Activities, RG 549, United States Army, 

Europe, 1942-1991, U.S. Constabulary 1946-1948, Box 3319, National Archives College 

Park) 
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Chapter Two: 

Milcoms, 1946-1967 

Culture and Consumerism as Characteristics of Exceptional Identity 

 

 

 

 Between 1946 and the mid-1960s, American culture left a deep footprint in 

Europe. The impact was particularly strong in West Germany, which was home to the 

majority of postwar Milcoms. During this period popular culture and consumerism 

became recognizable characteristics of the exceptionalist identity associated with 

Americans in general, and the Milcoms in particular. Although the intended goals of 

directive policies and practices were to enhance the lifestyle of Milcom members, an 

unintended consequence was their penetration of German culture. In this context they 

often provided convenient examples to a still emerging West German identity that were 

accepted, rejected, or accommodated.  

An Image of American Culture 

 Gerhard Buchholz’s 1954 film, Die Goldene Pest [The Golden Plague], serves as 

a useful illustration of complicated postwar German-American relations.
278

 The 

production, which centered on the fictionalized community of Dossenthal, tells the story 

                                                 
278

 Maria Höhn suggests this idea in her work GIs and Fräuleins. German screenwriter Gerhard Buchholz 

and the Occident Film Company of Cologne first released the film in 1954 under the title Die Goldene Pest. 

In 1963 they released an English version under the title The Golden Plague. West German filmmakers 

produced a genre of films in the immediate aftermath of the war (1945-1952) dubbed ‘Trümmerfilm’ 

(Rubble films). They depicted the hardships Germans faced amid the physical desolation and rubble of war. 

One example was director Roberto Rossellini’s Germany Year Zero (1948). The Golden Plague is typical 

of the next generation of films depicting Germans fighting to survive and sculpt a new national identity 

among the lasting psychological and emotional rubble of the war. Another example was Toxi (1952) the 

story of the daughter of a Black American GI and a German girl. See the Harvard Film Archive, accessed 

23 August 2013, http://hcl.harvard.edu/hfa/films/2003marapr/afterwar.html.  

http://hcl.harvard.edu/hfa/films/2003marapr/afterwar.html
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of a small rural village suffering the throes of its conversion into a military garrison town 

for the U.S. Army. It is rife with intrigue surrounding drug-trafficking, prostitution, and 

black-marketeering as well as with heroic and ignoble characters. Although the film 

depicts the typical American serviceman as a passive, good-natured figure who is free 

with his cash, the real threat to the town comes not from him but from the culture of 

materialism and the loosened traditions and morals that the GIs introduced to the country.  

 Although Die Goldene Pest was not an indictment of Americans in general, it did 

offer sharp critiques of the impact of postwar American culture on West German society 

and the reaction of the Germans to that influence. Some reviewers saw the film as an 

example of Buchholz’s edgy film efforts noting that it was too severe a condemnation of 

the Americans. They claim that he “obviously conceived [it] for the purpose of a scolding 

indignation” against the Americans.
279

 In contrast, others offer a more jaundiced view 

and claim that Die Goldene Pest aptly described the “Allied territory of the Palatinate” 

where the “dollar rolls,” nightclubs sprout “like mushrooms from the Earth,” the 

“fornication is blooming” and “American military police and German police seek to 

establish order.”
280

 Regardless of the critiques and reviews of Die Goldene Pest it stands 

as a study of the complicated and often conflicted exchanges that occurred across the 

postwar cultural boundary that lay between the American Milcoms and their German 

                                                 
279

 Buchholz produced films in Germany during the war years including The Rothschilds, an anti-Semitic 

work made under the guidance of Joseph Goebbels the Reich Propaganda Minister. An article in the 

January 1955 issue of Der Spiegel accused the producer of making a film that intentionally targeted the 

Americans. See “New in Germany,” Der Spiegel, accessed February 10, 2012, 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-31968982.html.  
280

 “The Red and Golden Plague,” Die Zeit, January 20, 1955, accessed February 10, 2013, 

http://www.zeit.de/1955/03/die-rote-und-die-goldene-pest.  

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-31968982.html
http://www.zeit.de/1955/03/die-rote-und-die-goldene-pest
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hosts. Most important, it suggests the existence of “accommodations” and “pockets of 

resistance” in exchanges between the two.
281

 In that context, this project works to unpack 

the idea of cultural imperialism that America introduced to war-ravaged Europe as it 

strode abroad as a new cultural colossus after 1945.
282

 It identifies some of the important 

cultural bridges that ran through the Milcoms and offered a potent combination of 

American consumption patterns and popular culture. It also lends an understanding of 

how the German hosts received them, made accommodations for them, or resisted their 

influence.  

 As the network of Milcoms spread after 1946, and people-to-people contacts 

increased, the Germans became aware of the stark contrast in cultural norms between 

themselves and the Amis [Americans]. While the United States was still peddling the 

attributes of American exceptionalism through its military communities it was also 

displaying two other significant, associated characteristics of Americanism: a dynamic 

popular culture and material consumption. By the 1950s those qualities emerged as 

important influences in effecting the way Germans thought about the United States and 

like other exceptional traits they too eventually became part of the assumed consensus. 

American service members and their families became visual signifiers of a separate, 

unique, and dynamic culture that contrasted in many aspects to the traditional ways of 

Germany. Whether it was intentional or not this was apparent in the Americans’ 

                                                 
281

 See Pekka Hamalainen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” for a fuller discussion of cross boundary 

exchanges, The Journal of American History 98, no. 2, (September 2011): 338-361. 
282

 The ideas of America’s role as a cultural hegemon, which used its culture as an imperative to leverage 

influence in West Germany, are similar to the perceptions presented by Clifford Geertz in The 

Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973) and Richard Pells in Not Like Us. 
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behavior, their dress, and the artifacts of their culture such as their music, literature and 

art.
283

 

 This is consistent with observations of postwar consumption patterns that note the 

presence of American troops and Milcoms offered unique opportunities for the 

broadcasting of American ideas and values across the German-American cultural 

boundary.
284

 It was during the innumerable daily interactions at the grass-roots level 

between Milcom members and German locals that American cultural penetration seemed 

most influential. That daily exposure to the American consumer culture and popular 

culture particularly influenced young Germans and encouraged them to invoke their own 

image of America as well as imagine a different and better life. This, many of them 

interpreted as a new sense of cultural freedom. That type of freedom, based on an 

abundance of wealth was consistently on display in the Milcoms.
285

  

 Infected with that mood, younger Germans assigned value to American consumer 

goods as artifacts of a larger world pregnant with previously absent possibilities, 

especially after years of fascist restrictions and wartime deprivations. They insisted on 

smoking Lucky Strikes like the Amis, they sought American Levi jeans to appear stylish 

and they eagerly drank Coca-Cola, which seemed to flow in an endless stream from 

                                                 
283

 This is consistent with the prevalent collection of consensus themes that offer the image of the American 

as a new Adam, separated from the European past, “its history and habits,” and “poised to start a new 

history.” RWG Lewis, The American Adam (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1955) 1 and 4. Boorstin 

offers a similar perspective with his understanding that Americans had a sharper vision toward the future 

because Europe had accumulated a rich but cumbersome cultural baggage.” Boorstin, 145 and 149. 
284

 For a fuller understanding of the impact of American cultural penetration in West Germany see 

Reinhold Wagnleitner, “Propagating the American Dream: Cultural Policies as Means of Integration,” 

American Studies International 24, no. 1 (April 1986): 67. See also Maria Höhn’s GIs and Fräulein. 

 285 For a fuller understanding of how the economy and culture of abundance shaped the American 

exceptionalist consensus and contributed to a sense of freedom see David M. Potter’s People of Plenty: 

Economic Abundance and the American Character (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954). 
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American commissaries, PXs, and recreational facilities. As one German readily 

admitted, “Today, Coca-Cola is a company, in those days it was a Weltanschauung 

[world view].”
286

 Coke had maintained its pre-war connection with the German public 

and continued to be an icon of the West, America, and everything modern and fresh.
287

 

Another German fondly recalled that “we only had the hots for American clothing…we 

felt like kings, when we were at least dressed like them.”
288

 As one dependent daughter 

noted, “saddle shoes were all the rage on both sides of the Atlantic.”
289

 But on a few 

occasions style was misunderstood. One account notes, “The American teenagers used to 

wear dungarees and they would roll up the pant-legs half-way up the calf. The Germans 

would point at them and laugh.”
290

 Still, German teenagers often made friends with 

Americans simply to catch a ride in their big Ford or Chevy Straβenkreuzer [street 

cruisers] and so to feel more like them.
291

 Of the visual signifiers and cultural bridges that 

existed, those that were most representative of the Americans in the first postwar decades 

were the automobile, consumer goods, music, and the printed and spoken word.
292

 

                                                 
286

 As quoted in Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins, 79. By 1954 the Coca-Cola Corporation had 96 bottling plants in 

West Germany, more than in any other European country. See Richard Pells, Not Like Us, 199. 
287

 The Coca-Cola Corporation introduced its products into Germany in 1929. The Nazis selected it as one 

of three official drinks of the 1938 Olympics. After 1945 it regained its prominence as a drink of 

preference. The Billy Wilder directed film “One, Two, Three” starring James Cagney is a comic postwar 

look at capitalism in general and the penetration of Coca-Cola into German culture in particular. See 

“Coca-Cola History: A ‘Refreshing’ Look at German-American Relations,” by Jeff R. Schutts, GHI 

Bulletin no. 40 (Spring 2007): 127-142, accessed May 3, 2013, http://www.ghi-

dc.org/files/publications/bulletin/bu040/127.pdf.  
288

 As quoted in Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins, 81. 
289

 Falzini, 129. 
290

 Ibid., 19. 
291

 Literally “ocean liners of the road,” referring to the large American automobile. The automobile 

emerged as a central figure and artifact of American popular culture and consumerism. The reference is 

from Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins.   
292

 There were similar experiences of this American cultural penetration in other countries in Europe and 

Asia, such as Japan. See Donna Alvah’s Unofficial Ambassadors and “America as Desire and Violence,” 

http://www.ghi-dc.org/files/publications/bulletin/bu040/127.pdf
http://www.ghi-dc.org/files/publications/bulletin/bu040/127.pdf
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The Intersection of Material Consumption and Popular Culture  

 Standing at the intersection of material consumption and popular culture in the 

Milcoms were those big American autos, which rumbled over the cobblestones of 

German villages and towns. They were among the foremost of those artifacts, symbols, 

and visual signifiers that represented the energy, technology, mobility, and dynamic 

movement of that new and modern American culture and society.
293

 Soon after the 

establishment of the Milcoms they began to crowd the streets and lanes of West Germany 

and became a common sight. Having the advantage over the German automotive 

industry, which was still recovering from a shattered wartime industrial infrastructure, 

American manufacturers exploited that Milcom market. They understood that Americans’ 

love affair with the car, a manifestation of popular culture, did not end with their 

deployment overseas.
294

 Working closely with the military hierarchy, the larger 

automotive corporations, such as Ford and Chrysler, were able to offer special deals to 

Milcom members and help them attain the “four-wheeled answer on how to get around in 

the zone, and join the parade of American cars in Germany.”
295

 

 In a display of collusion between capitalism, consumerism, and advertising, the 

EUCOM Exchange System Automotive Activities Center set up shop with “new car sales 

points” initially located in the Frankfurt and Munich Milcoms. The EES later added a 

                                                                                                                                                 
Shunya Yoshimi, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies 4, no. 3, 2003, accessed January 31, 2014, 

http://web.mit.edu/condry/Public/cooljapan/Mar23-2006/YoshimiShunya03AmViolDesire.pdf.  
293

 Dina Smith’s discussion of mobility, machine aesthetics, and kinetic architecture is easily understood as 

a lens to view the American automobile, see “Movable Containers: Cold War Trailers and Trailer Parks,” 

in Douglas Field, ed. American Cold War Culture (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press: 2005), 69-87. 
294

 For a fuller understanding of that social and cultural connection see Karal Ann Marling, “America’s 

Love Affair with the Automobile in the Television Age,” Design Quarterly, no. 146 (1989): 5-20. 
295

 “New Cars Roll Fast on EC Arrival,” Stars and Stripes, May 24, 1949, 5. 

http://web.mit.edu/condry/Public/cooljapan/Mar23-2006/YoshimiShunya03AmViolDesire.pdf
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third at the Baumholder Milcom. These served as outlets for new cars sales to Milcom 

members and they also advertised in the Stars and Stripes.
296

 The newspaper noted the 

arrival of the first purchase in July 1948, “First 1949 Stateside Car Arrives at BPE.”
297

 

Examples of those ads by the European Exchange System (EES) included one for 

Plymouths that announced “Every Plymouth Sedan now in stock…Reduced,” and enticed 

Milcom buyers with choices between the ‘Standard Model Heater’ or the ‘Deluxe Model 

Heater.’
298

 Another EES ad from 1954 noted, “Owning a car in Europe is for many a real 

necessity as well as a convenience. But driving one of the new 1954 wonders is nothing 

but pleasure!”
299

 It listed several makes and models, Ford, Mercury, De Soto, Pontiac, 

and Oldsmobile together with their standard and customized features. For Milcom 

consumers who were used to scanning their hometown newspaper’s classified ads for 

cars this was like a touch of home.  

 New Milcom purchasers could apply to make a purchase and the EES Automotive 

Center placed them on a priority list according to their date of arrival in country and other 

criteria such as family size, job necessity, and military rank. As their pre-ordered, 

custom-made auto arrived in port from America, the EES representatives contacted them. 

EUCOM headquarters made sure that all Milcom members clearly understood the 

eligibility requirements by issuing statements such as Weekly Directive No. 20, HQ 

                                                 
296

 This was one of the infrequent instances when the Stars and Stripes permitted advertising for 

commercial purposes. It was possible because it was an offer made through the European Exchange 

System, a government-affiliated department that supported the morale and welfare of military members. 

Although there was a degree of readership among Germans, especially those who worked on American 

installations, information on exact circulation numbers among the German public is not available. The 

Stars and Stripes geared its articles and advertisements toward American readers. 
297

 “First Stateside Car Arrives at BPE,” Stars and Stripes, July 2, 1948, 4. 
298

 Plymouth ad, Stars and Stripes, November 2, 1952, 9. 
299

 Automotive ad, Stars and Stripes, March 14, 1954, 41. 
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EUCOM December 24, 1947, which outlined the policy for ownership. As early as June 

1948 the Stars and Stripes noted that the “director of the Automotive Activities Center, 

announced that 810 automobiles were sold during May” of that year.
300

 Total sales for 

1948 alone were 5,400 cars.
301

 The program continued as a great financial success, and 

consumer convenience, until the American presence withered at the end of the Cold 

War.
302

  

 Aside from obtaining a car through the EES Milcom members could also ship 

their own vehicle overseas at government expense for officers and the three top grades of 

non-commissioned officers.
303

 This process often took weeks to months. It also required 

owners to maintain a sharp watch of listings in the Stars and Stripes for the arrival of 

their vehicle, not unlike watching for the arrival of their dependents. Brief notifications 

with titles such as “Car Arrivals Listed by BPE,” and “155 Private Cars Expected at 

BPE” were common.
304

 Still, the number of American autos arriving in West Germany, 

either through sales or shipment, was enormous and continued to increase as the 

population of Milcom members grew.
305

 This suggests, by inference, that the car became 

                                                 
300

 “810 Cars Sold by EES in May,” Stars and Stripes, June 18, 1948, 5. 
301

 “New Cars Roll Fast on EC Arrival,” Stars and Stripes, May 24, 1949, 5. 
302

 Automobile sales offices were a common fixture just outside the main gate of larger American kasernes 

throughout the Cold War period. 
303

 Lower ranks could ship a vehicle only if approved by their commander. There was also a nominal 

charge of $300 for Department of Defense civilians and Red Cross workers. See “Jam Broken, Ships Ferry 

Cars to BPE,” Stars and Stripes, April 17, 1954, 3. 
304

 BPE was the Bremerhaven Port of Entry, the same location where dependents arrived. 
305

 Although exact numbers are difficult to determine it is possible to understand the large volume of 

automobiles arriving in EUCOM through port records for BPE. As examples, for the early postwar decades 

they indicate that 229 arrived during the first two weeks of May 1948 and 1,500 were arriving in the 

country by April 1954. These totals combine with other numbers such as EES car sales that totaled 810 for 

May 1948. “BPE Car Record Looms for May,” Stars and Stripes, may 25, 1948, 5, “Jam Broken, Ships 

Ferry Cars to BPE,” Stars and Stripes, April 17, 1954, 3, and “810 Cars Sold by EES in May,” Stars and 

Stripes, June 18, 1948, 5. 
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an ever more present symbol of dynamic and modern Americanism presiding at the 

intersection of material consumption and popular culture.   

 Among the collateral cultural derivatives introduced to the Germans by the 

infestation of American automobiles was a fixation on safety.
306

 As early as March 1948, 

the commander at the Bremerhaven Port of Entry (BPE) instituted a program that 

required all Milcom personnel to sign “a safe driving pledge” before they could pick-up 

their vehicle. Once done, they affixed a sticker that stated “I Drive Safely” to their 

windshield.
307

 Following that, in January 1949, the command required a compulsory 

safety inspection for newly arrived vehicles. Those with infractions, such as faulty 

headlights, brakes, or steering, could not depart the BPE holding lot until their owner 

paid for repairs.
308

 By the early 1950s USAREUR Headquarters had issued authorized 

speed limits for American cars in Germany and had petitioned the Mayor of Stuttgart to 

erect long absent speed limit signs throughout the city. The latter was in response to the 

injury of several Milcom pedestrians by speeding Germans.
309

 As soon as the opportunity 

presented itself in September 1953, Milcom members were rushing to German agencies 

                                                 
306

 Concerns over automotive safety began in 1941when the U.S. government recorded 39,969 traffic-

related deaths. After the war it established the House Sub-Committee on Traffic Safety to investigate ways 

to keep the public safe. This included testing new devices such as the safety belt and pressuring 

manufacturers to make cars safer for the driver. The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 also outlined a more 

active role for the Federal government to take in overseeing traffic safety. See Federal Highway 

Administration: Highway History, Chapter 4, The Federal Role in Highway Safety, accessed November 3, 

2013, https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/safety04.cfm. Also see “Firms Pressed on Safer Car,” Stars 

and Stripes, May 2, 1954, 7. 
307

 “BPE Drivers Wearing ‘No Accident’ Braid,” Stars and Stripes, March 4, 1948, 4.  
308

 “One in 10 Private Cars Found Unsafe at BPE,” Stars and Stripes, January 21, 1949, 5. 
309

 “Authorized Speed Limits for American Cars in Germany,” B-Bag, Stars and Stripes, June 25, 1953, 13 

and “Army Officials Urge Stuttgart to Curb Traffic,” Stars and Stripes, September 21, 1954, 4. 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/safety04.cfm
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to purchase automobile insurance, something they could not do without back home.
310

 

Thus the cultural aspect of the car for the Milcom family also became a small economic 

boon for West German businesses that provided insurance policies, repairs, and fuel. 

 Evidence of the Americans’ emphasis on safety also appeared in Milcom 

newspapers. The front page of the November 10, 1949 issue of the Heidelberg Post 

featured an article titled “Safety Campaign Keeps Plugging for Safe Driving” that 

stressed good vehicular maintenance and driving techniques. Accompanying it was a 

photograph of a service member’s wrecked car next to a placard that read “Only Fools 

Break the Rules: Drive with Care.”
311

 The front page of the September 15, 1950 issue of 

the Rhein-Main Gateway carried an article under the banner title “Support the Base 

Safety Campaign.” It noted that the rate of traffic accidents in both the United States and 

EUCOM had increased in 1949 and announced a planned crack-down by the military 

police on Americans who exceeded the posted speed limits on and off post.
312

 

 Enlisting the interest and support of Germans employed by American Milcoms 

was another technique to spread safety awareness, and collaterally enforce another 

cultural bridge. A photograph in the November 1949 issue of the Heidelberg Post showed 

the American community Safety Director pinning an armband on a German foreman’s 

sleeve that read Sicherheitsdienst [Safety Worker]. Next to the photo was a printed eight-

point pledge that the Safety Director expected German workers to follow on the job site 

as well as at home. It emphasized safe practices, awareness, and the need to discuss 

                                                 
310

 “Yanks Rush to Get German Insurance,” Stars and Stripes,” September 28, 1953, 5. 
311

 “Safety Campaign Keeps Plugging for Safe Driving,” Heidelberg Post, November 10, 1949, 1. 
312

 “Support the Base Safety Campaign,” Gateway, September 15, 1950, 1. 
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safety matters with family, friends, and neighbors.
313

 

 Also detailing the intersection of popular culture, consumerism, and safety was a 

report from a West German journalist who traveled to the United States and witnessed 

America’s fascination with the car first hand. Reporting back to his fellow countrymen he 

recounted how the automobile offered citizens freedom through mobility and design 

choice, a sense of community because “almost everyone in America [is] on the road,” and 

safety, which existed through mandated annual checks. He also noted the integrated tenet 

of capitalism through the presence of toll roads and paid parking, and the consumer 

convenience of drive-up banking and fast food. His intent was to explain, by association, 

the automotive behaviors and practices of Milcom members to other curious West 

Germans and to underscore how that one iconic material object exhibited so many 

“characteristics of the American way of life.”
314

 

The Milcom Home and Modern Consumption 

 Increasingly throughout the 1950s, owners of those fantastic American autos 

could park them in lots convenient to newly constructed government quarters.  

These were part of the U.S. military construction program that was pressing ahead to 

keep pace with the rapid expansion of the Milcom network.
315

 Although those new “Little 

                                                 
313

 “Safety Director Introduces Plans to Cut Accidents,” Heidelberg Post, November 3, 1949, 1. 
314

 “We Live Correctly Say the Americans,” Die Zeit, December 11, 1952, accessed March 28, 2013, 

http://www.zeit.de/1952/50/wir-leben-richtig-sagen-die-amerikaner.  
315

 Concurrently, American and German authorities were working to alleviate the housing shortage for 

West Germans and Displaced Persons (DPs) in the AMZON. These efforts suggest four parallel initiatives: 

construction of housing for Americans to relieve demands on German housing, return of requisitioned 

properties to German control, construction of new housing for Germans, and resettlement of DPs to areas 

outside West Germany. See “U.S. Taxpayers Build 33,000 German Homes,” Stars and Stripes, February 3, 

1952, 17, “U.S. Derequisitions 80% of EC Properties,” Stars and Stripes, January 31, 1951, 1, “Housing 

Ok’d by Bundestag,” Stars and Stripes, February 26, 1950 2. 

http://www.zeit.de/1952/50/wir-leben-richtig-sagen-die-amerikaner
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America” housing projects sometimes physically segregated the Americans from their 

German neighbors their interiors served as examples of modern consumerism. Generally 

laid out in floor plans that mimicked contemporary German construction, they also 

reflected the efficient rationalism of the Weimar period.
316

 They contained all the 

essential modern appliances necessary for the American family, such as full-sized 

refrigerators, washing machines, clothes dryers, and new stoves. The intention was that 

they resemble the ideal American home as closely as possible. When Vice-President 

Nixon verbally sparred with Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev in 1959 during the 

historic “Kitchen Debates,” Milcom wives were already in position to display American 

superiority through domestic appliances to local women visiting their homes.
317

 That 

consumerist instinct was intrinsic to contemporary Americans’ self-identity and was a 

trait of its cultural profile, as was the condition of relative abundance. In that context, for 

Americans and members of the Milcoms consumerism represented a vehicle for 

demonstrating status and the opportunity for upward mobility as well as individuality and 

leisure.
318

  

                                                 
316

 See Eric D. Weitz’s discussion of the new architecture and modern interior design in Weimar Germany: 

Promise and Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007), 175-183. 
317

 The verbal exchange between Nixon and Khrushchev took place on July 24, 1959 at the American 

National Exhibition at Sokolniki Park in Moscow. During the taped conversation between the two leaders 

Nixon emphasized how the peaceful application of American technology provided affordable furnishings 

and equipment for the contemporary American home. Examples he pointed out included washing machines 

and full-sized refrigerators, appliances already present in most kitchens of newly constructed Milcom 

kitchens. As Donna Alvah notes, “for many years” military wives stationed overseas had been enacting the 

type of “competition” to which Nixon alluded. See Alvah, Unofficial Ambassadors, 116. See “The Cold 

War’s Hot Kitchen,” New York Times, July 23, 2009, accessed August 23, 2013, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/24/opinion/24safire.html?_r=0.  
318

 See Elaine May’s discussion of consumerism, Homeward Bound, 19-21. The concept of status and 

mobility and the link to abundance is intrinsic to understanding some interpretations of the exceptionalist 

consensus. Also see David Potter’s People of Plenty and his explanation that “relative abundance is, by 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/24/opinion/24safire.html?_r=0
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Figure 2.1. American Housing, Bad Nauheim Milcom (c. 1959). These units constructed 

along Platenstraße after the war acccomodated Milcom families. The Federal Republic 

provided most of the funding and labor as a offset to the costs borne by the United States 

for stationing troops in Germany. Note the great number of late model American cars. 

Among them sits a lone black VW Beetle. (Source: Frankfurt American Highschool, 

http://www.frankfurthigh.com/history/subpages/fahs_housing.htm#Bad Nauheim.)   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
general consent, a basic condition of American life” as was the “availability of a generous quota of goods 

ready for use.” Potter, 84. 

http://www.columbia.edu/~fdc/frankfurt/xx/518.jpg
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Figure 2.2. Typical stairwell quarters, Vogelweh Milcom. This is an example of housing 

for two Junior Enlisted families (Private to Specialist 4
th

 Class). The construction 

emulated contemporary German architectural design with a central stairwell and two 

apartments on each landing. The quarters on the right has two bedrooms, the one on the 

left has three. (Source: Military Installations, Kaiserslautern, United states Army 

Garrison, Germany, accessed November 14, 2013, 

http://www.militaryinstallations.dod.mil/MOS/f?p=MI:PHOTO:0::::P2_INST_ID,P2_IN

ST_EKMT_ID,P2_TAB:1675,PH .) 

 

 

 

 That concept of consumer wealth resonated in the Milcoms and in the Big Picture 

film titled “Operation Friendly Hand.” It depicts a military family, in the Vogelweh 

Milcom, welcoming into their home a young German girl who arrives for a short visit. 

Coming from a family struggling to make its way through the challenges of the postwar 

economy, she is grateful for the chance to be a guest in their home. The Americans 

shower her with kindness and expose her to their largesse. Their Milcom quarters exhibit 

http://www.militaryinstallations.dod.mil/MOS/f?p=MI:PHOTO:0::::P2_INST_ID,P2_INST_EKMT_ID,P2_TAB:1675,PH
http://www.militaryinstallations.dod.mil/MOS/f?p=MI:PHOTO:0::::P2_INST_ID,P2_INST_EKMT_ID,P2_TAB:1675,PH
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all the trappings of contemporary consumerism: a television, a refrigerator, games, toys, 

books, and plenty of food. A new family automobile is just outside in its designated 

space. During the week-long visit the girl’s hosts treat her with new clothing, cosmetics, 

ice cream, and new shoes. Although it was in reality a staged production, the film attests 

to the fact that the Milcom is a reflection of the American lifestyle that is a world of 

convenience, leisure, and consumer wealth, and it suggests these should be the goals of a 

new Germany.
319

  

 The print media also reflected the imprint of that consumerist tenet. Every issue of 

the monthly magazine U.S. Lady included advertisements that specifically targeted the 

Milcom wife and family. The inside front covers frequently carried ads for familiar items 

such as Kleenex and Alka Seltzer. Located throughout the pages of the magazine were 

ads for Nabisco, Kellogg, and Colgate products. The issues often carried pages of recipes 

for the Milcom family “on the go,” provided by manufacturers that included Jell-O, 

Crackerbarrel cheese, Birdseye, and Chun King. Among them was a Betty Crocker recipe 

that quipped it was perfect “whether you’re stationed at Fort Dix or Frankfurt.”
320

 

American manufacturers were determined to maintain their link with Milcom consumers 

whether in the States or overseas, and in turn, Milcom members were glad for that taste 

of home. 

 

                                                 
319

 See the Big Picture film “The Friendly Hand.” As an example of soft-power duplicity and propaganda 
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was a composite of separate incidents. See “The Friendly Hand,” U.S. Lady 1, no. 8 (Mid-Summer 1956): 

51. 
320
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Figure 2.3. Betty Crocker ad. An ad typical of those that appeared throughout U.S. Lady 

magazine for a variety of products that targeted the Milcom family. (Source: U.S. Lady 

magazine, January 1967.) 

 

 

 

The Sounds of Exceptionalism 

 But Coke, clothing, cars, and consumerism were only part of the American 

cultural imprint on display in the Milcom; music also played a large role. That influence 

was evident with the arrival of Private Elvis Presley at the port of Bremerhaven, 

Germany on October 1, 1958. As the Stars and Stripes reported, hundreds of admiring 

and energetic American and German teenage girls broke through a hastily constructed 

barrier to mob their idol.
321

 After several hectic hours the singer eventually arrived at Ray 

Barracks, his duty station within the Friedberg Milcom. But Private Presley’s arrival in 

                                                 
321

 Elvis, inducted into the U.S. Army months earlier, arrived on the USS General George M. Randall with 

a thousand other soldiers. The military assigned him to Company D, of the 1
st
 Battalion, 32

nd
 Regiment, of 

the 3
rd

 Armored Division. He remained with that unit during his two year tour of duty. See “Hundreds 

Greet Singer on Arrival in Germany,” Stars and Stripes, October 2, 1958, 2. 
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West Germany was not without a hint of coincidental irony. The singer and movie 

matinee idol, who for many people personified both the good and bad aspects of popular 

American culture, was now himself a Milcom member. His music, part of the wave of 

rock and roll that washed onto European shores during the 1950s, represented a fresh, 

energetic sound associated with an exceptional postwar Americanism, and was complicit 

in shaping a West German postwar cultural identity.  

 Rock and roll had followed on the heels of its avant garde predecessor, Jazz. 

Since the 1930s, musical tours from the United States had traveled throughout Europe 

offering its distinctive sound to generally appreciative crowds. By 1945 artists such as 

Louis Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie and other Jazz greats were widely known to the 

German public and like rock and roll that sound was characteristically, and exceptionally, 

American.
322

 Jazz offered an attractive and important outlet because it provided a cultural 

venue for young Germans to distance themselves from the Nazi association of their elders 

and other uncomfortable reminders of their past.
323

 In that context, after 1945, a flood of 

American consumer goods and popular culture inundated West Germany causing a 

cultural reaction. Jazz together with rock and roll arrived on that wave and sounded the 

clarion call of change. While young American Milcom consumers were flocking to the 

PX to purchase the latest recordings by Jazz artists like Ella Fitzgerald, or rock and roll 

                                                 
322

 Jazz is a unique music form that is widely recognized as distinctly American. Its roots are in a mixture 

of African and European sounds. Jazz developed in African-American communities in the American South 

at the beginning of the twentieth century.  
323

 In many cases German youth, as opposed to older generations, quickly associated with many aspects of 

American culture such as Jazz, movies, clothing, and behaviors as ways to distinguish themselves from 

guilty associations with Nazism that their parents were suffering. See Ralph Willet, The Americanization of 

Germany: Postwar Culture, 1945-1949 (London: Routledge, 1992), 114.  
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icons like Elvis and Bill Haley and the Comets, less affluent, but eager, German youth 

sought the sounds on their radios via the Armed Forces Network Radio, Radio 

Luxembourg, Radio in the American Sector (RIAS), or the Voice of America.
 324

  

 During that time, the Stars and Stripes carried a regular column, by staff writer 

Johnny Vrotsos, titled “On the Record.” It catered to all music lovers but it especially 

featured news and information about contemporary performers and the release dates of 

their records. As Stars and Stripes reported, European PX record sales for 1955 made it 

“one of the world’s biggest sellers of phonograph records.”
325

 Consumerism and popular 

culture in the Milcom seemed to go hand in hand. While some Americans accepted rock 

and roll, and others criticized it, most tolerated the sound. If there was any concern from 

Milcom parents, music industry executives allayed their fears by claiming that rock and 

roll was in fact only a passing fad, and that it “is not developing juvenile delinquents.”
326

 

Meanwhile, Milcom homes, clubs, and barracks rooms echoed with the jazz and rock 

sounds that seemed to resonate with the image of contemporary Americanism. But as 

those tunes could also be the sound of friction at the boundary between German and 

American cultures. 

Negotiating Cultural Accommodations and Pockets of Resistance 

 While American Milcom members identified with the ideas of a popular and 
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consumerist culture in the early 1950s, many West German elites including church 

leaders, politicians, and educators found themselves negotiating ways to accommodate or 

resist a perceived cultural ‘Americanization.’
 
Often, the tensions and distress this 

generated for German clergy and conservatives were associated with the perceived 

dangers posed to the fabric of traditional society. Some German leaders interpreted 

American consumerism and popular culture as a conflated menace that like a multi-

headed hydra bristled with a variety of threats. They harbored deep-seated concerns 

regarding the effect of American popular culture on sexual behaviors interpreting it as a 

contributor to excessive female sexual expression and male aggression.  For German 

conservatives it existed in tension with traditional ideals of respectable, and reserved 

German femininity and masculinity. In that context they worried over the “primitiveness” 

of rock and roll and focused on its black-influenced roots as a corrosive influence to 

prescribed gender norms. This was an interpretation that found traction within those 

elements of German society, such as parents and conservative state officials, who 

perceived threats in the presentation of racial differences.
327

  

 It was however, those pervasive concerns about uncontrolled female sexuality and 

racial intrusion that precipitated a flurry of articles from German weeklies like Der 

Spiegel and Die Zeit. A December 1956 cover of Der Spiegel featured a photograph of 

“Elvis the Pelvis” performing on stage. A subtitle to the image read “From Dixieland to 

                                                 
327

 Fears of unrestrained sexuality among the young were deep-seated among conservative elites and 

affected the early acceptance of American culture. Many state officials and parents also feared any racial 

blending through music that might detract from a traditional view of sexual roles and might undermine 

their postwar return. See Uta Poiger, “Rock and Roll, Female Sexuality, and the Cold War Battle over 

German Identities,” in Moeller, West Germany under Construction: Politics, Society, and Culture, in the 

Adenauer Era, and Uta Poiger, Jazz, Rock, and Rebels, 114, 168, and 206. 
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Kinseyland” in reference to the inferred sexuality of his gyrating movements. Text of the 

article served the reader with mental images of swooning, hysterical teens, and like most 

of the West German press underscored his influence on “the behaviors and worship 

habits of teenage girls.” It also painted the majority of Elvis’s fans as delinquents.
328

  

Still, this perception did not hold true for all Germans. Renate Sabulsky remembers how 

as a young girl growing up in a small town north of Frankfurt in the 1950s she eagerly 

tuned in to the Armed Forces radio broadcasts to try to catch the latest popular American 

music. Her parents were more than indulgent than most, and her mother occasionally 

enjoyed listening to the music along with her daughter. For Renate’s family, the 

American popular culture, music and movies, were “so wonderful.” They “admired the 

culture” and saw it as a window into another world.
329

  

 Complementing existing histories and articles from contemporary German 

gazettes is archival evidence from American news dailies, like the Stars and Stripes, 

which reveal that the perceptions of Milcom members were less ambivalent than their 

German neighbors. This became evident when Hollywood harnessed the music of rock 

and roll with the silver screen and the meter of anxiety pointed to differences among 

residents of the “Little Americas” and the surrounding German communities.  

 The1956 release of the film Rock Around the Clock, starring the music of Bill 

Haley and the Comets, precipitated a wave of youth riots in both the United States and 

                                                 
328

 See “Elvis, the Pelvis,” Der Spiegel, accessed February 15, 2012, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-

43064913.html. The reference “Kinseyland” in the subtitle is to Alfred Kinsey the American biologist 

whose studies of human sexuality in the 1940s and 1950s provoked great controversy and public debate. 
329

 Renate Sabulsky (lived in the West German town of Ziegenhain until the mid-1960s, Life Long 

Learning Institute, Chesterfield, Virginia), in discussion with the author, February 2013. 
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Europe. At first, the European Motion Picture Service, which had the responsibility for 

advertising and airing films through the Milcom theaters, advertised that “the beat is 

infectious and old timers as well as hepcats should be pleased with bouncey [sic] tunes 

such as See You Later Alligator and the title song.”
330

 But within months, the news print 

began to tell a different, contrasting story. A full page spread in the Stars and Stripes, 

which carried photos of both Bill Haley and Elvis, included a noted psychiatrist’s opinion 

that rock and roll was a “communicable disease” and that “it appeals to adolescent 

insecurity…it is cannibalistic and tribalistic [sic].”
331

 The article also mentioned a 

number of youth riots that occurred during the film’s showing in Sweden, West 

Germany, England, France, Japan, and Brazil. A separate Stars and Stripes piece also 

made Milcom members aware of rioting in Norway, “Rock and Roll Riots Jolt Oslo after 

Film.”
332

  

 Overall, however, Milcom attitudes were not alarmist and appeared to remain 

more balanced than those of the Germans. The same article that criticized the violent 

youth reaction also noted an authority who admitted that rock and roll was “one the few 

permitted forms” of sexual expression and “that’s a good thing in a society which allows 

young people so little self-expression anyway.”
333

 A different piece in Stars and Stripes 

featured a response by popular bandleader Sammy Kaye who responded to an earlier 

criticism that rock and roll was a “communicable disease” by noting that it was “as 
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harmless as the Lindy Hop of the 1930s.”
334

 Even actor Ronald Reagan, an officer of the 

Screen Actors Guild, weighed in exclaiming, “The right of the movie industry to express 

itself is tied in with free speech.” He then added that success in films was impossible 

unless “the audience has an emotional experience.”
335

 In the same Stars and Stripes 

article a psychiatrist testified, he “doubted that movies contributed to a recent increase in 

sexual crimes among juveniles.”
336

  

 Letters to the Stars and Stripes editor reflected direct responses by Milcom 

members. One, penned by a Milcom parent, sought to “point out the high morals and 

character of the teenagers within the [American] zone,” and opined that the juvenile 

delinquency rate for Milcom teens “compares favorably” with the stateside rate.
337

 

Another, from a reader in the Kaiserslautern Milcom responded to a criticism of “teen-

age music being trash” by doubting that the critic “had the pleasure of listening to all of 

my generation’s music.”
338

 Still another reader responded that any critic “may not care 

for popular music but, on the other hand, how many of us go for that long-hair stuff.”
339

 

Throughout the tempest, AFN radio continued to play Jazz and rock and roll music and 

included the programming of a “disc show known as Teentime Tunetime.”
340

 As Neil 

Albaugh a part-time DJ who worked the show recalls, “the show featured school news, 

anything of interest that was happening in the local community that would be of interest 
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to Frankfurt High School Students. Things such as the scores of football or basketball 

games.” Most important, “music was a big attraction of Teentime. We had a huge choice 

of music but, of course, we played the latest rock & roll that had come over from the US. 

Lost in the Jungle was a particular favorite because of the line ‘meanwhile, back in the 

States.’ The music was key to attracting a young German audience too.”
341

 In contrast to 

Milcom opinions of the effects of popular American culture the German reaction from 

some quarters appeared harsher.  

 Through the early 1950s the arrival of “American young rebel movies,” such as 

The Wild One (1953) with Marlon Brando, and Blackboard Jungle (1955) with Sidney 

Poitier, served to exacerbate the concerns of German parents and elites about American 

influences. When the showing of Rock Around the Clock [Ausser Rand und Band] caused 

widespread rioting in a number of German cities in September 1956, the response was to 

place the consumption of American popular culture, especially music and film, at its 

center. After the riots, a distraught West German parliamentarian announced that the 

teens “modeled their behavior word for word, picture for picture after the American 

movie The Wild One.”
342

 For the Germans there seemed to be a disconcerting, although 

anecdotal, link between “consumption, femininity, lower-class behavior, and African-

American culture.”
343

 Fears increased with the emergence of Halbstarken [Half-strong] 

gangs in the 1950s that formed predominantly in working-class neighborhoods. These 

                                                 
341
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groups, which included male and female adolescents, mimicked popular American dress 

styles and hairdos, smoked, used slang-expressions, and rejected conformity with 

traditional German mores. The authorities were most concerned however, because rock 

and roll and American popular culture “seemed to undermine the ideal nuclear families of 

restrained male breadwinner protectors and asexual female caretakers,” roles that they 

deemed were essential for a postwar West German identity.
344

  

 Other types of contemporary American films that aired in European and Milcom 

theaters received mixed reviews. One public survey describing the early postwar arrival 

of Hollywood productions in West Germany claimed that, “American films accounted for 

only 14.7 percent of those on the top-ten list [in Germany] in the 1950s.”
345

 The first film 

to rank high, but only at number two, was the blockbuster melodrama From Here to 

Eternity [Verdammt in alle Ewigkeit]. According to the survey, Germans preferred 

European productions within three particular genres: “Heimat films (sentimental stories 

with regional settings), period films, and musicals based on operettas or filled with pop 

music.”
346

 Preferences and survey results aside, opportunities to view American films 

still attracted many Germans who harbored a curiosity about the nation across the 
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Atlantic and the people who populated the Milcoms.  

 That attraction was evident. At a time before the Berlin Wall and strictly regulated 

check points, when the border between East and West Berlin was more porous than 

outside the city, Western authorities aired American films and provided an open 

invitation for viewing.
347

 Sources show that in July 1950, more than 8,000 East Germans 

accepted the offer and crossed over to see them.
348

 Again, in February 1953, thousands 

more crossed over when the HICOG provided an open invitation. The features shown 

were Night and Day (1946) and Johnny Belinda (1948) two dated films that were popular 

in America.
349

 The results of a survey claimed “East Germans like the same kind of 

movies as Americans.”
350

 A later article appearing in Stars and Stripes quoted a popular 

German pastor in Frankfurt enthusiastically exclaiming, “American music and movies are 

two powerful instruments in promoting understanding between our two peoples.”
351

 

Milcoms also made the most of the attraction and often made a point of showing 

American films during open houses at military facilities and as part of the schedule for 

annual German-American week activities.
352

 Although the availability of films in theaters 

and Milcoms attracted many Germans it does not suggest a ready, or wide, acceptance. 
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Rather, it suggests a fascination with a characteristic of popular culture they associated 

with the American way of life.
353

 

 Although West Germans were attracted to many American films, which the 

Milcoms made particularly accessible, interpreting their impact on German culture is 

complicated. Younger German viewers readily accepted some films such as the Wild One 

and Rock Around the Clock for their energy and departure from an authoritarian and 

restrictive past. Older, more critical thinkers accepted American Problemfilme, such as 

High Noon (1952) and Twelve Angry Men (1957), as important social commentaries.
354

 

Still, many German viewers harshly criticized the majority of American films. Their 

comments reflected a range of charges. In a survey conducted in June 1951, the American 

magazine Ladies’ Home Journal discovered that German youth felt “Most of your 

[American] movies are just propaganda to sell your way of life,” and that they were 

“superficial and lacked depth,” although they admired the “technical excellence.”
355

 A 

HICOG survey conducted in spring 1953 reported that 78% of West Germans replied, 

“They liked German films best,” although American films had “a favorable influence on 

the German population.” They also registered an unfavorable impression of Westerns and 
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gangster films.
356

 A decade later, West Germans were still clinging to the feeling that 

American films “contained too much propaganda,” but added that “to judge from the 

movies all people in the United States are criminals” and that they had gained an 

“unfavorable impression of the treatment of Negroes in America.”
357

 This last comment 

suggests that it also contributed to the lens that Germans used to study and interpret 

Milcom members’ prevalent racial attitudes and behaviors.
358

 

 Still, American film remained central to the complicated German-American 

cultural discourse during the first three postwar decades. Milcom theaters continued to 

reflect American attitudes during the 1950s and early 1960s through films such as 

Copper Canyon and Fort Osage, which depicted rugged Western individualism, and 

Sound Off and My Son, John, which were looks at the military draft and communism 

during the time of the Korean War.
359

 Other film offerings at the PX theaters included 

The Bashful Elephant and One, Two, Three. The former was the desperate story of an 

escape attempt from behind the Iron Curtain and the latter was a light-hearted look at 

American capitalism and commercialism in occupied West Berlin. The second film, 

which starred James Cagney, was full of quick-witted criticisms of Americans’ haughty 

attitudes and excesses, as well as the comic failures of communism. It stands in evidence 
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however, that Americans could laugh at themselves and possessed at least a vague 

awareness of how others might see them.
360

   

 Regardless of attitudes and criticisms of American films, Milcom members 

continued to pack into the PX theaters during the early postwar years validating film’s 

central location in America’s leisure culture and its role in shaping an American identity. 

Published figures from the Motion Picture Section of EUCOM Special Services reflected 

attendance numbers averaging well over 200,000 with a high of 785,040 for the month of 

August 1949.
361

 (See Table 2.1) Influenced by film’s popularity with the Americans, and 

its availability through presentations by the HICOG, Amerika Hauser, and Milcoms the 

attraction of Hollywood productions grew among West Germans. They followed suit in 

great numbers and began flocking to newly opened theaters. Published figures for 1951 

reflect that well over 12 million Germans witnessed showings in Frankfurt’s movie 

houses compared to only 5.4 million before the war in 1935.
362

 An article in the January 

1955 Stars and Stripes reported that during the last three months of 1953, approximately 

10.8 million West Germans attended the showing of the controversial German anti-war 

film trilogy 08/15, and that number “more than [doubled] the attendance for a revival of 

Gone with the Wind, a perennial sellout.
363

 

 These perceptions about film content, criticisms, and censorship suggest that 
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although American films collectively opened a window for audiences to interpret their 

contemporary society, West German viewers applied a guarded judgment that forestalled 

a rush to full acceptance of this aspect of American popular culture. In that context, the 

Milcoms, which stood at the boundary between the two cultures, afforded the Germans a 

convenient and unique opportunity to cross the figurative border, and not rely solely on 

official events sponsored by the HICOG authorities, to catch a glimpse through the 

camera’s lens of the American character. As a result, West Germans were better able to 

control the depth of American popular culture’s penetration into their own and recognize 

those aspects of it they wished to resist or accommodate. This was important as West 

Germans continued to work through defining a new postwar national identity. 

The Printed Word 

 Aside from film, another imprint of American culture arrived in the form of the 

printed word. Prior to, and after the war, the Council on Books in Wartime, under the 

aegis of the U.S. military’s Psychological Warfare Branch, orchestrated the distribution 

of “overseas editions” of many popular novels. Bound in plain cream-colored covers and 

bearing an image of the Statue of Liberty emblazoned in red ink on the front, titles 

included such works as Men of Science in America by Bernard Joffe, Benjamin Franklin 

by Carl van Doren, and GI Joe by Ernie Pyle.
364

 In addition, each edition carried an 

acerbic notice on the lower front cover that read, “This edition of an American book is 

made available in various countries only until normal free publishing, interrupted by Axis 
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aggression, can be reestablished.”
365

  

 Occupation authorities made these works available to the German public as well 

as German POWs. During the early postwar years they issued more than 15 million 

copies to American soldiers and they found an eager German audience as well. Between 

1945 and 1953, a special military unit located in the Bad Nauheim Milcom translated at 

least 341 titles into German. These included works by authors such as Hemingway, 

London, Steinbeck, Dos Passos, and Sandberg. The unit focused on books that 

communicated an impression of the American way of life and eschewed those that, in 

their estimation, carried communist or leftist messages.
366

 (See Figure 2.4) 

 
 In addition to the Council’s Overseas Editions, many other works flowed from 

commercial publishing houses in the United States and found wide distribution in 

Milcom and German bookstores. These arrived in the form of paperbacks a wholly new 

postwar concept in Germany. Already accepted in America since before the war, the 

cultural innovation of the Tashenbücher [paperbacks] gained warm acceptance by the 

West Germans. Publishers and distributors there agreed that “the cheap book series 

certainly have [made] an important contribution.”
367

 Paperbacks that were less expensive 

than hard cover editions were the answer to satisfying the reading needs of an 
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economically depressed populace and “making good literature accessible,” especially to 

the youth.
368

 At least in this one instance both Germans and Americans shared an 

incontestable cultural thread that was manifest also in every Milcom bookstore.
369

 

 An effective mode that American officials employed to distribute all these works 

that were representative of a broad spectrum of American culture was another innovation, 

the bookmobile. They operated both out of the Milcoms and through the system of 

Amerika Häuser [America Houses]. As Stars and Stripes noted, in March 1948 at least 

six mobile library vans were operating out of the Wiesbaden Milcom offering 250,000 

volumes, in English and German, to the surrounding communities.
370

 By 1953 there were 

at least 20 bookmobiles in operation, some in remote areas. In one case, during a six 

month period, the bookmobiles were able to service over 38,000 German customers 

living in small villages within the British zone near the border of Soviet-occupied 

Germany.
371

  

 Aside from the bookmobiles, the libraries within individual Amerika Häuser 

facilities provided another outlet for Germans to obtain access to American works. Each 

of the 26 libraries contained an average of 20,000 titles including fiction, non-fiction, and 

technical works.
372

 The purpose of these efforts was to open the doors to U.S. culture and 

deflect the myth that “the U.S. is a mad mélange of lady wrestlers, lecherous Wall Street 
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tycoons and dope-driven jazz fiends.”
373

 Just as important, there was an ongoing effort 

within the Amerika Häuser to engage speakers from the Milcoms to offer discussions on 

various aspects of American life and culture to German customers.
374

 

 By the mid to late 1950s American literature also found its way into German 

magazines, which were making a postwar resurgence. They offered the readers a survey 

of unfamiliar aspects of American society through various authors: views of racial 

problems (James Baldwin and Ralph Ellison), Jewish voices (Saul Bellow, Philip Roth), 

the beat generation (Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg), and the American South (William 

Faulkner, Truman Capote). These stories conveyed an understanding that although 

America was a model of modernization there remained inherent social problems and 

consequences. For example, Faulkner’s work As I Lay Dying exposed the traditional and 

persistent racial inequities of life in the America South. As a reviewer in Der Spiegel 

noted, Faulkner “relentlessly pushes the American tragedy.”
375

 In the broader context, 

German reviewers celebrated “America’s contribution to world literature: the short 

story,” and its role in telling the story of American life.
376

 The reception of these stories 

was generally warm. This suggests, that at its best, this exposure offered the West 

Germans a better understanding of the people living behind the gates and walls of the 
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Milcoms. At its worst, the literature was yet another example of the American cultural 

hegemony in Europe that took advantage of an early postwar publishing void to condition 

West German minds to the American way of life. 

 The collective criticisms of American mass culture, films, literature, music, and 

consumer goods were echoes of those that began in the immediate postwar years. German 

sociologist and philosopher Theodor W. Adorno first registered his agitation in this 

regard upon his return to his homeland in 1949 from wartime exile in the United 

States.
377

 Disgusted by the apparent effects of commercial American culture on his native 

society, and fearing decadent consequences, he penned Auferstehung der Kultur im 

Deutschland [Resurrection of Culture in Germany] calling for a resistance to the prurient 

tendencies of the masses. The result was a blossoming of ‘Goethe Societies,’ along with 

the founding of the Cultural League for the Democratic Renewal of Germany, to bring 

renewed interest to traditional cultural venues. Although embraced almost entirely by 

elites and intellectuals, these modes did offer some counter balance to popular currents. 

Still, some Germans lamented, “We have lost possession of our Heimat.”
378

 This was a 

reaction to the perception that traditional social structures were not strong enough to 

inoculate the populace against the spreading infection of “Amerikanismus” [American 

                                                 
377
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cultural imperialism] that was seeping out of the Milcoms.
379

  

 For many Germans that feeling of helplessness completed their “perceptions of 

the U.S. as the homeland of cultural Philistinism, aesthetic vulgarity, and base popular 

tastes.”
380

 This was an inherent and popular understanding based on the evaluation that 

there were two types of culture: Ernste Kultur [serious culture] and Unterhaltungskultur 

[entertainment culture]. Within that interpretation, the former encompassed most German 

culture and the latter all American culture. The intrusion of the second undermined the 

value of the first through an introduction of a “relentless onslaught of commercialized 

vulgarity and meretricious mindlessness.”
381

 In time, as accommodations evolved, many 

of the feelings of hostility and resistance toward American culture, which lasted at least a 

decade into the Milcom presence, would eventually melt away. 

Construction of Cultural Bridges 

 By the late 1950s and early 1960s West German attitudes toward the brand of 

popular culture exhibited by the Milcoms began to soften as accommodations evolved. 

Those changes arrived coincidentally with the period of economic recovery known as the 

Wirtschaftswunder [economic miracle].
382

 A key catalyst driving that resuscitation was 
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material consumption. As West Germans began to produce and consume more their 

acceptance of Western popular culture increased. The result was two-fold: a muting of 

previous criticisms of the impact of American popular culture, particularly on youthful 

rebelliousness, and the inculcation of consumption as a new German cultural 

characteristic. In addition this change presented a new bridge across the boundary 

between the West German and American cultures.  

 It was representative of that spirit that the entertainment industry in West 

Germany began to depict images of wholesome-looking German teenagers dancing rock 

‘n’ roll and modern expressions of art, architecture, and music, including Jazz became 

acceptable. These became central to efforts to paint West Germany as a dynamic and 

modern nation. Most important, it fostered the image of a free society that was distinctly 

different from East Germany.
383

 If viewed in terms of the link between culture and 

politics this apparent sea change was understandable, “A country’s politics reflect the 

design of its culture.”
384

 So it was also reasonable that in this revised context, the West 

Germans drew closer to formulating a cultural identity that incorporated aspects of 

popular culture portrayed by the Milcoms and American public in general, but also 

managed a separateness, or third way, that allowed it to remain distinct from both the 

Americans and the East Germans.  
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 Jazz was one example of this new dynamic. Between 1956 and 1962, it continued 

to join with rock ‘n’ roll a powerful influence on postwar German culture and with the 

changed political atmosphere both gained in popularity. This revival of the previously 

eschewed American cultural musical forms gained shape in the Milcom service club 

system that provided opportunities to perform for both American and German groups. 

During this period, the Stars and Stripes frequently carried announcements of scheduled 

performances, which the U.S. military often included in the list of Milcom open-houses 

and German-American week activities. These were popular with local Germans who for 

example flocked to the Milcoms to watch the VII [7
th

] Army Jazz Band perform at 

Frankfurt, the VII Corps Army Band give a Jazz concert at Patch Barracks, or the U.S. 

Air Force’s first Jazz festival in Wiesbaden, which featured several bands.
385

 German 

Jazz clubs once silenced by Nazi repression, and previously criticized by conservatives, 

soon began reappearing in major cities and would remain as part of the new, modern 

West German cultural identity.
386

  

 Complementing consideration that the directional change toward acceptance of 

American culture pivoted on the ascendancy of liberal attitudes among the elites is the 

understanding that economic change was an underpinning of that acceptance and 

accommodation. By the mid-1950s West Germany began experiencing a strong economic 
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resurgence orchestrated by Ludwig Erhard, then serving as Minister of Economic Affairs 

under Chancellor Adenauer. Central to that was his promulgation of the ideas of 

“consumer freedom” and economic enterprise as basic and inalienable rights. For the 

West German people it heralded an attitude of Wohlstand für Alles [prosperity for all]. 

Those who suffered through the depravations of war now sought the material comforts 

associated with the Americans and their way of life. Paradoxically, while many West 

Germans groused that the imprint of American culture and consumerism was corrupting 

their culture, through material goods and low culture, it was those same things which 

became the object of their desires.
387

 

  Still, these types of feelings do not suggest that increased affluence in West 

Germany during the 1950s and 1960s was a step toward greater “Americanization.” The 

German housewife and homeowner adapted and adopted the consumerist tenet within a 

framework of consumption patterns that differed from their Milcom neighbors.
388

 

Germans used cash to make purchases and considered credit an unwanted stigma, unlike 

Americans. They also demanded durable goods, bought items for performance not 

prestige, thought that items should be Preiswert [price worthy] and believed that 
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obtaining goods that were previously unavailable signaled a return to purchasing patterns 

indicative of a return to a normal life. 

 If the United States typified a modern consumer society in the 1950s then the 

Milcoms served as a display window for its goods. The cars, the radios, the televisions, 

the washers, and especially the appliances the Milcom family enjoyed became the 

standard for the newly affluent West German citizen. As their resources accrued so did 

their desire for remodeling and modernizing their homes, or installing an ‘American-

style’ kitchen with the latest appliances. Special events and associations often reinforced 

this aim. Groups such as the German-American Club of Heidelberg held a special 

importance in bringing together hundreds of German and American women who shared 

in activities and visited one another’s homes. It was during these types of visits that the 

Milcom home was often on display. It was also in that spirit that in 1958 the organizers of 

the Heidelberg Housewives Fair invited the American Women’s Club of Heidelberg to 

participate by providing a display. Upon completion, the exhibit contained a typical 

American kitchen and living room, each fully equipped with new appliances and 

furniture. A cooking demonstration, in that American kitchen, by Milcom husbands was 

part of the event. The Lord Mayor of Heidelberg thanked the Americans for 

“demonstrating to German housewives the many technical skills employed in the U.S.,” 

particularly in the kitchen. The husbands’ culinary proficiency together with the modern 

kitchen gadgets made a deep impression on West German women.
389
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 Within that context of material wealth and its associated lifestyle there exists 

room for consideration of jealousy by West Germans consumers whose industries were 

still recovering. In this case, an examination of extant histories and consumer behaviors 

suggest complicated interpretations and experiences. Some Germans living in rural areas 

always lacked access to consumer goods. When Americans began occupying their towns 

and villages exposure to consumer wealth arrived as a welcome contrast to their postwar 

subsistence level existence and so generated new consumerist desires.
390

 Germans living 

in urban areas during the Weimar inter-war period however, were already familiar with 

the ideas of mass consumption and consumerism, particularly through devices such as the 

department store. For them it was a matter of waiting for the revival of their own 

manufacturing base, which eventually came on the wings of the postwar 

Wirtschaftswunder [economic miracle].
391

 Still, most Germans were anxious to embrace 

the ideas of consumer wealth and mass consumption as vehicles of modernity that would 

convey them out of the ruins of their postwar economy. This suggests that at times they 

may have exhibited a range of emotions from jealousy to impatience as they experienced 

the dawning of a new consumerist society similar to that modeled in the Milcoms.
392

  

 Another notable dimension of the influence Milcom consumerism had on West 

German society was the role it played inspiring a dialogue in the public sphere regarding 
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the empowerment of women. A number of contemporary histories interpret German 

women’s engagement with consumerism as key to defining postwar gender roles. In this 

understanding, they perceive the increased access and availability of material goods as 

triggering a sense of empowerment as manufacturers structured new consumer groups 

with women in mind, as they increasingly became the objects of market research and 

advertising in the 1950s. This enabled a majority of middle-class West German 

housewives to enact a form of political engagement through the exercise of a consumerist 

rationality that included buying, saving, and discernment of worth.
393

 In that regard she 

became more like the Milcom wife who lived in a world of increasing consumer 

abundance and for whom engagement with consumption was a form of societal 

citizenship and participation.
394

  

 As an example for German wives, when the Henkel Corporation resumed its 

production of the popular Persil detergent line during the early postwar years it was very 

sensitive to maintaining the quality of its product.  As the chief production officer noted, 

German housewives “are particularly critical [and will] register any variation in the 

effectiveness of a detergent with the precision of a seismograph.”
395

 As a marketing 

scheme, the corporation also asked over 500 housewife-consumers to provide their hints 
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as how to best clean with the product. This type of episode with Persil permitted West 

German women to enjoy some degree of consumerist leverage. As consumerism was 

intrinsic to the definition of American economic prowess and abundance, which the 

Milcoms readily displayed, so it was with the reframing of postwar West German society, 

which was quick to accommodate it. 

 By comparison to previous generations, West German teens and young adults 

had, since the occupation period, already embraced American popular culture and 

consumerism. In the early postwar years, young Germans had already crossed the border 

between cultures and found a common ground with their counterparts in the Milcoms. 

There, the symbols, codes, and currency of consumerism which included music, clothes, 

cars, comic books, movies, chewing gum, cigarettes, and the ubiquitous Coca-Cola had 

already shaped their world. As those person-to-person contacts continued there was a 

blending at the edges of the two cultures born of familiarity and convenience. One such 

distinct derivative of that blending and cultural interpenetration at the grass-roots level, 

which gained influence over the years, was the creolization of language. 

 That hybridization, which took place between German teens and American 

Milcom members, was however, only one of many contact points where that cultural 

metamorphosis occurred.
 396

 By the early-1950s thousands of opportunities existed where 

German civilians working within the Milcom structure filling positions as employees in a 

variety of occupations. As noted earlier, in the previous chapter, many provided service 
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in American households, maintained buildings and grounds, and others worked in PX 

facilities such as barbershops, bowling alleys and movie theaters. In addition, they filled 

positions in the U.S. government-owned and operated recreation facilities as ski 

instructors, tour guides, hotel staff, and maintenance personnel. Thousands of local 

nationals supported the U.S. military in paid positions as maintenance and logistic 

technicians as well as security personnel. Still other Germans filled numerous of 

bureaucratic positions on Milcom staffs as community and military liaisons, and travel 

and housing coordinators. Together with the spread of American popular culture, 

including consumer goods and movies, AFN radio and later television, and even the 

spread of print media this thick presence of local nationals, who easily crossed that 

permeable boundary between cultures, suggests that the creolization of language was an 

inevitable and natural occurrence.  

 From this cultural crucible a new community of language emerged with its own 

lexicon, which users cobbled together from “pseudo loan words” and direct 

borrowings.
397

 Some examples of those loan words from the 1950s and early 1960s are 

“Flutlicht” for floodlight, “Schwartzmarket” for black market, and “familienplanung” for 

family planning.
398

 In the consideration of direct borrowings using original American 

words was easier especially since many American idioms were already in widespread use 

throughout postwar Europe. In this context, the word “teenager” had already infiltrated 

the German language by the 1950s as did “twens” a reference to twenty-year olds. That 
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list also included the following imported words to the contemporary German language: 

Jazz, weekend, blues, gangster, chewing gum, and supermarket. All these words came 

into lingual exchange as American popular culture spread with greater acceptance, 

consumerism gained momentum, and Germans integrated themselves into the structure of 

the Milcoms. 

 Moreover, Milcom members often adopted German words and phrases for their 

own usage and sometimes blended them into English sentences for added color. An 

example from the contemporary music charts was the song “Danke Shön,” which 

American singer Wayne Newton made popular in 1963. The stylized English lyrics 

include the repeated verses “Danke Schoen, Darling, Danke Schoen,” and “My heart 

says, Danke Schoen.”
399

  

 The exchange of language could also have unfortunate consequences. Such was 

the case of one young German mother who “unleashed a stream of invective” toward an 

American GI she thought was driving recklessly. The occupation authorities considered 

this a criminal offense and brought her before the local Hesse Military Government 

summary court. As the judge sentenced her to 30 days’ imprisonment “for insulting a 

member of the U.S. Armed Forces” the young women offered in her defense “she had 

learned the expressions from conversations overheard on the street and had no idea of 

their true meaning.” The judge suspended the sentence.
400
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 In most cases this creolization and fusion of language provided an informal, yet 

functional, bridge across the cultural boundary between American Milcom members and 

the Germans. Eventually, many of the words, particularly those of popular culture and in 

the arena of consumer exchange, gained a globalized status with the spreading of 

American culture and technology. But central to that community of language was the 

network of Milcoms that facilitated people-to-people contact and the development of a 

hybrid language. Still the cultural imprint was deep and since the beginning of its study 

by German lexicographers in 1945 the collection of words now requires at least a full 

three-volume dictionary to capture the corpus of words and to trace the Americanization 

of the German language.
401

 

 In addition to the evolution of hybrid language, the volume of American 

dependents having some degree of German language skills also increased during postwar 

decades. (See Figure 2.6) The number of family members who were German, as well as 

DODDS classes, classes at post education centers, and the efforts made by various 

organizations, such as wives’ clubs, to teach the basics of German did contribute to an 

increased number of Milcom members with some level of language proficiency.
402

  

 One interesting example was the 4
th

 Infantry Division stationed at Fort Hood, 

Texas. Prior to their scheduled deployment to Germany in 1957 the soldiers and family 

members of the entire unit underwent an innovative language training program. The 
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division commander had international traffic signs erected throughout the post and 

implemented a nine-month long language instruction program for service-members and 

their dependents. The intention was “to familiarize personnel with basic German words 

and phrases and give a background on which to build a better understanding of the 

German language and people.”
403

 Periodically, throughout the duty day, sergeants also 

quizzed soldiers on words and phrases by utilizing language flash cards. Most of the unit 

was enthusiastic to learn. 

 Charles Charnquist provides another contemporary example of an initiative to 

inculcate German language and customs. As a 24 year old draftee and college graduate 

his commander appointed him “troop information and education specialist for the 

company” six weeks prior to their deployment to Germany. As he recalls: 

My first and primary duty for nearly two months was to conduct classes 

for company personnel on a wide variety of topics related to peacetime 

duty in Germany. To prepare, I attended a whole week of division-

sponsored lectures, including history about the area where we would be 

stationed, cultural mores, travel and travel restrictions, peculiar laws of the 

land, and most importantly about actions that would foster (or negatively 

impact) German-American relations. I taught a class a day for two weeks. 

Amazing how attentive a bunch of GIs could be. It was evident to me then 

that many of the guys were looking forward to the experience as 

something far different than a military deployment.
404

 

 

The Stars and Stripes also contributed to the language effort by printing a regular short 

column titled “Sprechen Sie Deutsch?” featuring basic German terms and phrases in an 

attempt to inspire interest in learning the language and culture. (See Figure 2.5)  

                                                 
403

 “Preparing for Duty in Germany,” Stars and Stripes, September 18, 1957, 18. 
404

 Chuck Charnquist (former medic assigned to the 13
th

 Medical Company Bad Kreuznach Milcom, 1956-

1958) in correspondence with the author, June 2014. 
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AFN followed suit and aired a short, 15-minute daily show with the same title and similar 

content. All these initiatives contributed to the building of cultural bridges through a 

better understanding of language, as well as customs, although it did vary by individual 

and community. Some Americans were eager to learn a new language and culture while 

others were more reticent. Still, few military personnel and family members received any 

organized language training prior to their arrival in Germany and many neglected 

opportunities to learn once they arrived in country. (See Figure 2.6) This lack of language 

skills, or effort to acquire them, remained a consistent criticism from the German 

perspective.  

Conclusion 

 Between 1946 and the mid-1960s, the influences of American culture and 

consumerism flowed across the boundary between the Milcoms and their German hosts. 

Although they made an impact the Germans remained discerning observers and applied 

the rubrics of Ernste Kultur [serious culture] and Unterhaltungskultur [entertainment 

culture] to reject those aspects they felt were too coarse and unappealing. By the late 

1960s, and into the following decades, new generations of West Germans continued to 

trade along the border, making accommodations to accept certain aspects of American 

culture and consumerism but developing pockets of rejection for other dimensions that 

were too conspicuously different. As American popular culture changed during that 

period it also telegraphed shifting ideas about how Americans thought of themselves with 

the Milcoms remaining mirrors of that change. 
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Table 2.1: European Command Movie Attendance 

Dates Attendance 

February 5, 1948 205,150 

March 17, 1948 228,330 

August 20, 1949 785,040
3
 

December 6, 1949 204,441 

March 2, 1950 206,722 

June 1, 1950 217, 728 

June 6, 1950 206, 573 

Notes: 

 

1. Data reflects ticket receipts and includes Milcom members as well as non-Milcom 

guests. 

2. Source: Various Stars and Stripes, 1948-1950. 

3. The higher attendance rate for August 1949 is attributable to the increase in number of 

showings. For example, the numbers of showings for March 1948 were 1,289 of 35mm 

films and 530 of 16mm films. By comparison, in August 1949 the numbers of showings 

were 4,197 of 35mm films and 2,408 of 16mm films. This increase coincides with greater 

demands by American personnel for popular films. 
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Figure 2.4. Books for Victory Cover. Cover of an overseas edition made available to 

American service personnel as well as to the German public and POWs. Note the notice 

on the lower front cover.  (Source: “Anatomy of an Armed Service Edition Book,” Books 

for Victory, http://www.booksforvictory.com/search/label/Armed/Services/Editions 

 

 

  

http://www.booksforvictory.com/search/label/Armed/Services/Editions
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Figure 2.5. German Language Column. This is an example of the column that regularly 

appeared for years in the Stars and Stripes. (Source: Stars and Stripes, July 11, 1954, 4.) 
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Figure 2.6. Dependent Language Skills. 

Notes: This chart reveals the small percentages of American dependents in the overseas 

Milcoms who possessed German and local language skills. 

1. Source: All data collected from US Census Bureau for years indicated. 

2. Data includes all language skill levels. 

3. Data represents only speakers ages 14 and above.  

4. Column three for 1970 represents the only known available data for German speaking 

dependents. 
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Chapter Three: 

Milcoms, 1946-1967 

Religion, Race, Stereotyping, and the Media: Societal Challenges to the 

Exceptionalist Consensus 

 

 

 

 Unlike popular culture and consumerism, there existed contested grounds within 

American postwar society where Milcom members applied different and occasionally 

contradictory interpretations of American ideals based on separate social or regional 

beliefs. The implications for the definition and application of American exceptionalism 

were profound and generated fault lines that would challenge the solidity of that 

consensus. Through the 1950s and into the 1960s they would affect Milcoms members’ 

thoughts about themselves and West Germans’ perceptions of the American ideals. 

Among the social issues that raised the most controversy, produced the most debate 

within the public sphere, and resonated within the Milcom were religion, race, sexual 

stereotyping, and media censorship and its relationship to freedom of speech. Each of 

these tensions challenged individual and collective freedoms of all Americans during the 

early postwar decades including those living within the network of the military 

communities in Germany.
405

  

                                                 
405

 For a fuller understanding of how American equality was not absolute within the context of the existing 

consensus, and opportunity was not universal, see David Potter’s People of Plenty and Louis Hartz’s The 

Liberal Tradition in America. Also see RWB Lewis’s The American Adam for an understanding of how 

Americans lived “triumphantly” yet “tragically” because of the stains of racial and gender inequality. Lewis 

interpreted it as a fall from the grace and innocence that was intrinsic to the emergent American consensus 

myth. Lewis, 89. 
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The Place of Religion in the Milcom 

 For President Eisenhower and his conservative evangelist allies who often 

conjured images of George Washington in prayer at Valley Forge, religious belief 

remained central to traditional American ideals. It was an essential characteristic that 

separated the West from the communist East. In that context, the President was 

determined to confirm religion’s place within the exceptionalist consensus and so focused 

on the Pledge of Allegiance. Understanding that the flag salute did not contain any 

reference to God he supported a congressional action to insert the words ‘under God’ into 

the pledge. On June 15, 1954, the Stars and Stripes treated its Milcom readers to a front 

page that proclaimed, “Deity Now Part of Flag Pledge.”
406

 As Eisenhower observed, “in 

this way we are reaffirming the transcendence of religious faith in America’s heritage and 

future.”
407

 Earlier that year, in comments during an American Legion radio-television 

broadcast, he casually remarked to the audience “there are no atheists in foxholes.”
408

 But 

in reality the atheists were already there. 

 By the time Eisenhower had spoken some Americans were already in the process 

of removing God from the classroom and increasing the distance between religion and 

government. This offered a paradoxical interpretation of American exceptionalism’s 

religious underpinnings and its relationship to the separation of church and state. In the 

case of McCollum v. Board of Education (1948) the Supreme Court ruled that religious 

teaching could not take place on public school property, and by the early 1960s certain 

                                                 
406

 “Deity Now Part of Flag Pledge,” Stars and Stripes, June 6, 1954, 1. 
407

 Ibid. 
408

 “Ike Praises Legion’s ‘Back to God’ Program,” Stars and Stripes, February 2, 1954, 7. 
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groups were pressing to widen the gap between public education and religion.
 
In the 1963 

case School District of Abington Township v. Schempp, the high court bowed to the 

wishes of American Unitarians and found that “the reading of Bible verses and the saying 

of the Lord’s Prayer in public schoolrooms in Pennsylvania was unconstitutional.” That 

same year in Murray v. Curlett, vocal American atheist activist Madalyn Murray won a 

legal victory when the Court outlawed Bible reading in Baltimore classrooms.
409

  

 Milcom members followed those decisions in articles posted by the Stars and 

Stripes. The June 18, 1963 headlines rang out “Court Rules Out School Prayer, Bible 

Reading” and included Justice Tom C. Clark’s majority opinion. His comments read that 

“The place of religion is an exalted one, achieved through a long tradition of reliance on 

the home, the church and the inviolable citadel of the individual heart and mind,” but he 

added, “We have come to recognize through bitter experience that it is not within the 

power of the government to invade that citadel.”
410

 The decisions had both critics and 

supporters. Among the critics were some in Congress who during House hearings on 

religious exercises in public schools exclaimed that prayers in school were as “American 

and as universal as a taste for apple pie or ice cream or watermelon.”
411

 Supporters like 

Madalyn Murray claimed, “Christianity has been around for 2,000 years, and we are no 

more moral now than before. If anything we are more beastly.”
412

  

 With the discontinuance of prayers in DODDS classrooms, Milcom members also 

                                                 
409

 For a comprehensive description of the associated contemporary court cases see Patrick Allitt, Religion 

in America Since 1945: A History (New York: Columbia Univrsity Press, 2003). 
410

 “Court Rules Out School Prayer, Bible Reading,” Stars and Stripes, June 18, 1963, 4.  
411

 Rep. Frank J. Becker (R-NY) proponent of a bill to reinstate prayer in public schools made the 

comment. See “Prayers in School – American as Apple Pie,” Stars and Stripes, April 24, 1964, 7. 
412

 “I’ll Never Forget the Shock of It,” Stars and Stripes, October 12, 1966, 4. 
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weighed in. A survey of letters to the Stars and Stripes editor reveals a split regarding the 

place of religion in the public realm. One writer from the Schwabisch Gmuend 

community charged that “By officially allowing school prayers, or setting aside national 

days of prayer, or publicly broadcasting Bible readings…the government is implying an 

official advocacy for religion.” Another from the Ludwigsburg Milcom asked, “Why is 

there so much criticism of Madalyn Murray O’Hair who, in a very real sense, is a true 

defender of freedom and democracy.”
 413

 Contrasting those was a letter from the Amberg 

community, which noted, “Mrs. O’Hair has only succeeded in momentarily delaying the 

spread of Christianity while also bringing to a halt the quest for true democratic freedom 

in our country.”
414

 A later letter from a concerned Knellingen Milcom writer asked, 

“Should she get her way, will she next have the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag changed 

because of the phrase, ‘one nation under God?’”
415

  

 Even among those Americans for whom spirituality was an axis mundi there was 

discord. In a terse Stars and Stripes article, Methodist Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, head 

of the New York area, claimed, “American liberty is threatened by the Roman Catholic 

Church as well as by communism.”
416

 Speaking at an annual Minneapolis Baptist 

Convention, the head of that denomination declared similar concerns calling Catholics 

and Atheists equal threats to the United States.
417

 Although the Administration and 

conservative evangelicals dedicated a great deal of energy and thought to ensure that 

                                                 
413

 Madalyn Murray remarried after the famous court cases in 1963 and joined her new husband’s name to 

her own. See “Madalyn O’Hair,” Stars and Stripes, Letters to the Editor, February 6, 1969, 8. 
414

 “Madalyn O’Hair, Stars and Stripes, Letters to the Editor, January 24, 1969, 8. 
415

 “None of Madalyn’s Business,” Stars and Stripes, Letters to the Editor, March 29, 1973, 12. 
416

 “Catholic Church Threatens Liberty, Oxnam Charges,” Stars and Stripes, December 13, 1949, 11. 
417

 “Baptist Unit Call Catholics, Atheists, Equal Perils to U.S.,” Stars and Stripes, August 31, 1960, 6. 
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religion remained central to any definition of Americanism, the conflicting opinions 

about the influence of faith and its place revealed complicated interpretations suggesting 

that aspect of the consensus was anything but uniform. In that same context, feelings 

about race offered yet another contested ground.  

Racial Inequalities in the Milcom 

 By the mid-1950s many West Germans, particularly those living in the more rural 

regions such as the Rhineland Palatinate, were studying the American presence through a 

critical lens. Already exposed to the excesses of consumerism and the extremes of 

popular culture its inherent racial inequities also distressed them.
418

 This perception came 

into clearer focus through exposure to contemporary American films, which generally 

depicted black characters in degrading ways. But it was principally through the behavior 

of the majority white GIs toward their African-American compatriots, the German 

women who socialized with them, and the Jewish owners of bars and gasthauses that 

served blacks.
419

 Former soldier Thomas Bennett recalls, “The German girls who openly 

kissed the blacks, and danced with them were considered whores by the white troops. In 

town [Wildflecken] there was a bar called the Mickey Mouse Bar. If you were white you 

were at a place that could get you beaten or stabbed. It was their place.”
420

 

                                                 
418

 Many Germans still retained in their recent memories the many beneficent black GIs of the occupation 

period who showed great kindness toward them in the immediate aftermath of the war. This in turn 

provided an opportunity for “many Germans to rethink their racial worldview.” Höhn, GIs and Frauleins, 

90. 
419

 The greatest evidence of this appears in Maria Höhn’s study of the Rhineland Palatinate during the 

earliest postwar years. See Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins, 192-96.  
420

 Thomas Bennett (former Army enlisted member assigned to the Wildflecken Milcom, 1958 to 1960) in 

correspondence with the author, May 2014. 
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 As a young soldier, Robert A. Paoli also remembers the tense segregated 

atmosphere surrounding the Milcoms in West Germany during the early 1950s. He 

recalls that:  

there were certain parts of town, when you went into town, if you 

wanted to visit a gasthaus [tavern]…some of these gasthaus were 

just for blacks,…not that they were appointed just for blacks. It’s 

just that when you went in there, you were surrounded by blacks. 

So, you didn’t bother going in there. You went to the [other 

gasthaus].
421

  

 

Thomas Ward, who served as an African-American soldier in Bamberg, West Germany 

during the same period as Paoli, relates a contrasting anecdote. Searching for a nightclub 

one evening “he learned firsthand that he was not welcome in the white GI section of 

town…He narrowly escaped an ensuing bar fight with the help of a waiter who directed 

him to...the street where African-American soldiers hung out.”
422

 As social histories of 

that time note, all German establishments in the vicinity of American Milcoms, that were 

exclusive to American GIs catered to different races. Black and white soldiers socialized 

in separate locations and avoided contact with one another. 
423

 As Robert Paoli and 

Thomas Ward both discovered the exchanging of expletives between groups as well as 

physical confrontations were “not the exception but the rule.”
424

  

                                                 
421

 Paoli, Robert A. Oral History Interview, December 7, 2007, by Sandra Stewart Holyoak and Hanne 

Ala-Rami, 21, Rutgers Oral History Archives, accessed September 7, 2012, http://oralhistory.rutgers.edu. 
422

 For details of this oral interview and about the experiences of African-Americans in the postwar period 

see Maria Höhn and Martin Klimke, “The Civil Rights Struggle, African-American GIs, and Germany,” 

Oral Histories, GHI, accessed October 28, 2012, http://www.aacvr-germany.org/AACVR.ORG. 

 423
 For a fuller understanding of the segmented socialization processes of American GIs in the early 

postwar years see Maria Höhn, GIs and Frauleins, 97. 
424
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 By the early 1950s integration on post and in all Federal facilities was well under 

way and for the most part was an expeditious and efficient process. Lois Chazaud, who 

worked as a civilian Special Services representative in the Wertheim Milcom in 1953, 

recalls her impression of the mandated integration of military units: 

Wertheim was an all Negro base and the desegregation of the troops began 

almost immediately. Troops and equipment moved out, troops and 

equipment moved in, and by week’s end Wertheim was a fully integrated 

base. The greatest effect this movement of troops and equipment had was 

on the inhabitants of the town of Wertheim. The local population had lived 

with the base since the end of World War II, and known only Negro 

soldiers. Many of the townspeople surmised America must be largely 

Negro. An interesting observation was in general the Germans harbored 

very little racial prejudice. Having not been reared from childhood to view 

Negroes differently, they were very accepting.
425

 

 

But the physical integration of units did not automatically guarantee acceptance of racial 

differences. Lois Chazaud also remembers challenges she faced as the Director of the 

Hammelburg Service Club when conflicts would quickly arise: 

 One night a race riot broke out in the pool room between negro [sic] 

soldiers and white sergeants who didn’t belong in the Service Club 

anyway, because they had their own club just for sergeants. The pool room 

had four beautiful pool tables fully equipped with balls, racks, and chalk. 

The pool cues hung neatly on wall brackets. The fight escalated and all I 

could see were dollar signs flashing in my mind’s eye. Horrified by the 

prospect of having to pay to have even one felt pool table cover replaced, I 

ran into the middle of the fight with out in each direction to separate the 

brawling soldiers and shouted, “Stop right now. Take it outside!” All were 

so surprised that the fight stopped dead in its tracks. The sergeants slunk 

out of the club, and the negro [sic] soldiers now subdued, praised me for 

my bravery.
426

 

 

                                                 
425

 Lois Chazaud (former Special Services civilian assigned to the Wertheim Milcom 1953-1955) in 

correspondence with the author, July 7 2014. Although her comment that the local populace “surmised 
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Still, life away from military units and facilities also remained another matter.
427

 

 Scenes of animosity between white and black soldiers sometimes played out in 

the streets of German towns and villages such as the race riot that occurred in 1955 on 

New Year’s Eve in the town of Baumholder.
428

 Other conflicts arose in the vicinity of 

Milcoms and reflected the trajectory of racial incidents occurring in the United States, 

such as the murder of Emmett Till in 1955, the refusal of the University of Alabama to 

admit a black female student in 1956, and the crisis surrounding the “Little Rock Nine” in 

September 1957.
429

 Although reports of local racial conflict in the pages of the Stars and 

Stripes or in official reports were sparse, which may suggest a certain degree of news 

censorship, there was little effort to hide from Milcom members the ugly realities of 

racial inequality back home.
430

 The Stars and Stripes for example, did consistently carry 

reports of the gathering energies of the Civil Rights movement in the United States 

curried from the wire services.
431

 It presented the events surrounding the University of 

                                                 
427

 Of the approximately 97,000 soldiers in West Germany in 1948 “some 10,000” were black. See Höhn 

and Klimke, Breath of Freedom, 40. 
428
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429
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Alabama’s actions and the challenges confronting the ‘Little Rock Nine’ to its readership 

on a daily basis, often as front page news.
432

 

 Regardless how often the leadership in Washington or the military hierarchy 

attempted to hammer home to the armed services, or broadcast through propaganda, the 

traditional American ideal of equality, reality cast their efforts in a bitter light. Many of 

the white soldiers, a large number of whom came from regions of the American South, 

were unwilling to support integration during their off-duty time. They understood racial 

segregation to be an integral part of the consensus not separate from it. Nor did they 

consider it as a societal anathema. Aside from the bars and the gasthaus, racial tensions 

often spilled over into relationships with German women. In particular it was the 

opportunity of black GIs to associate with local white girls that drove most Southern 

whites and many Northerners to demonstrations of anger.
433

  

 The births of “Negerkinder” exacerbated those existing tensions.
434

 By one 

estimate, of the 95,000 babies born to American-German relationships during the 

occupation period, 5,000 were mixed-race.
435

 The inability of these children’s parents to 

marry because of discouragement by cultural norms, the military hierarchy, or 

bureaucratic obstacles placed them on the margin of German society. It also rendered 

                                                 
432

 See “U.S. Speeds Showdown at Little Rock,” Stars and Stripes, September 6, 1957, 1. 

 433
 For a deeper understanding of American regionalism and attitudes towards racial integration see Maria 

Höhn in Hanna Schissler, The Miracle Years, 152. 
434

 Negerkinder literally means ‘Negro children’ and refers to the mixed-race offspring of a black GI and 
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Maria Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins, 259 (n. 36). 
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them living reminders of the deep racial divide that haunted both German and American 

society in the early postwar years.
436

  

 Initiatives that brought progress and gain in racial equality moved against a strong 

counter current of regional consensus. The Stars and Stripes carried articles that 

announced “Negro General Terms Promotion Significant,”
437

 and celebrated the 1954 

landmark Supreme Court decision to desegregate public classrooms in a banner headline 

that read “High Court Bans School Segregation.”
438

 But other pieces that proclaimed “4 

Governors in South Agree to Protest U.S. Order on Segregation,” and “Mississippi Maps 

Fight on Desegregation” were contrary to those.
439

 Within the DODDS schoolrooms 

however, there was no segregation. Aside from the Federal mandate that prescribed 

integration for Milcom classes, the early lack of facilities and space in war-torn Germany 

obviated the philosophy of ‘separate-but-equal’ and left little room for Jim Crow on the 

attendance roster. In evidence, archival photographs and yearbooks reveal the smiling 

faces of racially mixed classes, clubs, and after school sports for students who by all 

outward appearances were living the American ideal.
440

  

                                                 
436
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 Although the Administration and the State Department worked to spin the early 

civil rights efforts in a positive light to show improvement and garner international 

esteem, the reality of society and life in the United States and the Milcoms belied official 

images of American exceptionalism and its commitment to freedom and equality. 

African-American GIs and their families stationed overseas during the early postwar 

decades suffered the cruelty of that duality. Compounding their dilemma were the 

attitudes of some Germans, who cued on the American model of racism to justify their 

earlier wartime racial prejudices including their attitudes regarding Rassenschande 

[miscegenation]. It appeared by all intents and purposes that Gunnar Myrdal’s ‘American 

Dilemma’ “had been imported into Europe.”
441

 Reflecting this unfortunate situation was a 

1949 cartoon sketch titled “Jim Crow in Germany.”
442

 It depicts a goose-stepping 

American soldier marching past a review stand under the gleeful gaze of a character 

named ‘Jim Crow.’ Among the background ruins is a snickering Joseph Stalin, symbolic 

of the ever present communist gadfly ready to point out America’s social foibles.   

 But in some ways life for African-American GIs could also be pleasant. Some 

recent studies describe the exhilarating feeling of many black GIs who experienced “a 

breath of freedom” while living beyond the shadow of Stateside segregation.
443

  In this 

context it is interesting to consider William Gardner Smith’s 1948 novel, The Last of the 
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Conquerors, and his memories of positive experiences as an African American GI in 

postwar Germany. More widely accepted in that country than in the United States, 

particularly by German women, Smith recalled how “many black soldiers first 

experienced in Germany what it was like to be treated like ‘human beings’ and ‘men,’” 

and how they “often wept like babies when their time was up” and they had to return 

home.
444

 As a contemporary issue of the black journal Ebony noted, “Negroes are finding 

more friendship, more respect and more equality than they would back home—either in 

Dixie or on Broadway.”
445

 An article in the same issue recounted how “fräuleins sing a 

favorite tune, ‘Madel, Liebst Du Einen Schwarzen Amerikaner’ [Little Girl, Do You Love 

a Black American] which best expresses their warm friendship” with their black boy 

friends.
 446

  Although the harsh dictates of segregation remained constant throughout the 

early postwar years for African American members of the Milcom, both single and 

married, Ebony noted they tried to maintain a positive outlook:   

Despite anti-Negro propaganda spread by some white Americans 

in Germany and the undemocratic example set by the U.S. Army 

in delaying the integration of troops in Germany, the Negro 

soldier has retained his position in the eyes of the women and 

children of Germany and is rapidly winning over all but the 

diehard Nazis among the men.
447

 

 

 Still, German attitudes towards African-Americans also remained complicated. 

Many rural communities often maintained traditional views that abjured inter-racial 
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relationships, yet other areas, particularly cities like Berlin were more welcoming.
448

 As 

former Berliner Peter Schulz remembers, any relationship between a German Fräulein 

and an American soldier, white or black, was a good thing. He opines that perhaps they 

understood that the connection provided access to much desired consumables, or that the 

GI was a better choice as paramour than a detestable Red Army Bolshevik, the race of the 

American did not matter. In the eyes of a Berliner, all Americans, white or black, were 

“protectors” not occupiers, like the Russians. Schulz did note however, that it was the 

black GIs who were kindest to the children and who “felt most sorry” for their plight.
449

 

 The racial tensions between Milcom members in West Germany were often 

extensions of the attitudes that service members, civilians, and their families carried with 

them overseas. Many were racist by contemporary standards and these attitudes did not 

easily disappear even with a Presidential order that directed integration of the services 

and Milcom housing, or a Supreme Court decision that desegregated public schools in the 

United States.
450

 Political and military elites understood that this fault in the consensus 

jeopardized America’s image abroad and that it undermined a “soft power” approach in 

the ideological war with the Soviets. They endeavored therefore to mitigate the 
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damage.
451

 

 One of the earliest techniques employed was orientation training. At the 

beginning of the occupation period in 1946 the U.S. government produced a film through 

the Department of the Army’s Office of the Chief Signal Office titled “Teamwork.” It 

focused on “interracial cooperation in the U.S. Army” and featured “White and Negro” 

troops participating in various wartime activities.
452

 These included operations such as 

the combat landings at Normandy Beach, transporting supplies, and combat support 

tasks. The script also incorporated several scenes of well-decorated all-black military 

units in action.
453

 The intention of the orientation film was to establish a foundation of 

racial harmony among recruits and service members deploying overseas with the thought 

that their collective efforts toward a higher purpose might overcome the challenges of 

inherent racial inequities. It would also serve as propaganda to deflect charges of 

discrimination in the military and society by propagandists in the Soviet East.  

 Another film, “The Occupation Soldier,” also produced in 1946 by the 

Department of the Army for the War Department, sought to chastise former Nazis for 

their past actions and indicated that the Americans had arrived to teach the Germans new 

ways. Ironically, it charged that the Germans must “learn the meaning of freedom and 

equality,” the meaning of “equality before the law,” and commit to the “end of 

discrimination on the grounds of race, creed, or position,” all at a time that the United 
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States was struggling with the same issues.
 454 

Although there is no recorded survey of the 

effectiveness of either of the two films to allay racial tensions, the fact that the military 

stopped using these types of productions suggests that the elites in Washington realized 

the inherent hypocrisy they presented. The military did continue however, to broadcast 

various positive dimensions of the American exceptionalist consensus to the Milcoms 

through the Big Picture film series that followed, but it avoided any direct commentary 

on racial inequalities in America. 

 Another action the EUCOM military command structure took, as an attempt to 

polish its image on race, was to employ a staff advisor on Negro affairs.
455

 Lieutenant 

Colonel (LTC) Marcus H. Ray, a black Army officer, filled that position.
456

 (See Figure 

3.1) Prior to filling this position Ray had worked for the Secretary of War as a civilian 

advisor on efforts to integrate the armed services. During that period of time he travelled 

extensively to bases in the continental United States and overseas. At the time, Ray was 

of the opinion that efforts at integration of units in Europe were lacking and noted to the 

Secretary that “to accept the racial prejudices of the German people as a reason for non-

utilization of the American soldiers who happen to be non-white is to negate the very 

ideas we have made part of our re-education program in Germany.”
457
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Figure 3.1. Marcus H. Ray (right-center), civilian aide to the Secretary of War, 

conducting an interview of a white pilot to determine the extent of racial integration of 

the armed services (August 1, 1946). Ray’s findings that integration was lagging inspired 

the President to place increased pressure on military commanders to act. Ray 

subsequently returned to active duty and served as special advisor to the EUCOM 

commander from 1948 to 1950. (Source: New York Public Library, 

http://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47df-f9eb-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99.) 

 

Between 1948 and 1950, Ray returned to Europe to work for the EUCOM commander. 

Here he travelled all of Europe visiting Milcoms and installations to monitor the pulse of 

‘Negro affairs.’ Considering the size of the territory, Ray’s task seemed herculean and his 

efforts token at best. Reports of his travels published in the Stars and Stripes were 

sporadic and revealed rhetoric that generally supported the prescribed view that equality 
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and fairness were beginning to take hold. An April 1948 article spoke of LTC Ray’s 

appearance at the German-American Club in Stuttgart. In his presentation he assured the 

crowd that “less than one percent [of blacks] have shown communist leanings.”
458

 He 

also noted that they were encouraged by their future prospects, “The American Negro 

looks forward with confidence, knowing that education and a growth of understanding 

will bring a realization of the American ideals of equality and social justice.”
459

 A year 

later, speaking before a gathering at the Amerika Haus in Münich, he noted, “slavery is 

still too fresh in the minds of the Negroes for them [blacks] to choose to return to it” by 

becoming communists.
460

  

 One of the last articles reporting LTC Ray’s activities, in September 1950, 

included his comments that there were “substantiated reports” of communist attempts to 

establish “Red cells” at the segregated Negro training school in the Kitzingen Milcom. 

Also in the body of the text he noted, “EUCOM chiefs had pushed the Army’s Negro 

equality program a long way during the past three years,” admitting that “in some cases 

there was still some friction between Negroes and whites on a social level” but “it can be 

removed.”
461

 LTC Ray departed for his next assignment before the end of that year, and 

the EUCOM Negro Affairs Office closed with his departure. Whether his activities made 

an impact in the lives of black soldiers and their dependents in Europe and West 
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Germany is uncertain. But during the years he was active his efforts served the 

command’s interests to appear concerned about race relations and equality and to dispel 

any fears regarding links between the communists and black service members. 

 Although Milcom members did receive news of the Civil Rights movement in the 

States as events and incidents unfolded, reports of local occurrences during the 1950s and 

early 1960s remained harder to find. Some contemporary histories suggest in their studies 

of the struggle for civil rights by black GIs in postwar Germany, that it was a result of 

some military leaders who influenced the propagation of racial intolerance and failed to 

take action against this sort of segregation off base.
462

 But that is a treatment that offers 

too narrow an interpretation and arguments exist on both sides of the issue.  

 A Stars and Stripes article from February 1953 presented one of those occasions 

when leaders did take action. Located at the bottom of an interior page, it detailed how 

HICOG administrators had fined two owners of a “swank” night club in Stuttgart for their 

refusal to admit three “U.S. Army Negro officers.” After paying the 50 mark fine the 

proprietors began “admitting Negro personnel.”
463

 Although it stands as only an isolated 

example, it also suggests reluctance by American military leaders to act, not necessarily 

because of personal prejudice. A Stars and Stripes article from December 1964 hints at 

the possible deeper reasoning with the comment that “German laws prohibit 

discrimination on a racial basis, but they allow German bar owners to select their 

clientele and to refuse service to anyone they wish.”
464

 That placed many local 
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commanders in the uncomfortable position of having to interpret the actions and 

intentions of local establishment owners, something they were ill-prepared to do. As an 

Army spokesman noted, that situation confronted military leaders “with a ticklish legal 

problem and as guests in a host country we cannot violate local laws.”
465

 It suggests that 

military leaders understood their positions as goodwill ambassadors and were sensitive 

not to antagonize local authorities. 

 Still, as some histories note, “many commanders continued to instruct local 

proprietors to observe the American model of racial segregation” as a way to “preserve 

the peace” between the races.
466

 These efforts also extended to the military authorities’ 

support of German landlords who refused to rent to blacks. When black soldiers filed 

complaints about this type of discrimination the military command structure often failed 

to take any action. The excuse given was that they did not want to challenge the customs 

and mores of the local German communities in the vicinity of the Milcom. In that 

context, commanders from the American South generally ignored these issues of racial 

discrimination and segregation because their inaction was consistent with their 

interpretation of race within the structure of American society.
467

 In the same context 

however, commanders understood the importance of eliminating points of conflict among 

their soldiers, on and off post, in order to maintain unit discipline. High ratings on unit 

commanders’ official performance evaluations often depended on it. 

 A series of articles the Stars and Stripes offered between 1963 and 1965 hinted at 
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this proclivity toward reticence by the local military leadership. The first piece, titled 

“Race Tension Slight in U.S. Europe Forces,” reported that although military leaders 

acknowledged that there were “bars, restaurants and clubs where a kind of voluntary 

segregation” operated, “there is no discrimination among races practiced or condoned in 

any aspect of military life of the U.S. Army, Europe.”
468

 The article did admit, “There are 

some intangibles that cannot be legislated out of a man’s emotions,” an off-hand 

reference to attitudes of some American Southerners.
469

    

 A year later, an August 1964 issue of the Stars and Stripes carried a report, 

regarding contemporary race issues in the Milcom, titled “Army’s Race Trouble in 

Germany Called Small Problem.”
470

 Although the article recognized that there were race 

problems in the military it tended to down-play their impact, attributing the majority of 

troubles to the “10 per cent of the men in any Army outfit” who “are troublemakers.”
471

 

Continuing from a positive perspective it also mentioned that the “number of segregated 

bars [off base] has decreased sharply” (without statistical reference) and that married 

soldiers and officers lived in “apartment houses where there is racial integration” and few 

problems.
472

 The final paragraphs presented the story of a soldier who filed a complaint 

of racial prejudice in his unit. The military hierarchy’s inspector general investigated the 

claim but declared it unsubstantiated. The message in the text was clear: the chain of 

command is quick to respond to any accusation of racial impropriety, but will likely find 
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that none exists. This suggests an effort to deflect any criticism regardless of the source, 

politicians, the American public, black soldiers, or investigative journalists.  

 A follow-on article titled “Gains Made in GI Integration in Germany” appeared in 

January 1965. It echoed the sentiments of the first two pieces and continued to reflect 

some positive change, although a rubric of comparison was missing from the narrative. It 

emphasized that “you can go into bars here [Germany] that used to be exclusive and find 

mixed groups of white and Negro soldiers,” but it also admitted, “There are places in 

Hanau, Frankfurt and Bad Kreuznach where a member of another race is not 

welcome.”
473

 Staff writers for the newspaper crafted the three pieces and each alluded to 

the reality of racial difficulties, yet none deemed them profound. This suggests that 

perhaps there was a conscious effort by military and political elites in Washington and 

Germany to minimize the effects of racism in the Milcoms, as much as possible, in the 

context of the struggle with the Soviets to win the hearts and minds of the German 

people.  

 Some sources also suggest that such half-measures and half-declarations indicated 

a resistance based on fear that actions on behalf of black soldiers and their family 

members overseas “would force the military to intercede in the still segregated 

communities surrounding military bases in the United States, and especially the 

American South,” an action it was hesitant to take.
474

 While such interpretations are not 

incorrect, they do not account for factors that were beyond the military’s control. For 
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example, in some cases even the integration of schools on military posts in the United 

States was difficult. As of April 1953, twenty-one of sixty-three schools on military 

installations remained segregated. This was the result of funding agreements made 

between federal and state governments that specified if the state bore most of the 

operational costs then the schools must enforce state and local policies.
475

 (See Table 3.1) 

This indicates that such conditions may have cultivated sensitivity within the culture of 

military leadership in the United States, as well as overseas, to refrain from any 

aggressive policy that might dictate behaviors contradictory to local customs or statutes. 

This may have included the forced integration of bars, suggesting that concern for local 

mores may have carried significant consideration and contributed to hesitancy on the part 

of the military command structure to resolve off-post racial conflicts and inequities. 

 The positive experiences that some Milcom members had may have also masked 

racial problems and complicated authorities’ understanding of the wider situation. This 

could also have forestalled decisions by the military hierarchy to take action. For 

example, Jane Mulvihill, who resided in the Hanau Milcom in 1963, warmly recalls a 

friendly relationship she had with another American family. Although that family was 

black, she and the wife “got very close” and “did everything together” including 

“watching each other’s babies.”
476

 For Jane who grew up in segregated Richmond, 

Virginia, the new reality was a break from her past experiences. In that situation it 

seemed natural for all Americans living overseas in the Little Americas to get along and 
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help one another. Perceptions by some white officers serving in the early postwar decades 

may also have contributed to this impression. Bill Hanne, who served as an Army 

Lieutenant in the Lampertheim Milcom, from 1960 to 1963, recalls that there were “no 

racial issues I was aware of, approximately one third to one half of my troop was 

African-American.”
477

 Similarly, Winton “Dip” Spiller, Jr. who served as an Army 

Captain in command of an artillery unit located in the Babenhausen Milcom, from 1964 

to 1966, notes, “I do not recall any race relations incidents during my assignment.”
478

 

Although anecdotal, these recollections suggest several interpretations: that not all 

Milcom members may have been aware of racial tensions, that some Milcom members 

were able to rise above them, or that conflicts may have been less prevalent than some 

sources propose.  

 Still, another possible explanation for the dearth of reporting of racial incidents by 

the military hierarchy presents itself when examining the demographic composition of 

Milcom members during the period 1950 through 1970. Although the percentage of black 

military enlisted service members deployed around the globe initially exceeded the 

national population average, then decreased to remain relatively constant at 10% during 

that window of time (including Germany), the percentage of black officers and other 

minority Milcom dependents living overseas was well below that level.
479

 (See Figure 
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3.2, Overseas Dependent Population by Race and Figure 3.3, Black Strength in Army and 

Air Force). During the same period, ‘White’ military and dependent Milcom members 

overseas remained the majority and the combined percentage of all ‘Other’ minority 

groups never exceeded 5%. A comparison to the contemporary racial composition of the 

United States reveals that blacks and other minority groups comprised a much smaller 

relative percentage of the overseas Milcom population, including West Germany. That 

reality may have influenced the actions, and considerations, of both the military and 

political hierarchy, and added to the impression that even in integrated housing units 

there were few difficulties.
480

  

 This interpretation contributes to an understanding, not a justification, of why 

authorities would have had a lesser regard for concerns of racial inequity, since it affected 

a much smaller percentage of the black officer and dependent populations. When 

combined with a reluctance to tarnish the international image of America, the result 

would have translated into less effort to resolve racial differences or to report them, 

officially or in the media. Still, this interpretation does not imply that minority Milcom 
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members easily, or rightly, accepted the status quo of skewed equality.  

 Between 1949 and 1967 letters from Milcom members to the editor of the Stars 

and Stripes showed a change in attitudes that did not parallel the consistently guarded 

approach to racial issues followed by the newspaper or military leaders. A letter from a 

soldier appearing in a March 1949 issue complimented the Stars and Stripes for “the 

manner in which you [sic] treat news which pertains to members of America’s minority 

group, the Negro.” In a nearly ingratiating tone it noted that the newspaper’s “impartial 

reporting of this type of news is most ideal and morale boosting.” In signing the author 

identified himself as “an American Negro soldier.”
481

 But by September 1967 Milcom 

readers seemed more willing to apply a direct approach to racial issues. In a letter 

submitted that month a resident of the Wiesbaden Milcom criticized the editorial staff for 

its depiction of blacks in the news, “I see that most photographs of Negroes [in the Stars 

and Stripes] relate to crime and riot…So the visual image presented to the reader is one 

of violence.”
482

 Later, in his narrative, the writer also noted the lack of black characters in 

the comic section of the newspaper and recommended that the editor find a suitable 

cartoon strip.  

 In a similar criticism another letter to the editor from October 1967, from a 

different member of the Wiesbaden Milcom, chastised the newspaper for appearing to 

emphasize the race of criminals, especially if they were black. The writer charged that 

Stars and Stripes was attempting to “justify the white American’s cause of racial 
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superiority and Negro subjugation; you are cutting America’s throat and prestige in the 

eyes of the entire world,” and finally claimed “the biased reporting is not being missed by 

the German press.”
483

 Both letters from 1967 arrived on the editor’s desk at a time that 

the percentage of black military overseas dependents had increased considerably. By the 

latter half of the 1960s the prescribed tenet of equality seemed out of touch with the 

Milcom’s reality as the overseas demographics normalized to reflect the composition of 

the United States. 

 As that demographic composition of the Milcoms changed, the situation for the 

American military and political leadership in Washington and West Germany also 

became more complicated. Although they made every effort through the 1950s and into 

the mid-1960s to project an untarnished national image abroad the realities of racial 

inequality, at home and overseas, made that effort increasingly difficult. As President 

Truman observed, “discrimination damaged U.S. foreign relations” and that, “our 

domestic civil rights shortcomings are a serious obstacle.”
484

  

The German Perception of Race in the Milcoms 

 West Germans’ interest in American racial equality during the postwar years 

served as a framework for understanding their own struggles and recent history of racial 

and ethnic discrimination under the Nazi regime. Studying Americans’ behavior offered 

an opportunity to gauge their progress of recovery through Vergangenheitsbewältigung 

[coming to terms with the past] in the laboratory of the Milcom where Americans were 
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playing out the same roles many German did a decade earlier.
485

 In this context the 

Germans did not necessarily see the ill-defined and faulted tenet of racial equality simply 

as a trait to emulate or reject as much as a shared history that they had already 

transcended, and hoped that their American allies would also soon resolve. They would 

later revisit those feelings during the period of America’s extended and controversial 

involvement in Vietnam and the years that followed. 

 Beginning with the arrival of the first American occupation troops in 1945 

however, and the establishment of the Milcom network in 1946, the German public noted 

the incongruity between the purported tenet of equality and the manner that Americans of 

different races behaved and interacted with one another. German print media reflected 

evidence of their interest in, and judgment of, this aspect of American social mores. By 

the early 1950s German news weeklies such as Der Spiegel and Die Zeit were tracking 

the conditions of American blacks and providing critiques.
486

 

 The January 20, 1954 issue of Der Spiegel featured an article titled “School 

Blues.” It noted the “profound upheaval in relations between Negroes and whites since 

the liberation of slavery,” and that the blacks had “not yet overcome their social 
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exclusion” although they were “trying with tough patience to change this world.” Perhaps 

too optimistically it also commented, “The abolition of segregation in the primary and 

secondary schools would mean the elimination of the racial line.”
487

 Later that year, in 

May, Die Zeit celebrated the U.S. Supreme Court decision in the Brown v. Board of 

Education case by heralding, “The ruling eliminates deeply rooted social and political 

views.”
488

 The articles carried a measured, didactic tone, reporting the facts but also 

offering criticisms and judgments of American society. 

 This tone followed through the 1950s and into the early 1960s as the German 

media kept pace with the unfolding events of the American Civil Rights movement. A 

December 1955 article in Der Spiegel noting conditions in the United States and 

Southern leaders’ threat of interposition chastised the “racial pride” and “unwavering 

dogma” of Southerners who still considered blacks as “second class citizens.” It went on 

to accuse them of “ripping the United States for one and a half centuries into two hostile 

camps” and included an admonition that “it is the ancient Christian wisdom, that all 

people are equal before God.”
489

 

 The following years featured print media pieces that maintained their critical 

scrutiny of America’s gradualist policies to resolve its racial issues. At times they seemed 

incredulous, such as Die Zeit’s reflection that only ten percent of Americans considered 
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segregation a “primary concern” to foreign policy, yet 22% cited the “rising cost of 

living.”
490

 At other times they seemed cautionary, “The Negro emerges as a factor that 

one day could destroy the American domestic political system.”
491

 Or, that America’s 

race problems might be “fatal ammunition” for “the anti-American propaganda of 

Communists.”
492

 As race tensions in the United States worsened, overtones of sympathy 

crept into narratives. A July 1961 article in Die Zeit lamented the failures of the 

Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, or the Civil War to rectify the dilemma, 

“the first great historical revolution was the American. Her Americans [sic] betray the 

spirit of the revolution.”
493

 In September 1964, Der Zeit reviewed America’s “long, hot 

summer” of discontent, which featured riots in Rochester, Chicago, and Philadelphia, to 

pose a question that seemed to thrust at the heart of the exceptionalist consensus, “this 

America [sic] is aware that the Negroes have put the question of the identity of the 

nation: What is a nation?”
494

  

 Switching their lens of scrutiny to the Milcoms overseas, the German media 

found uncomfortable similarities. A July 1964 article in Der Spiegel noted, “the strongest 

discrimination of blacks in Western Germany” was where “racial prejudices were once 
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stirred up by Hitler,” in the “vicinity of US military bases.”
495

 It observed, “Colored 

guests [were] not welcome” in many clubs near the “US garrisons of South and South-

west Germany” where there was prevalent racial prejudice.
496

 To make its case, the 

magazine cited specific incidents involving black soldiers and the names of off-post 

clubs. For the Germans, this behavior was nothing more, or less, than an extension of 

American racialist attitudes. 

 During the 1950s and early 1960s the German magazines, Der Spiegel and Die 

Zeit, as well as the Stars and Stripes presented objective and comprehensive coverage of 

the evolving racial tensions in the United States. Their coverage differed however in 

regards to racial tensions involving the Milcoms. While the German media openly 

revealed problems of discrimination, command-sponsored organs such as the Stars and 

Stripes muted its coverage, suggesting instead that race tensions were minimal and easily 

resolved. During this time also, the German public and its media were studying the 

United States’ response to these challenges and evaluating its understanding of equality. 

Meanwhile, Milcom members were living complicated lives that trapped them between a 

prescribed consensus of racial equality and bearing witness to the realities around them. 

This would cause them to reevaluate the tenets of Americanism and struggle to frame a 

new image of who they were and what they represented to their German neighbors, and 

the world, as social tensions increased in the coming decades. 
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Sexual Stereotyping in the Milcoms 

 As histories of the early postwar period note, American society based the 

configuration of the home and family on specific gender assignments. The father was the 

head of the household and the mother was a homemaker.
497

 This was the consensual 

norm of the nuclear family. It was just as complicated and varied in interpretation as the 

tenet of racial equality, and the idea of equality between the sexes also carried innate 

fractures. The earliest treatment of women in the overseas Milcoms, including wives and 

daughters, civilian workers and military members, was consistent with contemporary 

societal norms of sexual stereotyping in the United States. That understanding framed the 

accepted pattern of behavior for the Milcom family members upon their arrival in 

Europe, after they weathered the journey and transition to a life overseas. 

 Travel to Europe began with the service member reporting to the new duty station 

in West Germany in advance, securing lodging, usually sponsored by the command, and 

then sending for their family. Until the mid-1960s, dependents crossed to Europe by ship. 

Tim Gilbert crossed over as a dependent child in 1952 aboard the USS Patch, a retrofitted 

World War Two troop ship. The voyage, he recalls, was a rough trip consisting of five 

days on wintery seas.
498

 Jane Mulvihill remembers her journey in 1962 aboard the 

transport ship USS United States also as a “rough trip.” Three months pregnant, she 

shared a windowless cabin with three other women and their toddlers. Only stop-overs in 
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Dover and LaHavre broke the monotony of her ten day passage.
499

  

 Upon arriving in Germany, the dependents that made these journeys often faced 

new challenges. Frequently there was a scarcity of adequate housing, barely adequate 

food supplies, and questionable hygiene conditions including epidemics of communicable 

diseases. Outside the prescribed behavioral norms provided to some Milcom members in 

orientation briefings, films, and pamphlets, the arduous sea voyage and these obstacles 

cultivated in many dependents a new, and prideful, sense of who they were. Often feeling 

like pioneers in a strange land, surrounded by a foreign culture, they set about building 

lives in new communities.
500

 Unfortunately, for many Milcom women, any positive 

feelings of affirmation existed in tension with the restrictive gender constraints dictated 

by postwar American society. That tension was evident from the late 1940s through the 

mid-1960s in a number of ways, but seemed readily apparent in some of the ostensibly 

innocent, gender-based categorizations that Milcom women endured, such as the labels 

‘military housewife’ and ‘cheesecake’ that the print media employed. 

 From the establishment of the first Milcoms in 1946 to the mid-1960s the Stars 

and Stripes carried articles that regularly made reference to the ‘military housewife’ or 

simply the ‘housewife.’ In consonance with widely accepted gender-based behavior 

assignments, the newspaper connected women to responsibilities that it assumed was in 
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their purview. Often using a demeaning tone, staff writers created a stereotypical 

character that fit the need of the Milcom. It was the military housewife who did the 

family shopping, the household chores, provided child care and who juggled the family 

budget. She served as the military husband’s junior partner in all things, and as the 

magazine U.S. Lady described, her job was to serve as the touchstone of the family in the 

Milcom. It was the U.S. Lady’s credo that stated, “No matter how wide the world of a 

U.S. Lady it centers in the spot where her husband and children are.”
501

  

 A cascade of articles in Stars and Stripes during the first two decades of the 

postwar period helped shape the character of the military wife, at once reflecting the 

greater American consensus and framing her role. Examples of these written pieces 

include one from 1949 linking the cost of sugar to the “Frankfurt housewife” who 

personally suffered from the increased cost. Others from 1955 mentioned the housewife’s 

long work hours, and in 1958 the ‘military housewives’ were instrumental in making the 

international Housewives Fair in Heidelberg a success, particularly through their 

knowledge of cooking and baking. Another piece from 1962 applauded a Pirmasens 

Milcom housewife’s quick action in saving a heart attack victim. The Stars and Stripes 

generally directed references about the commissary and shopping to the housewife, 

noting how problems were “frustrating to any housewife especially when an American 

housewife shops in Army commissaries.”
502

 Most telling was an article concerning the 

recent marriage of President Lyndon Johnson’s daughter. The headline read “Lynda 
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Robb’s Eager to be Good Military Wife,” and the narrative noted, “Lynda says she has a 

lot to learn as a housewife for her Marine captain husband.”
503

 The Milcom housewife 

was a good partner who understood her prescribed role. 

 To be sure those Milcom women kept up with the skill set they required to be 

good housewives, the Stars and Stripes periodically offered a magazine subscription 

service. For example, listed among the variety of choices in 1951, under the category 

“Women and Fashions,” were American Home, Better Homes and Gardens, House and 

Garden, Ladies Home Journal, and Modern Knitting.
504

 The selection varied little 

through the 1950s but suggested that women’s specific interests were in areas that more 

closely connected them to the home and family. 

 Visual signifiers contributed to the definition of the Milcom wife as well. In the 

1950s images in U.S. Lady for the US Air Force “Dear Lady” advertisements depicted the 

military housewife as the mainstay of the family, always at her husband’s side and 

assuming the dual-parent role in his absence.
505

 Pictures accompanying consumer ads in 

the magazine often showed aproned wives in the kitchen or busy at household chores. 

Photos carried by the Stars and Stripes reflected a similar theme, showing wives 

navigating the aisles of the PX or commissary, or participating in community service 

projects. The designator ‘housewife’ identified the military wife, described her 

responsibilities, and set the limits of her powers within a gendered construct. But just as 

the term ‘housewife’ told the Milcom woman who she was, the term ‘cheesecake’ told 
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the housewife who she wasn’t. 

 From the late 1940s until the mid-1960s the Stars and Stripes proudly conducted 

an annual ‘Miss Cheesecake’ contest. Although it was a vestige from the days when the 

newspaper served all-male combat units on the frontline during World War Two, the 

practice continued well into the 1960s, without concern for the emotional impact on 

Milcom wives and families. After selecting Rita Hayworth as Miss Cheesecake of 1947 

the Stars and Stripes noted in a collegial tone, “For those who came in late, let us explain 

that ‘cheesecake’ is just an old newspaper term for girl art, pin up stuff in short.”
506

 With 

that mild justification it continued the practice every year through 1963, selecting 

entertainers such as Marilyn Monroe (1950) as well as Italian models and American 

actresses.
507

 The Stars and Stripes also graciously provided the home address of Miss 

Cheesecake 1951, Franca Faldini, in answer to a letter to the editor, ensuring all GIs 

could respond to her friendly offer to receive letters.
508

  

 When not providing space for the Miss Cheesecake contest, or the winners’ 

addresses, the newspaper casually introduced photographs of scantily clad young women 

in its pages or dedicated multiple pages to those images, such as photographs of the Miss 

Universe contestants, or the 1966 two-page photo spread “Say Cheesecake.”
509

 In 

response to a number of eager requests it also began introducing photographs of scantily 
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clad females of varied ethnic backgrounds to satisfy a wider male audience.
510

 During the 

first two postwar decades, the images of ladies designated as ‘Cheesecake’ satisfied the 

prurient interests of male members of the Milcoms without regard to the feelings of 

female dependents or service members. In that context they provided images of those 

things that the military housewife was not: unmarried, unfettered by family and 

household responsibilities, and able to parlay sexuality into power.
511

 

 Until the mid-1960s the Stars and Stripes also carried a weekly feature page titled 

“Femina.” It reported all the information that it considered important to Milcom women. 

There was a constant parade of articles that addressed, with repetition, the most recent 

women’s club elections, the latest fashions, recipes, wedding announcements, and 

hobbies of interest to women. The newspaper also dedicated a full page “Femina” spread 

in June 1967 to Art Linkletter’s “Military Wife of the Year” contest.
512

 The competition 

evaluated the Milcom wife’s contributions and service to the family, community, and 

host nation, and her positive spirit. The contest continued for several years and noted one 

winner’s comment that, “A happy wife makes a happy husband and a happy home.”
513

 

Dawning Possibilities and Changing Consensus 

 On the periphery of the gendered Milcom arena where the tensions between 

‘housewife’ and ‘cheesecake’ played out, there were increasing signs of change for 
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women. Normally relegated to interior pages of the Stars and Stripes, thin columns of 

text posted news accounts of events and actions that began to challenge the bounds of 

prescribed roles and power of the American Milcom wife, although the sound of the call 

for change still remained faint. A 1951 article noted the Senate Judiciary Committee’s 7-

2 vote calling for a constitutional amendment guaranteeing equal rights for women, and a 

1952 piece outlined the United Nations Assembly’s approval of a women’s rights 

convention by a 46-0 vote.
514

 Two articles in 1957 alerted Milcom readers to actions in 

the American Congress to move forward on a constitutional amendment guaranteeing 

women’s rights, and a 1963 piece announced the Senate passage of an equal pay bill for 

women.
515

 

 Contributing to this awareness of change were occasional pieces that also 

appeared in Stars and Stripes. An October 1951 listing for ‘Dial Day’ AFN radio carried 

an announcement for the airing of an account of the 1848 Seneca Falls Convention, “the 

Women’s Rights Convention takes you back to the days before the Civil War at 8:30 

PM.”
516

 Although seemingly uncharacteristic for a newspaper that featured ‘cheesecake’ 

contests, it was a sign of growing awareness, and changing attitudes among Milcom 

members. Another example from October 1954 was the “Lone Woman Fencer.” It was an 

article that celebrated the accomplishments of “Mrs. Charles D. Smith, a young 

housewife” in the Munich Milcom who was the “only female member of a new fencing 
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class” organized by a local German club. The text downplayed any feminist advancement 

however, by noting her comment that “I need the exercise to work off a few kartoffel 

[potato] calories.”
517

 

 Outside of household chores and family responsibilities many women took 

advantage of opportunities to participate in women’s groups and clubs, and community 

service projects, particularly in the early postwar decades. Each Milcom had its chapter 

of an Officers’ and Civilians’ Wives Club and an Enlisted Wives’ Club.
518

 Most major 

communities also had chapters of the European Council of Protestant Women (COPW), 

the Military Council of Catholic Women (MCCW), and the American Women’s 

Activities in Germany (AWAG). These groups met regularly in large national gatherings 

at American recreational facilities to discuss charitable initiatives in Germany and ways 

to strengthen the Atlantic alliance. Noted personalities such as Mrs. Douglas MacArthur 

II, the FRG President’s wife, and retired General Lucius D. Clay often joined them.
519

 

These types of assemblies, inspired by evangelical groups in the United States, and 

framed by religious themes, encouraged the maintenance of religion and family life as 

essential core values of American exceptionalism. 

 Unfortunately, however, although the Stars and Stripes printed pages of text 

noting the groups’ activities and photographs of all the newly elected officers, the women 

generally bore the tag of their husbands’ names including his military rank. Examples of 
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such micro-aggressions included the titles “Mrs. Robert Knowlton, wife of Chaplain 

(Capt.) Knowlton,” and “Mrs. William H. Turley wife of a Master Sergeant” were 

common.
520

 Still, within this context of socially acceptable gender inequality, the 

meetings and conventions also contributed to an incipient understanding of gender 

awareness and the exceptional abilities of women that were to blossom in later years. 

This was evident in the variety of meeting agendas that included program seminars and 

classes such as “Operation Know How: Preparation for Leadership Responsibilities,” and 

those that provided instructions on organizing and mobilizing groups, crafting rules and 

regulations, and making contributions to ongoing service projects.
521

 Often, these 

conventions attracted hundreds of delegates from all the West German Milcoms, who 

would then return to their home chapters and share the information with other women.  

 Also within this complicated context of gendered repression and dawning 

empowerment women occasionally found space to subtly lampoon the prescribed norm 

and challenge expectations. One example was a skit performed in 1959 by the Officers’ 

Wives Club of the Mannheim Milcom. Titled “The Weaker Sex,” the show celebrated, 

with tongue-in-cheek humor, women’s many accomplishments despite the burden of 

prescribed gender roles.
522

 Another opportunity presented itself when two Milcom wives 

vacationing on a beach in Turkey saved the life of a male bather by administering CPR 

after a crowd dragged him from the sea. Although on-looking male bathers were reluctant 
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to let them assist, the women succeeded in saving the man’s life. As one wife noted, the 

crowd realized “that the American woman isn’t completely the weaker sex.”
523

 Although 

articles such as these occasionally appeared they tended to always emphasize the 

juxtaposition between expectations and Milcom women’s abilities. 

 Lost, and often neglected, in consideration of the female Milcom population were 

women in the Women’s Army Corps (WACs). Military regulations intentionally kept 

their percentage small by dictating that female officer, warrant officer, and enlisted 

strength in the Army could not exceed 2 percent of men’s strength in each category.
524

 

For example, by 1960 there were only 5,034 women in the armed forces overseas, 

representing .008% of the total.
525

 Although that percentage grew slightly with increased 

military operations during the Korean War, it remained relatively low. Policy barriers 

also denied WACS the same privileges as their uniformed male counterparts. They could 

only be married if they had previous military service and could not have any dependents 

under age 18. Additionally, regulations did not consider a servicewoman’s husband and 

children dependents unless she could prove that she provided them with more than 50% 

of their support.
526

 Articles in Stars and Stripes kept pace with the changes in regulations 

and overseas postings concerning the WACs, but like their female civilian counterparts 

they continued to suffer gender inequalities during the early postwar decades until their 

full integration into the military in 1978. 
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 Unlike the Stars and Stripes, which carried a format targeting the entire 

population of the Milcom, the magazine U.S. Lady specifically focused on “service 

wives, service women, service families.”
527

 Absent were pictures exhibiting cheesecake 

and articles with condescending narratives about women. In their place U.S. Lady carried 

pieces highlighting their accomplishments. The magazine presented a regular column 

titled “U.S. Ladies of the Past.” It gave short historical summaries of noteworthy women 

such as Molly Pitcher, Dorothea Dix, and Liz Custer. It also often exhibited 

accomplished women on its cover such as the November 1955 issue that featured the 

picture of Army nurse LT Dolores Soderston. Inside there were several glossy pages of 

pictures and text that highlighted the accomplishments of LT Soderston and the Army 

Nurse Corps. The Mid-Winter 1957 issue carried a poem titled “Radiant Regiment” that 

honored women in the service, and the spring 1957 issue featured the U.S. Lady of the 

month WAF Major Pat Ulrich, who in her free time taught dance to Milcom children and 

led a Girl Scout troop.
528

 If Stars and Stripes failed to celebrate and note the contributions 

of women in uniform, U.S. Lady did not. Although the magazine still exhibited many of 

the traits of prescribed sexual stereotyping with pages of recipes for Milcom wives, 

articles on how to make their husbands happy, care for their children and clean their 

homes, it also stood at the threshold of dawning possibilities for women.
529
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 But U.S. Lady was not alone in its celebration of women’s accomplishments. 

Some Milcom newspapers such as the Stuttgart Post News featured a recurring section 

titled “Dependents Post News” that carried notes on upcoming social events, favorite 

recipes, and charitable collections. Within this section it also included a column, 

“Woman of the Week,” that highlighted the life of a noteworthy community woman.
530

 

The December 20, 1947 issue spotlighted Mrs. M. O. Edwards, wife of a Colonel 

Edwards, who was active in local charities as well as the German-American Women’s 

Progressive Club. For this she was applauded as “one of the finest possible examples of 

leadership among the American women in Stuttgart.”
531

 Other issues featured columns on 

individuals such as Mrs. A. Dana Hodgdon who “was instrumental starting the first 

Women’s Club,” and Doris MacDonald who worked in the office of the Director, 

Wurttemberg-Baden Land Military Government headquarters.
532

 In each case, the details 

of the story emphasized the contributions the women were making and held them up as 

examples to others. The case of Doris MacDonald is particularly interesting since it 

focuses on the life of a successful single woman at a time that societal emphasis was on 

marriage and family.
533

 By noting women’s potential, in articles that detailed their 
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leadership and organizational abilities, both the U.S. Lady and the Stuttgart Post News 

foreshadowed coming changes within the early postwar consensus. 

 When examining data that shows the composition of the Milcom dependent 

population from 1950 to 1970, it is evident that women comprised a large majority. (See 

Figure 3.4, Dependent Population by Sex). Although their proportion averaged just less 

than 70% for the three census periods (1950, 1960, 1970) it is interesting to note that the 

accepted overseas societal paradigm continued to prescribe patterns of behavior that 

encouraged preservation of a contemporary American male-centric family and society. 

Until the energies of the national and global women’s movement gained momentum in 

the 1970s, this would remain the character profile that defined the majority of Milcom 

woman. 

 There were exceptions however, to this gendered image of American women that 

existed in Europe outside the Milcom. Life magazine offered a look at groups of single 

American women migrating to Europe in the postwar years to take jobs with U.S. 

government agencies, private corporations, newspapers, or banks. In a December 1957 

issue, Life described these women as fiercely, and happily, independent and searching for 

travel and adventure, showing “people of all lands the American woman is the world’s 

most fascinating creature.”
534

 Among the legion of secretaries, clerks, and teachers were 

some shining entrepreneurs such as Marion Rospach. The article described her as “one of 

Europe’s most successful new businesswomen.” It was Rospach who established the 
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Overseas Weekly, a smaller newspaper popular with enlisted service members. Rospach 

also served as “president and major stockholder of the International Media Co.”
535

 

Although she would later do battle with the EUCOM military hierarchy over editorial 

content of her newspaper, Rospach’s popularity (she was known as “Frau Weekly” to the 

Germans) and her influence seemed to unsettle the exceptional male-centric paradigm. In 

the context of gender roles and models she appears to us as the antithesis of the Milcom 

woman. As a representative of an avant garde group of female arrivals to postwar Europe 

she stood closer to the new German woman than the existing American one. 

German Women and Equality 

 Unlike their American counterparts, postwar gender equality for German women 

appeared to be moving forward faster. With the collapse of the Third Reich and the birth 

of a sovereign West Germany in May 1949, the opportunity to craft a new federal 

constitution existed in the early 1950s and it included consideration of women’s rights. A 

December 1953 Stars and Stripes article announced “Bonn High Court Rules Women 

Have Equality” and it noted that Article 3, Paragraph 2 of the Basic Law (constitution) 

clearly reaffirmed that West German “men and women have equal rights.”
536

 As simple 

as that declaration seemed it was not without some controversy. News journals such as 

Der Spiegel carried articles that mirrored the associated tensions in German society. A 

February 1952 column on marriage and society, written prior to the decision, discussed 

the difficulties surrounding selection of a surname for the married couple, whether the 
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wife should wear a ring, and communal property rights.
537

 Although fraught with inherent 

challenges, by comparison, it was a leap ahead of gender rights for Milcom women who 

had to find satisfaction in the dilatory efforts of US senators who were still years away 

from proposing equal pay and equal rights bills. 

 Another article, which appeared in a 1952 issue of Die Zeit, based its argument in 

favor of gender equality on the fact that many West German women had already 

integrated into the national workforce and so needed the protection afforded by the basic 

law.
538

 This was the natural consequence of a situation that assigned great respect to the 

icon of the Trümmerfrau and placed a great burden on the shoulders of West German 

women who often became the head of a single-parent household in the early postwar 

years, outnumbering German men by a ratio of 3:2.
539

 That reality framed the difference 

in the evolution of gender rights between West German women and their American 

counterparts. While the Germans were moving toward greater equality, the constructs of 

an exceptional contemporary consensus confined Milcom women to roles that were not 

necessarily beneficial to them.  

 Looking in at their Milcom neighbors behind the walls of their enclaves, West 

Germans saw inherent flaws in the American’s definition of gender equality just as they 

observed the dissonance of racial equality. Again, their consideration was not acceptance 
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or rejection of an American exceptionalist tenet, but rather its usefulness as a barometer 

for how far they had progressed.  

The Milcom Media 

 Whether it was information regarding national or global movements for civil or 

gender rights, politics, economics, sports, or community events, Milcom members 

received their news and information from select sources during the early postwar 

decades. Principals among these outlets were the Stars Stripes newspaper and the Armed 

Forces Radio Service (AFRS).
540

 (See Table 3.2) Although other media sources existed 

such as unit newspapers, community newsletters, home town newspapers, and some 

international editions of larger news syndicates, such as the International Herald-

Tribune, only Stars and Stripes and the AFRS provided the most consistent and widest 

coverage focused on a military and dependent audience.
541

 The Stars and Stripes 

circulation averaged 50% coverage for the Milcom population, seven days a week, 

between 1948 and 1970, leveling off after 1960 as AFRS radio began to increase its area 
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coverage and supplies of paper became controlled.
542

 (See Figure 3.5) 

 Readers considered the Stars and Stripes, which was always proud of its wartime 

nativity, to be the ‘GIs’ newspaper’ during both World War One and World War Two. 

Reaching a maximum circulation in 1945 of 1,500,000 copies daily, the newspaper 

consolidated its many staffs and presses immediately after the war to focus on the much 

smaller occupation army and the arriving dependents. This reduced its circulation to 

85,000 copies by 1948.
543

 During this period of adjustment the editorial staff became 

concerned that many readers, including foreign governments, considered the newspaper 

to be an official organ of the U.S. Army. As a result, they added the word “unofficial” 

under the title flag on the first page and in the interior masthead shortly after the war. It 

was also during this time that the newspaper changed its format, which was mainly news 

from the front and staff cartoons, to news from wire sources (UPI, AP, and INS), 

syndicated comics, and features to satisfy its wider, mixed Milcom audience. It continued 

to increase in size from 12 pages to 16 by 1953, and again to 24 pages by 1954 to 

accommodate these changes.
544

  

 Throughout these early years, the Stars and Stripes was proud that it functioned as 

an organ of expression, a voice for the grievances and concerns of service members and 

families, as well as, an unfettered source of information and ideas. In this context it was 
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representative of the American ideal of freedom of expression and was an example to the 

blossoming number of postwar German newspapers and magazines. A brief column in 

the March 18, 1945 issue of the New York Times celebrated this popular claim by noting 

that the B-Bag [letters to the editor] column was not only a favorite among soldiers but 

also their leadership. It noted, “of late, letters from field officers and several generals 

have made the column.”
545

 A separate Washington Post article from April 1947 allowed 

that the Stars and Stripes’ “800 inches of news space typify the American way of life, 

running the gamut from profound reports on atomic matters to police-beat scandals 

interspersed with photographs of long-legged movie starlets.”
546

 It added that the 

newspaper’s influence spread beyond the garrison and Milcom to where “German 

politicians scramble for old copies” and “Moscow radio has commented sharply on an 

item or two.”
547

 However, regardless of its intent, the range of its coverage, or its 

popularity, the Stars and Stripes often drew criticism, warranted or not, even as American 

society wrestled with the issue of open expression. 

Criticisms of the Milcom Media 

 Ironically, some of the earliest criticisms of the newspaper concerned the Stars 

and Stripes’ too liberal policy of freedom of expression, and came from unexpected 

sources. One reader, a soldier with combat experience, forwarded a letter in March 1946 

complaining, “The Stars and Stripes has played the role of gadfly in the European 
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theater. It was allowed virtual freedom of comment.”
548

 In that context, the reader noted, 

“it published a high proportion of letters critical of officers” and in effect “the paper was 

constantly the advocate of less discipline for soldiers.”
549

 The New York Times editor, 

also a veteran, who received the letter added that GI newspapers like the Stars and 

Stripes “spread and fostered discontent and poor morale,” and that, the “editors failed to 

realize that they were soldiers first and editors second, that their duty was not merely to 

reflect the views of their readers but to lead their readers” to the views and opinions of 

the command hierarchy.
550

 The suggestion ran counter to the efforts of the Stars and 

Stripes staff. 

 Another criticism came from Hans Wallenberg who was editor of the US 

government sponsored postwar German newspaper Neue Zeitung.
551

 Wallenberg 

complained to American authorities in May 1947 that the Stars and Stripes “is 90% 

cheesecake and the rest is not too hot from the standpoint of news coverage.”
552

 He later 

added that action should be “taken to curb the Stars and Stripes freedom of news 

coverage because of its influence on the German press,” implying that it made it difficult 

to manipulate the news with a pro-Western slant.
553

 At the time Neue Zeitung had a daily 

circulation of 550,000 in Munich and 140,000 in Berlin.
554
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 Subsequently, on February 26, 1948 McCarthyite Congressman George A. 

Dondero (R-MI), stood before the US House of Representatives and charged the Stars 

and Stripes with “injecting pro-Soviet, pro-Communist, and anti-American material” into 

the paper.
 555 

Continuing his attack, Dondero expounded, “Whether this is the result of 

sheer stupidity or the machinations of a communist clique in the American military 

government, or both, is for our Department of the Army to find out and act upon.”
556

 

Taking up the cause of the newspaper General Lucius Clay immediately responded, “He 

had never seen any anti-American or pro-Communist matter in the Stars and Stripes.” 

Clay added, “I am very proud of the Stars and Stripes and I read it every day.”
557

 

Unintentionally, the Soviet-sponsored Vorwärts [Forward] also refuted Dondero’s 

charges against the newspaper with its response that “the careful reader must get the 

impression that the Stars and Stripes stories are written without kid gloves in Wall 

Street’s new anti-communist campaign.”
558

 In a short time Dondero’s focus shifted 

elsewhere, but for a few short weeks the newspaper also became a victim of the Red 

Scare communist witch hunts perpetrated by the House Un-American Activities 

Committee (HUAC) led by Senator Eugene McCarthy. Paradoxically, in this case, the 

political elites linked with vociferous anti-communist beliefs worked from within the 

system to challenge the newspaper and the ideal of freedom of speech. 

 Three years later, the US State Department also offered criticisms of the Stars and 
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Stripes. During the Korean War it filed a complaint with the newspaper’s editorial staff 

noting that too many headlines, titles, and descriptions of combat action were gruesome 

and likely to undermine military morale. It specifically cited terms like “blood baths,” 

“slaughter,” “murder” and “Operation Meat Grinder” to make its point. In their defense 

the editors responded that they received the stories from General Matthew Ridgway’s 

headquarters only after his censors had already cleared them. That seemed to mollify the 

critics.
 559

 Still, the Stars and Stripes did continue to feature stories with captivating titles 

such as “Heartbreak Ridge was Death Inferno.”
560

  

 Sensitive to its charge to remain an organ for freedom of expression, which 

included being a voice for GI grievances and providing information and news to the 

Milcoms, the Stars and Stripes often found itself caught in the cross-fire of conflicting 

expectations of readers, military and political leadership, and its own staff. Perhaps the 

most difficult charges however, were not criticisms of print content from its Milcom 

readership or external sources, but rather accusations of intentional content censorship. 

Censorship of the Milcom Media 

 The collective staffs of the Stars and Stripes offices heard the earliest warning 

shots fired by the Rome bureau of the newspaper in March 1946. Reacting to an attempt 

by the American theater commander, US Army Lieutenant General C.H. (Court House) 

Lee, to exercise external editorial control of B-Bag letters staff writers protested, “Do 

men in uniform give up the rights of citizenship in a democracy?” adding that “an Army 
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newspaper must and can present all the news of the world.”
561

 The general’s initiative 

died however, quickly and quietly with the inference that he was quashing soldiers’ 

freedom of speech. Although this incident did not directly affect the press in Germany, it 

did raise the staff’s level of awareness and sensitivity toward possible future censorship. 

 That awareness was piqued again in January 1948 when Secretary of Defense 

James Forrestal called a conference of national press, radio and motion picture leaders to 

“discuss the peacetime security problems of the armed forces.” Central to the discussion 

were Washington’s suspicions of the press’s “unauthorized leaks of the nation’s military 

secrets.”
562

 For the Stars and Stripes staff in Germany, this heralded concern over 

increased external control of the news. That fear materialized with the publication in 

April 1948 of a EUCOM directive describing the controlled release of information to the 

public through the press. Placing their fears on the front page, the Stars and Stripes staff 

outlined their perceptions that the Army was “attempting to place new curbs on freedom 

of the press” with worries that it would threaten General Clay’s “famed ‘goldfish bowl’ 

policy of free and easy access to theater news.”
563

 Always a champion of the newspaper, 

Clay waded in and tried to dispel any suspicions by openly denying “there was or would 

be any censorship of American Military Government activities in Germany.”
564

 Although 

the Stars and Stripes staff interpreted that umbrella statement to include control of the 

news, it did not remove the suspicion of censorship that hung like a cloud over the 

newspaper for many years and would occur at least two more times before the end of the 
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1960s. 

 The first instance was during the Korean War. The sensitivities of the military 

hierarchy, both in that theater and in Washington, to the inadvertent release of classified 

information caused news reporters and staff writers to navigate an increasingly complex 

set of rules regarding censorship. The Stars and Stripes in Germany first alerted its 

readership to the evolving situation in July 1950 in an article titled “Newsmen Bound by 

Gentlemen’s Pact.” The text forewarned readers that “while Gen [sic] Douglas 

MacArthur has the power to apply full censorship restrictions any time he wants to, he 

has not done so as yet. Newsmen have been asked, however, not to disclose certain 

information.”
565

 By 1954 controls had tightened, although the Defense Department had 

“reaffirmed that the only basis for wartime censorship of news dispatches is to prevent 

vital information from reaching the enemy—not to suppress unfavorable publicity.”
566

 

The concern of newsmen, including the Stars and Stripes staff, was that this 

consideration opened the door for censorship at various levels of information distribution 

and command through contrasting interpretations of the central phrase “vital 

information.”
567

 

 A decade later another censorship scandal arose when the Defense Department 

acknowledged, through a New York Times account, that the US Army Headquarters in 

Europe (USAREUR) “had ordered [the] Stars and Stripes to drop a dispatch reporting the 
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arrest of the 19-year-old son of the United States Ambassador to West Germany.”
568

 In 

its front page report the Stars and Stripes noted that the USAREUR commander had 

ordered the reassignment of the public relations officer who refused to kill the story and 

that the headquarters “directed that the story be removed from the two later editions” 

after it had run earlier in the day.
569

 In an attempt to mitigate the situation, the Editor-in-

Chief of the Stars and Stripes claimed “I killed the story,” but it was a transparent 

admission and readers understood that military authorities had exerted undue external 

pressure to censor the newspaper.
570

  

 The issue of content censorship exercised either by its’ editorial staff or external 

influences continued to haunt the Stars and Stripes throughout the Cold War period as it 

faced conflicting definitions of exceptionalism and freedom of speech. On one hand there 

were political and military elites who sought to use the newspaper as a vehicle to further 

the soft power pedaling of American ideals, regardless of how they shaped information, 

on the other was the newspaper’s staff and its efforts to enforce the tenet of freedom of 

speech regardless of its’ palatability. Caught in the middle was the Stars and Stripes’ 

commitment to provide service as an outlet of news, information, and entertainment, and 

to serve as a voice for the Milcom members, military, civilian, and dependents, as a 

unified and identifiable community.
571

 

 But the Stars and Stripes was not alone in this quandary. Also fixed in the cross-
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hairs of censorship during the postwar period was the Overseas Weekly. With a 

circulation that barely crested 40,000 at its peak, the smaller newspaper prided itself on 

being an outlet for enlisted service members’ grievances and as a gadfly to the military 

leadership and officers. It never represented itself as an organ for the entire Milcom, 

especially carrying the soldiers’ sobriquet “The Oversexed Weekly” with comments 

about its “eye-popping pin-up pictures of bosom and thigh.”
572

 Operating as an adjunct 

enterprise beginning in 1950, under the direction, ironically, of a female editor, it initially 

utilized the presses and distribution system of the larger Stars and Stripes organization.
573

 

Although its 28 pages featured “16 pages of full-color comics” it also appealed to 

Milcom members’ consumer instinct by boasting that unlike the Stars and Stripes it 

contained “advertisements for U.S. products” and so was “your stateside shopwindow 

[sic].”
574

 Difficulties for the Overseas Weekly began however, within a few short years 

after its first issues came off the press.  

 The weekly newspaper initially fell under scrutiny in the early 1950s during the 

time that political and military hierarchies showed concern regarding the inadvertent 

release of sensitive military information to the public through press organizations. 

Although the elites did not charge the Overseas Weekly in that regard, they took the 

opportunity to sharply criticize the newspaper for a series of articles that carried 

“sensational stories of sex and prostitution,” which resulted in “numerous protests from 
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commanders in the field.”
575

 Although USAREUR headquarters did not specify which 

articles in its charges, or the names of the protesting commanders, it was clear that it was 

revoking the newspaper’s contract to publish and distribute through the Stars and Stripes. 

Although the editor protested, “this order encroaches on the concept of the freedom of the 

press,” the ban remained in effect forcing the newspaper to seek an independent German 

publisher to continue its operation.
576

 In response to the editor, a USAREUR spokesman 

“emphasized that the headquarters did not engage in censorship of publications.”
577

 

Letters of protest, or sympathy, from Stars and Stripes readers did not appear in 

subsequent B-Bag columns suggesting either Milcom members did not feel that their 

privileges were threatened or editors intentionally omitted such letters. Still, in that one 

action the military leadership had moved to eliminate competition for the Stars and 

Stripes, swatted a gadfly that was continually vocal in its criticism of senior officers, and 

muzzled a press organ it could not control.  

 But if the Stars and Stripes failed to challenge the military hierarchy’s attempts to 

gag the Overseas Weekly, West German journalists did not. The June 10, 1953 issue of 

Der Spiegel took the Americans to task and castigated U.S. military censors who claimed 

that the newspaper “triggered a storm of protest of the field commanders and others who 

seek the moral well-being of military and civilian personnel in our command.”
578

 In the 
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sardonic estimation of Der Spiegel’s staff writer, Marion Rospach and her Overseas 

Weekly fled the oppression of American censorship “to the German freedom of the 

press.”
579

 Once again, the societal definitions and cultural expressions of censorship and 

freedom of expression, between the Milcoms and their hosts, clashed. 

 The Overseas Weekly drew attention again in 1961with a series of articles that 

illuminated Major General Edwin Walker’s attempts to indoctrinate his troops with 

materials from the conservative John Birch Society as part of his Pro-Blue anti-

communist program. Taking exception to his initiative the Overseas Weekly’s articles 

instigated debate in the halls of the US Congress and an investigation by the Secretary of 

Defense, Robert McNamara, of Walker’s methods. McNamara eventually removed 

Walker from his command position, which precipitated his retirement from the Army. 

During the furor Walker fired back at his accusers claiming, “We have Communists and 

we have the Overseas Weekly. Neither one is one of God’s blessings to the American 

people or their soldier sons overseas. Immoral, unscrupulous, corrupt, and destructive are 

terms that could be applied to either.”
580

 In sympathy to Walker, USAREUR 

headquarters directed the removal of the Overseas Weekly from Milcom bookstores and 

newsstands.  

 Within a year however, the Defense Department permitted the newspaper’s return 

amid accusations of improper censorship practices by a number of groups including the 

American Civil Liberties Union. A military spokesman contritely noted, “in view of the 
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improvement” in the quality of journalism “there was not sufficient justification for its 

removal from Army newsstands.”
581

 The ACLU’s white paper published with its 42
nd

 

Annual Report for 1961-1962, had called attention to the Defense Department’s threat of 

future action against the Overseas Weekly. It declared that, “This plainly subjects the 

newspaper to all the inhibitions that the threats of censorship present.” It also noted that 

although service members hold a different status than civilians, they did “not believe that 

this difference justifies the dictation to soldiers of the material they may or may not 

read.”
582

 

 During the remaining years of the Cold War, both the Stars and Stripes and the 

Overseas Weekly would again face challenges of criticisms and attempts of censorship. 

Their Milcom readers understood the vagaries of external control by military and political 

elites even as the newspapers struggled to safeguard the idea of freedom of the press as 

an identifying characteristic of the Little Americas. More so, the German public watched 

with interest. Having recently endured the heavy hand of totalitarian censorship, with 

Joseph Goebbels’s “technique of the big lie,” they were satisfied in the early postwar 

years just to have ink flowing and presses moving even if they only produced editorially 

managed copy like that found in Neue Zeitung.
583
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Blondie und Dankwart an Exceptional American Couple 

 Other than news, sports, and feature articles, the print media such as the Stars and 

Stripes and the Overseas Weekly provided Milcom readers with another essential 

ingredient to their day, the comics. The Sunday and daily comic strips were a popular 

feature in most major newspapers in the United States since the late nineteenth century. 

Their appearance in the Milcom newspapers added a familiar touch of home in postwar 

Germany that was exceptionally American. Together with comic books, which began 

selling in all PX bookstores immediately after the war, they offered an entertaining 

diversion for Milcom members. Through their humor and adventure the comics also bore 

the image of Americans that set them above and apart from other nations.
584

  

 Comics like Milton Caniff’s “Steve Canyon” and George Wunder’s “Terry and 

the Pirates” exhibited the macho militarism of triumphal postwar America. For example, 

one set of frames from July 1952 depicts the character Terry and his mercenaries 

reflecting on an upcoming fight with the “Reds,” and another shows a character from 

“Steve Canyon” noting that “There are as many risks in this Alaska Department as in a 

shooting war in Korea.”
585

 In both strips the artists represented non-American male 

characters with distorted features and as either devious or foolish individuals. Non-

American females often appeared in the character of femme fatale.  

 Other comics like “Blondie” with her husband Dagwood humorously portrayed 

                                                                                                                                                 
Agency sold off the operation piecemeal. See “Who’s Interested?” Der Spiegel, January 26, 1955, accessed 

April 6, 2013, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-31969035.html. 
584

 See Matthew J. Costello, Secret Identity Crisis: Comic Books and the Unmasking of Cold War America 

(New York: Continuum, 2009). 
585

 “Terry and the Pirates,” cartoon, Stars and Stripes, July 27, 1952, 27 and “Steve Canyon,” cartoon, Stars 

and Stripes, July 27, 1952, 13. 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-31969035.html
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life in the contemporary American family with the prescribed gender roles of a father, 

who was a slave to his office job, and a mother who worked in and ruled the home. 

Another featured comic was the “Katzenjammer Kids” with its humorous, but 

deprecating, depiction of an immigrant family complete with thick German accents.
586

 

Collectively these comic strips and their comic books were uniquely and exceptionally 

part of the culture of America and the Milcoms. However, they also reflected those 

contemporary characteristics that smacked of an exceptionalist consensus: militarism, 

imperialistic tendencies, anti-communism, sexual stereotyping, centrality of the family, 

and an air of triumphal superiority. 

 As early as 1948 the American comics had drawn fire from critics, women’s and 

church organizations, parents and educators in the United States, who accused them of 

“contributing to juvenile delinquency, violating good taste, underlining and making 

attractive crime and immorality.” Regardless of those efforts, comic book publishers 

recorded an output of 60 million magazines a month as PX bookstore sales to overseas 

Milcom members continued to increase.
587

 By 1950 critics were continuing to claim that 

“comic strips laden with sex and crime” like the popular “Dick Tracy” were damaging 

American youth, although they had more than 70 million faithful followers.
588

 Artists and 

publishers chaffed under the thought of any censorship revealing fears of “a tendency in 

                                                 
586

 “Katzenjammer” literally means ‘hangover’ in German. 
587

 “Comic Magazines Set Up Hays Office,” Stars and Stripes, September 1, 1948, 2. During the early 

1950s the Stars and Stripes also advertised a magazine subscription service that offered a variety of comic 

books including Crime Detective Comics and Dick Tracy. “Magazine Subscription Service,” Stars and 

Stripes, July 3, 1952, 7. 
588

 “Editor Debate Possibility of Harm to Youth from Sexy Crime Comics,” Stars and Stripes, May 3, 

1950, 4. 
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America to shrink from laughing at itself.”
589

 

 Outside the Milcoms, West Germans applied their own cultural lens to the study 

of comic strips and comic books. As the news journal Der Spiegel reported, they agreed 

with American critics and censors who sought to prohibit scenes of tantalizing sex, the 

glorification of crime, sadistic behaviors, and glorification of divorce in the cartoons. 

They also agreed with estimations that comics poisoned the imagination of children and 

were “the opium of the nursery,” but they could not stem the cultural tide that introduced 

them to Germany through American service members and their families.
590

 By 1951 

West Germans had their own version of Dick Tracy published in the form of a detective 

known as “RIP Corby.” The other popular German news journal, Die Zeit, registered 

similar concerns about the comics that were “imported from America” and were “halfway 

between primitive reading and primitive cinema or television.”
591

 Nevertheless, Die Zeit 

ruefully reported that comic strips had made great inroads to German newspapers and 

were gaining in popularity with Blondie und Dankwart [Blondie and Dagwood] 

representing the typical American couple and Li’l Abner’s Daisy Mae no more 

voluptuously exposed than many actresses in contemporary European movies. The 

comics represented a uniquely American artifact that Milcoms introduced across the 

grassroots boundary between the cultures and left an imprint with its complicated 

considerations of censorship and societal mores.  

                                                 
589

 Al Capp, creator of Li’l Abner, made the comment. “Comic Magazines Set Up Hays Office,” Stars and 

Stripes, September 1, 1948, 2. 
590

 “Opium of the Nursery,” Der Spiegel, March 21, 1951, accessed April 5, 2013, 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-29193570.html.  
591

 “Comics without Comedy,” Die Zeit, December 27, 1951, accessed March 28, 2013, 

http://www.zeit.de/1951/52/comics-ohne-komik.   

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-29193570.html
http://www.zeit.de/1951/52/comics-ohne-komik
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Conclusion 

 Between 1946 and 1967 there existed contested grounds within American postwar 

society where Milcom members applied different, and occasionally contradictory, 

interpretations of American ideals derived from separate social or regional consensuses. 

The implications were profound and generated fault lines that would challenge the 

solidity of that consensus. Among the issues that raised the most controversy and 

produced the most debate within the public sphere were religion, race, sexual 

stereotyping, and media censorship and its relationship to freedom of speech. Most 

important, these early postwar societal tensions underscored challenges to the individual 

and collective freedoms of Americans living within the network of the military 

communities in Germany. The Germans, susceptible to external influences as they 

struggled to piece together an economy and society during war’s aftermath, became 

discerning interpreters of social behaviors in the laboratory of the Milcoms. The result 

was an opportunity for the West Germans to gain some distance from their recent past 

and judge their own social progress. As they learned more about the Americans through 

their contact with the Milcoms, they were also better able to make judgments about the 

characteristics of the American way of life. The Americans in turn continued to discover 

troubling inconsistencies with exceptionalist thought and as the mid-1960s arrived began 

to understand that there were limitations to its usefulness, and value, as a soft power 

medium. 
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Table 3.1: Segregated Dependent Schools, as of April 1953 

                        

State 

Installation 

Alabama (C) Maxwell Air Force Base 

Craig Air Force Base 

Arkansas (S) Pine Bluff Arsenal (Army) 

Florida (C) MacDill Air Force Base 

Eglin Air Force Base 

Tyndall Air Force Base 

Naval Air Station, Pensacola 

Patrick Air Force Base 

Maryland (S) Andrews Air Force Base 

Naval Air Station, Patuxent 

Naval Powder Factory, 

Indianhead 

Oklahoma 

(C) 

Fort Sill (Army) 

Texas (C) Fort Bliss (Army) 

Fort Hood (Army) 

Fort Sam Houston (Army) 

Randolph Air Force Base 

Reese Air Force Base 

Shepherd Air Force Base 

Lackland Air Force Base 

Virginia (C) Fort Belvoir (Army) 

Langley Air Force Base 
 

Notes: 

1. (C) designator indicates segregation prescribed by state consitution. 

2. (S) designator indicates segregation prescribed by state statute. 

3. All overseas dependent schools were fully integrated. 

4. Source: “Integration of the Armed Forces, 1940-1965,” Defense Studies Series, Center 

of Military History, United States Army, Washington, DC, 1985. 
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Figure 3.2. Overseas Dependent Population by Race. 

Notes: 

1. 1950: 

 a. Whites: 93.5% of the Dependents Overseas Total (107,350). 

 b. Blacks: 1.7% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 9.99%. 

 c. Others: 4.7% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 0.5%. 

2. 1960: 

 a. Whites: 90.0% of the Dependents Overseas Total (462,504). 

 b. Blacks: 6.1% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 10.5%. 

 c. Others: 2.9% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 0.9%. 

3. 1970: 

 a. Whites: 86.2% of the Dependents Overseas Total (317,999). 

 b. Blacks: 8.8% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 11.1%. 

 c. Others: 4.7% of the Dependents Overseas Total. National average was 1.4%. 

4. For all years ‘Other’ category as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau included 

American Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and ‘other races.’ 

5. Source: U.S. Census Bureau for years shown. 
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Figure 3.3. Black Strength in Army and Air Force. 

Notes: 

1. Data available from archival sources only for the selected years. 

2. Data represents worldwide percentages within each branch for officers and enlisted 

personnel. 

3. Army and Air Force personnel represented the largest percentages of overseas forces in 

Europe and Germany. Therefore, the chart does not include data on Marine Corps and 

Navy personnel. 

4. As of March 1948 Black Officers represented 1.5% of the EUCOM total. 

5. Available data for Army personnel in the European Command (EUCOM) for 

December 1952:  

 a. Black Enlisted personnel represented 14.4% of the total. 

 b. Black Officers represented 3.0% of the total. 

6. Available data for Army personnel in the European Command (EUCOM) for June 

1955: 

 a. Black Enlisted personnel represented 11.4% of the total. 

 b. Black Officers represented 3.6% of the total. 

7. Figures for period 1950-1954 reflect increased personnel requirements for the Korean 

War.  
 

1949 1954 1962 1964 1965 1967 1968

Enlisted-Army 12.4 13.7 12.2 13.4 13.9 12.1 12.6

Officers-Army 1.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.3

Enlisted-AF 5.1 8.6 9.2 10 10.7 10.4 10.2

Officers-AF 0.6 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.8
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Figure 3.4. Dependent Population by Sex. (Includes all ages.) 

Notes: 

1. These numbers do not include the service members only the dependents (male and 

female) living overseas in the Milcoms. The important consideration is that females 

comprised the majority of dependent population. 

2. 1950: Females represented 71% of the Dependents Overseas Total. They were 50.34% 

of the U.S. population total. When service members are included in the total Milcom 

population females represent 23% of the Dependent Overseas Total. 

3. 1960: Females represented 67% of the Dependents Overseas Total. They were 50.74% 

of the U.S. population total. When service members are included in the total Milcom 

population females represent 50.7% of the Dependent Overseas Total. 

4. 1970: Females represented 68% of the Dependents Overseas Total. They were 51.32% 

of the U.S. population total. When service members are included in the total Milcom 

population females represent 36.0% of the Dependent Overseas Total. The average for 

West Germany for this year alone was 69%. It was the only year during this period that 

the U.S. Census Bureau captured this data. 

5. Source: U.S. Census Bureau for years shown. 
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Figure 3.5. Stars and Stripes Circulation. 

 

Notes: 

1. Circulation figures include total Milcom population, military and dependents but not 

German nationals. EUCOM did not circulate the newspaper directly to the West German 

population. The reasons were two-fold: to avoid influencing Germans domestic affairs, 

and the SOFA that prevented U.S. Forces from acting as a commercial activity. German 

readership was mostly incidental through the thousands of local nationals who worked on 

U.S. bases.
592

 

2. Circulation figures include all daily published copies: delivered and retail sales. 

3. Percentages reflect readership coverage. 

4. At its highpoint in 1945 Stars and Stripes printed 1,500,000 copies daily. That figure 

dropped as the war in Europe ended. 

 5. First AFN television broadcast was in 1954. Thereafter AFN-TV gradually spread in 

the AMZON. By 1959 AFN Heidelberg signed on the air. See Table 3.2 this chapter. 

6. Source: Stars and Stripes issues 1948-1980 and “The Stars and Stripes-European 

Edition: History,” accessed March 22, 2013,  

http://www.usarmygermany.com/Units/StarsandStripes/USAREUR_StarsandStripes.htm.    
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 The General Manager of Stars and Stripes (European Edition) provided this explanation to the author in 

correspondence dated January 6, 2013. 
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Table 3.2: Armed Forces TV Stations (1956) 

Station Channel Call Sign 

Loring AFB, Maine 8 AFL TV 

Lajes Field, Azores 8 CSL TV 

Wheelus AFB, Tripoli, Libya 8 AJG TV 

Keflavik, Iceland 8 TFK TV 

Thule AFB, Greenland 8 KOLD TV 

Dhahran Airport, Saudi Arabia 8 AJL TV 

Kagnew Station, Asmara, Eritrea 8 KANU TV 

Kindley AFB, Bermuda 10 ZBK TV 

Clarke AFB, Philippine Islands 8  

US Navy Station, Guantanamo Bay 8 WGBY TV 

Kadena AFB, Okinawa 8  

Narsarssuak, Greenland   

USF Badoeng Strait 4  

Sonderstrom Air Base, Greenland 8  

 

1. Source: “Current List Armed Forces TV Stations,” U.S. Lady 1, no. 8 (Mid-Summer 

1956): 31. 

2. AFB = Air Force Base. 

3. USF = United States Forces. 
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Chapter Four: 

Milcoms, 1946-1967 

Common Interests and Tensions: Anti-Communism and Nuclear Concerns 

 

 

 

 Together with an enthusiastic pursuit of a perceived communist threat the 

dynamic of nuclear weapons provided a twinned engine that drove American political 

considerations during the early postwar period. This combination was central to a 

national identity that many political elites felt set the United States apart and above other 

nations through a unique core tenet of anti-communism and a position of scientific and 

military superiority. As this projects shows, for many Americans, especially those living 

in the West German Milcoms, this generated fears and tensions between the potential 

consequences of confrontation with the East and the responsibility to do their duty. On 

one hand, West Germans began to view American presence and the reliance on nuclear 

defense through a dark lens and this evolved into a political wedge between the nations 

suggesting that their unity on the issue was perhaps illusory. On the other hand, a staunch 

defiance of communist influence continued to serve as a bond between the Germans and 

their Milcom neighbors.  

A Call for American Leadership 

 The final draft of the manifesto City of Man, framed by the Committee on Europe, 

was a sweeping declaration for the postwar ascendancy of the United States. Its prelude 

noted the “awakening of America in 1940” to global events, and its summary proposal 
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addressed its words “to those from Plymouth Rock and to those from Ellis Island, for to 

both alike, Americans old and new, shines the lamp beside the golden door.”
593

 Crafted 

by a mixed group of intellectuals from Central Europe and the United States, under the 

titular leadership of German émigré Thomas Mann, the work encouraged America to take 

the helm in steering the postwar world into the future. It was a call to political action. As 

the committee observed, “Nothing could be more shocking to America’s humility and 

pride than the necessity to take leadership among the nations,” and “yet no necessity is 

more imperative.”
594

 Central to those efforts would be democracy and “a new birth of 

freedom under God.”
595

  

 The overtones of the manifesto: anti-communism, anti-collectivism, celebration of 

the individual, and spirituality, struck the chords of the American exceptionalist 

consensus. They also resonated among the founding members of the Committee, 

particularly intellectuals such as Thomas Mann who carried those attitudes abroad with 

him when he returned to Europe shortly after the war. During those early postwar years 

he eschewed any association with communism making claims such as “I am convinced 

any peace movement generally believed to be Communist-inspired or controlled is bound 

                                                 
593

 The City of Man was a treatise composed by a mixed body of European and American intellectuals just 

as the nation was preparing for war in 1940. They originally called themselves the ‘Committee of Fifteen’ 

but later changed the name to the ‘Committee on Europe’ as new members joined. Noted members 

included Thomas Mann, Reinhold Niebuhr, Oscar Jászi, G.A. Borgese, and Lewis Mumford. The 

Committee saw Americanism as the guiding light for a global future. See The City of Man (New York: 

Viking Press, 1940), 15, 72. 
594

 Ibid., 61. 
595

 Ibid., 81. The concept of spirituality as a basis for morality was central to the contemporary 

exceptionalist consensus. For an understanding of the ways that it contributed to postwar propaganda 

efforts, particularly in the early years, see Lori Bogle’s The Pentagon’s Battle for the American Mind 

(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2004). America stood as a leader among the “covenant” 

nations against the “demonic” Soviets in the early Cold War. See Jonathan P. Herzog’s The Spiritual 

Industrial Complex (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). 
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to hurt rather than help the cause of peace in this country.”
596

 He also distanced himself 

from individuals and artists such as Paul Robeson who many considered too left-

leaning.
597

 On another occasion, when prompted by the German press, Mann claimed it 

was “a tragedy that the Communist revolution in Russia became autocratic and did not 

free the Russian people.”
598

 As a result, there were a number of accusers who despite his 

previous criticisms of communism, his advocacy of democratic ascendance, and his 

recent American citizenship, attempted to link Mann with the communist East through 

charges of “political left-handedness.”
599

  

 Mann’s struggles to navigate between political ideologies, avoid a tarring with the 

brush of communism, and shape his own postwar identity were typical of those that 

plagued many German and American elites and non-elites alike. By the late 1940s the 

lens of communist suspicion became a tool that Western politicians and policy strategists 

used to evaluate the postwar world, inform their decision-making, and interpret the 

actions of individuals. For members of the Milcoms in Germany it was an extension of 

the predominant contemporary political ideology that informed their thinking and 

                                                 
596

 By this time also Mann had become an American citizen and attracted the ire of left-leaning German 

émigrés such as Berthold Brecht. “Peace Crusaders Lose Sponsorship of Thomas Mann,” Stars and Stripes, 

February 15, 1951, 7. 
597

 The entertainer Paul Robeson was an avowed communist and Thomas Mann was not. However, because 

Mann appeared with Robeson and other known communists on a 1951 Peace Crusade the HUAC tried to 

tar him with the same brush. See Jeffrey Myers, “Thomas Mann in America,” Michigan Quarterly Review 

51, no. 4 (Fall 2012): 578-594, accessed August 19, 2013, http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.act2080.0051.419.  
598

 “Mann Distinguishes Between Nazism, Pure Communism,” Stars and Stripes, July 26, 1949, 12. 
599

 Although Mann was a member of Friends of Democracy, an organization that worked to identify 

American Nazis during the late 1930s, early probes by the House Un-American Activities Committee were 

quick to associate him with a certain “Communist-created and controlled front organization” for peace as 

early as 1949. See “Petitioners Ask Congress to End House Committee,” Stars and Stripes, January 4, 

1949, 6, and “East Germans Claim Mann,” Stars and Stripes, June 12, 1950, 2. Also, John E. Haynes, Red 

Scare or Red Menace? (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 1996), 25. 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.act2080.0051.419
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influenced how they interpreted the world, their relationships with the host communities, 

and their mission. As Robert Bierly, a former community member of those early years 

recalled, “The perception was that the US Army was there to meet a potential attack of 

the Soviet Bloc nations. We were deployed to meet that threat. We trained everyday with 

that thought in mind. We had no doubt that we needed to be there and that the local 

population was happy to have us there.”
600

 Although that danger of communist 

aggression carried great influence in forming identities and attitudes during the Cold 

War, it was only one of two early postwar engines that drove American politics and 

policy strategy.  

 The other driver was a concern about the utilization and deployment of nuclear 

weapons. As the West’s apprehension regarding Soviet mastery of fissionable material 

increased by the late 1940s, so did its understanding that the atomic bomb would 

represent a new chess piece on the political game board. It became the keystone for the 

American defensive strategy in Western Europe and central to negotiations with the 

Federal Republic regarding troop strength levels and defense costs for both nations. As 

contemporary histories note, those considerations sometimes opened contested exchanges 

between the NATO members as West Germans often fretted over the fear that any failure 

of military deterrence “would mean the nuclear annihilation of German territory.”
601

 

                                                 
600

 Robert Bierly, Jr., (former military officer with the 93
rd

 Engineer Company and 168
th

 Engineer 

Battalion, Stuttgart Milcom, 1960-1963) in correspondence with the author, March 2013. 
601

 Detlef Junker, “Politics, Security, Economics, Culture, and Society,” in Detlef Junker, ed., The United 

States and Germany in the Era of the Cold War, Vol. 1, 10. For a fuller description of the employment of 

the nuclear shield in Germany see David Clay Large, “Partners in Defense: America, West Germany, and 

the Security of Europe, 1950-1968, in Detlef Junker, ed., The United States and Germany in the Era of the 

Cold War, Vol. 1, 209-216. 
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During these first postwar decades the German elites often found themselves navigating 

between political rocks and shoals. On the one hand, negotiating a diminished reliance on 

nuclear weapons invited the West to station more troops on its soil and increased 

domestic pressures for a national defense force. This included the possibility of 

precipitating a conventional Soviet military response. On the other hand, thickening the 

nuclear shield might forestall Soviet aggression but invite nuclear annihilation in the 

event of a crisis.
602

  

 During this period, the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), 

which discerned links between the Soviets and nuclear secrets through the real and 

imagined dangers of “Russian spies” and espionage quickly conflated the fears of 

spreading communist influence with that of nuclear weapons. This association became 

apparent through claims by HUAC investigators that Soviet spies “were assigned by 

Moscow to steal secret information on U.S. wartime atomic and radar developments.”
603

 

In the years that followed, the associative power of communist threats and nuclear war 

would remain constant. As alarming as all this might seem to the contemporary American 

public and political elites in Washington, the realities of communist aggression and 

atomic weapons would become two specters that cast long, abiding shadows over the 

daily lives of Milcom members. This often left some of them such as Alan Biddison, 

feeling that “We were hostages. Our European allies believed U.S. nuclear weapons were 

needed to counter the power of Russian land forces,” and America would not hesitate to 

                                                 
602

 To the disadvantage of the Germans both the United States and the Soviet practiced a “dangerous atomic 

diplomacy” at this time. See Mary Nolan, The Transatlantic Century: Europe and America, 1890-2010 

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 215. 
603

 “House Probers Launch Hunt for Mysterious Atomic Spy,” Stars and Stripes, September 15, 1948, 7. 
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use them “if the lives of a significant number of Americans were at risk.”
604

  

 The political debates surrounding the stationing of nuclear weapons in West 

Germany had more than a casual effect on the lives of Milcom members. Unlike 

Americans back home in the States the impact of a Soviet military attack or European 

nuclear conflict on the Milcoms would have been profound. While extant histories track 

the ebb and flow of contemporary political exchanges between the superpowers, 

regarding nuclear diplomacy, none offer a perspective from within that crucible of 

grassroots tensions. Investigating these circumstances further allows this project to 

unpack the lives of Milcom members and investigates how the ever-present shadow of 

that nuclear cloud, together with fears of a pervasive Communist threat, were concerns 

they shared with their German hosts that influenced their cross-boundary relationship and 

informed their beliefs.  

 As with the cultural and social illiberal inconsistencies of race and gender, these 

additional challenges revealed further tensions inherent in the consensus and left many 

Milcom members wondering how to interpret the ideology of Americanism that political 

and military elites expected them to model. Factored into this paradoxical equation was 

the continued introduction of officially generated directives, propaganda films, and 

Hollywood productions that encouraged the Milcoms, as well as the American public, to 

follow that line into the next decade. (See Table 4.1) For the West Germans these 

inconsistencies eventually undermined their ready acceptance of the liberal ideologies, 

                                                 
604

 Alan Biddison (former military officer with the 39
th

 Engineer Group, Karlsruhe Milcom, 1965-1966) in 

correspondence with the author, March 2013. 
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caused the image of Americanism to appear tarnished, and had a negative impact on 

American prestige. 

The Communist Threat: Visual and Printed Prompts 

 During the early decades of the Cold War the U.S. Army’s Signal Corps Pictorial 

Service played a significant role in instigating and maintaining that heightened sense of 

awareness of a communist threat among Milcom members.
605

 Through the ‘Big Picture’ 

series the military offered propaganda films that appeared on commercial television 

networks in the States as well as overseas in theaters and later on armed forces television. 

Among these productions were several that transmitted a distinct anti-communist 

message. One such film, Challenge of Ideas, featured several noted contemporary 

personalities and actors. The lead narrator, newsman Edward R. Murrow, opened his 

introduction by warning Milcom members, and the wider audience, that the clash of 

ideologies between the East and West was “a challenge as great as any in our historic 

past.” He went on to caution, “The communist bloc would like to see the entire world 

under communist domination,” and that involvement in the conflict “touches not only the 

armed forces and their families” but everyone else in the West as well.
606

  

 Among the speakers who followed Murrow in the film was actor John Wayne 

who reminded viewers “our heritage of freedom is our most priceless possession” and 

                                                 
605

 The U.S. Army’s Signal Corps Pictorial Service worked closely with the Armed Force Information 

Service (AFIS) during this period. John C. Broger became director of the service and was responsible for 

developing an anti-communist ideological framework for the military. 
606

 Murrow clashed with Senator Joseph McCarthy during the latter’s broad campaign to identify 

communist personalities in the 1950s. At one point during HUAC hearings Murrow had to refute 

McCarthy’s charge that “he was a member of the old International Workers of the World.” “McCarthy: 

U.S. Stalled H-Bomb; Ike: Never Heard of Any Delay,” Stars and Stripes, April 8, 1954, 1. See also the 

Big Picture film “Challenge of Ideas.” 
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that the key phrase, which rang throughout the nation’s founding documents, was “this 

nation under God.” To emphasize the last point, and provide contrast, Murrow reminded 

the viewers that in the communist system “man is not a creature of God but of the 

State.”
607

 If any doubts remained in the audience’s mind, later in the film, Hanson 

Baldwin the military editor for the New York Times, pointed to a wall map depicting a 

geopolitically divided world and flatly proclaimed, “The communists initiated the Cold 

War.”
608

  

 Other Big Picture films that followed a similar anti-communist approach were the 

West Berlin Struggle, and Germany Today. The first highlighted both the perceived 

Soviet duplicity in attempts to manipulate early city elections and the heavy hand of 

Soviet repression that followed the June 1953 riots by East Berlin workers.
609

 Central to 

the second film was a discussion of West Berlin as a symbol of Western freedom and the 

U.S. military’s role to hold back the tide of communism in Germany and the free 

world.
610

 These films, and others that carried a similar anti-communist theme, appeared 

on Milcom television listings in the Stars and Stripes often alongside series such as the 
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“Communist Myth” that aired during the early 1960s.
611

 (See Table 4.1, List of 

Contemporary Anti-Communist Films) 

 But there were also a number of other notable films, produced by Hollywood, 

which offered insights to communism within the context of the public debate. Among 

these were The Iron Curtain (1948), Big Jim McClain (1952), My Son John (1952), and 

the Manchurian Candidate (1962).
612

 Each included marquee stars, such as Dana 

Andrews, John Wayne, Van Heflin, and Frank Sinatra, and each reflected the fears of 

communist infiltration into various aspects of society. These found their way into theaters 

throughout EUCOM during the same years that Americans were interpreting the 

challenges posed by communism to the ideologies of the West. For example, this 

included scares, real or imagined, such as the dangers of ‘brainwashing’ of American 

military prisoners by their North Korean captors during that conflict. This fear would 

encourage President Eisenhower to energize plans to renew ideological training of 

military personnel in the tenets of Americanism. 

 In parallel to the exposure Milcom members received via the theaters and AFN 

radio, the print media also contributed to fueling of anti-communist awareness. During 

the early postwar decades hundreds of articles appeared in the widely circulated Stars 

and Stripes. For example, as tensions over the 1948 Berlin Blockade crisis mounted so 

did a plethora of news items intended to capture the attention of Milcom readers. Articles 
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with titles such as “Symington Says Winter Will Not Halt Berlin Lift,” as well as 

“Contact Sought in Spy Inquiry,” “Czech Ex-General Tells of Red Purge,” and “500 

Soviet Soldiers Reported Deserting” were typical of the daily regimen of political print 

that offered perspectives on communist missteps and duplicity.
613

 These stories that 

compared and contrasted ideologies of the East and the West, and generally provided 

rhetoric favorable to the West, appeared regularly through the following decades. 

 During this time, columns that seemed to receive preferential placement in the 

news featured reports that detailed the exposure of communist agents and secret 

operations, especially if they smacked of sensationalism. A December 1948 article 

focused on the actions of “Whittaker Chambers, self-confessed former Communist agent” 

who provided “proof that information significant to national security was fed out of the 

State Department.” Integral to the narrative were details of how Soviet agents had hidden 

sensitive microfilms in hollowed-out pumpkins.
614

 Chambers linked his revelation to a 

disclosure that Alger Hiss, a highly-placed official in the State Department, was in fact a 

Soviet agent. From that first confession to Hiss’ public condemnation months later, the 

American press, including the Stars and Stripes, followed the dramatic story providing 

insights to readers about the dangers of communist infiltration to the apparatus of the 

United States government. This type of news continued to provoke Milcom readers’ 
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awareness as well as their concerns and opinions.
615

 

Grassroots Milcom Perspectives 

 News releases such as those above, as well as a tense atmosphere contributed to 

by the Soviets, also fed into the mix of emotions, especially during the 1948 Berlin 

blockade crisis. A series of letters sent home to the States by the family of Major Sam 

Kale provides some evidence. In one, he comments with a hint of trepidation, that 

“Everything is fine here unless the ‘Ruskies’ as the Germans call them, decide to come. 

They can get from Russia to the French Coast in two days as it is now. They have 

something around 20 divisions to our one. Our equipment is rotten.”
616

 Writing 

separately, his dutiful wife noted “Sam did tell me that if the Ruskies do break through 

unexpectedly to pack the kids in the car and head for Switzerland. Me with my crazy 

sense of direction would probably land right smack into Russian territory.” She also 

commented on the feelings of their teenage daughter, “Barby says she hopes Italy doesn’t 

turn Communistic before she can get to Rome.”
617

 

 In the American sector of Berlin tensions were just as high. As Brigadier General 

Frank Howley, Commandant of the sector wrote in his memoir, “Some of our women 

also were frightened. Mattern, the most rabid of the German Communist leaders, 

announced in a Soviet-licensed newspaper that when the Russians took over Berlin, 

                                                 
615
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American families would be held in concentration camps for further disposition.”
618

 Still, 

as Howley noted “The Russians didn’t scare us into quitting.”
619

 As he notes in his work, 

the West Berliners remained petrified by Russian threats. They feared starvation, a lack 

of heating fuel, and rumors that “the dreaded Mongolian troops” responsible for the 

immediate postwar pillaging and rapes would return. American and German residents 

shared a mixture of fears.
620

 In heroic fashion however, Howley announced, “We are not 

getting out of Berlin. We are going to stay. The American people will not stand by and 

allow the German people to starve.”
621

 Struck in the forge of those early postwar tensions 

was an iron-willed anti-communist link connecting Americans and West Germans.  

 As early as 1949 contemporary polls of West Germans bore evidence of this 

relationship. Shortly after the successful completion of the West Berlin airlift operation, 

they understood that the communist East presented a threat to their sovereignty. They 

voiced a strong opinion (81%) in an affirmative response to a survey question asking if it 

was important to “stop the spread of communism.” (See Table 4.2) This began a trend 

that followed through subsequent surveys, in the early postwar decades, and reflected a 

consistent, general consensus among West Germans regarding communist hegemonic 

intentions.
622

 (See Table 4.3) Surveys by West German print media during the same 
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period of time reflected attitudes about communism that were generally consistent. In a 

March 1949 poll the news magazine Der Spiegel posed a series of economic and political 

questions to the West German public. Representative results revealed that 70% of the 

respondents voiced hope that the Western allies would move to stop a potential 

communist take-over of West Berlin “at any price.”
623

  

 Still, as research within the scope of this project reveals, there was an unknown 

paradox that illuminates a more complicated interpretation of the West German-

American anti-communist monolith. The fevered fear of Soviet aggression that grew with 

tensions in the isolated city of Berlin, and reverberated throughout the network of 

Milcoms was not universal. The reminiscences of Gerhardt Thamm, an American 

intelligence operative, reveal a different reality. Serving as chief of a section that 

included seven linguists (three Russian, two Polish, one Czech, and one German) he 

deployed from the United States to the East German border on the afternoon the Berlin 

crisis began. With instructions to situate his section near the Fulda Gap, considered the 

main avenue of a potential Soviet attack, they sat and monitored all military 

communications. No Soviet bloc forces menaced the border between East and West and 

Gerhardt’s clandestine section “stayed close to the border for three months” having “a 

ball” taking “afternoon coffee and cakes in a local café” while living in a hotel. As he 

recalls, “While the US media got everyone excited about this great Soviet threat, we 

listened to all the Soviet and East German communications…and we all knew that there 

                                                 
623
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was no threat. In fact, it was ‘All Quiet on the Eastern Front.’ Not even a threatening 

peep out of the Soviets or their East German buddies. Of course, we could not tell our 

families that this was all government/media hype.”
624

 

 While the German and American populations of the Allied sectors of Berlin 

quaked, and Milcom families like the Kales and others prepared for war, the cause for 

general alarm now seems more complicated and open to suggestion of possible 

manipulation by political elites to maintain a heightened sense of anti-communism. As 

Thamm’s son Erik notes, “From the homefront standpoint, I was 11 when my dad was 

deployed during the Berlin Crisis. Although he and his colleagues might have been laid 

back at their Kassel location and sipping coffee, the families were stressed, worried, and 

wondering if their dads would come back from the potential nuclear conflict.”
625

 

 These types of events that had an impact on the lives of those in the overseas 

military communities unfolded against a backdrop of virulent anti-communism back 

home in the States. Stories just as sensational and worrisome as the reports of the Hiss 

and Chambers cases followed the diatribes of Senator Joseph McCarthy (R-WI). A 

central figure on the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), McCarthy 

quickly developed a reputation for flamboyant oratories and accusations of communist 

collusion by Washington elites. His political opponents frequently revealed that his 

charges were misbegotten but they made for good theater with the press, increasing 

circulation and helping to inflate the specter of a ‘Red Scare’ for the American public and 
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the Milcoms overseas. Coming close on the heels of the Berlin Crisis this stuck a 

particular chord with Milcom readers when McCarthy claimed to possess evidence of 

“the presence of Communists and Communist sympathizers holding high positions in our 

German occupation forces.”
626

 Although this bold charge eventually died unfounded it 

came at a time when anti-communist feelings were already at a high among Germans and 

Americans. 

 Still, McCarthy’s influence also struck close to home for the Milcoms as he called 

for the review of books sent overseas claiming that “blatantly pro-Communist, pro-Soviet 

and anti-American material” was on the shelves of U.S. information libraries in 

Europe.
627

 Attempting to balance these charges were politicians and authors who decried 

McCarthy’s actions as nothing more than a contemporary, albeit figurative, version of 

book-burning practiced by autocratic regimes such as the Nazis, little more than a decade 

earlier. As one author pleaded, in a too recent historical reference still fresh in Germans 

minds, it was by such means that “Hitler rode to triumph.”
628

 These accusations of 

communist influence, and counter charges of misdirected heavy-handed censorship, 

offered an opportunity for Milcom members to reinterpret the meaning of freedom of 

speech. It also suggested that the definition was anything but uniform within American 

society. Such behaviors inspired consideration by some Milcom members like Robert 

Weekley who noted that he “had some skepticism about the alleged Soviet subversion of 
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American society. I felt that Senator McCarthy might just be seeking political gain. He 

seemed unbalanced.”
629

 

 Contemporary West German feelings paralleled those of many Americans. As 

early as 1950, the West German media had taken notice of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s 

too virulent anti-communist offensive in America. As American Milcom members 

learned of his machinations on AFN and in the Stars and Stripes West Germans read 

about them in news magazines such as Der Spiegel. An April 1950 article ridiculed 

McCarthy for his bold claims, such as “the US State Department is a Moscow branch of 

Communists,” and described his techniques as little more than “headline hunting” to grab 

the attention of 150 million Americans.
630

 Others criticisms followed. A journalist for Die 

Zeit voiced concern that McCarthy was operating “undisturbed from the safe sanctuary of 

the Senate, which gives him immunity.”
 631

 A subsequent article in Der Spiegel observed 

with greater apprehension, a “sudden, panicked presumption” by the American public 

that communists were making great gains infiltrating the U.S. government.
632

  

 By 1952 the tone of many West German journals had taken a more serious turn.  

In August of that year Der Spiegel published a commentary noting McCarthy’s use of 

“explosive slander and unverifiable suspicions” that “contained just enough half-truths” 
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not to negatively affect the public opinion.
633

 Through this the writer could see “terror 

stepped up into hysteria” among political elites and the public. Most alarming however, 

were accounts of the HUAC-inspired Hollywood black lists and the censorship of printed 

materials, which in the estimation of the German journalist, were creating an “American 

Gestapo.”
634

 In the eyes of many West Germans, these behaviors suggested that 

Americans were too willing to sacrifice their liberties and freedoms in zealous pursuit of 

communists.   

 As the energies of McCarthy’s search for communist influence unfolded during 

the early 1950s, conflict between political ideologies erupted on the Korean peninsula in 

June 1950. Milcom members read the stunning headlines in the Stars and Stripes, “Reds 

Invade South Korea.”
635

 In the weeks, months, and years that followed, newspapers and 

magazines offered a cascade of related articles that addressed gains and losses during the 

conflict. When combined with the ongoing trend of columns addressing communist 

infiltrations, suspicions, accusations, and disclosures in various sectors of American life 

and society, the Red Scare seemed very real to Milcom residents. As they cast their eyes 

to the east, across the border, toward the opposing Soviet bloc forces the threat of 

communist aggression seemed more palpable. As former Dachau Milcom resident Robert 

Weekley recalled, the U.S. troops “were stationed there to defend against invasion by 

                                                 
633
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USSR and Warsaw Pact” forces.
636

 This was an opinion endorsed by others including 

former Babenhausen Milcom resident Winton “Dip” Spiller, who understood that his unit 

served as a “deterrent to the Soviet threat,” and believed that “we were involved in a very 

worthwhile mission and [he] was proud to be an American.”
637

 West German sentiments 

paralleled those of the Americans. HICOG survey results revealed that they would 

support ambitious measures to forestall the spread of communism and the threat it might 

pose to their sovereignty.
638

 (See Table 4.4) This suggests that German and American 

opinions were riding the same wave of fear of communist aggression and subversion that 

was actively informing and shaping contemporary political decision-making. 

 By 1954, as the violent energies on the Korean peninsula began to ebb so had 

Senator McCarthy’s celebrity status as a growing number of political elites, members of 

the media, and public began to question his dubious methods. By December of that year 

Congress censured the senator for his abusive processes and public diatribes. McCarthy’s 

acerbic retort to his critics was “I am being censured because I dared to do the 

dishonorable thing of exposing Communists in Government.”
639

 Although the senator 
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quickly passed from the political scene, the momentum of an anti-communist Red 

hysteria seemed to abate only slightly as there remained troubling periodic reminders to 

Milcom members of a continuing threat from the communist East. These included 

incidents that continued to shape political and policy strategies during the 1950s and 

1960s and inform Milcom members’ thoughts about their purpose for being in Germany. 

The Persistent Russian Problem  

 Fears of communist aggression continued to run high in November 1956 as Soviet 

forces rolled into Hungary to crush that nation’s incipient bid for independence. As the 

Stars and Stripes offered Milcom readers banner headlines that read “Soviets Crush 

Hungary in Sneak Attack,” Die Zeit offered its own bleak assessment.
640

 The West 

German news magazine noted the Hungarians’ “death-defying” attempt to “break the 

chains of Soviet and Communist bondage and to shake off the yoke of Moscow.” In this 

account “freedom was thrown to the ground” and the “red banner” again arose.
 641

 

Americans and West Germans alike mourned Hungary’s fate and fretted over the 

potential for future acts of Soviet aggression. 

  As Hank Johnson recalls of 1956, tensions had increased “because of the 

Russians. They had just seized Hungary. Talk about justified pucker factor!”
642

 As a 

dependent ‘brat’ he noted, “the Russian problem” was “frightening for a 10 year-old kid. 

At that time, my dad was commanding a cav [armored cavalry] troop in the 3AD [3
rd
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Armored Division] and the ‘Bad Guys’ [Soviets] were only 75 miles to the east.”
643

 To 

this he adds: 

 At least once a month, a frightening ritual was repeated throughout 

USAREUR (and always in the middle of the night). POVs were kept 

stocked with water, C rations, and in our case an M-2 carbine (my dad had 

taken me to the [firing] range with his troop and I qualified). We all had 

evacuation strip maps and were told to “head for the English Channel – 

somebody will pick you up on the beach.” When the time came each 

month, it was scary as all get out. An MP jeep would circle the Butzbach 

housing area, with a siren screaming. Every kid [American dependent] in 

the neighborhood would gather on the curbs and wait. Soon a rumble 

could be heard in the fog and all our dads’ command vehicles would 

appear out of the darkness. My dad’s M-48 tank would stop and it was 

always the same. My dad would hug me and say “Hank, I may not be 

back, and it will be up to you to protect your mother. Be brave!” Then up 

onto his tank and off to the east and the Fulda Gap. As he departed, he 

always turned and saluted me.
644

 

 

In comparison to contemporary Stateside Americans Hank observes, “needless to say, 

today I have a real problem with people my age claiming ‘duck and cover’ drills in mid-

America in the ‘50s scared them. Give me a break.”
645

  (See Figure 4.1) 

 Neil Albaugh recalls the Hungarian crisis with a similar intensity. He was 

attending the Frankfurt American High School at the time and remembers the instructions 

that family members received. They were to have “prepared a suitcase” with enough 

clothing and essentials to last several days and be ready to leave on a moment’s notice. 

The military would collect all dependents and truck them to France. From there, 

somehow, they would then fly out, as was possible, back to the States. This, Neil 

remembers, generated some concern among the West Germans who feared abandonment 
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to the Soviets. But he also recalls that when the evacuation did not occur the Germans 

expressed relief that the Americans would remain and share their fate.
646

 

 Another significant provocative event was the October 1958 demand by Soviet 

Premier Nikita Khrushchev that the Western powers withdraw from their sectors of 

Berlin. He charged, “The time has evidently come for the powers which signed the 

Potsdam Agreement to give up the remnants of the occupation regime in Berlin and thus 

make it possible to create a normal atmosphere in the capital of the German Democratic 

Republic (Communist East Germany).” He added that the Western powers had 

“abolished the legal basis on which their stay in Berlin rested.”
647

 Milcom service 

members and their families, particularly those living in the divided city, understood the 

tone of the message and the potential consequences of the Soviet leader’s words. Front 

page headlines that announced “Russ Halt U.S. Convoy Trying to Leave Berlin” 

provoked memories of the crisis in 1948 when the Soviets had blockaded the city and 

brought the world powers to the brink of military conflict.
648

 A young Hank Johnson 

remembers that time also. “By 1959, the Russians started grabbing US convoys going 

into Berlin. That was probably the closest the US and Russia ever came to World War 

Three. It was so close, the Army had Pan Am [airlines] rig cameras on its aircraft so we 

would have up-to-date aerial photo intelligence.”
649
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 A lengthy Der Spiegel reaction piece outlined West German sentiments. Citing a 

litany of disastrous results should the Western allies withdraw, the magazine criticized 

the Soviets for creating a “Central German misery zone” in the east and noted the “horror 

of West Germans about the sad regime of Ulbricht in Central Germany” that included 

“forced indoctrination, police state methods” and “forced unions.”
650

 The fears of losing 

civil liberties and the undoing of economic gains motivated these powerful anti-

communist sentiments. Before the end of the year however, and before the confrontation 

could intensify, diplomatic talks reduced the escalating tensions within the growing 

political crisis.
651

  

 A continued Soviet presence in the American sector also served as a thorn in the 

side of the military. Jim Ryan, who served in a nuclear-ready missile unit in 1960 

remembers, “We were warned and briefed about potential encounters with the Russian 

observers in West Germany.”
652

 He notes that at the time: 

 the area of the 40
th

 Artillery Group was supposed to be off limits to 

 them…they were not supposed to be operating anywhere west of the 

 Rhine River. We were briefed to be on the lookout for the quintessential 

 ‘big black limousines’ in our areas and observing our operations. We were 

 instructed to immediately report our sightings. Special personnel would be 

 summoned to escort them out of the area. It was stressed to us in most 
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 emphatic terms that we were never to directly confront and challenge the 

 vehicles or the Russians would shoot to kill us.
653

 

 

 The print media noted successive critical flashpoints that again reminded Milcom 

members of the communist threat in the East and of the susceptibility of their existence in 

West Germany to the vagaries of international politics. Among the most significant, 

which captured the news headlines, were the construction of the Berlin Wall in August 

1961 and the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962. Considered by some histories to be 

an extension of the crisis that began in 1958, the erection of a wall around West Berlin by 

the Soviets began with a series of travel restrictions preventing East Germans from 

traveling into the Western sector. Stars and Stripes headlines that read “Vigilantes Cut 

Refugee Flow” and “1,100 Elude Roadblocks to Reach West” alerted Milcom members 

to the budding crisis on August 8, 1961.
654

 Within weeks, front page news announced 

high level meetings between the American Vice-President Lyndon Johnson, the 

Chancellor of West Germany Konrad Adenauer, and the Mayor of West Berlin Willi 

Brandt.
655

 On the heels of these developments President Kennedy called for the 

mobilization of the American military in Germany and ordered the dispatch of additional 

troops to reinforce the Allied garrison in West Berlin.
656

 Those troops ordered to Berlin 

came from the Milcoms of the 8
th

 Infantry Division already stationed in the Rhineland 
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Pfalz region.
657

 As the full weight of political brinksmanship again fell on the shoulders 

of the Milcoms in Germany service members prepared for a violent conflict and their 

families prepared for survival in a war zone or evacuation to France and the United 

Kingdom under the guidelines for non-combatant evacuation.
658

 Amid their greatest fears 

neither possibility materialized. However, as Milcom member Robert Weekley 

remembers, “We believed we were on the brink and that war could break out anytime. 

Soviet actions at that time seemed to validate the concern. Closing off the Eastern 

European countries from the West led to a perception that the East could more easily 

mobilize for an invasion without detection.”
659

 

 Jim Ryan also recalls the tensions surrounding the construction of the Wall: 

“Early in the morning of Sunday, August 13 [1961] we were rudely awakened and 

ordered to fall out with all our field gear, line up and man our vehicles, and get ready to 

roll out of the Kaserne on a moment’s notice. We were told we were possibly going to 

war!”
660

 When word came down through channels that an American armored column was 

on its way along the autobahn through East Germany to Berlin tensions ran high. “We 
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loaded all the vehicles and assembled our convoy inside Des Gouettes Kaserne [Bad 

Kreuznach], and then we sat and waited. After several nervous, anxious, and also 

irritating hours, the word came down. We were to stand down. There was a collective 

sigh of relief over the news.” But in typical soldierly fashion Jim adds, “We were also 

angry that the better part of a beautiful August Sunday had in our minds been wasted 

away for naught.”
661

 

 Former nuclear weapons technician Neil Albaugh remembers the same crisis from 

a different perspective. Assigned to the U.S. Army missile school at Redstone Arsenal, 

Alabama, he suddenly found himself on orders for a missile unit in West Germany. Sent 

immediately, he arrived at the Babenhausen Milcom to join the 1
st
 Missile Battalion of 

the 38
th

 Artillery Regiment. Their mission was to defend the Fulda Gap against Soviet 

penetration by use of their nuclear-ready missiles. He would remain in Germany until 

1963, but remembers the tensions of the time and the endless practice alerts and 

deployments that filled the following months, often in the cold, and often “in the middle 

of the night.”
662

 

 Robert E. Green, Jr. assigned to the 4
th

 Armored Division stationed in Ulm recalls 

that “there was an evacuation plan for dependents if the Russians invaded. I had little 

confidence in the plan and as Ulm was only 40 miles from the Swiss border, I arranged 

for my wife and child to drive from Ulm to Switzerland in our car should an emergency 
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arrive.”
663

 

 Many Germans also remember those events of August 1961with the same 

intensity. For example, as a young girl Inge Queren, whose family had close associations 

with a number of Americans, remembers: 

The daily accounts of the events; the masses of people fleeing to western 

Germany; the sights of crying relatives on either side of the wall; the 

serious tone of voice by the news commentators; my parents fearful 

reaction (my mother started stacking rations of canned goods and the like 

in the basement); the nervous atmosphere that penetrated the daily routine; 

all of this caused me to live in a daily feeling of fear that never stopped. It 

was on my subconscious mind day and night, and I was not the only one. 

This was normal with practically all Germans.
 664

 

 

Inge adds, “One news information [sic] was especially horrifying: watching elderly ladies 

try to jump out of the windows of buildings that belonged to the Soviet Zone into a 

jumping sheet on the street next to their house which belonged to the American Zone. To 

watch this as a child was such a penetrating shock that it is unforgettable to me.”
665

 

 Although military and political elites appreciated the potential peril that American 

Milcom dependents faced, some members of Congress considered their presence almost 

too provocative. During discussions in 1961 concerning the bolstering of forces in 

EUCOM Senator John Stennis (D-MS) commented that it was:  

a matter of the deepest concern to me – I do not see how we can impress 

Mr. Khrushchev with our serious intensions of actually building up our 

military forces in Europe for the purpose of action, if necessary, if we send 

additional men there who take their wives and children with them or 
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continue the present practice of taking more dependents to Western 

Europe.
666

  

 

Representative Frank J. Becker (R-NY) echoed those sentiments: 

 

We were told that if we did send additional numbers of men we 

would also send dependents overseas…I say this is ridiculous. If 

we are faced with a hot situation, if we are going to make sacrifices 

today, why not bring home the dependents, and not put ourselves 

in a position overseas where we can be black-mailed because of 

the hundreds of thousands of dependents of our servicemen over 

there.
667

 

 

Although these comments did raise concerns the energies they generated were not 

enough to cause a reduction in the number of dependents in Germany or curtail 

their travel overseas.
668

 (See Figure 1.5, Military and Dependent Populations) 

 The atmosphere in the Milcoms continued to remain tense through late 1962 as 

the United States and the Soviet Union sparred diplomatically over the emplacement of 

nuclear equipped missiles in Cuba.
669

 Again, broadcast news on AFN and a continuous 

series of tense headlines in the Stars and Stripes kept Milcom readers informed about the 
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unfolding crisis. Banners that read “U.S Calls on U.N. Council to Halt Piecemeal 

Aggression by Russia” with subtitles announcing “U.S. Prepared to Sink Ships Denying 

Check” alerted Milcom readers to the severity of the crisis.
670

 The physical proximity of 

the Milcoms to Soviet Bloc military ground forces heightened their awareness of the 

possibility of violent conflict. When Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko visited the 

Berlin Wall during the crisis and demanded that the Western Allies leave the city the 

American military members and their families living there again understood the risks and 

the burden of political brinksmanship.
671

 

 Inge Queren remembers those tensions as well: 

The Cuban Missile Crisis was just a continuation of the former events, i.e. 

it meant more fears, not only that the Soviets might take over entire 

Germany (that fear was always on our minds) but also that in case of a 

missile launch German would be devastated. So now we lived in a 

constant fear of death by an atomic war. When the news came that 

Khrushchev had agreed to withdraw the missile from Cuba, an 

unimaginable sigh of relief went through Germany; even though we knew 

the danger was only downgraded but not gone entirely. To me, the Sixties 

were a decade of constant fear of the Soviets since they seemed 

unpredictable to us.
 672

 

 

To this she adds that it seemed all German politicians “were sort of a nuisance to US 

politicians for wanting to receive constant reassurances from the Americans to protect 

West Germany from the Soviets. I think every meeting I saw on TV included the 

Germans’ renewed request for keeping a strong US presence (troops) in Germany.”
673
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 Before the leaders of the United States and the Soviet Union had resolved the 

crisis America’s key French, British, and West German allies had pledged their support 

against the Soviets. Most important, Chancellor Konrad Adenauer announced, “West 

Germany was ready to share all the risks arising out of the U.S. stand in Cuba.”
674

 It was 

a key moment in the relationship between the Americans and West Germans and helped 

to further cement the connection between the two nations. This trend would continue as 

West Germany’s role as a viable political partner grew and became central to Western 

policy strategy in the years to come. 

 In 1963 another event occurred that drew American Milcom members and the 

West Germans closer. As Norm Newhouse recalls he had just gotten off duty the evening 

of November 22
nd

, “upon arrival at our little apartment my wife [a German] said she 

heard something on the TV about an assassination attempt. I immediately thought about 

some third world county. Chaos on German TV as you can imagine. When it became 

evident that JFK was dead, German TV immediately went to funeral music. With 

occasional updates. Terrible day. We were not recalled to duty or put on alert.”
675

 Charles 

Brown remembers, “My wife and I were already asleep by the time news of President 

Kennedy’s assassination hit Europe. The poor [German] landlord was so distraught by 

this news that I thought he would break our door down trying to wake us up to inform us. 

He was crying almost uncontrollably. Many, many of the towns folks appeared as 

incensed and outraged as we were over this heinous crime. The Germans really admired 
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Kennedy!”
676

 For Barry J. Veden it was a similar memory, “Germans flocked to the post, 

not believing what had happened and wanting more information from us, which of 

course, we didn’t have. Everyone was afraid that the Russians would use the situation in 

an attempt to force the Allies out of Europe, as you can imagine, we were on a high status 

of alert for a long time after Kennedy’s death.”
677

 Although the military leaders did not 

order units to deploy from the Milcoms to counter a possible Soviet threat many 

remained on alert while Americans and Germans alike mourned the loss of Kennedy’s 

charismatic leadership of the anti-communist West.  

 Inge Queren also recalls the Germans’ high regard for Kennedy, “Most Germans, 

including myself and my family, started clinging to President Kennedy…he seemed like 

a savior to us; in his person we saw the only hope left that could change the course of 

events. We believed in him; we thought he was strong enough to face the Soviets down.” 

She also confesses that when she was “just about to become a teenager in 1962, I did not 

have posters of singers or actors on my walls; instead, I had a large poster of John F. 

Kennedy above my bed.”
678

 

 During the decades of the early postwar period contemporary polls, by groups 

such as the Gallup organization, captured the meter of American public’s feelings 

regarding political developments between the Eastern and Western powers. Consecutive 
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surveys revealed that by a wide margin Americans held an unfavorable opinion of 

communism and the Soviet Union in the early and mid-1950s. In 1953, 88.5% held a 

negative view of the Soviets, in 1954 it was 91.1%, and in 1956 the figure was 86.4%.
679

 

 Still, despite the demonstrations of commitment by Milcom members in 

Germany, by the end of the decade Americans also expressed a flagging confidence in 

the capabilities of the United States to match the Soviets. Gallup polls for October 1957 

registered that 49% of Americans believed that “Russia” was “ahead of the U.S.,” and for 

January 1958 recorded that 67% of Americans believed that “Russia” was “ahead in the 

Cold War.”
680

 In parallel, West Germans collectively remained staunch opponents of 

communism but their opinions of America’s ability to defend them vacillated. Although 

their relationships with the Amis remained strong, and the presence of the Milcoms 

served as visual signifiers of the America’s firm commitment to their defense, HICOG 

surveys conducted between 1949 and 1955 reveal that Germans remained uncertain of the 

West’s capability to deter aggression from the East.
 681 

(See Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5) 
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German Sovereignty 

 During those early postwar decades as Milcom members and their German hosts 

were facing various threats from the Soviet East major changes were also taking place in 

the relationship between the United States, its Western allies, and West Germany. These 

began on May 24, 1949 when the Stars and Stripes front page carried a headline 

announcing, “Charter is Proclaimed at Bonn.” Together with that pronouncement it 

provided text that outlined the details of the new West German constitution.
682

 This came 

on the heels of the approval for the Grundgesetz [Basic Law] for the Federal Republic of 

Germany (FRG), which appeared earlier that month.
683

 Together, the pair of acts gave 

birth to the semi-sovereign West German state and heralded the beginning of the end of 

the pervasive Besatzmentalität [occupation mentality] that had long cast a shadow across 

the post-1945 German political landscape.
 684

 They also foreshadowed a loosening of 

allied political control that would not be complete until May 1955 when the FRG gained 

full sovereignty from the Western allies. It was a shift in the nature of the political 

relationship from hegemonic-hierarchical to egalitarian-cooperative, from full American 

control to an evolving political partnership. That important transformation coincided with 

a fresh confidence the new Federal Republic demonstrated in its own abilities and the 
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right of self-determination.
685

  

 Central to that new West German confidence was its continued stand against 

communism and its continued alliance with the West. This was evident in the actions, and 

words, of the first West German Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer. Understanding that West 

German confidence in the abilities of the Western allies to take strong actions against the 

communists was wavering, he made bold claims that at once verified the FRG’s position 

against communism and assured his nation’s place as a valuable and trusted ally of the 

West. This he hoped would in turn offer leverage for future concessions. Milcom 

members learned about Adenauer’s bold statements through the AFN and in the text of 

reports in the Stars in Stripes. In a February 1951 article titled “Bonn Calls for Voice in 

Big Four Parley” the Chancellor made a demand that Germans have a voice in proposed 

four-way talks between the Soviets and the Western allies.
686

 Feeling the power that came 

with blossoming sovereignty, while still under the aegis of the West, Adenauer boldly 

claimed, “We Germans both from the East and West Germany—are 100 per cent on the 

side of the West, and not with the East.” Employing the same tone he continued, claiming 

that the communists “only want to neutralize Germany so they can conquer all Germany 

in a Cold War” and “eventually bring all Europe under their rule.”
687

 His temerity seemed 
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to persist later that year as he charged, “there is no [such] freedom in the Soviet 

Zone…tens of thousands of innocent people are held in prisons and labor camps.”
688

 

 Adenauer’s anti-communist rhetoric continued through the 1950s. During 

discussions surrounding the ratification of a new European Defense Community (EDC) 

treaty in June 1954 he claimed “only if the entire free world is firmly united in opposing 

Communist designs for aggression can the world be spared from the cruel fate of a new 

war.” This was consistent with West German anti-communist attitudes reflected in 

contemporary polls. But at the same time, he offered words of confident support in the 

abilities of the United States. In that context, he proclaimed, “What Russia really fears is 

the overwhelming power of the United States.” To this he added that the relationship 

between the American Milcoms and their West German neighbors was solid and the 

[West] Germans “regard the Allied troops as defenders and if the troops were to be 

withdrawn, you may be sure there would be the strongest outcry.”
689

 Adenauer’s 

projection of growing West German self-confidence as well as its continued reliance on 

protection of the West was consistent with the trends of public attitudes that ran as high 

as 93% in support of Western allegiance.
690

 (See Table 4.5)  

 A new military partnership also arrived with the new sovereignty. It came in the 

form of the West German Bundeswehr [Federal Armed Forces] that began to take shape 
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in November 1955. Although it grew slowly, by 1956 German officers were participants 

in the Central Army Group (CENTAG) planning cell coordinating exercises and war 

games with the American military. Demonstrations of West Germans’ commitment to 

participate in their own defense against the communist East followed. In February1958, 

the Bundeswehr took control of all Rhine River patrol craft. In accepting the 

responsibility, the new German commander noted “The comradelike aid, the cooperation 

between Germans and Americans on board the craft and at the bases have demonstrated 

how much nearer our two peoples have approached each other, and that both nations 

serve a mutual cause—safeguarding our freedom.”
691

  By February 1960 German Panzer 

[tank] units participated in the NATO field exercise ‘WINTERSHIELD’ for the first 

time, and in January 1965, with the assistance of the Americans, the Bundeswehr 

organized its first missile units, Flugkörpergeschwander.
692

 Instances of military 

partnership continued to increase over the ensuing years through joint-training and 

schools, as well as exchange programs. They provided a myriad of opportunities, 

especially at the grassroots level, for the West German hosts and the American Milcoms 

to interact professionally, socially, and culturally. Just as important they offered a 

platform to exhibit a continued, strong relationship on a common ground of anti-

communist political agendas.  

 The engine of anti-communism was a powerful force that drove American 

domestic and foreign politics during the early postwar decades. It was a lens that 
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provided Americans at home and in the Milcoms a perspective that defined their actions 

and evaluated the world. It was also an important catalyst that encouraged a unity 

between West Germans and Americans, and instigated changes in the relationship 

between the United States and the Federal Republic. But it was also not without 

complications. In their enthusiasm to forestall the spread of communism Americans 

exhibited a willingness to sometimes ignore trespasses on their fundamental liberties.  

Nuclear Threat 

 The utilization and deployment of nuclear weapons was the second early postwar 

engine that drove American politics and policy strategy. Together with the fear of 

communist aggression it formed a powerfully influential combination that shaped 

American and West German perceptions of the world. Like the anti-communist dynamic, 

it was also problematic and fraught with controversy. But as examination of sources 

reveal, it also existed as a dichotomy within the Milcom-German relationship. Although 

the possible use of a nuclear deterrent acted as a shared concern between members of 

both communities, West Germans felt that they would pay a higher price in the event of 

war. As a result, an ‘atomic wedge’ developed between the two nations that suggested the 

Germans became less committed to the deployment of America’s nuclear arsenal on their 

soil. 

 Soon after America’s ascent as a nuclear power, political and military elites 

worked to reassure the populace of their abilities as knowledgeable managers and 

stewards of its use. They also sought to allay Americans’ fears for their safety. Milcom 

readers bore witness to these attestations through dozens of articles published in the Stars 
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and Stripes. One example was a July 1949 column, titled “Blandy Asserts A-Bomb 

Won’t Destroy World,” in which naval leaders confidently charged that the statement 

“there is no defense against the atom bomb” was an exaggeration, and that the “atom 

bomb will not destroy civilization.”
693

 Polls from the early 1950s appeared to reflect a 

similar attitude among the American public with 67% agreeing that atomic war would not 

destroy mankind in 1950. That number declined to 59% by 1955.
694

  

 At the same time however, Milcom readers studied articles that offered evidence 

of Soviet nuclear tests and forebodings of nuclear doom.
695

 This included a warning from 

the commander of the U.S. Tactical Air Force that Soviet bombers carrying atomic 

weapons could reach the United States.
696

 It also included concerns over Soviet 

intentions. A December 1949 poll showed that 45% of Americans believed “now that 

Russia has the atom bomb” another war was “more likely” with 28% claiming it was 

“less likely” and 17% saying it made “no difference.”
697

 Tensions generated by the two 

contrasting discourses continued to intensify as the specter of nuclear destruction grew 

with most Americans believing that any future war would certainly include the use of 

atomic or hydrogen bombs.  

 In February 1950, the chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee 

proclaimed that research and development of nuclear weaponry was gaining momentum 
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and that “with the unfolding years we may look ahead to the possibility of ultimate 

destruction of the civilization which mankind has been thousands of years creating.”
698

 

That same month former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill acknowledged that 

the Soviets had “the greatest military force” but the United States had the hydrogen bomb 

“a thousand-fold more terrible manifestation of this [atomic] awful power.” Against these 

sobering words he added that in the hands of the United States it was “the surest 

guarantee of world peace.”
699

 But that guarantee was not secure. 

 Banner Stars and Stripes headlines on December 1, 1950 announced to Milcom 

readers that President Truman was considering the use of the atomic bomb to gain an 

upper hand in the war in Korea.
700

 In that article he associated communist aggression on 

the peninsula with Soviet imperialist designs underscoring the link between countering 

communist hegemony and nuclear deterrence. Earlier that year, in September, a poll 

taken by the American Institute of Public Opinion (AIPO) revealed that 60% of the 

American public had already voiced opposition to the use of nuclear weapons in that 

conflict against 28% favoring their use.
701

  

 For Milcom members living in West Germany, within easy striking distance of 

Soviet tactical missiles, the specter of nuclear destruction loomed larger than life, 

especially if the Eastern bloc military forces chose to reciprocate for the use of nuclear 

weapons by United States forces in Korea. That potentiality also added urgency to the 

periodic NEO exercises for Milcom dependents and other non-combatants. The reality of 
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that danger became evident for Frank Hubp who arrived at his new duty station with a 

280mm Field Artillery (Atomic Canon) battalion in the Heilbronn Milcom in 1956. As he 

notes:  

I bought a used car after Jan [wife] joined me in Germany, and was 

surprised to be handed a pack of papers when I picked up the license 

plates. When I opened the envelop I found some maps and instructions for 

Jan—in case the Russians invaded, she was to take our newborn son and 

another wife with her—and drive the car to the coast for evacuation. With 

the amount of atomic weapons targeting that area, most of Germany, 

including my unit, probably would not have survived if the Russians had 

attacked—and we’d actually have to use those big guns.
 702

 

 

The dangers of nuclear conflict during the 1950s were ever present. Ellsworth Walker, 

assigned to an atomic artillery unit stationed in the Pirmasens Milcom, recalls that:  

One night in Oct. 1956 we got an alert and no stand down. The convoy 

headed southeast and kept going. At the first break rumors were starting 

we were going to Austria, at the next break we had "not Rounds" Atomic 

warheads, from the blue room. "Mr. Peepers," radioman, was in contact 

with 42nd Group, 7th Army and was passing news, against regulations. 

We knew later in the day that there was a revolt in Hungary against the 

Communists and the rumor was that Russia was invading, which they 

were. As things turned out, Russia assured the US that they only were 

interested in Hungary not anyplace else. The President backed down so we 

turned around and went home. So the cold war lasted another 35 years. 

We wanted to nuke a few comrades [Communists].
703

 

 

 Adding to this consternation were periodic news stories such as an August 1954 

article that appeared in the New York Times that revealed the Soviets had been mining 

nuclear grade ore in the East German zone. Providing alarming details, the article noted 
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that the “Russians have produced enough uranium in East Germany since World War II 

to make forty-four atomic bombs.” Employing thousands of workers the “Soviet secret 

police” were actively securing the site located not more than 25 miles from West 

Germany and American troops positioned along the border.
704

 

 Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s nuclear-capable units continued to deploy 

from the United States to West Germany in waves, becoming part of the existing troop 

structure of USAREUR and finding homes in the network of Milcoms. The weaponry 

included the 280-mm atomic cannon, the Corporal and Honest John Missile systems, the 

nuclear-capable Davy Crockett firing device and eventually the Sergeant Missile 

system.
705

 The arsenal also included an array of Atomic Demolition Munitions 

(ADMs).
706

 The first unit equipped with “atomic artillery” arrived in late 1953 and on 

October 23
rd

 of that year appeared in a demonstration at the Mainz Ordnance Depot for 

American, British, and French newsmen.
707

 The Stars and Stripes heralded this event as 

front page news just as it did other exercises and deployments involving nuclear capable 

units such as exercises crossing the Rhine River with the large Atomic Cannon, field 
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testing of the Davy Crockett, or the tactics of Honest John-equipped units.
708

 The 

American military leadership in Germany never hid the existence of these weapons from 

the American public, the Soviets, or the German public as their vehicles filled the 

cobbled-stoned motor pools of kasernes and plied the narrow streets of town and villages, 

their soldiers moved into the barracks, and their families occupied housing areas of 

Milcoms. This occurred throughout the period in cities and towns as widespread as 

Mainz, Crailsheim, Augsburg, Bad Kreuznach, Pirmasens, and Heilbronn, in both the V 

Corps and VII Corps areas.
709

 In a scene that often repeated, the Stars and Stripes 

captured the arrival of the 216
th

 Field Artillery Battalion on March 26, 1955. The 500-

man unit disembarked from the US Navy Transport General Patch at the port of 

Bremerhaven complete with 280-mm cannons, 54 wives, and 102 children. Tired, but 

excited, military transport soon whisked them all to housing awaiting them in the vicinity 

of Cambrai Kaserne in the Darmstadt Milcom.
710

 

 Vehicles and equipment of nuclear-ready units were often on display for viewing 

by Milcom families, German neighbors, and the media during periodic ‘open-house’ 

events and all accepted their universal presence. As Hardy Stewart assigned to the 1
st
 

Missile Battalion, 33
rd

 Artillery, proudly recalls, “We set the record for closest round to 

target and also pulled the fastest mission in history of Honest John missiles.” He also 

remembers, “At one time Ansbach was known as ‘Atomic City’ because almost every 
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unit in town had nuclear capability.”
711

 As sources reveal, soldiers were proud of their 

individual and crew achievements during periodic competitions, and of their mission in 

USAREUR. They were also aware that they always needed to be ready on short notice. 

Richard J. Polo remembers executing his responsibilities in a time of tensions: 

I was on ADM duty at Wildflecken in August of 1961. I had come 

home for the weekend as we were allowed to do from time to time. 

I received a phone call from the Battalion S3 Officer at about 9 

AM on Sunday the 13
th

 of August and he asked me to 

surreptitiously report in civilian clothes to the Battalion 

Headquarters. There I was told to immediately go back to 

Wildflecken to review our ADM target folders and reconnoiter the 

targets. He said the Soviets were closing the autobahn access to 

Berlin as they had done in 1948, and that President Kennedy was 

going to deploy a division force down the autobahn to Berlin rather 

than have to establish an Airlift as had been done in 1948. 

 

I was told to be ready for war, but not to alarm my family nor tell 

them what was happening. That they would be taken care of and if 

necessary they would be evacuated following the NEO plan…the 

convoy on the autobahn was successful and eventually our life 

returned to normal.
712

 

  

 Although caught in the web of tensions surrounding the specter of nuclear war 

Milcom members understood the role their physical presence played as a deterrent to 

Soviet aggression and the importance of nuclear weapons as a key game piece on the 

political chessboard. As retired Army officer Larry Applebaum remembers, “After the 

formation of NATO and the Warsaw Pact, it was absolutely necessary that the Americans 

remained a dominant force to lead NATO in light of the perceived threats from the East.” 
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The U.S. forces in West Germany, “with their tactical nuclear weapons, to include those 

assigned to the nuclear-capable non-US forces provided a good and credible deterrent.”
713

 

That sentiment carried into the 1960s and 1970s as evidenced in news articles that voiced 

the West’s resolve in the face of nuclear threats from the Soviets. As the Kremlin 

announced intentions to test a 50-megaton bomb in November 1961 the alliance of 

Western European nations and the United States exhibited a “stiffening and indeed a 

bristling against the Soviets.”
714

 This environment generated a duality of both fear and 

resolve that overshadowed life in the Milcoms. 

 That grim resolution displayed by Milcom members resonated through the 1960s 

and on into later years as well. Ron Christe arrived at his assignment with a nuclear-ready 

artillery unit in the Hanau Milcom and remembers a tense briefing that accompanied a 

rapid deployment exercise: 

I was in awe attending my first briefing and listened intently as the general 

described the little amount of time the battalion would have to get to its 

position from the time it got the alert. In the time he gave us it would have 

been impossible to load all TO&E equipment and get to the position 

within or adjacent the Fulda Gap. At the end of the briefing the general 

asked if there were any questions. I raised my hand to the utter disbelief of 

all the more senior officers in the room. I was a bit naive about the 

protocol at this point in my career. I was acknowledged and asked the 

question about the time he was allowing us. His response was amazing to 

us all, "You will not be taking tents, field kitchens, or anything like that 

with you. C and B Batteries will be racing across the Fulda River and A 

Battery will be held in reserve. And even more sobering was the general's 
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next comment, which probably no one at that briefing has ever forgotten, 

"We don't expect C and B to come back."
715

 

 

 Often, the seriousness exhibited by military units and personnel in training, 

carried over to their families. Robert Weekley, commander of a battery of nuclear 

capable artillery cannon, recalls, “We definitely felt that nuclear war was a realistic 

possibility,” and that “our families in Germany shared our concerns and feelings.” So 

serious were they that ample attention was dedicated to the “preparation of packing our 

NEO kits—emergency food, medicine, and fuel—to enable our families to evacuate.” To 

emphasize his concern Weekley also confided that “I arranged a secret rendezvous place 

in the Colorado Mountains where my wife and I would try to reunite someday if a world 

nuclear war broke out.”
716

 The existence of that serious attitude resonates also in the 

memories of Winton “Dip” Spiller assigned to an artillery unit in the Babenhausen 

Milcom. He recalls that “we trained constantly on the proper procedures to take in the 

event of nuclear attack” and unit commanders “took actions to insure that their units were 

as well prepared as possible” to sustain themselves in such an event.
717

 

 All American military units in EUCOM trained for the eventuality of nuclear war 

and integrated associated tasks and drills with scheduled exercises. Units also produced 

their own policies and procedural guidelines for individual service members and units of 
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various sizes. While training for nuclear capable artillery and missile units generally 

focused on the offense, all other units prepared for defensive maneuvers and 

decontamination. Most units provided soldiers with simplified pocket guides to augment 

published guidance. All nuclear-associated training was subject to evaluation and 

grading, and was a key component of a unit’s mission essential task list. (See Figure 4.2)    

 Although most American units conducted their training seriously within the 

context of nuclear warfare attitudes among individuals did vary. Bill Hanne, a lieutenant 

in a mechanized cavalry squadron acknowledged that “tactical nuclear war was a given 

and we trained accordingly—we were outmanned and we knew it and the only equalizer 

was the nuclear warhead regardless of its delivery method.” But he also admitted, “Nuke 

warfare never cost me any sleepless nights or concerns.”
718

 Variances in attitudes such as 

this may have been a function of individual perceptions, rank and access to information, 

proximity to Soviet forces, or command emphasis. Each could account for the use of a 

different lens through which to interpret the political atmosphere. Contemporary opinion 

polls, media releases, and most oral histories however, suggest that during the late 1950s 

and early 1960s there was a general consensus of fear concerning nuclear war. 

 Contributing to the tensions felt by Milcom members were propaganda films 

produced by the government and the private sector. The Federal Civil Defense 

Administration working in conjunction with the National Education Association (NEA) 

generated a cautionary 10-minute cartoon in 1951 that gave instructions to American 
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school children on how to best protect themselves in the event of a nuclear attack. The 

U.S. government titled the work “Duck and Cover” and ensured that the production had 

the widest distribution to school systems in the United States as well as overseas in the 

DODDS.
719

  

 Newsreels, shown in public theaters stateside as well as in EUCOM, followed the 

theme of atoms for war and peace. One, released in June 1952, heralded the laying of the 

keel of the first submarine driven by nuclear power and coolly noted that it was “a deadly 

weapon for war or peace.”
720

 Another filmed in November 1961, focused on “Project 

Plowshares” an initiative to explode an atomic weapon underground in order to drive an 

electric turbine. The narrator noted that it too was “a major step in peaceful atomic 

use.”
721

 The production studios of Walt Disney lost no time in contributing to the atomic 

propaganda apparatus with its 1956 film “Our Friend the Atom.” Although the narrator 

warned the audience of the dangers of uncontrolled use of atomic power the 60-minute 

movie emphasized its peaceful applications for the military, science, and in medicine.  

 Altogether, films produced by the government and commercial studios piqued 

Americans’ awareness of the benefits and dangers of atomic power and assured that they 

understood the important role nuclear weapons played in the high stakes game of global 

politics. For Milcom members, these films provided a backdrop to the myriad of daily 
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reminders they were already receiving through news articles, radio reports, military 

training and field maneuvers, practice alerts, and NEO exercises. 

 By 1964 nuclear weapons continued to figure as a prominent theme in both 

domestic and foreign politics. It was central to debates concerning executive control 

during the U.S. Presidential campaign as Republicans and Democrats challenged one 

another over release authority in the event of war. Senator Barry Goldwater, the 

Republican candidate advocated that control of nuclear weapons should remain with 

American military leaders in Europe and incumbent President Lyndon Johnson advocated 

keeping control in the White House.
722

 Also, by December of that year the United States 

was insisting on having “a veto over use of any nuclear force created by the Atlantic 

Alliance [United States, Britain, France, and West Germany].” This included an 

understanding that “there would be no nuclear assault from this force [Atlantic Alliance] 

without the decision of the [U.S.] President.”
723

 Although in this context there was some 

room for debate among the Western allies, the United States was insisting on a very 

exceptional political and military leadership role.   

Development of an Atomic Wedge 

 For West Germans the issue of nuclear weapons was as complicated and 

problematic as it was for the Americans. A July 1958 feature article by a journalist 

working for Die Zeit sheds light on some of those complexities that revealed themselves 

as odd, and ironic, juxtapositions. Traveling to Huntsville, Alabama, where the U.S. 
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government had gathered German rocket experts after the war, the journalist discovered 

an entire Southern community evolving into a ‘Little Germany.’ Just as American 

military garrison towns in West Germany, such as Baumholder and Heidelberg, were 

accommodating Milcom ‘Little Americas’ so was Huntsville learning to accommodate 

the families of the German scientists. Signs hung in store windows advertising their 

wares auf Deutsch and shelves carried goods and foods familiar to the curious new 

residents. As the journalist also noted, visitors could frequently hear German spoken 

about the town, in the stores and on the streets. In the laboratories and secret facilities, 

Germans were designing rockets that would carry, along with nuclear warheads, the 

potential to destroy West German towns and villages in the event of a war. Ironically, 

Germans were creating the weapons for exclusive control and use by Americans. In a 

way, the author admitted, the activities at Huntsville were emblematic of still another 

“bright light of American invincibility.”
 724

 

 Just as paradoxical as the Huntsville reality was the dichotomy of attitudes 

between West German political elites and the general public. While leaders, such as 

Chancellor Adenauer, were quick to voice their support of the Western Allies, and project 

themselves as staunch anti-communists, they also tried to downplay the fears and 

concerns that came with the deployment of nuclear weapons on their soil. It was at this 

critical intersection that conservative German politicians often found themselves. 

Concomitantly, Adenauer and other political elites walked a fine line between accepting 
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America’s European defense strategy, which included a strong nuclear deterrent, and 

mitigating West Germans’ feelings of helplessness. An April 1954 HICOG public survey 

of Germans confirmed those fears as 41% of West Germans voiced their concern that 

their country was the “most likely target for atomic weapons” during a future war.
725

 

These were feelings that Americans in the Milcoms shared as they prepared to evacuate 

their homes each time the Soviet saber rattled as it did in 1953, 1956, 1961 and 1962. 

 These concerns contributed to public debate on West Germany’s rearmament and 

a bolstering of NATO forces as ways to lessen the West’s heavy reliance on nuclear 

weapons to counterbalance the Soviets bloc’s numerical superiority in ground forces. In 

that arena Adenauer and other political leaders carefully navigated between support for a 

dominant nuclear American military and leveraging greater sovereignty through some 

degree of rearmament. If he came too close to the first he would risk losing domestic 

political power, too close to the second and he would risk animosity from allies such as 

France and Britain.
726

 This was evident as Adenauer worried that “latent terror inspired 

by the atom bomb and even more by the hydrogen bomb could be worked up into a 

decisive opposition to his pro-Western policy.”
727

 

 Editorializing in contemporary issues of news magazines such as Die Zeit also 

reflected West German public concerns that America would ignore any consideration of 

Europeans’ concerns from the political equation. Die Zeit’s editors suggested that as 
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American resolve against the Soviets grew during the 1950s so did a strengthening of 

“American nationalism.” Combined with its “material prosperity” and “scientific genius” 

the United States might feel as if it could act unilaterally in Europe. This “emergence of 

national arrogance” the editorial explained, manifested itself in manipulation of policy 

strategy in the West and ignored the interests of European allies.
728

 The inherent concern 

was over a perceived independent, decision-making by Washington regarding the 

employment of nuclear weapons. 

 The results of HICOG polls, during the 1950s, revealed these trepidations among 

the West Germans as well as the development of an ‘atomic wedge’ that would exist 

between them and the Americans. In the first years after the war, both Americans and 

West Germans felt that the United States had the right to progress scientifically and 

develop weapons technology and conduct testing beyond the atomic bomb. Both sets of 

surveys, collected by the Gallup organization and the HICOG, reflected this trend. While 

70% of Americans supported this course in October 1947 a similar question regarding 

manufacture of the hydrogen bomb drew 63% approval from West Germans.
729

 As 

further interpretation reveals however, early in the 1950s this parallel began to diverge. 

 In early February 1950 the Stars and Stripes provided Milcom members with a 

review of the details of President Truman’s decision to move forward with development 

and testing of the hydrogen bomb. The banner headline for February 2, 1950 announced 
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the “1
st
 Hydrogen Bomb Test Predicted within Year” and accompanying text predicted 

that the weapon would be “two to ten times” as powerful as the existing atomic bomb.
730

 

Subsequent articles outlined and amplified the estimated power and destructive capability 

of the hydrogen bomb noting that theoretically it could be “1,000 times more powerful” 

than the atomic bomb, and its blast radius ten times greater.
731

 Despite these dire 

predictions Americans continued to support development and testing of the H-bomb.
 732

  

 By this time however, it was evident that West Germans were harboring a 

different attitude than their American allies and neighbors in the Milcoms. When asked in 

a July 1951 HICOG survey if the United States would use the atomic bomb at the outset 

of a new war 23% of the West German population polled reflected that the American 

military would probably use it immediately. Of that same group, 49% predicted that the 

American military would wait.
733

 In comparison, 77% of Americans polled remarked that 

their nation would use the bomb immediately in the event of an attack.
734

 When asked 

about the Soviets, 37% of West Germans predicted that they would use it immediately, 

and only 33% thought the communists would wait.
735

  

 That divergence in opinions and attitudes between the Germans and Milcom 

members continued to develop. This becomes evident by examining other survey 

questions crafted by the HICOG Reactions Analysis Staff, for the West Germans, which 
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purposely required more nuanced answers on these issues. The results from those 

questions, posed between July 1951 and April/May 1954, revealed broader considerations 

than those exhibited by the Americans.
 736

 When queried about a possible cross-border 

attack by Soviet forces, onto their soil, only 35% of West Germans favored using a 

nuclear deterrent immediately, while 36% considered using it only after the Soviets did. 

The remainder of the survey population offered no opinion.
737

 This was in contrast to the 

Milcom military members for whom it was a foregone conclusion and who were ready to 

execute that mission. Other HICOG survey results revealed that 14% of West Germans 

unconditionally opposed any use of nuclear weapons, 26% supported their use if the 

“other side” [Soviets] used them first, and 32% supported using them only in “special 

circumstances.” More than a quarter (28%) was uncertain and provided no response.
738

 

 West Germans’ fears of figuring among the first casualties of the next war, and 

having their nation serve as a “target for atomic weapons,” suggests a reason for this 

reluctance to support a too heavy reliance on a nuclear defense. Soviet rhetoric fed those 

growing concerns by frequently charging that the United States was “converting West 

Germany into an atomic base” adding a warning that the Germans were “playing with 

fire.”
739

 Challenges such as this would also threaten West Germany’s fuller integration 

with the West, a priority item on Adenauer’s political agenda.
740

 Consequently, the 
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debate over the placement of nuclear weapons on West German soil would not disappear. 

It remained central to other important political discourses of the time such membership in 

a European Defense Community (EDC), rearmament and remilitarization, and 

considerations of future reunification.
741

  

 The polemics surrounding the stationing of nuclear weapons on German soil 

occurred against a backdrop of other associated fears. By the mid-1960s worry emerged 

concerning the safety and security of nuclear weapons during their handling and 

transportation. Although a number of mishaps had already occurred in the United States, 

those that transpired in Europe quickly captured the attention of the Germans. One of the 

worst examples was a mid-air collision of a B-52 bomber with a tanker aircraft during a 

refueling operation over the Mediterranean near the coast of Spain in January 1966. As 

the bomber crashed it jettisoned three hydrogen bombs onto farmers’ fields and one into 

the ocean.
742

  

 During the ensuing weeks and months articles in the Stars and Stripes and other 

American dailies, such as the New York Times and the Washington Post as well as in the 

German press outlined for their audiences the massive recovery operations. Most 

disconcerting to both American and German readers however, were reports of faint traces 

of radioactive contamination of soil and on some Spanish police who were first on the 

                                                 
741

 These were key political issues of the Adenauer years and required a careful navigation between the 

expectations of Western partners and the desires of the German people. See a fuller description of missed 

opportunities and the demands of foreign relations in Mary Fulbrook’s A History of Germany 1918-2008. 
742

 “Spain/H-Bombs Crash: Terrible Mystery,” Der Spiegel, February 14, 1966, accessed November 20, 

2013, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-46265687.html.   
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scene.
743

 Although the American press reports tended to be factual and avoided 

discussing danger of contamination the German press was critical of American recovery 

efforts and focused on potential hazards. A February 1966 column in Der Spiegel likened 

the ocean recovery of the nuclear weapon to a scene from the James Bond movie 

“Thunderball,” for all its complex technological gadgetry, and reported a cost of 4.5 

million DM per day.
744

 It also noted sardonically, that tomatoes from that Spanish town 

“are delivered primarily in the Federal Republic” implying that radioactive particles 

might ultimately reach Germany one way or another.
745

 Other West German articles 

continued to emphasize the problems of “leaked radioactivity” and the fact that it took the 

U.S. Navy 81 days to locate the submerged bomb.
746

 The knowledge that the press had 

been reporting similar accidents since 1958, and that the United States government acted 

behind a veil of security and was less than forthcoming with information, added to 

Germans’ flagging confidence about the safety of atomic weapons on their soil.
747

  

 The fact that American military nuclear-ready units and storage facilities existed 

in close proximity to German populations was a reason for exacerbating those feelings. A 

                                                 
743

  “Spanish Police at A-Crash Site Show Traces of Radioactivity,” Washington Post, January 22, 1966, 

A1. 
744

 “Spain/H-Bombs Crash: Terrible Mystery,” Der Spiegel, February 14, 1966, accessed November 20, 

2013, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-46265687.html.  In the film Thunderball (1965) James Bond 

must recover two nuclear warheads stolen by a master criminal. 
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 Ibid. 
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 “As the Bombs were Falling,” Die Zeit, February 16, 1968, accessed November 20, 2013, 

http://www.zeit.de/1968/07/als-die-bomben-fielen  and “H-Bomb in the Tomato Fields?” Die Zeit, 

February 25, 1966, accessed November 20, 2013 http://www.zeit.de/1966/09/h-bombe-im-tomatenacker. 
747
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incidents. See “Chances of Nuclear Mishap Viewed as Infinitesimal,” New York Times, March 27, 1966, 
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survey of a number of those American artillery and missile units from the 1950s and 

1960s reveals that with few exceptions their distance from clusters of German 

populations was less than 5 miles. (See Table 4.7) This reality presented German locals 

with constant daily visual reminders of the physical presence of nuclear weapons and the 

associated concerns of accidental contamination or targeting by enemy forces or terrorist 

groups. When combined with the evidence of accidents it provided a powerful 

inducement of worry and questioning of the need for a nuclear shield. 

 Training accidents and concerns over potential mishaps were not uncommon. As 

William Terry, assigned to a 280mm artillery unit, recalls: 

For the annual exercises and training we went either to Baumholder or 

Grafenwoehr [training areas] and convoyed there. At Graf we had to fire 

from off-base positions, either near Vilseck or Pegnitz. At one training 

trip, when firing from near Pegnitz, we were using a new batch of 

proximity fuses, when one was set off by a rain cloud. I understand it 

sprinkled shrapnel over three towns. For those not familiar with the 

280mm round it weighed 600 pounds and was about 5 feet long.
 748

 

 

Calvin G. Lyons, assigned to a 280mm artillery unit in Baumholder remembers that: 

 

We did most of our training in the battalion motor pool since we could not 

shoot on the Baumholder ranges. In order to fire a live high explosive we 

had to go off the Baumholder post to an outlying area and fire over 

German property onto the Baumholder impact area. The Germans 

protested this so much that we finally ended up no longer being able to 

live-fire at Baumholder.
 749

 

 

                                                 
748

 William Terry (former 280mm Atomic Cannon crewman in the 264
th

 Field Artillery Battalion, 42
nd

 

Field Artillery Brigade, stationed in the Bad Kreuznach Milcom, during the period October 1953 to 

February 1957) “42nd FA BDE,” U.S. Army Germany, accessed February 12, 2014, 

http://www.usarmygermany.com. Because of the greater range of the weapon it required the relocation of 

the cannon to off-base positions to accommodate the impact of the round within the limits of the designated 

on-base impact area. 
749

 Calvin G. Lyons (former Lieutenant in the 265
th

 Field Artillery Battalion, 42
nd

 Field Artillery Brigade, 

stationed in the Baumholder Milcom, during the period 1957 to 1958) “42nd FA BDE,” U.S. Army 

Germany,  accessed February 12, 2014, http://www.usarmygermany.com. 
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Other mishaps, which occasionally inspired local consternation, occurred when these 

large pieces of equipment attempted to navigate the narrow roadways of villages and 

towns. Buildings were sometimes damaged, road signs and stonewalls ruined, or traffic 

blocked. The M65, 280mm Atomic Cannon, often referred to as “Atomic Annie,” was 

84’ long, 16’ wide, and weighed 84 tons. As James D. Henry recalls, “Sometime in 1954 

or 1955, our company recovery section recovered an atomic cannon which overturned in 

southern Bavaria, probably the first ever atomic cannon wreck.”
750

 These units were not 

training with nuclear rounds at the time these accidents occurred. The mishaps would 

have been more disastrous had they been. 

 As the West German public equivocated on the issue of a nuclear presence within 

their borders, American military units continued to park their nuclear weapon carriers 

behind guarded gates in German communities and deploy out of the Milcom garrisons on 

periodic training exercises. As missile launchers and atomic cannons rumbled through 

West German cities, towns and villages the inhabitants continued to wonder over their 

fate if a full military confrontation between the West and the East did occur, or simply if 

an accident transpired.   

 Realizing that the American non-combatants would stream from the Milcoms to 

rear areas, in a coordinated or impulsive manner, they would remain in place, West 

Germans also voiced grievances over the lagging efforts of the Federal Republic to 

allocate adequate funding for civil defense programs. Contemporary editorials noted that 
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Germany, accessed February 12, 2014, http://www.usarmygermany.com. 
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“adequate protection of the population with the previous methods can no longer be 

guaranteed” and questioned vague policies for ensuring the protection of food stocks 

from “radioactive contamination.”
751

 Continuing into the 1960s West Germans 

complained of lack of sufficient funding for contingency plans to include items such as 

“radioactive and debris-safe shelters.”
752

 Over time, concerns for the placement of 

nuclear-ready weapons on their soil, fears of nuclear holocaust, and a national policy that 

required them to remain in place as American non-combatants evacuated in the event of 

war, generated antipathy among West Germans.
753

  

Conclusion 

 During the early postwar decades concerns for a perceived communist threat and 

reliance on a nuclear arsenal to thwart aggression from the East were two sides of a 

political coin. On one, a joint German-American distrust for the Soviets forged a strong 

alliance that strengthened political, military and even economic ties between the two 

nations. On the obverse, American dependence on nuclear weapons generated deep fears 

from a West German public that worried that their country could face annihilation should 

it become an atomic battleground. The first dynamic endorsed a contemporary consensus 

of anti-communism, the second formed a wedge between partners that generated political 

tensions that would last through the end of the Cold War. 
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Figure 4.1. Hank Johnson. Here he poses atop his father’s M26 tank, c. 1949. The image 

reveals the strong bonds between many Milcom family members and the close 

association and integration of military units with their dependent populations driven by a 

segmented environment and perceived dangers during the early postwar decades. 

(Source: Hank Johnson. Photo used with permission.) 
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Table 4.1: Contemporary Anti-Communist Films 

Title Year Producer Summary 

Face to Face 

with Communism 

1951 Armed Forces 

Information Film 

Number 21 

A serviceman in town on pass discovers his town 

taken over by communists. 

The Big Lie 1951 US Army The film is an exposé of Soviet-controlled regimes 

around the globe. 

I was a 

Communist for 

the FBI 

1951 Warner Brothers Stars Frank Lovejoy: FBI infiltrates US Communist 

Party 

Big Jim McClain 1952 Warner Brothers Stars John Wayne: HUAC agent hunts communists 

in Hawaii 

My Son John 1952 Rainbow Productions Stars Robert Walker, Van Heflin: A son secretly 

becomes a communist 

Prisoner of War 1954 MGM Stars Ronald Reagan: An Army officer as a North 

Korean prisoner of war 

Night People 1954 Twentieth Century 

Fox 

Stars Gregory Peck: A GI is abducted by 

communists in West Berlin 

Trial 1955 MGM Stars Glenn Ford: Communist influence in a court of 

law 

Communist 

Blueprint for 

Conquest  

1956 U.S. Government Hosted by Robert F. Kennedy 

The Commies are 

Coming, the 

Commies are 

Coming 

1957 Warner Brothers Stars Jack Webb: Communists take over and 

eliminate civil liberties 

Challenge of 

Ideas 

1961 Defense Department 

and US Army 

Pictorial Center 

Celebrities and media figures discuss maintaining 

vigilance against communist influences. 

Road to the Wall 

(Big Picture 

Series) 

1962 Directorate for Armed 

Forces Information 

and Education 

A summary of communism from Marx to the Berlin 

Wall. Narrated by James Cagney. Nominated for 

Academy Award Best Short Documentary. 

Red Nightmare 1962 Directorate for Armed 

Forces Information 

and Education 

A man awakens to discover that communists have 

taken over America and his freedoms are lost. 

Notes: 

1. The list is a representative sample and does not include all available titles of films 

produced by the U.S. government or Hollywood during this period. 

2. Sources:  

  a. John E. Haynes, “A Bibliography of Communism, Film, Radio, and 

 Television.” Film History 16 (2004). 

   b. The Red Scare: A Filmography. University of Washington Libraries, accessed 

 June 27, 2013, http://www.lib.washington.edu/exhibits/AllPowers/film.html 

  c. NARA Record Group 111, Office of the Chief Signal Officer. 

 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/exhibits/AllPowers/film.html
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Table 4.2. West German Attitudes about Communism 

Important to Stop the Spread of Communism?  

1949 West Germans Yes: 81%  HICOG 

1950 West Germans Yes: 75%  HICOG 

1955 West Germans Yes: 71%  HICOG 

(Source for Gallup surveys: Smith, Tom W. “The Polls: American Attitudes toward the 

Soviet Union and Communism.” The Public Opinion Quarterly 47, no. 2 (Summer 1983). 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.3. Comparison of West German and American Attitudes 

Unfavorable Opinion of Communism? 

1952 West Germans Yes: 65%  HICOG 

 West Berliners Yes: 69%  HICOG 

1953 Americans Yes: 88.5%  Gallup 

1954 Americans Yes: 91.1%  Gallup 

1956 Americans Yes: 86.4%  Gallup 

(Source for Gallup surveys: Smith, Tom W. “The Polls: American Attitudes toward the 

Soviet Union and Communism.” The Public Opinion Quarterly 47, no. 2 (Summer 1983). 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.4. HICOG Poll Results of West German Attitudes 

Do You Support Rearmament as a Means to Stop Communism? 

Dec 1951 Yes: 73% HICOG 

Do You Favor Alignment with the West? 

Jan 1952 Yes: 55% HICOG 

Should West Germany Resist a Communist Take-over? 

Jan 1953 Yes: 53% HICOG 

Are You Sympathetic to the Communist Ideology? 

Jan 1953 Yes: 5% HICOG 

 

(Source for HICOG surveys: Merritt, Anna J. and Richard Merritt, eds. Public Opinion in 

Semi-Sovereign Germany: The HICOG Surveys, 1949-1955. Champaign: University of 

Illinois Press, 1980.) 
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Table 4.5. West German Attitudes Toward America and the West. 

Do You Support Continued Allegiance to the West? 

July 1953 Yes: 69% (West Germans) HICOG 

 Yes: 93% (West Berliners) HICOG 

Has American Prestige Remained High? 

Dec 1949 Yes: 99% (West Berliners) HICOG 

Jun 1953 Yes: 42% HICOG 

Jan 1954 Yes: 55% HICOG 

Jun 1954 Yes: 48% HICOG 

Do You Still See the U.S. as the Political Leader of the West? 

Jun 1954 Yes: 77% HICOG 

(Source for HICOG surveys: Merritt, Anna J. and Richard Merritt, eds. Public Opinion in 

Semi-Sovereign Germany: The HICOG Surveys, 1949-1955. Champaign: University of 

Illinois Press, 1980.) 
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Figure 4.2. Radiological Defense Card. This is tri-fold Guide card from the 3
rd

 Armored 

Division. After the appropriate training an individual soldier would be able to use this 

card to report a nuclear detonation, to determine the size of the blast, and to determine 

residual radiation levels on objects such as vehicles, buildings, and trees. (Source: 3rd 

Armored Division, Nuclear Weapons Section, 

http://www.3ad.com/history/cold.war/nuclear.index.htm.)  

  

http://www.3ad.com/history/cold.war/nuclear.index.htm
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Table 4.6. Proximity of U.S. military nuclear-capable units. Locations to the nearest West 

German populated areas. (c. 1957)    

Nuclear-Capable Artillery 

  

Unit and Location 

Nearest Populated 

Areas Distance 

42nd Field Artillery (FA) Brigade (1957) 

  59th FA Battalion 280mm 

  Pirmasens French Border  4.6 miles 

264th FA Battalion 280mm 

  Bad Kreuznach Bad Kreuznach 0.0 miles 

 Bad Munster 1.5 miles 

 

Rüdesheim 1.8 miles 

265th FA Battalion 280 mm 

  Baumholder Ruschberg 1.5 miles 

868th FA Battalion 280 mm 

  Baumholder Ruschberg 1.5 miles 

530th FA Missile Battalion (Corporal) 

  Mainz-Gonzenheim  Schierstein 2.6 miles 

 

Wiesbaden 3.6 miles 

559th FA Missile Battalion (CPL) 

  Mainz-Gonzenheim  Schierstein 2.6 miles 

 

Wiesbaden 3.6 miles 

601st FA Missile Battalion (CPL) 

  Zweibrücken  Contwig 2 miles 

Notes: 

1. Source: “42
nd

 Field Artillery Brigade,” U.S. Army in Germany, 

http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/Units/

FieldArtillery/USAREUR_42nd%20Arty%20Group.htm . 

2. The table reflects only units of the 42
nd

 Field Artillery Group. There were other 

nuclear-capable units in the U.S. V Corps and in the U.S. VII Corps. The first units 

began arriving in 1953 and were all in position in West Germany by 1957. 

3. These weapons, the 280mm artillery cannon (M65 Atomic Cannon), and the 

Corporal missile (MGM-5 Corporal) were tactical nuclear weapons for use only within 

the theater of operations and did not have the capability to reach the Soviet Union.  

4. The locations of these units sometimes shifted from the original locations indicated. 

5. This is not a complete list of all available contemporary types of nuclear-capable 

weapons for military use in the theater and does not include U.S. Air Force weapons 

located at airbases in Germany.  

http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/Units/FieldArtillery/USAREUR_42nd%20Arty%20Group.htm
http://www.usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&www.usarmygermany.com/Units/FieldArtillery/USAREUR_42nd%20Arty%20Group.htm
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Chapter Five: 

Milcoms, 1946-1967 

The Economic Miracle: Challenge to American Economic Dominance 

 

 

 

 With 7,000 export orders at the end of 1948, the diminutive Volkswagen Beetle 

had become the “best-selling imported car in the USA.”
754

 In December 1962, VW again 

held that position with sales approaching 230,000 vehicles, and by May 1963 the 

company reported a 22% sales increase over the previous two year period.
755

 That 

uniquely shaped automobile, emblematic of pre-war German industrial capability, had 

become an icon of West Germany’s phenomenal postwar economic recovery. That 

revival, which occurred between 1947 and the mid-1950s, resulted from a combination of 

programs and policies by the United States and the strong work ethic of the German 

people. It formed an essential link that bound the two nations through connections that 

were both economic and political for most of the Cold War period. 

 For nearly two years after the war the German economy languished under the 

strictures of JCS 1067.
756

 The document outlined severe conditions that sought to ensure 

that Germany could never again mobilize its resources, economic and industrial, to 

conduct war. By 1947, however, conditions in the AMZON had become dire. With a 

shortage of housing, coal for heating or industrial use, and reduced food supplies, the 

                                                 
754
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Sales Up 22% in 1962,” Stars and Stripes, May 7, 1963, 23. 
756

 U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff Directive 1067 was the occupation directive for postwar Germany. The U.S. 

government issued it in March 1945. It contained restrictions on economic recovery. 
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German economy appeared paralyzed and the people were suffering excessively.
757

 

Eventually gaining appreciation of these conditions, and their humanitarian and political 

impact, the United States government moved to provide relief and economic stabilization. 

By the mid-point of that year America focused on bringing Europe, and in particular 

West Germany, back from the brink of starvation and desperation. This included 

programs to improve caloric intake, provide employment, improve existing infrastructure, 

and ignite a spark for reindustrialization and reconstruction.
758

 The eventual result was a 

vibrant economy that by the mid-1950s began to rival that of the United States and other 

Western European nations.  

 This economic miracle, or Wirtschaftswunder, proved an essential ingredient in 

shaping a strong, new anti-communist partner for the West, although at first the German 

public and private sectors did not always understand or welcome the intentions behind 

the initiatives. But, as this project brings to light, that unique trajectory of economic 

success, which continued through the following decades, had several points of contact 

with the American Milcoms that affected their relationship with the host nation: 

employment of the local populace, a changing Deutsche Mark rate, the black market, and 

taxes. 

Setting the Stage for Economic Recovery 

 The starting signal of the economic resurgence sounded when Secretary of State 

                                                 
757

 10 months after the war Germany’s economy was at a standstill with industrial production at zero, and a 

rate of output at 10-12% in the AMZON. Trade was non-existent and exchange on the black market was 

rampant. For a complete understanding of these conditions see Wennberg, “Some Economic Problems of 

Allied Occupation Policy in Germany,” 425-447. 
758

 For a comprehensive overview of the impetus behind early postwar economic programs in West 

Germany see Mary Fulbrook’s A History of Germany, 130-154. 
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George Marshall introduced the European Recovery Plan (ERP) on June 5, 1947 during a 

speech at Harvard University. Following closely on the heels of President Truman’s 

introduction of the ‘Truman Doctrine’ to the U.S. Congress three months earlier, the ERP 

was the culmination of numerous policy and strategy decisions by the Administration to 

solve the dilemma of continuing economic difficulties in Europe. Both programs were 

initiatives by the United States to step forward into a leadership role in the postwar 

world.
759

 Noting the “dislocation of the entire fabric of [the] European economy” by the 

war’s end, Marshall reasoned to his audience at Harvard that the United States “should do 

whatever it is able to do to assist in the return of normal economic health in the world.” 

The ERP he further explained “is not directed against any country or doctrine but against 

hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos.”
760

  

 Regardless of Marshall’s words about doctrines, however, Washington political 

elites saw this as an opportunity to revitalize Europe, in particular Germany, and fill a 

void before communist adversaries could act.
761

 This attitude suggests a mindset that 

sprang from the context of an American anti-communist predisposition and out of an 

                                                 
759

 The ‘Marshall Plan’ was the popular eponymous title for the ERP. Melvyn Leffler notes the importance 

of both humanitarian considerations as well as political reasoning in the framing of the ERP. See his work 

For the Soul of Mankind (New York: Hill and Wang, 2007), 57-70.  
760
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extant advantage of surplus and wealth, which contributed to feelings of superiority and 

translated into a postwar posture of power and triumphalism. For example, by 1949, the 

United States with 7 % of the world’s population was enjoying 42% of the world’s 

income, and the average American was consuming 3,186 calories daily, compared to 

drastically lower levels among Western allies.
762

 (See Figure 1.7) For the United States 

the challenge in Europe appeared twofold: first to facilitate a wide acceptance of the 

ERP, then to shape and enable the recovering economies along an ‘American way.’
763

 

 A survey of contemporary polls reveals various levels of acceptance and 

understanding of the ERP among West Germans. One sampling conducted of West 

Berliners by the HICOG in December 1949 recorded that only 23% of the 63% who had 

heard of the plan thought it would bring improvement.
764

 In contrast, that same month, a 

larger population of West Germans (60%) responding to a set of questions voiced 

approval of the Marshall Plan with 68% adding that U.S. aid was “furthering 

reconstruction” of their nation.
765

 By August of the following year the trend continued 

with 65% of survey respondents noting they felt that the distribution of Marshall Plan aid 

helped “all Germans not just certain groups.” The same sample population in the 
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AMZON reflected strong confidence (70%) that the ERP was making “a real contribution 

to reconstruction,” while those in West Berlin were more confident (91%), showing a 

strong improvement over December 1949.
766

  

 By comparison, during the same relative timeframe, most Americans were 

subscribing to the highest ideals associated with the ERP. In August 1947, 59% of those 

polled by the Gallup organization knew of the plan, and of those 50% approved of it. By 

February 1948 a Roper poll showed that 86% of Americans surveyed knew of the plan 

and of those 77% agreed with the statement “We ought to do our best to help out people 

who are hungry and sick, and the Marshall Plan does that.”
767

 Articles in the Stars and 

Stripes assured American Milcom members that the ERP was achieving success. Norman 

H. Collisson, representative of the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA) and the 

ERP in West Germany, confidently noted to readers “In the first 18 months of its 

existence the Marshall Plan accomplished its first major objective…reestablishment of 

the European economy on something approaching a normal basis.” He also encouraged 

them to look about the communities where they lived and compare “the Germany of 

today as against the Germany of a year ago.” While also assuring Milcom readers that 

they could feel good about their nation and themselves, Collisson noted that the plan 

“was devised as an instrument for economic recovery” and that it was not “charged with 

responsibilities in the political field.”
768

 

 To encourage those feelings within military communities the government also 
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produced a propaganda film through the Big Picture series for airing on television in the 

United States and at theaters overseas. Titled “The Changed Face of Europe,” it focused 

on the Marshall Plan and began by describing the early postwar European environment of 

“economic chaos” populated by a “peoples exhausted by war” whose main 

“preoccupation was with essentials.” The film then described the Americans who, with 

great compassion and “Christian intent,” “gave from a wealth—the greatest in the world” 

to provide succor to the European masses. The initiative, noted the narrator, was the 

“Marshall Plan” and was “the greatest humanitarian step in all of history.” He also added, 

a bit duplicitously, that it “took no regard of politics, only human need.” The film finally 

noted, with triumphal overtones, that it was “truly the power of the New World come to 

redress the imbalance of the Old.”
769

 

 Still, during these early years of the plan its goals remained unclear to some 

Germans and skepticism of American intentions persisted. Surveys by both the HICOG 

and the Institut für Demoskopie at Allensbach reveal these varied interpretations.
770

 In 

February 1950 students of the Erlangen and Munich Universities, surveyed by the 

HICOG, responded to questions about the ERP. When prompted, 67% voiced their 

opinion that the principal purpose of the plan was political, to prevent the spread of 

communism. Another 33% sardonically responded that it was to provide the U.S. with an 
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opportunity to dump surplus goods on the German market.
771

 Although research reveals 

that any inference of economic gain or advantage for the United States occurred 

infrequently, American political elites moved quickly to downplay any suspicions. They 

hoped instead to keep the focus on humanitarian aid and economic recovery. One 

example, noted in a short Stars and Stripes article, was a curt rejection by the plan 

administrator to a suggestion from the president of the CIO’s textile union that a 

reduction of the unemployment rate in America would be possible if “if we gave away 

surplus goods” to Marshall Plan countries.
772

 

 A survey by the Allensbach Institute, conducted in November 1950, followed a 

similar line of questioning regarding the purpose of the ERP but took a multi-faceted 

approach. Proposing the statement that “One hears very different views as to why the 

Americans introduced the Marshall Plan” it asked respondents to select from a listing of 

nine reasons. Most (58%) supposed that it was because “America wants to prevent 

Western Europe from becoming Communist.” The next highest group (32%) chose that it 

was because “America wants to win allies in case there should be a war with Russia.” 

Further down the list, 29% selected “America is using the Marshall Plan as a means of 

getting rid of its surpluses” and only 19% chose the reason that “America is genuinely 

anxious to help hungry and needy persons.” Other options that hinted at more sinister 

motives, such as America’s use of the plan to control “the whole of Western Europe” or 
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to dominate the European market “by force,”
 
received lesser percentages.

773
 Against these 

last types of contrary charges President Truman emphatically argued that the United 

States was not fostering any imperialistic designs, foreswearing “any thought of territorial 

aggrandizement or economic domination through the Marshall Plan.”
774 

 
These sets of surveys suggest that the majority of West Germans perceived that 

the intentions or influence of the ERP might extend beyond the boundaries of pure 

humanitarian efforts or economic revival and that they understood there was a political 

connection. If not already apparent to American Milcom members this connection 

became evident in early 1950 when the plan administrator W. Averell Harriman admitted 

in a radio broadcast from Paris that the Marshall Plan would “enable the Western world 

to become a united bulwark for freedom.” He then added with emphasis, “Aggressive 

communism is on the defensive in Western Europe” intimating that the ERP was key to 

maintaining a strong united front.
775

 With the outbreak of hostilities on the Korean 

Peninsula in June of 1950, a rapidly cascading succession of events occurred that 

subsequently drew West Germany closer into the circle of Western alliance. These 

included its membership in the Council of Europe in July 1950, the revision of the 

Occupation Statute in March 1951, and its membership as a founding state of the 
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European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in April 1951.
776

 All of these actions 

signaled an appreciation for West Germany’s phenomenal postwar economic recovery 

and an increasing recognition by the United States of that nation as a viable ally.  

 By November 1951, economic aid to Germany through the ERP and other plans 

had totaled $3.5 billion dollars. Of the $1.3 from the Marshall Plan just more than half 

went to German industry for “machinery, tools, and critical raw materials.”
777

 By 1952, 

the total amount from the plan that West Germany received was $1.6 B. At the end of the 

first postwar decade this influx of aid stabilized the economy, lowered the level of 

unemployment, opened the economy to global trade, generated a moderate level of 

prosperity for the average West German, and introduced consumerism on a broad 

scale.
778

  

 Perhaps one of the best indicators of the economy come full circle was the 

ubiquitous Volkswagen. In June of 1948 German manufacturers were lamenting that their 

“automotive industry is fighting for its life.”
779

 By 1954, however, the cover of Time 

magazine featured an image of the triumphant General Director of VW, Heinrich 
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Nordhoff, under the title “The Volkswagen Miracle.” (See Figure 5.1) Within three years 

they were crowing with pride, “Dulles is driving his second Volkswagen already.”
780

 

 The diminutive VW had always been a favorite of many service members and 

families stationed overseas. Some remembered the model’s durability from wartime 

encounters, and others appreciated the price.
781

 When compared with the larger, modern, 

more costly American automobiles on sale through the PX system the smaller VW 

seemed to better fit the family budget. As Norman McCracken recalls, “In late 1955 I 

bought a new VW Beetle, the first legally made for the U.S. market, for about $1,200 in 

Marks. The car sold for around $1,800 stateside.”
782

 Jon Wolfe fondly remembers, “In 

June 1960, I bought a brand new VW from a car dealer in Mannheim with money I had 

saved from paper routes and pumping gas as a kid in Austin, Minnesota, plus money I 

had saved in the Army. I drove my VW all throughout Europe on leave and eventually 

shipped it back home at the end of my Army service. A great little car. I wish I still had it 

today.”
783

 

 Although the VW was a hit with Milcom members, and was well-received in the 
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United States, its reception was not always the warmest. During a 1949 German 

Industrial Exhibition held at the Rockefeller Center in New York City the Committee to 

Combat Anti-Semitism staged a demonstration. Jewish protestors gathered and held 

placards reading “Nazis Keep Your Bloody Goods” and “Today Volkswagen, Tomorrow 

the Death Wagon.”
784

 Regardless, the Volkswagen was a popular choice for many former 

GIs and Americans and benefited from American economic assistance. 

 When the United States terminated the ERP in the summer of 1952 West German 

political leaders quickly voiced their gratitude by thanking America for raising their 

nation to “a position of full equality…with other nations of the world.” In addition, 

leaders noted that American aid had an “extraordinary political and moral effect on the 

German people.”
785

 Later in that decade the momentum of those good feelings continued 

as reflected in a poll of West Germans in the AMZON who overwhelmingly (58%) 

claimed that America’s intentions in Europe were to “safeguard peace and democracy.” 

This was opposed to the 28% who suggested that America was only interested in selling 

products on world markets.”
786

  

 The conclusion of the Marshall Plan marked a milestone on West Germany’s path 

to full recovery as a global economic entity, signaled its movement toward greater 

sovereignty, which would come in 1955, and indicated its readiness to shoulder a portion 

of the responsibility for the defense of Western Europe. Most important, it created an 
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environment of greater economic integration of the Milcoms and the German host nation. 

German Civilian Labor and the Milcoms 

 Even before the American occupation authorities had established the first military 

communities in April 1946, United States military forces in West Germany were utilizing 

German civilian labor for various tasks. Primary and secondary sources reveal that they 

served in positions ranging from the mundane such as tailoring and laundry, to the labor 

intensive such as facilities and housing construction, to the more technical such as 

vehicular maintenance. This employment trend continued as American military and 

civilian families began to pour into the garrison towns and Milcoms throughout West 

Germany.
787

 Even as employment opportunities were scarce during the occupation period 

prior to the infusion of economy-boosting capital through aid programs and the ERP, the 

Milcoms were employing hundreds of West Germans. 

 An early example was the hiring of qualified Germans for air-traffic controller 

jobs at airports in the AMZON in 1947.
788

 Within months U.S. military officials 

continued to make available other essential jobs at those facilities such as freight 

handlers, repair and maintenance of aircraft, installation maintenance, and 

communications.
789

 Another example was the hiring of Germans to act in liaison and 

semi-supervisory capacities for the GYA in each of the landkreise [states].
790

 But central 

to the core of German workers were those serving in the military government. A March 
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of 1948 tally reveals that there were at least 2,571 serving in various staff and liaison 

positions.
791

 U.S. authorities within the Military Government however, followed specific 

criteria for hiring based on the Allies’ postwar program of Denazification, 

Demilitarization, and Disarmament. Regulations outlined those Germans who were not 

eligible for hiring based on previous membership in the Nazi party and certain skills and 

professions that were not open to Germans. For example, in the case of aeronautics, 

Germans could not apply for pilot’s licenses or engage in the manufacturing of aircraft. 

This continued until the program gradually lost momentum by the mid-1950s when the 

Western Allies saw a need for German partnership in defense against the Soviets.
792

 

 EUCOM also employed large numbers of German nationals by forming them into 

Labor Service Guard Units and Labor Service (Quartermaster Labor) Units. Among the 

first were 500 German men hired in August 1948 to support loading and transportation of 

supplies used in the Berlin Airlift. By June 1949 the military government had created 

eight companies of workers. Undergoing several reorganizations during its history it 

eventually developed into the Civilian Support Agency by 1981 and employed 

approximately 75,000 German nationals in a variety of maintenance and logistics 

positions. Similarly, in 1947, USAREUR began hiring individuals to form Labor Service 

Guard units. The number of Labor Service Guards grew to approximately 7,000 by 1949. 

These numbers increased to 17,457 by 1952 and reached a high of 19,573 by 1953, 
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decreasing during the following years as American military police gradually replaced 

them. Their primary duties were to guard American military facilities and depots to 

prevent pilfering and incidents of sabotage.
793

 A preponderance of displaced persons 

(DPs) residing in Germany at the close of the war, including Poles, Czechs, Balkans, and 

Easter Europeans, originally filled the ranks of both the Labor Service and Labor Service 

Guard units. By 1948 however, the Americans formed many new units from the 

increasing number of newly returned German POWs. Within several years almost 95% of 

some units were German.
794

 Many of the unit members maintained this employment with 

the local Milcoms for many years.
795

 (See Figure 5.2)  

 By the early 1950s, even as the national rate of unemployment exceeded 10% 

German workers continued to become essential employees within the infrastructure of the 

Milcoms. (See Figure 5.3) Evidence of an increased integration included the evolution of 

the German Employees Council that gave them a representative voice to file labor 

grievances, conduct arbitration, and recognize work-place achievements.
796

 An example 

of the importance of these workers’ groups was the attention they received in the Milcom 

press. A December 1949 issues of The Heidelberg Post carried a front page article 
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regarding the meeting of the Milcom commander with the Heidelberg Military Post 

(HMP) German Employees Council. The text of his comments included recognition that 

the “foundation of this council was a milestone in good labor relations with Heidelberg” 

and that it would provide a “two way channel between the Post Commander and his 

employees.”
797

 Present at that meeting were representatives of the 7,000 German workers 

in the Heidelberg Milcom.
798

 They included areas such as the military run hotels, PX and 

commissary operations, vehicular maintenance, dependent schools, the service club 

system, and the security guards.  

 Also important for German employees was a decision negotiated between the 

German government and EUCOM headquarters to shift the responsibility for workers’ 

wages to the individual Milcoms. This move permitted the U.S. forces to “become the 

direct employer of their German help” giving the Americans full responsibility for their 

pay as well as hiring and firing.
799

 It was in this context that various German Employees’ 

Councils sent letters of intent to strike when there was a delay in payment of wages in 

June 1948.
800

 Although it never materialized, it was indicative of both the still unsettled 

economic environment in West Germany and the growing relationship between the 

Milcoms and their civilian labor force.  

 By 1953, there were already more than 15,000 Germans working for the U.S. 

Army’s Ordnance command throughout the country, mostly as vehicle maintenance and 
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refurbishment personnel.
801

 This included 1,200 at the maintenance facility at the 

Boeblingen Milcom.
802

 The Ordnance Automotive Center, headquartered in Stuttgart, 

employed an additional 14,000 skilled workers.
803

 Dozens more worked at the 

USAREUR communications center in Heidelberg as dial control and wire technicians.
804

 

In addition, by1957, more than 11,000 German civilians worked in the Kaiserslautern 

Milcom area within the U.S. Army’s logistical base structure at more than 300 types of 

jobs. As the Big Picture film “Foreign Nationals” noted, this made available to the U.S. 

military the “use of a large reservoir of locally available workers” and did “much to 

strengthen the economy.”
805

 

 The impact of hiring and employment within the official Milcom structure as well 

as on its periphery was noteworthy, although it was logically strongest in areas where 

there were concentrations of American military facilities and communities. Other than 

working in official capacities for the Americans, enterprising Germans exploited 

opportunities to establish jobs in the service and entertainment sectors. German taxi 

drivers, food vendors, bars, restaurants, and souvenir shops profited from the Milcoms’ 

presence. German landlords also profited by making rooms available to let for American 

families, at prices that often exceeded normal ceilings. On the darker side, prostitution, 

gambling establishments and crime also blossomed in the vicinity of U.S. military 
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garrisons. Frequently, German towns suffered the dichotomy of economic boom and 

moral decay, as depicted in films such as the Golden Plague, a contradiction that often 

found its way into the public debate.
806

  

 One example of a garrison town that faced this type of economic boom was 

Baumholder in the Rhineland-Palatinate. Construction programs for military facilities, 

including family housing and barracks, provided jobs and lowered the local 

unemployment from 22.4% prior to March 1950, to 1.4% afterward. By one estimate, in 

1954, the American military employed 17% of the Birkenfeld County workforce, which 

included the town of Baumholder.
807

 Other cities, towns, and villages that benefited in a 

similar way were Heidelberg, Frankfurt, Mainz, Stuttgart and Grafenwoehr.  These 

opportunities contributed to the overall national trend of decreasing unemployment rates 

that lasted through the mid-1960s when the average stood at less than 1%. The American 

military presence provided a needed boost to the West German economy through 

increased employment opportunities as well as increased spending in the vicinity of the 

Milcoms. This condition began prior to the advent of the Wirtschaftswunder and 

continued well into the 1960s. Along with economic benefits both nations realized a 

closer integration and dependency on one another that fostered their postwar alliance. 

Still, another dimension of the economic resurgence that influenced the relationship 

between West Germans and the American Milcoms was the currency reform of 1948. 
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Introduction of the Deutsche Mark to the Milcom 

 The Stars and Stripes banner headline that broadcast “Mark Changes Tomorrow 

Western Allies Announce Reform” heralded the most important spark to ignite the 

Wirtschaftswunder.
808

 The media, both German and Allied in the Western zones, had 

carried stories of the consideration for currency reform for months. Upon making the 

decision to introduce a new tender during the London Conference of 1948, the Western 

allied governments released a joint statement that the action would “eliminate the 

consequences of the destruction of the currency caused by National Socialism 

[Nazism].”
809

 In truth, the Allies saw it as a necessary step to affect economic stability, an 

act they hoped would subsequently precipitate a unified German nation. Intentions aside, 

that initiative contained an element of disruptive political resonance and served as a 

catalyst for Soviet counter-reactions, which included their withdrawal from the Allied 

Control Council (ACC) and involved the blockade of Berlin.
810

 Nevertheless, for West 

Germany it would solve the problem of a swollen money supply, eliminate restrictive 

price controls, undercut the value of the black market, and provide incentive to wage 
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earners.
811

 

 Prior to June 1948, Milcom members had enjoyed an exchange rate of one U.S. 

dollar to ten Reichsmarks (RMs), the existing currency. That ratio provided favorable 

economic leverage for the Americans when purchasing goods or services from West 

Germans during the occupation period. Also, in a West German society where empty 

store shelves were the norm, Americans’ wealth of consumer goods, food, and sundry 

items such as cigarettes, placed them at an advantage. That surfeit of goods, hard to find 

within the West German economy, often fed into the black marketplace encouraging 

criminal activity and preventing a normalization of the economy. Evidence of this 

widespread gangster-land type of activity was available almost daily to Milcom readers 

on the pages of the Stars and Stripes. For example, one article featured the sensational 

discovery and break-up of a large ring operating in Germany that included 140 arrests.
812

 

Another account told of the seizure of 3,800 pounds of black market coffee.
813

  

 The black market however, remained an active alternative to the incipient German 

economic system from the 1940s and through the 1950s. Wolf W. Schmoekel remembers 

that late in 1945: 

Circumstances in Germany were all but chaotic, mass starvation 

threatened, and a black market flourished which was doubtlessly 
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unprecedented in history. The Second’s [Second Armored Cavalry 

Regiment] new duties consisted mainly of police work, raids on black 

market centers, and an occasional show of force to discourage any would-

be conspirators. A nation-wide black market ring was broken up in the fall 

of 1946. A platoon of C Troop-42, stationed at Ingolstadt, tracked down 

some men who had broken into the local food office and stolen a large 

number of ration stamps. It was discovered that they belonged to a well-

organized ring of black marketers, who were subsequently arrested by 

American and British officials.
814

 

 

Roland E. Sharp stationed in the Heidelberg Milcom from 1948 to 1953, recalls the value 

of commodities on the black market, “Cigarettes were $1.10 a carton and we could buy 

only 1 carton per week. A carton sold for about $25.00 each on the German black market. 

Coffee, silk stockings, tea were also big sellers on the black market.”
815

 Bill Lee 

remembers the exchange process: 

One of the [forbidden] experiences I remember was the selling of 

cigarettes on the black market in Sonthofen. Those who did not smoke 

brought their rationed cartons from the PX, then would simply place them 

in a handbag, take them downtown to Sonthofen and sell them, usually to 

merchants there. No one ever questioned this practice. This allowed for 

the purchase of such German products as Zeiss binoculars, Leica Cameras, 

Rosenthal China, Dresden figurines and Omega watches.
816

  

 

Morton Mumma arrived at his assignment just outside Munich in August 1950 

and had similar experiences: 

 Many Americans soon learned that the black market, normally in coffee, 

tea and cigarettes was an easy way to buy those pictures, cameras, and 

projectors so desired by many of those in the Occupation Force. The 
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Germans selling those items roamed through the housing areas which were 

off-base and they did a good business. Many of the Germans parlayed 

their on-site sale into legitimate business establishments, in Munich and 

other cities. The German police and American authorities did their best to 

squelch black marketing but it was a lost cause, basically ineffective until 

the later currency reform.
817

 

 

 Primary sources also describe interesting, parallel ways that the shadow economic 

world of the black market touched Milcom members’ lives. Donald Patterson confesses 

that, “On the black market you could get anything with a can of coffee or a carton of 

cigarettes. I know because I stole a couple of cartons from my father to buy some electric 

trains.”
818

 In a comparable subterfuge the offices of AFN Nüremberg, which was often 

short of necessary repair parts and supplies, also resorted to the black market as an 

expedient alternative, “the station’s first birth was January 28, 1950, when studios were 

opened in the prestigious Grand Hotel. When the local Commanding General threw the 

switch, he didn’t know the switch had been purchased on the black market for two 

pounds of coffee.”
819

 

 Seen through an economic lens, an advantageous exchange rate, consumer 

largess, and dabbling in the black market suggest reasons that Milcom members may 

have felt confident and secure within the context of their relationship with the struggling 

Germans. The currency reform of June 20, 1948, however, changed much of that. Almost 

overnight, the introduction of the Deutsche Mark (DM) had a profound effect on the lives 
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of West Germans and their Milcom neighbors. For individual Germans, who dubbed this 

‘der Tag X’ [X Day], the initial impact seemed daunting.
820

 Directed to exchange their 

old Reichsmarks for the new Deutsche Marks, at disadvantageous rates, many saw their 

hard-earned savings disappear. The prescribed rate of exchange was one DM for one RM 

up to the first 600 RM. After that, the rate was one DM for ten RM.
821

 Specific groups 

suffered as well. Many German university students saw their chances to stay in school 

evaporate as the change in currency suddenly made an education unaffordable. Sixty 

percent of those students attending university at Munich dropped their studies for the fall 

semester of 1948.
822

 Elderly pensioners suffered as their limited income lost value, and in 

the immediate aftermath of the currency reform unemployment among men rose 42.5% 

and women by 70%.
823

 Although these adjustments and sacrifices appeared unfair they 

quickly solved the economically crippling problem of inflation caused by excessive 

currency in circulation. Changes in the marketplace followed as well.  

 Some common items took more from West Germans’ purses than did others after 

the conversion. One contemporary survey showed that the price of a briefcase jumped 

from RM 40 to DM 48, a bicycle increased from RM 110 to DM 155, a man’s suit from 
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RM 90 to DM 105, and a gas stove from RM 130 to DM 186.
824

 On the positive side, fuel 

and consumable items appeared more affordable. On the average, a liter of gasoline 

dropped from RM 10 to DM .75, a chocolate bar from RM 20 to DM 2, one pound of 

butter from RM 250 to DM 18, one pound of coffee from RM 360 to DM 15, and most 

important, the price of American cigarettes declined from RM 100 per pack to DM 8.
825

 

This last change had a substantial impact on disrupting black market operations. Before 

the June reform cigarettes had constituted a universal currency in that realm and 

afterward their substantial devaluation undercut their value. By June 23
rd

, military and 

civil authorities celebrated the fact that with the change in currency the “busy black 

market had folded most of its tents today and quietly stolen away.”
826

 Although black 

market operations would continue for years their influence and power to shape the 

postwar economy, and their stranglehold on the daily existence of West Germans began 

to diminish. (See Figure 5.4) 

 The civilian work force suffered another important consequence of the currency 

change. Although there was a 50% across-the-board increase in prices for goods and 

services beginning in June 1948, West Germans found only a 15% increase in their pay 

envelopes.
827

 That situation continued to fester with resentment until the autumn. On 

October 28
th

 “dissatisfied trade unionists” organized demonstrations in Stuttgart against 

existing economic policies that fostered the pay inequity. In short order rioting broke out 
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and the West German police were unable to handle the crowd. The military governor 

quickly called out the “highly mobile troops” of the U.S. Constabulary force who were 

armed with machineguns and tanks, and used tear gas to restore peace.
828

 It was the only 

instance since the end of the war that American military forces acted to quell a public 

disturbance in the AMZON. West German labor historians have dubbed this significant 

event the Stuttgarter vorfälle [Stuttgart incident].
829

 

 A second general strike numbering between 8 and 9 million workers in the major 

cities of the British and American zones followed on November 12
th

. Against fears that 

General Clay would again use military force the demonstrations and rallies remained 

peaceful. Only German workers in factories, coal mines, and steel mills participated, 

employees of the U.S. military government were not involved.
830

 Both sets of incidents 

forced the hand of Chancellor Adenauer who directed Ludwig Erhard, the architect of 

Germany’s economic recovery, to again emplace a series of price controls. But for West 

German free-market economists like Erhard, who were following an American capitalist 

model, it was a victory over the power of organized labor and unions.
831

 HICOG survey 

results of contemporary public trends reveal that immediately after the introduction of the 

reform 54% of West Germans complained, “Their living conditions were worse than they 
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had been one year earlier.” By January of 1949, however, 52% of the survey population 

admitted, “they were better off than during the previous year.”
832

 Another survey 

revealed that most West Germans (52%) thought trade unions were useful in protecting 

workers’ rights, but only 29% approved of strike actions.
833

 After initial difficulties most 

Germans began to realize the benefits of the conversion plan. 

 The currency reform affected American Milcom members in different ways. 

Besides readjusting the currency exchange rate, which changed immediately from one 

dollar = RM 10 to one dollar=DM 3.33, PX prices rose. Four days after the conversion to 

the DM Milcom members awoke to front page news in the Stars and Stripes that the 

European Exchange System (EES) was increasing prices in merchandise and services as a 

result of the reform. In some instances the increase was as much as 50%. That was the 

case with cigarettes, which rose from 80 cents per carton to $1.25 and laundry soap, 

which increased from 10 cents to 15 cents a cake. The justification used by the EES 

management was a need to increase revenues by 10% monthly to cover raises in salaries 

for German EES workers, added freight costs, and increased costs to German 

merchants.
834 

News of changes to PX prices, resulting from the currency reform, held 

Milcom readers’ interest for months.  

 To placate any grumbling from Milcom consumers the EES was quick to show 

evidence that despite the recent price increases the European PX was still a good place to 
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shop. In a survey that compared prices between PX systems in the U.S. and in Europe 

authorities showed that most items in overseas Milcom PXs were cheaper. This, they 

emphasized, was particularly true for tobacco products. All “popular brands” of cigarettes 

in EUCOM were 9 cents a pack, 14 cents in U.S. PXs, and 15-20 cents in a civilian store. 

The survey also listed as cheaper other items such as razors, toothpaste, and film.
835

 Still, 

Milcom members complained. One letter in the B-Bag column from a concerned reader 

outlined the higher costs of fruit and vegetables in the EES than in the U.S. The reason, 

offered by the Chief of EUCOM Special Services, involved the costs of preservation and 

overseas shipping and handling, which in turn had increased with the currency reform.
836

 

These changes continued through to the next year with price increases periodically 

announced in the Stars and Stripes for various items on the PX shelves. 

 It was not until 1950 that the EES was able to reduce a number of prices. These 

actions coincided with an adjustment in the dollar to DM rate from $1=DM 3.3 to 

$1=DM 4.2. By May of that year Milcom shoppers were able to read a column in the 

Stars and Stripes titled “PX Prices Cut on 50 Items,” which carried the good news that 

“economies in operating expenses have enabled EES to reduce prices on approximately 

50 items.” The savings were in Wildroot Cream Oil, Vitalis Hair Tonic and other popular 

hair care products, as well as clothing and nylons.
837

 A two-page spread appeared in the 

Stars and Stripes in July titled “Operating Economy: Savings Days” that proclaimed, 

“EES expense cuts bring you new low PX prices.” This article also listed reduced items 
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that included menswear, German-made cameras, watches, household items, and food.
838

 

Until the early-1960s the EES managed to hold the line on prices. An exchange rate with 

the dollar that remained above DM 4 made that possible. 

 As Milcoms members gradually came to terms with the currency reform, and the 

effects it had on their lives, they also had to negotiate the use of Military Payment 

Certificates (MPC). Also known as “scrip” the MPC program was a parallel initiative to 

curtail the destabilization of the German economy by preventing an overabundance of 

U.S. dollars in circulation that could cause uncontrolled inflation. Instead, Milcom 

members throughout the AMZON exchanged their dollars for an equivalent amount of 

MPCs that they then used to make purchases at locations such as the PX and commissary 

as well as at post theaters, clubs, and recreation facilities. They could also exchange scrip 

for an equivalent amount of DMs for use on the German economy or if traveling abroad. 

This was important because not all European nations accepted the American scrip.
839

 

(See Figure 5.5) 

 German black marketers constantly tried to corrupt the program by illegally 

buying or exchanging MPCs from Milcom members at rates below the official exchange 

rate. To foil these attempts American governing authorities periodically staged 

unannounced, but mandatory, scrip exchanges for the entire AMZON. At this time old 

scrip was replaced one-for-one for new scrip usually of different design and color to 

prevent local black marketers from printing counterfeit certificates. The operation was so 
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controlled and secretive that the new certificates often arrived at night under heavy guard 

to distribution centers.
840

 Unfortunately, all Milcom members, military and civilian, often 

had to endure long lines to make the exchange when offices opened, although a grace 

period of several days usually followed the announcements. A survey of source materials 

reveals that during the postwar decades, when scrip was in use, American military 

governing authorities conducted very effective campaigns to control the illegal 

production and exchange of MPCs.
841

 Together, the use of MPCs and the currency 

conversion sometimes made financial transactions challenging for Milcom members 

especially when conducting the routine of daily life such as shopping or paying bills. The 

use of MPCs finally ended on May 27, 1958 with the Stars and Stripes heralding the 

conversion of all circulating scrip to dollars, “Forces in 3 Nations Get Greenbacks.”
842

 

A Brief Golden Age 

 From 1950 through the mid-1960s American Milcom members lived in an 

economic Golden Age. The dollar remained strong in relation to the new DM and they 

took full advantage of opportunities that this affluence presented. For some service 

members, such as Bill Doyle, life was good both on and off post. As he recalls: 

Base facilities were excellent. We had a movie theater which changed 

movies around three times a week and cost 25 cents for first line movies. 

There was a small PX with the basics, a small snack bar and an NCO/EM 
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club as well as a service club…Beer was somewhere between 10 and 20 

cents a bottle and I think mixed drinks were 20 or 25 cents. At that time 

the U.S. dollar was officially pegged at 4 marks, 20 Pfennings. However 

you could get more on the black market. There was also the black market 

for cigarettes, pipe tobacco, coffee and other items which sold well. The 

price would fluctuate dependent on distance to payday and whether the 

Air Force had flown in.
 843

 

 

Several years later, in 1958, life still remained comfortable. Jim Landgraf notes: 

 

I have fond memories of that period: 4.25 DM to the dollar, a beer 

was 1 DM and a good meal at the Bahnhof [train station] restaurant 

was 4 DM. AAFES gas was 11 cents per gallon and ESSO was 26 

cents. Baumholder was a great place to be because the 40 bars 

gave me great incentive to travel. (Although I did catch a few of 

the shows at the Goldener Angel Club.) I celebrated my 21
st
 

birthday at the French Officers Club in Baumholder and was 

presented with my first Class VI card at that time.
 844

 

 

During that same year R.L. Brown had shared similar experiences in 

Münich: 

 

Those were days when one DM was worth 25 cents, so we lived 

well. My wife and I lived on Herkimer Platz in State Department 

housing, by the luck of the draw. Quarters were great, furniture 

was new, and beer was superb. Münich night life was awesome 

and the travel opportunities were fabulous. Other than the field 

time the duty was great.
 845

 

 

By 1965 a precipitous downward trend in the DM to dollar exchange rate began that 

continued until 1980. During that time, the value of the dollar declined from 

approximately DM 4 to DM 1.82. (See Figure 5.6) Milcom members witnessed the loss 
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of their buying power on the German economy and often found themselves shopping 

more at the PX and commissary and sometimes living from pay day to pay day. For some 

not living in government quarters there were additional challenges. 

 Often neglected by contemporary histories were the American Milcom families, 

military and civilian, ‘living on the economy’ in German-owned properties. For them an 

additional set of challenges existed. As the German economy strengthened and costs 

drifted upward so did rent and utilities, such as heating fuel and those associated taxes. 

Still, like other Milcom members, American families living on the economy did not have 

to pay German taxes on other types of goods or services. However, by the mid-1950s 

more than 6,000 U.S. service personnel and their dependents were residing on the 

economy with those numbers outpacing construction of new housing as the troop strength 

in Germany increased into the early 1960s.
846

 Wives of these families often bonded into 

groups such as the ‘Stuttgart Economy Wives Club’ to discuss solutions and vent 

frustrations about “costly utilities, lack of bathtubs, and landlord trouble.”
847

 Very often, 

these Milcom members discovered that their family budgets were lacking as the 

“exorbitant rent” charged by German owners exceeded “by far” the housing allowances 

permitted by the U.S. government.
848

 This initially caused some difficulties when 

AMZON officials introduced the new currency in June 1948 and then again as the DM 

gained strength against the dollar beginning in the mid-1960s.  

 Sluggish increases to the military rate of pay, particularly housing allowances 
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exacerbated those problems for Americans living on the economy in Germany. From 

October 1949 to October 1963 there were few adjustments to the Basic Allowance for 

Quarters (BAQ). Modest increases of 14% in 1952, and 7% in October 1963, preceded a 

relatively stable period of the exchange rate between the dollar and the DM inspiring 

little adjustment by the Department of Defense although groups such as the Stuttgart 

Wives Economy Club continued to voice their grievances.
849

 However, as the dollar’s 

value plunged precipitously after 1965 Milcom members again endured greater financial 

hardship through the latter half of the decade and into the 1970s. 

German Taxes and the Milcoms 

 American service members, civilians, and their families who were assigned and 

sponsored by one of the hundreds of Milcoms received a number of protections under the 

Status of Forces Agreements (SOFA) that were negotiated between the U.S. and West 

Germany beginning with the end of the occupation period. Principal among these was the 

understanding that all Milcom members were exempt from prosecution under German 

law for crimes committed while living in a Milcom. Instead, they were all subject to the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). For Milcom consumers however, the greatest 

benefit of the SOFA was exemption from the West German value added tax (VAT) 

levied on the purchase of goods or services.
850
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 The VAT for Germans known as the Mehrwertsteuer (MwSt) averaged over 10% 

for most goods. But in accordance with contemporary U.S. military policies Americans 

were “exempt from German taxes that are based on residence or domicile in Germany.” 

Furthermore, Milcom members were also “exempt from German taxes that are imposed 

upon movable property intended, for personal or domestic use, and upon income from 

official activities.”
851

 This included automobiles bearing license plates registered with the 

U.S. forces. Periodically, over the years, the Stars and Stripes would feature articles that 

provided updates to American Milcom members on the SOFA with West Germany. One 

constant that did not change was the exemption from paying the MwSt. Germans 

employees of the Americans Milcoms however, also received some exemption from tax, 

although it was a single, unique case. The West German government agreed to waive 

taxation for any worker who received a monetary prize under the American awards 

program for employees who provided a good idea.
852

 Regardless of the DM fluctuations 

over time, the Americans were able to realize a consistent financial benefit not enjoyed 

by their German hosts. 

Conclusion  

 Primary source materials document that by the mid-1960s the halcyon days of 

unchallenged economic advantage for Milcom members were slowly slipping away. 

Billions of dollars of aid through programs such as George Marshall’s ERP together with 

Ludwig Erhard’s policies and planning, and the much needed currency reform, had 
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created the necessary environment for the popularly dubbed Wirtschaftswunder. West 

German employment was on the rise, production lines were humming, the agricultural 

sector was again reaping much needed caloric bounties, coveted consumer goods were 

appearing on store shelves, and the black market’s muscle was atrophying. But, these 

conditions also described an economic miracle that existed as a dichotomy. On one hand, 

the United States had willingly traded off its economic advantage by nurturing and 

tutoring its West German student in the ways of American capitalism until it grew into a 

free-market competitor. In this context it had sacrificed some of its postwar triumphal 

swagger and to a degree negated exceptional attitudes of unique material wealth and 

bounty. In contrast, the United States had created a strong ally that was ready to serve as 

a keystone in the West’s anti-communist bulwark for decades to come. 

   As this project reveals, within the context of that transformation, there were also 

profound economic exchanges that occurred at the grassroots level between the Milcoms 

and the West Germans. The Milcoms provided some of the first welcome employment 

opportunities for West Germans, and like their German neighbors Milcom members had 

to endure financial adjustments as the new Deutsche Mark arrived in circulation. This 

sometimes included loss of buying power and frustrations that involved negotiating rent 

and costs of living for those Americans in German housing. These were some of the 

challenges of life for Milcom members in West Germany, not addressed in contemporary 

histories, which often went unappreciated by their stateside contemporaries. 
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Figure 5.1. Time Magazine Cover, VW Chief. An image of Heinz Nordhoff appeared on 

the February 15, 1954 cover of the magazine. The Volkswagen Corporation was 

emblematic of West Germany’s resurgent economy and economic wonder. (Source: 

accessed November 13, 2013, 

http://content.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,19540215,00.html.)  
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Figure 5.2. German Labor Service member. He stands on the road to the camp at 

Eschborn near Frankfurt, c. August 1949. There were originally two companies at this 

location each with 300 men. They wore American military uniforms dyed black with a 

distinctive shoulder patch. Members received lodging, meals, toiletries and a small 

stipend in return for the labor they provided. Many considered themselves lucky to have 

such positions at a time when the war-ravaged economy had little to offer in the way of 

employment. (Source: “Labor Service Division,” U.S. Army Germany, accessed 

November 11, 2013, 

http://usarmygermany.com/Sont.htm?http&&&usarmygermany.com/Units 

/HqUSAREUR/USAREUR_LaborSvc.htm ) 
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Figure 5.3. West German Unemployment Rate, 1948-1967 

Notes: 

1. Accurate unemployment rate data for the early postwar period (1945-1948) does not 

exist. 

2. For at least the first decade after the war unemployment data included refugees 

arriving from the east. 

Sources:  

Deutsche Bundesbank, Trading Economics, 

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/germany/unemployment-rate  

Accessed: August 10, 2013 

Institut für Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung, Bundesandstalt für Arbeit [Institute for 

the Labor Market and Occupational Research, Federal Office of Labor] 

http://doku.iab.de/zfibel/03_06_02.pdf  

Accessed: August 10, 2013 

Spiegel On-Line, Wirtschaft, Arbeitslosigkeit in Deutschland 

http://www.spiegel.de/flash/flash-26018.html  

Accessed: August 10, 2013 
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Figure 5.4. DM Exchange. For many West German citizens the initial distribution of the 

new Deutsche Mark came with a significant financial loss. (Image source: GHI, 

http://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/sub_image.cfm?image_id=1018.) 

 

 

 

http://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/sub_image.cfm?image_id=1018
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Figure 5.5. Military Payment Certificates (MPC) (c. 1947). Also known as “scrip” these 

certificates were issued in occupied Europe by American authorities as a method to 

control inflation and black marketing activities.  

Image source: World Paper Money, accessed July 29, 2014, http://www.banknotes-

steinberg.com/usmpcs 

  

http://www.banknotes-steinberg.com/usmpcs
http://www.banknotes-steinberg.com/usmpcs
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Figure 5.6. Deutsche Mark to Dollar Exchange Rate, 1948-1995. From April 1945 to 

June 1948 the German unit of currency was the Reichmark (RM). That exchange rate was 

$1= RM 10. During the June 20, 1948 currency conversion the military government 

replaced the RM with the DM. The initial exchange rate became $1=DM 3.33. 

 

Source: Historical Dollar-to-Marks Currency Conversion Page, 

http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/currency.htm#tables  
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Chapter Six: 

Milcoms, 1967-1990 

Shaping Images of American Culture: Fast Food, Violence, Crime and Drugs 

 

 

 

 The influence of American culture, which arrived through the Milcoms by the 

mid-1960s, had implications that West Germany both welcomed and eschewed. It 

featured an invasion of fast food which eventually appealed to the West Germans and had 

a wider European acceptance that ultimately left an indelible imprint on German culture 

by the latter years of the Cold War. But other darker dimensions of contemporary 

American culture, which blossomed during the years of the United States’ involvement in 

Vietnam, accompanied the arrival of fast food and left an ugly stain on German-

American relations. These were the problems of violence, crime, and drugs, and their 

intersection at the Milcom shaped Americans’ opinions of their culture and their 

interactions with one another. Together, the fast food phenomenon and the triad of 

problems informed West Germans’ continued assessment of the United States by 

providing a kaleidoscopic lens to study the complexity of contemporary modern 

American culture. 

Fast Food: A Taste of America 

 Billy Wilder’s film One, Two, Three (1961) and Wolfgang Becker’s Good Bye 

Lenin! (2003) suggest a pair of bookends that bracket the building and razing of the 
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iconic Berlin Wall.
853

 Both serve as contemporary social and cultural critiques wrapped 

in satire, the former during the Wall’s construction the latter at its demise. More in 

common to each however, is a constant thread of American consumerism that weaves its 

way across time and through both films’ narratives. It connects the two and serves as a 

powerful catalyst that shapes the characters’ lives and inspires their actions. The 

emblematic reagent in both cases is Coca-Cola which is central to the first film and 

omnipresent in the second.
854

 But within that consumerist context a new cultural artifact 

makes its appearance in Becker’s movie with the introduction of fast food. That new 

arrival takes shape in the form of Burger King and plays the role of a welcome alternative 

to, but corrupting force of, traditional German culture. As the storyline unfolds in a newly 

unified Berlin, the fast food franchise is a modern siren that lures a previously dutiful 

daughter away from her university studies with the promise of a new life through work at 

the drive-thru window. Together with the ubiquitous Coca-Cola, Burger King’s fast food 

represented the smothering, and often narcotic, artificiality of American culture arriving 

on the whispered promises of consumerist wealth that began in the early postwar years 

and gained momentum through the following decades. 

                                                 
853

 For a summary of “One, Two, Three” see Chapter 2, note 293. Wolfgang Becker and his production 

studio released the award winning film “Good Bye Lenin!” in 2003. It is the story of the extreme measures 

the children of a former East Berlin citizen take to protect her from the new realities of Western 

consumerism that invade her socialist homeland after the fall of the Wall. The theme of both films is the 

pervasive influence of consumerism that transcends politics and society to unite people and eventually 

break down traditional cultural barriers to modernity. 
854

 In “One, Two, Three” the main character works for Coca-Cola trying to improve sales in 1961 

Germany. In the storyline Coke represents everything that is modern and free, a metaphor for Americanism 

as a direct contrast to the communist oppressed societies of the East. In several scenes communist 

operatives sneak drinks of Coke while listening to forbidden modern music. In the second film, Coca-Cola 

serves the same purpose, arriving in East Germany with new freedoms and modern behaviors. In one 

deliberately enacted scene a large banner bearing the emblem of Coke replaces one heralding socialist 

achievement. 
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Figure 6.1. German Burger King Workers. A former East German girl and her former 

West German boyfriend find unity and happiness wearing the pinstripes of Burger King 

in Wolfgang Becker’s Good Bye Lenin! (Source: IMDb, Good Bye Lenin! accessed: 

September 10, 2013 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0301357/combined.) 

 

 

 

 By the mid-1960s, cars, fashions, films, and music, the widely recognized 

markers of postwar popular American culture in Europe, found general acceptance into 

West German culture.
855

 Their omnipresence eventually painted them with the brush of 

expectant normalcy that blurred their integration at the boundary between the two worlds 

and completed their absorption.
856

 An alternate interpretation is that the popularity of 

                                                 
855

 Although the process was long and often controversial these aspects of popular American culture, often 

introduced through the Milcoms, eventually found traction in Europe and West Germany particularly with 

younger generations. Older Germans also came to accept, if not accommodate, these intrusions of 

American culture. For additional discussion of the associated intercultural penetration see Richard Pells, 

Not Like Us: How Europeans Have Loved, Hated, and Transformed American Culture. 
856

 That full absorption generally occurred first with younger generations but eventually achieved status as 

an indigenous cultural artifact. See Sabrina P. Ramet and Gordana P. Crnkovic, eds. Kazaaam! Splat! 

Ploof! The American Impact on European Popular Culture since 1945 (New York: Rowman and 

Littlefield, 2003), 5.  

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0301357/combined
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European music eventually eclipsed that of the Americans.
857

 Regardless of the causality, 

just as that first wave of ‘cultural imperialism’ seemed to crest and begin to lose 

momentum a second arrived. Riding that next wave to hit Europe’s shores was the 

popular American cultural concept of fast food. 

 Among the first franchises to establish beachheads were A&W and Kentucky 

Fried Chicken (KFC). The first A&W, which opened in 1962, and the first KFC, which 

followed in 1969, were both located in Frankfurt.
858

 Each sought to penetrate the West 

German restaurant market by initially locating near areas saturated with an American 

presence to take advantage of consumers’ familiarity with the menu choices.
859

 Other 

than businessmen and tourists who frequented the area, and exchange students who 

studied there, the greater Frankfurt metropolitan region was also home to numerous 

American Milcoms with thousands of military members, civilian employees, and their 

families.
860

 These initial ventures however, were still slow to gain popularity with 

Germans who eschewed the idea of non-traditional dining on mass-produced food served 

across a counter in paper or plastic containers.
861

 

 Hoping to find success in the German market McDonalds opened its first 

                                                 
857

 Mary Nolan suggests that British rock music, particularly by the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, 

replaced American popular music as the dominant popular sound by the mid-1960s. See, The Transatlantic 

Century: Europe and America, 244. 
858

 At its height A&W had three restaurants in Germany but by 1990 all three had closed their doors. By the 

end of 1969 KFC had two restaurants in Frankfurt.  
859

 “Blitzing Deutschland with Yankee Fast –Food,” Stars and Stripes, December 2, 1977, 14. 
860

 Through the late 1980s the city of Frankfurt and the immediate surrounding area was home to at least 17 

American military facilities, kasernes, and housing areas. These included the Abrams Complex, 

Headquarters of the U.S. Army V Corps and the 97
th

 General Hospital. In addition, nearby, there were the 

well-populated satellite sub-communities of Hanau, Darmstadt, Bad-Nauheim, and the U.S. Air Force 

Rhein-Main Air Base. 
861

 Traditional European restaurant dining included at least a wait staff, metal cutlery, ceramic dinnerware, 

and table cloths.  
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restaurant in Münich in late 1971 to take advantage of the influx of visitors for the1972 

Olympic Games. From that start the corporation employed a different strategy that 

avoided populated American areas and instead pandered to German cultural tastes. In 

place of a typical modern, sleek, interior design its décor was subdued and featured dark 

wooden partitions to create an environment that was intimate and gemütlich [comfortable 

and informal]. In addition, it served beer. But as a replicator of German epicurean desires 

McDonalds was a failure.
862

 At the time, the German media slighted all American fast 

food initiatives claiming that the “idea of quick feeding in technically standardized food 

outlets with a limited, single menu” was not appealing. Further criticism disclosed that 

the concept of business franchising had not yet caught on in Germany.
863

 But within a 

short period of time those attitudes would change. 

 Between 1971 and 1976 the number of McDonald’s franchises grew to 31and 

their interiors reverted to the familiar, minimalist, modern décor. More important, the 

corporation began to construct its newer restaurants closer to areas populated by 

Americans. There exists a close correlation between the locations of the existing Milcoms 

in West Germany and those of the local McDonalds. As the number of its franchises 

swelled to nearly 900 by 1990 approximately 31% were either co-located within a 

Milcom or within a short travel distance.
864

 There is also an associated correlation 

                                                 
862

 Bee Wilson, “Burger Off,” New Statesman 135, October 2, 2000, 48. 
863

 “The Unloved Hamburger,” Die Zeit, August 25, 1972, accessed September 1, 2013, 

http://www.zeit.de/1972/34/die-ungeliebten-hamburger. 
864

 For purposes of this study a ‘short travel distance’ is 10 miles or less. A similar correlation of locations 

also applies to Burger King franchises. The term ‘co-location’ for the time period refers to location only in 

the same town or village as the Milcom not specifically within the confines of a military facility or housing 

area. By 1990 Burger King had 143 locations of 250 (57.70%) in the FRG located in or near a Milcom, and 

http://www.zeit.de/1972/34/die-ungeliebten-hamburger
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between the growth in the size of the total American military population in West 

Germany between 1970 and 1980 and the increase in the number of franchises.
865

 This 

suggests that McDonalds recognized the advantage of increasing profits by selling to an 

American clientele who were already familiar with its standard menu and were hungry 

for its product line.
866

 It also suggests an understanding of the influence Milcoms could 

continue to have as agents of American consumerist culture. Just as they had served as a 

conduit for Western consumer goods, music, and fashion during earlier decades, Milcom 

members did familiarize West Germany with the concept of fast food through their 

frequent patronage and association with Germans both on-duty and off-duty. 

Interpretations by extant histories that fast food did not catch on in Germany until 

German culture and society changed to adopt the faster pace of modern life are not 

complete without considering the influence of already existing pockets of Americans and 

the Milcoms.
867

 That impact becomes more evident when examining print source 

documents such as the Stars and Stripes and German weekly journals. These reveal the 

increasing engagement of German culture with fast food that followed close on the heels 

of its integration with the Milcoms. 

                                                                                                                                                 
McDonalds had 276 locations of approximately 900 (30.66%). Data collated from a variety of sources 

including Stars and Stripes, Der Spiegel, Die Zeit, New York Times, and websites Restaurants in Germany 

and List of U.S. Army Installations in Germany. 
865

 Between 1970 and 1980 the total Milcom population in West Germany increased from 346,867 to 

414,020. See Chapter 1, Figure 1.5, Military and Dependent Populations, this study. 
866

 In evidence, the West German town of Bamberg had approximately 80,000 residents including 10,000 

Milcom members, but by 1990 had 2 McDonalds and 2 Burger Kings. “Command War: Crimes of 

Violence in USAREUR Dip Drastically Following Drive,” Stars and Stripes, December 27, 1974, 9. 
867

 Victoria de Grazia offers a valid insight regarding the acceptance of fast food by any society but does 

not account for the influence of the hundreds of thousands of Americans living in Europe who facilitated a 

faster integration of that cultural artifact. See de Grazia, Irresistible Empire, 469. 
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 The fact that the average American Milcom member and their family enjoyed fast 

food was no secret. As the availability of McDonalds increased so did the number of 

references to fast food, especially hamburgers, in the Stars and Stripes. A February 1977 

column, “Consumer Watch,” revealed that the “all-American hamburger is a real winner” 

at the post exchange (PX) snack bars and that “AAFES managed to wrap up $5,071,686 

in hamburger sales during fiscal year 1977.” It also confided that it was a healthier 

alternative to a German wurst “with its high fat content.”
868

 A feature article from later 

that year highlighted the inroads that American fast food franchises were beginning to 

make to the West German restaurant scene and their gradual acceptance. Besides the 

existence of McDonalds and KFC, it also mentioned a newcomer to the scene, Burger 

King. 

 Although this new fast food outlet began with a single restaurant in West Berlin in 

1976 it capitalized on the early mistakes of its predecessors by quickly establishing itself 

near American populations. Within a year of its first franchise, Burger King had opened a 

total of three in West Berlin and seven in the Frankfurt area.
869

 Realizing the benefits of 

co-locating in the vicinity of Milcoms the fast food corporations sought to sign deals with 

the military. By the early 1980s Burger King, McDonalds and Wendy’s began opening 

on military bases in the United States when military and political elites determined that 

“military personnel and their families wanted name brand fast-food products, not an 

                                                 
868

 “Consumer Watch,” Stars and Stripes, February 4, 1977, 19. 
869

 Ibid. 
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AAFES burger.”
870

 Those initiatives precipitated a landmark deal between Burger King 

and the Army and Air Force Exchange System (AAFES) to establish franchises in West 

Germany located within the bounds of military facilities and overseen by military 

authorities.
871

 The first of these was in the Ansbach Milcom in 1984. As corporate 

authorities noted “we feel we are providing a little bit of home to the personnel on base 

while providing significant additional revenue to the Morale, Welfare and Recreation 

fund.”
872

 The Stars and Stripes first alerted Milcom readers to this agreement with a front 

page announcement that “Burger King, AAFES OK Fast Food Outlets.”
873

 By 1990 

Burger King had 21restaurants operating in Milcom facilities in West Germany and many 

others located nearby.
874

  

 To reach those American sub-communities at distances from larger Milcoms, and 

to service military units deployed out to field training areas, Burger King began to 

employ mobile restaurant vans. By December 1986 the company had three in operation 

                                                 
870

 Hearing before the Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR) Panel, 101
st
 Congress 1 (1987) (statement 

of Dan Daniel Representative of Virginia). 

http://congressional.proquest.com.mutex.gmu.edu/congressional/result/pqpresultpage.gispdfhitspanel.pdflin

k/http%3A$2f$2fprod.cosmos.dc4.bowker-dmz.com$2fapp-bin$2fgis-hearing$2f8$2f1$2ff$2f5$2fhrg-

1987-ash-0023_from_1_to_157.pdf/entitlementkeys=1234|app-gis|hearing|hrg-1987-ash-0023  
871

 McDonald’s had a similar deal with the Department of the Navy. 
872

 A share of the profits went to support programs for military and civilian Milcom members and their 

families. See “Military, Chains Join Forces: Fast Food Boosts Troop Morale,” Nation’s Restaurant News, 

December 1987, accessed June 12, 2011, 

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_n51_v21/ai_6213509/, and “Burger King Clinches 

Landmark Military Deal; Signs Agreement to Build 185 Units over Next 5 Years,” Nation’s Restaurant 

News, June 1984, accessed February 12, 2012, 

http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_v18/ai_3313012/.  
873

 “Burger King, AAFES OK Fast Food Outlets,” Stars and Stripes, May 23, 1984, 1. 
874

 “AAFES-Burger King Contract Explained,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, December 31, 1986, 

11. 

http://congressional.proquest.com.mutex.gmu.edu/congressional/result/pqpresultpage.gispdfhitspanel.pdflink/http%3A$2f$2fprod.cosmos.dc4.bowker-dmz.com$2fapp-bin$2fgis-hearing$2f8$2f1$2ff$2f5$2fhrg-1987-ash-0023_from_1_to_157.pdf/entitlementkeys=1234|app-gis|hearing|hrg-1987-ash-0023
http://congressional.proquest.com.mutex.gmu.edu/congressional/result/pqpresultpage.gispdfhitspanel.pdflink/http%3A$2f$2fprod.cosmos.dc4.bowker-dmz.com$2fapp-bin$2fgis-hearing$2f8$2f1$2ff$2f5$2fhrg-1987-ash-0023_from_1_to_157.pdf/entitlementkeys=1234|app-gis|hearing|hrg-1987-ash-0023
http://congressional.proquest.com.mutex.gmu.edu/congressional/result/pqpresultpage.gispdfhitspanel.pdflink/http%3A$2f$2fprod.cosmos.dc4.bowker-dmz.com$2fapp-bin$2fgis-hearing$2f8$2f1$2ff$2f5$2fhrg-1987-ash-0023_from_1_to_157.pdf/entitlementkeys=1234|app-gis|hearing|hrg-1987-ash-0023
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_n51_v21/ai_6213509/
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_v18/ai_3313012/
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and a total of nine planned for use.
875

 The strategy of placement in and near the Milcoms 

was profitable for both Burger King and AAFES with two-thirds of total country-wide 

profits coming from the restaurants in Frankfurt and the Ansbach Milcom.
876

 In addition 

to providing food the franchises offered employment. An AAFES spokesman noted that 

of the 1,800 Burger King employees on the “AAFES payroll” almost 1,700 were Milcom 

family members or “military members working part time.”
877

 Other than strengthening its 

relationship with Americans through employment Burger King also supported some local 

sports teams such as the ‘Mannheim Burger King Tornadoes,’ a Milcom baseball team, 

which often played in German-American invitational events.
878

 Fast food franchises also 

served as an occasional venue to exhibit beneficence as American military units 

sponsored parties for local orphanages in the restaurants.
879

  

 Because of its business relationship with AAFES Burger King was also able to 

advertise in the Stars and Stripes. This was one of the very few instances when the 

EUCOM command structure granted permission for a corporation to utilize its print 

media, an earlier example was for the sale of automobiles.
880

 In a series of full page ads 

                                                 
875

 These mobile vans were reminiscent of the successful book mobiles that plied the byways of remote 

areas two decade earlier. See “Burger King to Hit the Road for Military,” Stars and Stripes, September 12, 

1985, 1. 
876

 AAFES and Burger King split the profits 50/50. “AAFES’ Burger King Franchise Proving to be 

Sizzling Success,” Stars and Stripes, April 23, 1986, 8. 
877

 Ibid.  
878

 “Comets, Tornadoes, Rangers, Amigos Win,” Stars and Stripes, April 18, 1982, 21. 
879

 “U.S. Military Promoting Holiday Bliss,” Stars and Stripes, December 23, 1986, 1. 
880

 But there was an important difference between the two. The sale of automobiles through the Stars and 

Stripes was for a shorter duration lasting only several years. The benefit was solely to the Milcom families 

who had few options for purchasing a car in the early postwar years in Germany. Neither the military, nor 

the newspaper, realized any financial gain from those advertisements. In contrast, by contractual 

agreement, the military did receive a share of fast food profits to support morale and welfare funds. 

Advertising Burger King and McDonald’s supported this initiative.  
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that ran during the latter half of 1985 Burger King invited Milcom members to “Try a 

Homeburger,” and encouraged them to “Take your family back home for a meal.”
881

 The 

ads also notified readers of future openings and current locations of the franchises. (See 

Figure 6.4) As Stars and Stripes reported, the “yearning of displaced Americans in 

Europe for a taste of home” made the franchise a “whopper of a success.”
882

 The 

remembrances of many former Milcom members echoed those feelings. One former 

officer recalls, “American fast food was a piece of home in Germany. We loved to go to 

McDonalds or Burger King.” But he also noted, “Judging by the business these fast food 

places did, I think the Germans liked them too.”
883

 When they weren’t accessible Milcom 

residents also made their feelings known. In a letter to the editor of the Stars and Stripes 

a reader lamented, “Up here in the fog at Hahn we have been forgotten (gasp!). All we 

have is a mobile unit Burger King, but alas no McDonald’s, Pizza Hut, etc. So when do 

we get ours?”
884

 

 But not all former Milcom members recall fully embracing the fast food fad. 

Douglas Gaskell recalls that, “I viewed them with ambivalence. I was amused by the 

[Americans’ complaints] because there were always more Germans in the store than 

Americans. For many of the younger soldiers I do think it provided a strong link with 

                                                 
881

 Paid Advertisement, Stars and Stripes, November 20, 1985, I, and Paid Advertisement, Stars and 

Stripes, December 9, 1985, I. 
882

 “AAFES’ Burger King Franchise Proving to be Sizzling Success,” Stars and Stripes, April 23, 1986, 8. 
883

 Name withheld by request (former military officer in the 32
nd

 Signal Battalion, V Corps, Frankfurt 

Milcom, 1977-1981) in correspondence with the author, September 2013. 
884

 The reference was to the Hahn Airbase Milcom. A Burger King did open there in October 1989. “Hahn 

Soon to Get ‘Taste of America’,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, February 16, 1989, 11. 
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American culture.”
885

 Similarly, former Neu Ulm Milcom member Thomas Rehm notes, 

“I guess fast food joints were nice – especially for families with kids - but they were not 

my cup of tea. I didn’t hear any Germans talk badly about McD’s - or talk at all about 

them. When I went by, they tended to have plenty of customers.”
886

 

 The exposure to fast food that the Germans gained through employment at newly 

established franchise restaurants, observing Americans’ preference for the fare, spotting 

the occasional mobile unit as it rumbled through their town, and by associating with 

Americans in the Milcoms, began to change their attitudes towards fast food. A survey of 

contemporary news magazines corroborates that transformation over time. After the 

concept failed to gain acceptance in the early 1970s the West German media finally 

deemed the establishment of fast food enterprises a success by mid-decade. In April 1976 

Der Spiegel published an article that satirically contrasted the United States’ dismal 

contemporary foreign policy record in Asia, Africa, and Eastern Europe with its 

exceptionally successful exportation of fast food to Europe by exclaiming, “McDonald’s 

conquered Germany.” It went on to observe that “with the same missionary zeal the 

Americans once dedicated to exporting democratic ideals, Ray Kroc and his emissaries 

spread their message by fast food.” A West German corporate representative noted a 

more subtle cultural change with his comment that “we educate people to a whole new 

way of life – to eat with the fingers rather than a knife a fork,” which was a decided 

                                                 
885

 Douglas Gaskell (former military officer in the 1
st
 Battalion, 81

st
 Field Artillery Regiment, Neu Ulm 

Milcom, 1981-1983 and the 56
th

 Field Artillery Brigade, Schwäbisch Gmünd Milcom, 1983-1985) in 

correspondence with the author, September 2013. 
886

 Thomas Rehm (former military officer in the 2
nd

 Battalion, 78
th

 Field Artillery Regiment, Bamberg 

Milcom, 1981-1984 and the 1
st
 Battalion, 9

th
 Field Artillery Regiment, Neu Ulm Milcom, 1989-1991) in 

correspondence with the author), March 2013. 
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departure from traditional German manners.
887

  

 Der Spiegel continued to track the cultural penetration of fast food. In June 1978 

it commented that the “Americans of the counter” had swept aside the traditional use of 

“eating utensils” and replaced them with food served in cardboard. But it also noted the 

realization of positive benefits from fast food, such as the ability to feed an entire family 

“for less than 20 marks” and its ability to quickly satisfy workers on a hurried lunch 

break.
888

 Those types of comments continued to resonate into the 1980s together with two 

other particular aspects of the fast food imprint: West German corporate chains began to 

mimic the techniques and strategies of corporations such as McDonald’s and Burger 

King, and Germans began to appreciate the rationalized processes that led to efficient and 

profitable operations. The familiar Kaufhof department store group entered the lucrative 

fast food market in 1980 by opening in-store stands that sold hamburgers, fries, and 

Coke, and the popular North Sea seafood chain began selling hamburgers.
889

 But the 

Germans also admired the “lightning success” of the streamlined, “clinically sterile” 

American fast food process with its “standardized” dining room and its formulaic mode 

of operation.
890

  

 The West German McDonald’s and Burger King franchises did however retain 

                                                 
887

 Ray Kroc was the founder of the McDonald's fast food corporation. “Gastronomy: Biscuit in Mull,” Der 

Spiegel, April 12, 1976, accessed September 1, 2013, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-41238258.html.  
888

 “Gastronomy: War on the Sausages,” Der Spiegel, June 12, 1978, accessed September 1, 2013, 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-40615565.html.  
889

 “Department Stores: Fast Bucks,” Der Spiegel, August 24, 1980, accessed September 1, 2013, 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-14323927.html.  
890

 Ibid. George Ritzer makes mention of the German predilection toward rationalization by describing an 

association between the calculated effectiveness of mass-produced death during the Holocaust of World 

War Two and Germans’ admiration for the streamlined fast food operations. See George Ritzer, The 

McDonaldization of Society, (Washington, DC: Sage, 2013), 32. 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-41238258.html
http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-40615565.html
http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-14323927.html
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certain cultural characteristics. As former military Milcom member Tom Tracy 

remembers, “Off post, McDonald’s and KFC had their particular oddities for Americans 

but seemed popular for the younger German generation.”
891

 Those restaurants not located 

on Milcom property did serve beer, male employees wore ties, and metal cutlery and 

ceramic dinnerware were an available option for diners’ pleasure. In addition, ketchup 

was available, but only for purchase, and powdered “whitener,” not cream, was the only 

choice for coffee.  

 Still, by 1987 the American cultural artifact fast food seemed to have become a 

permanent fixture in West Germany. From the mid-1960s when franchising was an 

unacceptable mode of business operation for German restaurateurs, and customers 

disdained eating without utensils, fast food had become the industry standard bearer with 

its “limited product range,” “new forms of self-service,” and “rationalized catering.”
892

 

Just as the Milcoms of the early postwar decades had served as a useful and available 

conduit for the American popular culture artifacts of music, fashion, and film, after the 

late-1960s they served the same purpose for the introduction of fast food. Their 

population functioned both as a ready and reliable customer base for the franchises and as 

agents to facilitate intercultural penetration and absorption at the grass roots level.  

 Any suggestion however, that this intrusion of fast food was a consumerist 

phenomenon singularly associated with the spread of American culture is incomplete. By 

                                                 
891

 Thomas Tracy (former military dependent 1971-1975, Heidelberg Milcom, and 1977-1979 Frankfurt 

Milcom, and former military officer 1
st
 Battalion, 22

nd
 Field Artillery Regiment, Zirndorff Milcom, 1986-

1989) in correspondence with the author, September 2013. 
892

 “Modern Life: Fast Food in Advance,” Der Spiegel, August 17, 1987, accessed September 2, 2013, 

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-13525345.html. 
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widening the scope of interpretation it becomes apparent that the introduction of fast 

food, which benefitted greatly from the presence of the Milcoms, was at once a trait of 

contemporary American popular culture and emerging postwar globalism. Prior to 1940, 

American corporations such as Coca-Cola had been conducting trans-Atlantic operations, 

but by the postwar decades Coke together with newer corporations such as McDonalds, 

Burger King, and KFC were establishing global networks. Many of these franchises also 

strove to cast off a purely American image by advertising a global unity and by appealing 

to unique national desires such as the sale of beer in Germany. This created an interesting 

dichotomy for the Milcoms as fast food franchises such as Burger King stressed “a touch 

of home” to the Americans but emphasized a broader, global appeal to the Germans. 

Nevertheless, the American population in West Germany was instrumental in facilitating 

the spread of fast food as an artifact of both popular culture and globalism.
893

 (See 

Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4) 

America through a Dark Violent Lens 

 Although fast food was able to migrate across the permeable German-American 

cultural boundary there were other aspects of contemporary American culture that did not 

achieve absorption in Europe and became magnets of great criticism and points of 

resistance. These were the characteristics of increased violence, crime, and drug usage. 

This toxic combination emerged as a set of dominant defining traits of popular culture in 

the United States beginning in the mid-1960s and continued through the mid-1980s. 

                                                 
893
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Their effects resonated in the Milcoms and had an impact on the interactions Americans 

had with one another as well as with the surrounding West German communities. They 

represented the precipitates of a cultural alchemy that spilled from a crucible of change 

effected by global societal, political, and economic tensions.
894

 

 Of the three, however, violence possessed the longest cultural legacy that 

Germans and Americans sometimes identified as being a true defining tenet of 

Americanism. Each culture appreciated how historians had previously scripted the 

narrative of America’s past in the context of violent warfare. In that context this provided 

a set of milestones in national development from revolution, to frontier, to civil war, and 

conquests overseas.
895

 In particular, Americans and Germans idealized and romanticized 

the ‘rough and tumble’ American West of the nineteenth century. Prior to 1945 the 

novels of author Karl May, whose literary heroes and villains were characters of the ‘Old 

West,’ were vastly popular with Germans.
896

 He often laced his tales with thrills and 

violence, which to his readers became familiar American themes. That concept of rugged 

frontier individualism personified the American in novels and on the movie screen where 

                                                 
894
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violence emerged as the most convenient tool in conflict resolution.
897

 Among those 

contemporary actors who best portrayed that ideal was John Wayne whose characters 

were often ready for action, used rough language, applied gross generalities, and often 

resorted to brute force.
898

  

 Hollywood productions of the 1960s through the 1980s at once reflected this 

attitude and fueled it. The studios distributed a steady diet of films about war, the Wild 

West, and crime to theaters in the United States and overseas. These led Germans to 

understand that violence and crime was symptomatic of American culture and an integral 

part of Americans’ identity that shaped their ideas about themselves. Aside from The 

Godfather very few of these contemporary films appealed to Germans.
 899

 Other than 

possessing a common theme of violence, the premise of war movies such as The Dirty 

Dozen (1967), A Bridge Too Far (1977), and The Big Red One (1980) featured American 

and allied forces repeatedly drubbing the German Wehrmacht. This suggests another 

possible reason for their lack of popularity with local audiences. Regardless of German 

sensitivities however, the October 1980 European premier of The Big Red One was in an 

AAFES theater located at Cooke Barracks in the Göppingen Milcom, home of the First 

Infantry Division (“The Big Red One”).
900

 Americans appeared equally unabashed about 

crime. During the international premier, in Hamburg, of the movie Dollars a German 
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reporter challenged the film’s American writer-director, Richard Brooks, about the 

immorality of crime. Brooks boldly responded, “That’s crap! You know it, and I know it! 

Crime does pay!”
901

 (See Table 6.1) 

 American television shows available on AFN-TV or on local German channels 

offered little variation from these attitudes. Violent World War Two serial dramas such as 

Combat! as well as ‘shoot-em-up’ westerns such as Bonanza and Gunsmoke entertained 

viewers who did not attend the theaters. Other shows, such as Miami Vice and Dallas, 

offered Germans an introspection of American culture and society emphasizing problems 

of “greed, violence, lawlessness, and moral decay.”
902

 

 The culture of violence eventually led to a general disillusionment within 

American society at home and abroad in the Milcoms as the United States endured a 

prolonged engagement in Vietnam, race riots at home, and political assassinations. 

Among the American leaders who spoke candidly was the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr. who proclaimed “the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today [is] my 

own government.”
903

 The West German media echoed that sentiment. A lengthy editorial 

in Der Spiegel titled “United States/Kennedy Murder: What a Country” spoke in 

disparaging terms of Germans’ disappointment with Americans’ violent behavior. 

Written as a follow-on commentary to the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy (June 

1968) it recounted the deaths of John F. Kennedy (November 1963) and Martin Luther 
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King, Jr. (April 1968) claiming, “Shame came again over the largest and most violent 

nation in the Western world.” It went on to charge that “America [is] unmasked again as 

a country in which the power of the Colt [revolver] is still not fully broken and still 

determines the curriculum vitae of the nation.” It suggested that the rise in the total 

number of violent crimes in America by 47% between 1960 and 1965 was indicative of 

its “love of violence.”
904

  

 That perception continued through into the 1970s with the atrocity at My Lai, 

South Vietnam. Another editorial piece claimed to summarize the feelings of outrage 

most Germans felt with the “act of inhumanity” committed by the American forces in 

South Vietnam. It was a violent act that could only be associated “with the worst days of 

Hitler, Stalin and other cruel despots,” and it was representative of a people and culture 

inured with a predilection to violence and crime.
 905

  

 During these post-1967 years Germans re-evaluated their relationship with the 

Americans through this new lens, wondering what had become of the triumphal nation 

that in the early postwar decades had offered so much to the world. It seemed that “the 

American way of life, which seemed a safe path to freedom, peace and prosperity after 

the Second World War” had instead become “more like a dead end.”
906

 In the estimation 

of many Germans, the United States had undergone a significant transformation. It had 

changed from a nation that once “offered countless oppressed and tormented [people] 
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refuge for a hundred years,” and couched its finest ideas of freedoms in Woodrow 

Wilson’s “idealistic 14 points,” to become one of “intolerance, moral perversion and 

spiritual desolation.”
907

 The words and ideas of American exceptionalism that once 

defined a victorious people striding abroad in a new postwar world were ringing hollow. 

 Americans in the Milcoms interpreted these events in the same way as they 

digested their regimen of news from AFN radio, AFN-TV, the Stars and Stripes, and 

other outlets. By the early1970s the atmosphere in the West German Milcoms appeared 

dismal. In September 1971 the Washington Post published a series of articles titled 

“Army in Anguish.” It featured a journalistic examination of conditions in the United 

States military with a particular focus on West Germany. There it claimed, military units 

as well as their associated Milcoms had devolved into an environment of “crime, drugs, 

racial conflict, rebellion against officers, boredom, and attitudes that always have been 

anathema to armies.” It also underscored a perceived “breakdown in spirit, in ethics and 

in discipline.”
908

 The series continued in print for several days describing violence and 

crime in the barracks, rampant drug dealing, and leaders’ frustration over the influx of 

criminals coming into the military “some of them sent there by judges as the alternative 

to going to jail.”
909

 Much of this was a reflection of the realities of life back in the United 

States, and as many Milcom members watched, much of it spilled out of the barracks and 
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into the surrounding community. 

Crime in the Milcoms 

 President Richard Nixon attempted to address the darker dimensions of 

contemporary American culture and society through his administration’s emphasis on 

combating the rise in crime and violence in the United States. Implementing programs 

and framing legislation for his ‘law and order’ initiative he called for a national 

crackdown on crime that turned also into a political football in time for the 1970 

congressional elections. Nevertheless, it produced some important legislation such as the 

Organized Crime Control Act, which seemed timely as the mayor of Detroit, Roman 

Gribbs noted, “Crime is now – and has been for the past few years – the No. 1 problem in 

urban areas.”
 
Contemporary crime statistics from the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

(FBI) confirmed these observations with a somber report that concluded, “The existence 

of crime, the reports of crime and the fear of crime have eroded the basic quality of life of 

many Americans.” Its statistics showed that the rate of violent crime in the United States 

for 1969 was 2.4 per 1,000 individuals.
910

 For Fiscal year 1970-1971 that rate was 

slightly less for the U.S. Army as a whole at 2.04, and in USAREUR it was 2.9 among 

black service members and 0.74 for whites.
911

 (See Figure 6.5) 
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 During the 1970s, the rate of crimes against property in the USAREUR Milcoms 

spiked at a high of 30.38 per 1,000 reported incidents in 1972, and reached a high of 2.21 

per 1,000 for violent crimes in 1974.
912

 (See Figure 6.5 and 6.6) Crimes against property, 

which soldiers generally committed against other soldiers in the barracks, decreased 

sharply by 1973, then continued to settle to just under 20 incidents per 1,000 in 1979. By 

the mid-1980s it was at 15 incidents per 1,000. Violent crimes decreased only slightly 

during the 1970s from 2.4 incidents per 1,000 in 1971 to 1.61 in 1979, then declined 

slightly to 1.0 in 1984. If there was a bright spot to find, it was in the Milcom school 

system. There, authorities reported, “DODDSEUR has a lower [crime] incident rate than 

comparable systems in the U.S.,” including violence and drug abuse.
913

 

 Milcom members kept abreast of the crime trends back in the United States and in 

Europe by tuning into the AFN radio or AFNTV daily news broadcasts, and by reading 

the Stars and Stripes. The newspaper provided readers with a constant feed of crime 

reports in articles and features that wittingly, or unwittingly, fed into their anxiety about 

their own safety within the military community and the state of affairs back home. A 

parade of articles with titles such as “First of 9 GIs Charged with Robbery Sentenced,” 

“Violent Crime in Barracks is on Rise,” and “Soldier is Sentenced to 18 Years for Rape,” 
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kept their concerns piqued through the 1970s and 1980s.
914

 Other than postings about 

military members, readers also found stories that told of dependents charged with crimes 

whether they were violent or against property, including family members involved in 

robbery.
915

 When Milcom members read of misdeeds by those within the command 

structure these anxieties became more exacerbated. Such was the case when the 

commanding officer of the Armed Forces Recreation Center (AFRC) in the Garmisch 

Milcom fell under investigation for his misuse of property and funds.
916

 In addition to 

these reports others about life in the United States that told stories of the spread of crime 

in America, Detroit’s ‘Murder Tag,’ and the lives of the underworld crime bosses, 

contributed to Americans’ concerns.
917

  

 Milcom members often gave voice to their fears and worries through letters to the 

editor of the Stars and Stripes. One writer, a teacher in DODSS, challenged the rights of 

individual criminals. In his perception “we argue fallaciously that unless we go overboard 

protecting the rights of the criminal we will surely become a Fascist police state. We are 

asking for trouble, and crime statistics indicate that we are getting it.”
918

 Another writer 

commented, “Crime in the USA is indeed an unmitigated disgrace.” He went on to share 

his thoughts that “The cause of crime and the social tendency for violence is multi-

factorial,” but emphasized “Its roots lie in our cultural heritage and national history which 
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are rife with examples of violence and violent heroes.”
919

 Still another writer, from the 

Augsburg Milcom, lamented a perceived lack of funding for law enforcement. He 

recommended that a budgetary increase would make it possible to “eliminate all of the 

illegal drug trafficking, have police forces that are more efficient at solving violent 

crimes, provide more billeting space for more prisoners, and have longer prison sentences 

for criminals convicted of violent crimes.”
920

 In response to the statistical increases in the 

crime rates, and the outcry from Milcom members, American authorities eventually 

began to take action. 

 By the late 1970s the EUCOM command structure implemented comprehensive 

crime prevention programs within the Milcoms. At the grass roots level they consisted of 

crime prevention councils for dependent families that developed strategies for keeping 

housing areas safe. Authorities also aired crime prevention tips on AFN radio and 

television and offered them in lectures to military members living in the barracks. Many 

of these included ideas such as marking pilferable property with owners’ names, securing 

property properly, traveling in groups, and avoiding dangerous areas at night. Military 

police also presented programs to Boy and Girl Scout groups and at Parent Teacher 

Association (PTA) meetings. One of the more active aspects of the command-wide crime 

prevention program was an on-the-ground presence. It included increased Milcom 

neighborhood patrols by Military Police (MP) teams and liaisons interacting with 

DODDS students. At the schools the police presented safety and security classes, 
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monitored the playgrounds, and assisted at crosswalks. Their concept was “if we can 

reach the kids we can reach the parents.”
921

 

 Another important dimension of the anti-crime initiative was the rape prevention 

program. As the number of female Milcom residents grew the relevance of this initiative 

also increased. By 1970 female Milcom dependents represented 69% of the total for West 

Germany, and the number of female military personnel in EUCOM grew from 473 in 

1972, to 13,671 by 1978.
922

 A major month-long campaign took shape in 1980 to address 

the issue as the number of rapes in USAREUR reached 219 in 1979 and 220 in 1980. 

Most disconcerting for the surrounding local communities was that 70% of those crimes 

were against German women. The program of lectures, seminars, classes, and awareness 

training for females as well as male Milcom members continued cyclically through the 

1980s.
923

 In 1987 the USAREUR command structure announced another major 

prevention campaign using previously successful techniques of classes and lectures. 

Although the rates remained high they had decreased to levels below those at the 

beginning of the decade with 155 reported incidents in 1984, 120 in 1985, and 157 in 

1986. Still, authorities understood these numbers indicated that their program was not 

completely effective and the violent crime of rape, committed by American Milcom 

members was still too rampant.
924

  

 During the 1970s and early 1980s the crime and violence that did spread from the 
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Milcoms to the surrounding communities continued to have a profound impact on the 

lives of German neighbors. Other than rape, this often involved instances of robbery, 

assault, and murder. Examples include the sentencing of two soldiers from the 

Nüremberg Milcom with the armed robbery and murder of a German taxi driver in 

November 1972, the conviction of four soldiers from the Würzburg Milcom for the July 

1974 armed robbery of a German autobahn restaurant, and the conviction of a soldier 

from the Kirchgoens Milcom for the June 1984 stabbing death of a German taxi driver.
925

  

 The German reaction to these heinous crimes was strong. In the Bamberg Milcom 

one German labor union was so upset with the crime U.S. soldiers were committing 

“outside the gates” that they wrote an open letter, which they published in a local German 

newspaper, asking the American military leadership to “send in either Russian, British or 

French officers to teach GIs discipline.”
926

 To placate, and protect, their populace the 

German court system also began to exercise jurisdiction in an increasing number of cases 

that involved American Milcom members. That increase for 1973 was 30% over the 

previous year. As a USAREUR spokesman noted, the Germans were “exercising their 

right to try servicemen accused of crimes against Germans and third-country nationals 

because they feel the [American] military [was] being too lenient in its treatment of 

offenders.”
927

 An April 1975 public opinion poll queried West Germans asking if they 
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“had the impression that the crime rate in Germany is generally increasing.” The response 

was an overwhelming 75% in the affirmative.
928

 

 In an interesting parallel, the German outcry over crimes committed by Milcom 

members did elicit some isolated instances of backlash. When the Erlanger Tagblatt 

featured an article that reported an “alarming increase of crimes on the part of U.S. 

soldiers” in the city of Erlangen the Milcom commander was quick to respond that it was 

unfounded. First, he sardonically commented, “There is no increase in crime. But there 

certainly is an increase in the amount of crimes being reported and charged to 

Americans.” Then he followed by noting, “30 percent of the local crimes blamed on U.S. 

soldiers were committed by offenders unknown to German police,” intimating that the 

Germans were too quick to blame any crime not committed by one of their own on the 

Americans as opposed to other groups such as guest workers.
929

 The tone of the article 

revealed the tensions that were developing between the Milcoms and the surrounding 

communities within the context of crime. Germans maintained a heightened awareness of 

the Americans’ complicity in the rising crime rate and were becoming quicker to point 

out GIs’ infractions. In contrast, Milcom members began exhibiting an acute sensitivity 

to accusations suggesting an embarrassment over their inability to curb the trend and an 

understanding that it was eroding the image of Americans as an exceptional, law-abiding 
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people.  

 One concession made by the United States, to alleviate these tensions, was to 

allow an increasing number of cases involving Americans to fall within the jurisdiction of 

a foreign court. From 1970 to 1980 that number increased steadily from 21,278 cases to 

83,196 cases. It included military personnel and civilians as well as their dependents for 

violent crimes as well as robbery and theft. Eventually, by 1981, the trend began to 

reverse with the number of cases declining to 78,751.
930

 (See Figure 6.7) Although the 

U.S. offered that concession, with an increase in the potential for Americans to suffer the 

punishment of foreign judicial systems, the Germans rarely selected that option. Statistics 

reveal instead that for the same period of time, 1970 to 1981, foreign courts waived their 

right an average of 94.04% of the time.
931

 Whether the reticence was due to overt 

pressures exerted by the United States, mutual agreement, or was the result of a residual 

‘occupation mentality’ as one journalist implied, the result was that most guilty Milcom 

members remained subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).
932

 

 Instead of being pleased when the United States acted forcefully and deliberately 

to punish capital crime infractions West Germans sometimes balked. This was the case in 

a number of cases that resulted in the awarding of the death penalty to American service 

personnel. A series of three particular cases during the 1980s captured the Germans’ 

attention. The first involved the brutal beating and murder of a German woman in 1982, 
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the second was the armed robbery and murder of a German taxi driver in 1984, and the 

last was the murder by a sergeant of his dependent wife and two step-sons.
933

 Although 

the Germans and many Americans found the crimes heinous and shocking, the Germans 

found the decision to apply the death penalty abhorring. 

 Tracking the German public’s opinion regarding the death penalty over time, the 

Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach revealed a sharp drop-off of support after the mid-

1960s. Favorable opinion of the punishment as a viable option fell from 50% in 1967 to 

26% in 1980, although the West German Basic Law of 1949 had already eliminated the 

death penalty.
934

 The greatest decrease however, occurred between 1967 and 1973 as 

support declined from 50% to 30%.
935

  

 During the same period of time, the death penalty, which still remained an option 

for capital crimes in the United States, continued as a contested issue in the realm of 

public debate.
936

 This was also the case within the military as Milcom readers followed 

exposés that discussed the constitutionality of the issue and drew parallels between the 

German system, which eliminated capital punishment, and their own.
937

 By coincidence, 

or design, these commentary pieces appeared during the time surrounding the two high 

profile murders of Germans by American soldiers in 1982 and 1984. Letters to the editor 
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of the Stars and Stripes also reveal the evolving controversy within the Milcoms. As 

early as 1973 a letter submitted to the editor supported the death penalty noting “In the 

New Testament we are warned that we shall reap what we have sown.”
938

 Another, from 

1974 criticized the judicial system for allowing a GI, convicted for murdering a German, 

to serve a life sentence in a German prison in lieu of facing the death penalty in an 

American court.
939

 That trend continued into the early 1980s as one Milcom letter writer 

gruesomely suggested harvesting the organs of convicted murderers to save sick 

children.
940

 By the latter years of that decade letter writers reflected changing attitudes. 

Citing studies that showed “the use of capital punishment results in the increase of 

homicides,” and that the death penalty “costs more than keeping a prisoner in jail for 

life,” a member of the USAREUR Criminal Investigation Division sharply criticized its 

use.
941

 In 1989, another Milcom letter writer simply claimed, “I think the death penalty 

completely disregards the basic right to life.”
942

 

 Still, the Germans saw in American culture and society violent currents and spoke 

and acted against them. As one journalist for Der Spiegel wrote, during the 1980s the 

Germans viewed the United States through a Rambo-esque lens. It was a time of renewed 

patriotism when Americans were again flexing their muscles and it reflected in 

Hollywood productions such as Rambo: First Blood (1982) and Rocky IV (1985). But 

also disconcerting to many Germans were the brash slogans on some Americans’ 
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fashionable T-shirts such as one that read, “Join the Army, travel to distant countries, 

meet interesting people, and kill them.” This seemed to go hand in glove with the 

prevalent culture of violence that included the death penalty for capital crimes.
943

 This 

last point inspired West German Justice Minister Peter Caesar to reestablish jurisdiction 

in a case involving two American soldiers charged with the rape and murder of a German 

woman in August 1989. Citing the right afforded the Federal Republic under the NATO 

SOFA agreement, Caesar acted to prevent the handing down of a death sentence by U.S. 

military authorities on West German soil.
944

 A related German editorial supported the 

decision and encouraged the “Federal Government” to negotiate with the Americans to 

win final jurisdiction over any such future cases especially since the death penalty “has 

been abolished in the Federal Republic.”
945

 Although the Germans pushed for greater 

control and discipline within the Milcoms to curtail increasing crime trends, they refused 

to endorse the death penalty seeing it as feeding into the currents of violence that already 

existed in American culture and society. This dichotomy placed additional torque on the 

already-frayed relationship between the Americans and their German neighbors. 

Drugs in the Milcoms 

 Drug abuse was the other emergent dimension of Western culture that the 

Germans struggled against. An attribute of a broader ‘counter-cultural’ renaissance, 

which was creating a permissive atmosphere within the context of Western societies that 
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younger generations perceived as too authoritarian, drugs offered a vehicle of escape and 

rebellion.
946

 That behavior made its way into the armed forces of the United States 

through the induction of younger Americans into its lower enlisted ranks. Combined with 

the experimental use of drugs by many Vietnam veterans, whose use was often associated 

with fear and boredom, the situation was exacerbated.
947

 When these military personnel 

made their way to their assignments in West Germany they often carried those habits and 

attitudes with them. By one estimate, 78% of the soldiers using drugs “first started before 

coming to Germany; and 65% began before entering the Army.”
948

 Jeff White who lived 

in the Bad Kreuznach Milcom recalls of that time, “The majority of people [in the 

barracks] were heads.” In his estimation “90% of those living in the barracks did get 

high.”
949

 Another former service member who arrived in the Neckarsulm Milcom in 

August 1971 remembers: 

It was obvious from the first day I was there that the “drug culture” was 

established in Germany. I no sooner got my things stashed in my assigned 

locker than I walked the short distance into town and scored some 

inexpensive hash. Since THC was my choice of intoxicants I didn’t really 

drink much so I associated more with the “Freaks” than the drinkers. Good 

hash was readily available and cheap – about $1/gram. To say we got high 

a lot would be an understatement. We were high all the time, starting 

before breakfast in the morning until that last bowl at bedtime. There had 

to have been an unspoken no-bust policy in effect. One only had to walk 
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down the barracks hallway at any time in the evening and even at times 

during the day to smell hash.
 950

 

 

Still, another former Milcom member recalls, “Drug usage was something that was fairly 

prevalent. I was surprised at the amount of hash that was smoked since I grew up in a 

military family and knew that the drug culture was something that was not tolerated (or at 

least wasn’t supposed to be).” He went on to add, “Often times, walking down the 

barracks hallway (usually on the weekends), I could see towels along the bottom of a 

room door, which would be indicative of smoking in the room (not to mention the smell 

since it would still get past the towel).”
951

 But drug abuse was not limited to use by just 

the lower ranking enlisted men. One former non-commissioned officer admits, “I did 

smoke some hash in France and Germany, maybe a handful of times but never with my 

men. A few other young sergeants and Spec-5s would get together for poker or bridge 

games and a hash cigarette would be passed around.”
952

 

 Although remembrances such as these do not suggest that every unit or every 

Milcom had prevalent drug-related problems it does suggest that occurrences of drug 

abuse were widespread enough to raise concerns among military leaders. It also suggests 

that from the late 1960s through the 1980s the Milcoms continued to remain a microcosm 

of American society reflecting the negative cultural attributes of violence, crime, and 
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drug abuse.  

 In this context it also became clear to military authorities, outside agencies, and 

the interested media that crime and drug abuse in USAREUR, as in the United States, 

were often bedfellows. The fact that drugs were “a key factor in barracks crime,” 

particularly theft and break-ins, was well known. As one soldier noted, “the Army 

doesn’t pay very much and people get broke and they steal things to sell. You know, for 

dope and stuff.”
953

 One investigative report noted, “Some soldiers are earning from $500 

to $600 a week dealing in drugs.” The users however, who were supporting a $3,000 a 

month heroin habit would “steal anything from shoes to t-shirts” and stereos to finance 

it.
954

 According to Jeff White it was also possible to procure drugs on an installment plan 

by promising a percentage of the next payday check to the supplier. This, he notes, 

soldiers referred to as “copping on pay-day stakes.”
955

 Other examples of drug-related 

crime were barracks room robberies at knifepoint to obtain drugs, and violence between 

“rival hashish dealers attacking each other in the style of bootleggers during 

prohibition.”
956

 This type of crime also spread through the Milcoms and spilled out into 

the surrounding German communities as drug users often resorted to robbery and theft 

outside the barracks to be able to afford their habits. Unsuspecting individuals, such as 

German taxi drivers, often were prey for these criminals.  

  German opinion polls probed the public’s concern with questions such as, “Do 
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you think that drugs pose more of a threat to young people in Germany than they did a 

year ago, or is it the same, or has it increased?” In 1972, 49% of respondents replied that 

the danger was increased, 35% that it was the same, and 15% that there was less danger. 

In contrast, by 1978, 51% replied that the danger was increased, 33% that it was the 

same, and only 6% felt that there was less danger.
957

 The German print media fueled this 

anxiety. An April 1972 commentary noted, “Every second American soldier stationed in 

the Federal Republic” had tried marijuana, and that “the crime numbers have almost 

doubled since 1969.” It went on to claim that 46% of GIs had used hashish, 16% smoked 

marijuana at three times a week, and every unit had at least one “LSD addict.”
958

 

Continuing to paint a bleak picture it stated that “drug addicts who have no money for 

this stuff, steal from their comrades” and “the GIs in Europe take almost as much drugs 

as GIs in Vietnam,” a charge that was unfounded.
959

 The Germans continued their avid 

interest in drug abuse in the Milcoms through that decade and into the 1980s. A 

September 1973 article recounted the finding of “40 clinical cases of heavy drug abuse” 

among GIs attending an outdoor rock concert in Frankfurt.
960

 Other articles continued to 

maintain a lens of scrutiny on the U.S. military’s seeming inability to come to terms with 

widespread drug abuse in its ranks. For example, a January 1974 column highlighted a 
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high court’s challenge to the constitutionality of the US Army’s urinalysis testing.
961

  

 By 1979 the German print media was heralding the end of the American 

Volunteer Army (VOLAR) and predicting a return to conscription by assigning failure to 

“lack of motivation, alcohol, drugs and disciplinary misconduct.”
962

 Seen through a 

separate lens however, the situation bore both differences and similarities. In contrast, 

American military leaders commented that the VOLAR of the late 1970s contained better 

disciplined soldiers, and that the absent-without-leave (AWOL) rate had decreased “more 

than 50 percent” since the end of conscription in 1974. They also noted that “barracks 

crime, rampant just a few years ago, is no longer a big problem,” and “race relations have 

improved a lot.” In agreement with the media however, they did admit that “drugs – 

especially heroin and hashish – remain a lingering Army problem” and that “usage is on 

the rise again after a dip in recent years.”
963

 Statistics maintained by the U.S. Army bore 

this out.  

 Military law enforcement authorities in USAREUR separated the trend lines for 

drug abuse, which they described as a driving force for much of the reported crime, into 

two categories: ‘marijuana’ and ‘other drugs.’
964

 (See Figure 6.8 and 6.9) Of the two, the 

trend line representing incidents involving ‘other drugs’ generally behaved as did those 

for crime, decreasing from a high in 1971 of 3.0 reported incidents per 1,000, to 
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approximately 2.0 in 1979, 1.6 in 1980, and 1.0 by 1984. A slight increase for 1978 

appears that coincides with comments made by the military leadership. The trend for 

marijuana was different. Reported incidents for this drug climbed from 3.0 per 1,000 in 

1971 to approximately 9.0 in 1974, and then generally remained above 7.0 until 1981 

when it began to decrease to 3.0 again by 1984.
965

 That sharp upward trend in 1974 was 

coincidental with the introduction of the VOLAR, although hard evidence making a 

direct correlation between the two was absent.
966

 

 The memories of individual Milcom members correspond to these trend lines and 

the near absence of drug related problems prior to the 1970s. Robert Weekley stationed in 

the Dachau Milcom recalls, “At that time (1960-1963) drug problems were almost 

nonexistent in my unit and kaserne.”
967

 Robert Bierly, Jr. remembers a similar situation, 

“The primary drug problem was too much German Bier [beer] and schnapps in the local 

gasthauses. Occasionally, there would be a drug case but it was not rampant. Generally, it 

would be brought back from leave in Holland where drugs were freely available.”
968

 

 By the end of the Vietnam War the environment in the Milcoms had changed. 

Tom Tracy remembers that as a dependent teen in the Frankfurt Milcom from 1977-1979, 

“drugs and alcohol seemed rampant. I visited a friend as a teen who was a soldier in the 

barracks and his room-mate was smoking weed with no repercussions. Frankfurt was 
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terrible.”
969

 The situation in the Bamberg Milcom seemed the same. “Drugs were a big 

problem when I first got to 2/78 FA,” Thomas Rehm recalls, “I still recall the picture the 

Battery Commander kept under the glass on his desk of about 10 troops [soldiers] 

partying with obvious drug pipes. He crossed one off each time that he chaptered them 

out of the Army. He and the First Sergeant got each and every one.”
970

 

 By the latter half of the 1980s conditions had improved. Thomas Rehm noted the 

difference, “By my second tour [1989-1991] drugs were not a significant problem.” The 

experiences of Aschaffenburg Milcom member Bruce Harding corroborate this, “Drugs 

were still a problem, but as with race relations I think things were improving. Having said 

that, drug busts and drug related disciplinary actions were not unusual, but I didn’t know 

of a unit that was incapacitated or unable to perform its mission because of drugs.”
971

 

 The military command structure in EUCOM invested a great deal effort in 

identifying and apprehending drug abusers in the Milcoms. Perhaps the most 

representative initiative was the mandatory random urinalysis program that the military 

instituted in Europe in September 1971.
972

 It followed similar programs that began in the 

United States and Vietnam earlier that year and by the end of its first month was 

processing up to 22,000 samples a week. The program, which service members dubbed 
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“Operation Golden Flow,” was initially costly and drew criticism from the media who 

charged the U.S. government with creating “a sort of mini-military industrial complex” 

that incorporated a vast network of shipping and testing facilities.
973

 Regardless of such 

comments the program remained in use and within a few years military authorities such 

as those in the Kaiserslautern Milcom reported, “Our drug abuse detection rate has 

increased since 1973. We identified 33 drug abusers in 1973, 101 in 1974 and 100 in 

1975.”
974

 Still, they had to admit that the overall use of illegal drugs had not declined and 

service members had developed ways to beat the urinalysis system, such as switching to 

non-detectable drugs like hashish and marijuana.
975

 

 Charles Sheeley, who worked at the 97
th

 General Hospital in Frankfurt during that 

time recalls: 

 Until the spring of 1976 the Army in Europe was still trying to rehab 

[rehabilitate] drug users. Heroin was a major problem. It came from 

Afghanistan to Germany via Amsterdam. It was snorted—as most G.I.s 

did not have the “Fix-works” of a needle and syringe. Nevertheless the 

users could become quite addicted. These were the days that preceded the 

affordable widespread drug testing as we have had since the 1980s. 

Subsequently one of the associated problems was the spread of Hepatitis 

B, even among snorters…We had a single Hepatitis ward at the 97
th

 

General Hospital with about 40 to 50 beds. Other problem drugs were 
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hashish and over-the-counter German dietary suppressants.
976

 

 

 Occasionally, military authorities orchestrated sweeping raids using a 

combination of unannounced urinalysis tests, drug dogs, and searches of vehicles and 

billets. Operation Snow White, conducted in the Hanau Milcom in 1978, uncovered $1.2 

million in drugs and included 103 arrests between October and December of that year.
977

 

Snow White II conducted between April and June of 1980 in the same Milcom area 

uncovered $2 million in drugs and included 89 U.S. service members as well as 13 

Germans and “third country nationals.”
978

 During the latter decades of the Cold War 

Milcom readers could follow the results of continued drug suppression efforts in the Stars 

and Stripes, other print media, and on the AFN daily news broadcasts. The scope and 

dedication of resources for many of these actions appeared to parallel the ongoing covert 

intelligence programs between the United States and the Soviets, and included close 

cooperation with the German police. For example, a December 1978 article announced 

the arrest of 101 GIs and 17 civilians in the Hanau Milcom.
979

 A later column informed 

readers of the arrest of 24 GIs as well as three West German women and a Turkish man 

in the Oppenheim Milcom.
980

 An article from August 1979 reported the arrests of 49 GIs 

in the Stuttgart Milcom, and another reported the arrests of 50 GIs in the Nüremberg 
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Milcom that also netted $343,000 in hashish, marijuana, and LSD.
981

 

 One dimension of the results of these operations, which soon became apparent, 

was that the arrests also netted persons other than American service members. These 

often included German civilians as well as third-country nationals. But, occasionally, 

they did include American dependents. An example was the apprehension of a teen-age 

female family member during a vehicle check in the Bremerhaven Milcom in April 

1979.
982

 More sobering however, was news of the apprehension of a large group of 

students at the Nüremberg American high school during the Christmas season of 1984. 

As a result of the “crackdown” military police and civilian investigators detained 40 

teenage male students “from families of civilians and soldiers from many levels of the 

rank structure.” Of those, the military command sent 15 back to the United States under 

EUCOM’s civilian misconduct policy. Many of those who remained in Germany 

participated in mandatory rehabilitation programs.
983

 

 Although the American military in Germany did invest a great deal of time and 

effort in strategies to curtail drug abuse through discovery and apprehension during the 

1970s and 1980s it also dedicated efforts toward recovery and rehabilitation. The 

principal program established in the early 1970s was the Army Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

Prevention and Control Program (ADAPCP). It utilized a combination of education, 

counseling, and medical support to execute its mission to “offer rehabilitative services to 

substance abusers and restore them to duty.” Failing that, it was a means of “identifying 
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individuals who [cannot] be rehabilitated and [were] considered unfit for the service.”
984

 

By December 1976 more than 15,000 soldiers world-wide were in the program.
985

 (See 

Table 6.2) Another aspect of the program for recovering addicts in some Milcoms was 

mandatory participation in Moral Support Activities as part of their rehabilitation. This 

included team sports, arts and crafts, music, choir, and drama.
986

 Although these types of 

programs focused on helping individuals deemed recoverable, and discharging from the 

service those who were not, they were indicative of the military’s reaction to the wider 

cultural and societal problem of substance abuse. 

 Throughout the 1970s and 1980s Milcom members made their anxieties and 

associated concerns about the drug problem in Germany known through letters to the 

editor of the Stars and Stripes. A survey of these letters reveals that they generally fell 

into three categories: those sympathetic to the abusers, those that criticized the military’s 

recovery programs, and those that addressed reasons for abuse. Typically, those that were 

sympathetic to the substance abuser frequently made comments such as, “Is it not human 

to have frailties?” They also often suggested, “Drug abuse is a sickness” and 

recommended abusers should not be “turned away without help.”
987

 Some also 

recommended a measure of understanding for abusers and their problems equal to that of 

an “understanding of race relations.”
988

 Among those letters that criticized programs such 

as ADAPCP there were comments that it was “a big flop” based on observations of the 
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“complete lack of change” in many participants.
989

 Another criticism came from a staff 

member of one of the detoxification wards who claimed a glaring shortcoming was that 

mandatory urinalyses only applied to military patients under the age of 25. He felt this 

prejudiced the program against lower enlisted personnel.
990

 Finally, those letters that 

sought to address the reason for drug abuse in the Milcoms often focused on problems 

external to the abuser. These often included failures of the military command structure to 

effectively utilize soldiers’ time through meaningful training or a lack of adequate 

billeting and recreation activities, which generally led to boredom and lack of purpose 

resulting in drug abuse.
991

 

 Just as Americans in the Milcoms struggled with substance abuse, so did the 

wider German community. One news report noted that there were 600 recorded heroin 

deaths in West Germany for 1979 and estimated that the country had 50,000 heroin 

addicts. The report also revealed that 22.5% of the users were less than 21 years of age. 

This profile also exhibited certain characteristics that were consistent with the young 

American Milcom drug abuser - they were bored, felt peer pressure, lacked motivation, 

felt a limitation to their creativity, and were uncertain about their futures.
992

 This parallel 

perspective, coming late in the 1970s, represented a shift in attitudes by Germans who in 

the aftermath of the Vietnam War were quick to point the finger of blame solely on the 

Milcom for introducing the blight of drug abuse. In the late 1960s and early 1970s many 
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West Germans focused on how the problems of American society and culture such as 

drugs, violence, and crime had “spilled over into German society…especially in areas 

contiguous to military facilities.” They remarked, “There was an increase in crimes 

perpetrated by American soldiers against German civilians” including the spread of a 

“drug culture” into the surrounding population.
993

 While a great deal of evidence exists to 

show that the Milcoms did introduce an element of violence and crime into German 

society, and Americans did arrive in the Milcoms bearing the burden of substance abuse, 

closer examination reveals that by the late 1970s and early 1980s the challenge of drug 

abuse was a common concern shared across the boundary between the two cultures.  

 During the 1970s numerous reports and articles in the Milcom media were already 

recording the involvement of both German and non-German nationals in drug trafficking 

in the Milcoms. The German media was reporting the growth of drug addiction in the 

Federal Republic that trafficking with the Milcoms alone could not have inspired, and an 

increasing number of American service members and civilians were procuring drugs 

from sources outside the Milcom. As one American wrote in a letter to the Stars and 

Stripes editor “As I walked through Grueneberg Park in Frankfurt…I was approached 

three times in less than 45 minutes by three non-American males asking if I wanted to 

buy hashish. It’s common knowledge that lots of drugs are bought and sold there.”
994

 The 

editor replied that the park was not the only known location where drug trafficking was 
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occurring. Many younger service members knew where to go away from their barracks, 

the Milcoms, and the watchful eyes of the American and German police to purchase 

drugs. Among the less clandestine locations, was the local German Drogerie [pharmacy] 

where “amphetamine-like products and some sedatives [were] available without 

prescription.”
995

 

 More sobering than casual encounters in parks were reports of heavy influxes of 

drugs from sources outside the Federal Republic. An August 1978 report based on United 

Nations intelligence sources projected a “30 percent increase in the availability of heroin 

in West Germany” by that fall. It noted, “7,000 pounds of heroin moved from East 

Germany into West Germany” the year prior. The targets of these drugs were the NATO 

forces with the hopes that their use would undermine “combat readiness.”
996

 Drug users 

and sellers, and sources of supply, were a combination of Americans, Germans, and 

third-country nationals. This understanding was central to some of the earliest 

Congressional investigations into the extent of drug abuse among the Milcoms. As the 

record noted “Germany is of increasing importance because of the numbers of our 

servicemen stationed there, and because of itinerant workers from Turkey and the Middle 

East who often smuggle drugs in and because of Germany’s importance as a 

transportation center for Europe.”
997
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Dependents and Drugs 

 Although concerns over drug abuse focused first on military personnel and unit 

readiness, it soon became apparent that the problem was also spreading out of the 

barracks and into the housing areas and schools in the Milcoms. Reports of drug abuse 

problems among dependents began appearing in the Stars and Stripes as early as 1969 

when a local investigation by the military police in the Heidelberg Milcom identified 20 

teen abusers. Military authorities immediately returned three of that group to the United 

States and placed 17 on indefinite suspension while requiring their parents to maintain 

close supervision of their activities.
998

  

 The scope of the drug problems among dependents became evident through the 

1970s as reports began appearing with greater frequency in the Stars and Stripes. One 

investigative reporter working for the newspaper surveyed several hundred American 

high school students. Among his findings was that the drug of choice for dependents was 

not marijuana, which was difficult to obtain in Europe, but rather hashish. The “hash” he 

noted arrived in Germany via smugglers from Turkey, Morocco, Lebanon “And other 

Mideast lands.”
999

 Other problems the Stars and Stripes’ reporter noted in his study were 

the ability of dependents to purchase drugs in the local Germany community, the lack of 

parental education about drug abuse in teens, and the reluctance of the German police to 

enforce drugs laws. This last discovery seemed most frustrating to the American 
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authorities because German police were “quite lax concerning American teenage drug 

violators,” and most chose to ignore the problem with the knowledge that “If they 

arrested U.S. teens, it would mean additional expense to the German taxpayers.”
1000

 All 

these problems were challenges that continued to confront Milcom parents through the 

decade. 

 Other media stories corroborated this emerging crisis. A March 1970 feature 

article about the situation facing USAFE dependents touched on many of the same points. 

In particular, it addressed the same concern regarding German drug laws. The Stars and 

Stripes staff writer highlighted that fact that “in Germany, the laws governing drug 

violators are more lenient than they are in America” and first time offenders normally 

received very light punishment.
1001

 More sobering were the charges leveled by the 

German District Attorney from Wiesbaden who claimed that “We have found that many 

German youths who are caught with either hashish…or speed or LSD in their possession 

were introduced to the drug by either an American serviceman or an American 

dependent.” Although he also admitted it was an ongoing exchange “We have found that 

most Americans buy hashish and other illegal drugs from a German pusher. The 

American in turn, will introduce it to a German friend.”
1002

 An October 1970 banner on 

the front page of the Stars and Stripes announced, “Sixty-seven per cent of American 

dependent 18-year-old high school boys interviewed in a survey admitted having used 

drugs at least once.” The contents of the associated article also noted that 45% of 18-
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year-old dependent high school girls admitted the same.
 1003

  

 The drug problem among service members that had demanded the attention of 

military and political elites in the early 1970s also existed among overseas dependents. 

As programs to identify and deal with military abusers developed, those for dependents 

lagged behind. One rare example was the opening of a Frankfurt Youth health center that 

offered medical aid and counseling to dependent youth on a voluntary basis.
1004

 There 

was however, no mention of the drug challenges facing dependent family members in the 

Department of the Army Historical Summaries (DAHSUM) prior to 1975 and then it 

simply noted, without elaboration or breakdown by location, that the military had 

provided assistance for alcohol and drug abuse to 9,000 civilians and dependents.
1005

 The 

next comment in the DAHSUM was in 1976 and the Army merely provided a blanket 

statement that “The Army continued its efforts to prevent the abuse of alcohol and other 

drugs by soldiers on active duty, reservists, retirees, their families, and civilian 

employees.”
1006

 It provided no details. 

 The absence of official reporting of dependent drug data remained until the FY 

1980 DAHSUM. The subparagraph on Alcohol and Drug Abuse noted that 38,104 

dependents had received instruction on alcohol and drug abuse avoidance through 

classes, orientations, and briefings.
1007

 Although this aggregate, for the entire Army, 

appears to be a large number it was actually negligible when considered against the 
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worldwide total of 488,726 overseas dependents of which 169,000 were in West 

Germany. Nevertheless, it suggests a dawning awareness among the military leadership 

in Washington and USAREUR that more proactive programs were necessary. Milcom 

members could read about these unfolding initiatives in the Stars and Stripes beginning 

in the 1980s. 

 A July 1984 article explained one of the pilot programs to introduce anti-drug 

abuse materials including booklets, pamphlets, and films to the overseas schools systems 

through the DODDS.
1008

 The intention was to provide a uniform program among the 

schools and fill in the gaps where one was absent. This eventually led to the incorporation 

of the Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE) program into the curriculum of the 

Milcom schools system in Germany by 1986.
1009

 The program arrived at a time when 

Milcom dependents’ deaths were still occurring from the abuse of stimulants.
1010

 The 

positive impact of the drug education initiative was however, encouraging. Subsequent 

articles carried the details of favorable comparisons between Milcom teens and their 

counterparts in the United States. In February 1988, 28% of Milcom youth reported 

trying marijuana against 36% in the US, 3% reported using hallucinogens against 6.4% in 

the US, and 4.1% reported the use of amphetamines compared to 12.2% in the US.
1011

 

This trend continued through to 1990 as a DODDS survey revealed that only 7% of 

Milcom parents in Germany thought the use of drugs by teens was still a problem against 
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36% in the US.
1012

 

 As effective as these programs were, there were some missteps along the way. 

One example was an attempt to require certain non-military Milcom members to also 

participate in a mandatory urinalysis program. The recommendation first came in 1972 

from Brigadier General John K. Singlaub, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

Drug and Alcohol Abuse. His reasoning was that it was effective as a tool to control drug 

abuse by service members and therefore would suffice as a control for dependents as 

well.
1013

 At the time the military did not implement the idea outside the requirement for 

civilians working in positions that required the handling of secret or sensitive materials. 

Authorities in the Pentagon quashed Singlaub’s proposal and offered it only on a 

voluntary basis. The idea did briefly resurface however, in October 1986 as a possible 

requirement for DODDS teachers in Europe, but protests from teachers’ unions 

forestalled it.
1014

  

 The use of drugs by dependents in Germany during the late 1960s through the 

1980s followed a trajectory that was parallel to that of American service members, and 

was just as problematic. The difference however was in the attention political and 

military elites in Washington and EUCOM applied to solving the problems of service 

members, particular when they tied the threat of drug abuse to unit combat readiness. 

This was further complicated when the impact of drug abuse was conflated with the 

challenges of crime and race. Nevertheless, the increasing concern of Milcom parents 
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over time suggested that another dimension, stability of the home, could also factor into 

soldier morale and contribute to the undermining of readiness. This eventually brought 

the necessary attention to the incipient crisis of drug abuse among dependents by the 

1980s. This became easier as the destabilizing energies of racial conflict, crime, and 

rampant drug abuse by service members seemed to have run their course by that time. 

Conclusion  

 Like crime and violence the growing drug problem in the United States and many 

Western nations was a reflection of the prevalent cultural and social Zeitgeist that existed 

from the mid-1960s to the 1990s. The intersection of all three troubles at the Milcom 

placed a strain on contemporary German-American relations. Although the West 

Germans were eager to embrace certain American cultural artifacts such as fast food they 

continued to resist and deflect any infusion of violence, crime, and drugs. It became 

apparent over time however, that the drug problem was a wider phenomenon that passed 

both ways across the cultural boundary. In that context, it evolved as a mutual concern 

that left neither nation feeling exceptional.  
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Figure 6.2. McDonalds Locations. Map of the Greater Stuttgart Military Community (c. 

1989) showing the correlation between military kasernes, facilities, and housing areas 

(represented by blue flags) and the McDonalds franchises (represented by corporate 

icon). The dispersal of the restaurants suggests an intentional co-location to take 

advantage of the American population. (Sources: Google Earth and Restaurants in 

Germany, http://www.gps-data-team.com/poi/germany/restaurants/)  

 

  

http://www.gps-data-team.com/poi/germany/restaurants/
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Figure 6.3. Burger King Locations. Map of the Greater Stuttgart Military Community (c. 

1989) showing the correlation between military kasernes, facilities, and housing areas 

(represented by blue flags) and the Burger King franchises (represented by corporate 

icon). Like the McDonalds’ franchises the dispersal of the restaurants suggests an 

intentional co-location to take advantage of the American population. (Sources: Google 

Earth and Restaurants in Germany, http://www.gps-data-

team.com/poi/germany/restaurants/)  

 

 

  

http://www.gps-data-team.com/poi/germany/restaurants/
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Figure 6.4. Burger King Ad. An AAFES Burger King advertisement featured in the Stars 

and Stripes, November 20, 1985. Note the announcement of current locations and the 

dates of planned openings. Although the disclaimer at the bottom of the page stated that 

the Department of Defense did not endorse the advertisement, AAFES an official 

organization within the DOD did place the ad. 
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Figure 6.5. Total Army Crime Statistics, Fiscal Year 1971-1979. 

 

Note: Data includes convictions for violent crimes committed against U.S. personnel or 

foreign nationals (assault, wounding, murder, and rape) and crimes against property 

(private or public). Source: Department of the Army Historical Summary (DAHSUM) 

FY1971 through FY 1979. 
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Figure 6.6. Total Army Crime Statistics, Fiscal Year 1980-1984. 

 

Note: Data includes convictions for violent crimes committed against U.S. personnel or 

foreign nationals (assault, wounding, murder, and rape) and crimes against property 

(private or public). Source: Department of the Army Historical Summary (DAHSUM) 

FY1980 through FY 1984.  
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Figure 6.7. Cases Eligible for Foreign Jurisdiction, Fiscal Year 1970-1981. 

 

Note: Information not available for FY76. (Source: Department of the Army Historical 

Summary (DAHSUM) FY70 through FY81.) 
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Figure 6.8. Army Drug Statistics, Fiscal Year 1971-1979. 

 

Note: Data includes convictions for illegal use of marijuana and other drugs (LSD, 

cocaine, heroin, and hashish). Source: Department of the Army Historical Summary 

(DAHSUM) FY1971 through FY 1979. 
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Figure 6.9. Army Drug Statistics, Fiscal Year 1980-1984. 

Note: Data includes convictions for illegal use of marijuana and other drugs (LSD, 

cocaine, heroin, and hashish). Source: Department of the Army Historical Summary 

(DAHSUM) FY1980 through FY 1984. 
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Table 6.1. Violent Hollywood Films. 

 

Year of 

Release 

 

Film Title 

 

Theme 

1967 The Dirty Dozen World War Two 

1967 In Cold Blood Contemporary Crime/Violence 

1968 Once Upon a Time in the West Western Violence  

1968 The Green Berets Vietnam War 

1969 Easy Rider Contemporary Crime/Violence 

1969 True Grit Western Violence 

1969 Butch Cassidy and the 

Sundance Kid 

Romanticized Western 

Crime/Violence 

1969 The Wild Bunch Western Crime/Violence 

1972 The Godfather Contemporary Crime/Violence 

1976 The Missouri Breaks Western Violence 

1976 Rocky Contemporary Violence 

1977 A Bridge Too Far World War Two 

1977 Star Wars Futuristic Violence  

1978 The Deer Hunter Vietnam War 

1978 Superman Contemporary Violence 

1979 Rocky II Contemporary Violence 

1979 Apocalypse Now Vietnam Violence 

1980 The Big Red One World War Two 

1982 First Blood Contemporary Violence 

1982 Rocky III Contemporary Violence 

1984 Rocky IV Contemporary Violence  

Note: A representative listing of Hollywood productions, from 1967 to 1984, that 

featured themes of violence. Many of these films appeared in EUCOM and West German 

theaters. Source: Stars and Stripes and the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) website. 
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   Table 6.2. Population Numbers of Rehab Programs 

 

Date 

Population in 

Rehabilitation Programs 

1972 28,789 

1975 17,569 

1976 31,322 

1977 22,543 

1978 22,647 

1979 24,226 

1980 24,008 

1981 26,385 

1983 51,858 

1984 65,198 

Notes:  

1. Numbers include military personnel, civilians, and dependents enrolled in a substance 

abuse rehabilitation program, by year. (Source: DAHSUM FY1972-1984). 

 

2. Data is not available for FY 1973 and 1974. During this time a pending court case 

challenged the military’s right to conduct urinalysis testing. As a result, identification of 

abusers was difficult. 

3. The military also began drug testing Reserve Component personnel activated-for-

training in FY83. The increase in participation for FY83 and FY84 reflects that change. 

4. After FY 1984 the military shifted its focus from drug abuse to other social challenges. 

For example at this time it began to more closely track the fuller integration of women 

into the armed services. 
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Chapter Seven: 

Milcoms, 1967-1990 

Shaping Images of American Society: Race, Feminism, and Media Manipulation 

 

 

 

 By the mid-1960s the societal issues of race, feminism, and media manipulation 

emerged as increasingly contested grounds within the public sphere for most Americans. 

The tensions generated from the associated polemics exposed critical shortcomings 

within the increasingly fragile framework of the American exceptionalist paradigm. In 

that context they signaled a move away from strict adherence to the canonical beliefs of 

Americanism in the early postwar years, which appeared progressively dysfunctional, to 

open acceptance of its failures. If however, this suggested an end to an unassailable, 

monolithic consensus of American exceptionalism, it also recommended a unique 

openness and resiliency of society as it struggled to come to terms with its problems. 

 These attitudes found resonance in the overseas Milcoms, but there the confluence 

of other issues such as increasing drug use, crime rates and violent cultural tendencies 

exacerbated existing problems.
1015

 In this context, the Milcoms were a microcosm of the 

United States but with important differences that make them worthy of study through 

unique cultural and societal lenses. Milcoms differed from general American society 

because their populations were concentrated in smaller areas, such as Kasernes, 
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segregated schools and housing areas. They also differed because the majority of Milcom 

members could not voluntarily remove themselves from these areas to create separation 

or segmentation, as other Americans might move to the suburbs to escape crime in the 

cities. Milcom members also lived in segregated communities in the midst of a German 

society and culture that were foreign and often critical of their failings and resentful of 

their presence. Finally, there was a set structure of military governance that regulated 

their lives within the walls of the ‘Little Americas’ and provided comparatively less, if 

any, recourse to challenge its decisions than non-military society.  

 It was during this period, in this environment, that the Milcom members 

encountered a newly energized struggle for racial equality that had gained strength from 

an organized civil rights movement that had developed a threatening radical edge. Here 

also, a blossoming feminist movement confronted service members, civilian workers, 

their spouses and families, with new challenges as well as opportunities. Finally, the 

familiar media outlets, AFN and the Stars and Stripes, which had for decades provided 

almost all non-military news and information, would fall under renewed scrutiny for 

improper manipulation and censorship. It was a time of change and opportunity for 

Milcom members that offered challenges to come to terms with the failures of American 

society and to negotiate new ways to relate to one another and their German neighbors.  

Racial Challenges in the Milcom 

 One early black and white photograph of life within the Milcoms in Germany 

shows a racially mixed group of students gathered together in front of their school for a 

class picture. Although the date of this image (1953) provides evidence that DODDS 
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schools in West Germany integrated in advance of the 1954 landmark Supreme Court 

decision, it is misleading if one assumes any uniform existence of racial harmony.
1016

 As 

this project has revealed, the degree of racial disharmony within the 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Integrated DODDS Class. Students gathered in front of their school building 

in the Darmstadt Milcom (c. 1953). Source: FAHS. 

 

Milcoms prior to the early 1960s reflected that of the greater American society. In many 

cases it mirrored regional attitudes often carried over by service members and their 

dependents from those areas of the United States where Jim Crowism was prevalent. 

Examination of source materials also reveals that early efforts by the military command 

structure to engage existing problems between the races was frequently superficial at 

                                                 
1016
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best, and anecdotes of violence often failed to make the daily news. As evidence has 

suggested, various dynamics such as personal bias, reticence of military leaders to admit 

any manner of disciplinary problems and a weak, if non-existent, reporting system 

complicated the relations between the races in the early Milcoms. The result was a 

consistent, but pyrrhic, projection of racial equality. But problems associated with race, 

left to fester and influenced by cultural dynamics, would eventually begin to erupt by the 

late-1960s as the societal atmosphere of the United States, and the reality within the 

Milcoms, began to change. As one white Army officer lamented to a reporter during the 

worst of the tempest, “race is our most serious internal problem.” He then sarcastically 

added it takes “all my time – now and then I get around to running a company.”
1017

 

 By the late 1960s the demographics of the Milcoms were in transition. The 

percentage of black enlisted service personnel in EUCOM was increasing again to match 

the pre-Vietnam average of 13.5% and would rise to 17% by 1972.
1018

 (See Figure 3.3) 

Just as important, as the percentage of white dependents living overseas was decreasing, 

from 91% of the total to 87%, the number of black dependents was increasing from 6.1% 

of the total to 8.8%. (See Figure 3.2) Although this change appeared modest, evidence 

suggests that it was enough to begin to raise the awareness of the military leadership in 

Europe in light of the tempestuous events unfolding in the United States. These included 

the bloody suppression by the police of civil rights marchers on their way to Selma in 

March 1965, the Watts riots of that same year, the Detroit riots of 1967 and the 
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assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in April 1968.
1019

 Milcom members, both 

black and white, became sensitive to the issues when they received that type of news via 

broadcasts on the AFN radio network, on the front page of the Stars and Stripes 

newspaper, or other magazines and print materials they received from the States.
1020

    

 Still, some blind spots to the emerging race reality existed. There were some 

political and military elites who simply reported that race problems in Europe were 

almost non-existent. For example, after a three-week tour of EUCOM facilities, in 1968, 

two Defense Department officials reported that they were “satisfied that the armed forces 

have done an excellent job of [racial] integration in Europe.” Although their investigation 

involved interviewing a number of soldiers and airmen they found that only “isolated 

complaints of discrimination continue to be made by Negro servicemen.”
1021

  

 Regardless of the report’s findings, incidents of violence between the races 

continued, such as the knifing deaths of three black soldiers by a white. Paradoxically, in 

that instance, a decision by a military court permitted the white soldier to escape a murder 

charge by arguing self-defense.
1022

 In addition, news reports of the emergence of white 

supremist Ku Klux Klan (KKK) elements in EUCOM also contributed to the increasing 

strain on race relations. Although Army investigations originally found no basis for the 

claim, further queries prompted by the Secretary of the Army discovered some basis to 
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the assertion. The findings ultimately revealed, “Negro and Puerto Rican troops” in the 

Fulda Milcom, “were the victims of organized racial hostility” perpetrated and tolerated 

by both white non-commissioned and commissioned officers.
1023

 The situation in the 

Milcoms appeared dire. 

Early Initiatives and Dawning Awareness 

 A series of investigations by the Department of Defense eventually began to make 

important discoveries regarding the depth of racial inequity among the armed forces in 

Europe. A 1970 report based on a study by representatives from the Pentagon revealed, 

“A communications gap was developing” in USAREUR between “minority group 

enlisted men and their white company grade officers and non-commissioned officers.” It 

also noted that black soldiers believed a “dual standard of punishment was being 

imposed.” The investigative team found that although blacks accounted for only 13% of 

the troop strength they received approximately 25% of the non-judicial punishments and 

comprised 50% of the stockade population.
1024

 This was a principal complaint voiced by 

both black troops and officers.
1025

 

 Some communities took matters into their own hands. The Mannheim Milcom 

organized a Race Relations Council to bring together soldiers of different races and 
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provide avenues of communication between them. Some of the issues they discovered 

during their open sessions were as simple as a need for policy guidance concerning the 

length of Afro-style hairdos, and as troubling as the feigned ignorance of officers and 

sergeants who “never hear of fights or areas where problems exist between blacks and 

whites.”
1026

 The council also addressed concerns that there was an absence of lectures on 

“the black man’s background and history,” and that many problems between black and 

white soldiers stemmed from “Negroes going out with white girls.”
1027

 

 Some grassroots leaders took the initiative and acted to confront the issue of racial 

disharmony head-on. Leon Ceniceros recalls:  

In Germany, for whatever reason, there was a huge Black vs White anger. 

Especially in the Armor and Infantry units. There were always articles in 

the Overseas (aka…Oversexed) Weekly newspaper sold in the PX while 

nothing was ever mentioned in the Stars and Stripes newspaper. When I 

was assigned to the 98
th

 and took over as Barracks Sergeant I noticed that 

there were all black areas and all white areas in the barracks. I put a stop 

to that by assigning the bunks by blood groups that might be necessary in 

an emergency for blood collection. There were a couple of small fights on 

the weekends for the first couple of months but then things quieted down 

as the men got used to each other. Another benefit was that being bunk 

mates, the men started going to the movies, the snack bar, the EM Club 

and the Gasthaus together. The white EM [Enlisted Men] would tease the 

black EM that they would have to “cover their asses” at the Gasthaus 

because the local German young men hated black soldiers with a passion. 

While black EM’s could date white German women in the major cities, it 

was never tolerated in the smaller towns.
 1028

 

 

 The first major coordinated effort to come to terms with the scope of racial issues 

in EUCOM came through a late 1970 initiative conducted by the Deputy Assistant 
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Secretary of the Defense, Frank W. Render II.
1029

 The effort included two teams, one 

from the Department of the Army and a second from USAREUR, and both were 

composed of civilians, officers, and enlisted personnel. They came together for an 

inspection tour of units and Milcoms in Italy, Great Britain, and West Germany.
1030

 As its 

stated purpose, the group formed to assess the “effectiveness of the present policies and 

programs of the Department of Defense and Military Departments related to Equal 

Opportunity and Race Relations.”
1031

 Included in the surveyed groups were dependents as 

well as service members. Of the total number interviewed (5,650) there were 3,350 from 

the Army, 950 from the Navy, and 1,350 Air Force personnel. The assessment team 

conducted all the Army interviews at West German Milcoms.
1032

  

 Brewing racial tensions appeared during the month-long course of the 

investigation as Render’s group discovered “a higher level of frustration and anger 

among blacks than was anticipated.” They also encountered “small cores of alienated 

blacks” who explained to him “they had no reason to be fighting in a white man’s Army.” 

Although Render was a black man they also accused him and the team of trying to 

“brainwash” the disquieted blacks, and often interrupted question and answer sessions 

with “verbally inflammatory language rank with profanities and obscenities.”
1033

 

 A summary of the Render Report’s findings revealed several principal concerns: 
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the failure of military leaders to act in a timely manner on grievances and points of 

conflict between the races, the perception that white leadership too often referred to “any 

black who asserts himself in any way as militant,” the perception by many blacks that 

commanders discriminated against them in the meting out of punishment, and 

inconsistencies in the ability of existing grievance systems to effectively communicate 

problems to higher authorities.
1034

 Added to these complaints there were “enumerations 

of problems” that included “fear [among whites] of the rise of black awareness and the 

thrust for black identity,” lack of uniformity in policies and directives concerning racial 

equality, and a critical lack of black officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs).
1035

 

The U.S. government published the full 19 page Render Report, under the title “U.S. 

Military Race Relations in Europe -- September 1970,” on November 2, 1970.  

 Reaction to the investigation began even prior to its completion and continued 

close on the heels of the publication of the report. Some field commanders in Europe 

quickly pledged resolution to problems. The commanding general of the 20,000-man 

U.S. 4
th

 Armored Division, stationed in the Göppingen Milcom, made “harmonious race 

relations the first priority.” He also urged all members of his unit and the Milcom to “do 

what they can at every turn to insure [sic] that any discrimination cease immediately.”
1036

 

General Polk, the USAREUR commander-in-chief, announced the creation of “flying 

squads” of Army investigators who would descend unannounced on lower level units to 
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“insure that there is no discrimination in this command.”
1037

 In a related action the 

Nuremberg Milcom, within Polk’s area of responsibility, quickly opened an Equal 

Opportunity Office with the goal of assisting “the military man and his dependents” and 

serving as an outlet to “air their problems.”
1038

 Later that year, the Fuerth Milcom opened 

a second Equal Opportunity Office to meet the growing need in that community. Part of 

its mission was to “instruct and counsel junior officers and NCOs in communication, 

sensitivity, and leadership techniques.”
1039

 Still, it was too early to tell whether these 

initiatives and words were simply a means to placate elites in Washington, or merely 

stop-gap measures until the establishment of foundations for effective and responsive 

organizations. 

 Close on the heels of the Render investigation was another conducted in January 

1971by a three-member team representing the NAACP. Led by Nathaniel R. Jones, 

General Counsel of the organization, the group traveled to West Germany to conduct 

interviews with approximately 500 black service personnel as a follow-up to Secretary 

Render’s government-sponsored trip. For three weeks Jones and his team traveled to a 

number of Milcoms including Berlin, Frankfurt, Mannheim, Heidelberg, and Stuttgart. 

They listened to black soldiers’ grievances about promotion rates, punishments, acts of 

overt discrimination, and conferred with white commanders and leaders. Findings from 

Jones’ team generally echoed those from Render’s and emphasized the need for “prompt 

and sincere action on its recommendations for change and warned of possible 
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catastrophic results if existing conditions are allowed to continue.”
1040

  

 Among the team’s recommendations was a need to increase black legal 

representation in Germany, creation of a system to monitor the equitability of 

punishments by race, establishment of offices to prevent discrimination in housing, the 

expansion of recreational opportunities for blacks, and the hiring of additional black 

faculty for the DODDS schools. There was also a recommendation for the NAACP to 

establish an office in West Germany “to serve the needs of the upwards of 25,000 Negro 

servicemen and civilians” stationed there.
1041

 Eventually, by 1980 the NAACP had a 

chapter office in Frankfurt, its president a serviceman, and was considering establishing 

ten more throughout Europe.
1042

 The team’s complete findings and recommendations are 

contained in the 26-page published booklet The Search for Military Justice: Report of an 

NAACP Inquiry into the Problems of the Negro Serviceman in West Germany (1971). 

 The realities of these race problems in the European area of operations continued 

to attract the increasing attention of the military hierarchy in USAREUR and reflected in 

the narratives of the Department of the Army Historical Summaries (DAHSUM) 

beginning with the Fiscal Year 1970 report released in October 1971.
1043

 The Personnel 

section of that summary emphasized that the Continental Army Command in the United 

States had inaugurated intensive “equal opportunity and racial tension seminars,” and at 
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the direction of the Secretary of the Army had begun to develop courses of instruction on 

race relations “for presentation at training centers and service schools.”
1044

 Though these 

efforts were longer term, and did affect soldiers destined for postings in Germany, other 

measures were of more immediate impact to black soldiers in USAREUR. These 

included introducing greater “variety of merchandise stocked in post exchanges” and 

expanding the literature “carried in libraries and on newsstands…to encompass the needs 

and tastes of members of minority groups.” Just as important, attention fell on the need to 

increase the recruitment of minority group junior officers.
1045

 

 If the initiatives outlined in the FY 70 DAHSUM seemed too cursory those taken 

in FY 71 and FY 72 appeared more direct and focused. In October 1971 the Department 

of Defense established the Defense Race Relations Institute (DRRI) at Patrick Air Force 

Base in Florida to train equal opportunity and race relations instructors for the armed 

forces. Its other purpose was to provide instruction to senior level commanders such as 

generals and admirals.
1046

 In addition, that same year, the Department of the Army 

introduced mandatory instruction at service schools for officers and NCOs “designed to 

develop…an understanding of the basic factors in race relations, the causes of racial 

tension, and measures to foster racial harmony.”
1047

 Many of these leaders deployed 

directly to their assignment with units in USAREUR.  

 The race relations initiatives for FY 72 focused on affirmative action. In June of 
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that year, the Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) directed the development of Affirmative 

Action Plans (AAP) at every installation, Milcom, and unit of brigade-size or larger.
1048

 

His guidance encouraged tailoring the plans to the specific needs of the unit and 

community. The DAHSUM also included statistics that displayed the success of the 

minority recruitment program, which reached historic levels for enlisted personnel and 

senior officer advancement programs initiated two years earlier. This was one of the 

concerns minority soldiers had voiced to the Render investigative team during their 

USAREUR tour in 1970. Included in officer accession were increases in enrollment of 

blacks to the United States Military Academy at West Point, from 9 in 1968 to 53 in 

1971, and attendance at the Officer Candidate School from 2% in 1971 to 5% in 1972. 

Both sets of numbers were overly optimistic.
1049

 Despite these stated improvements the 

overall strength of black junior officers (lieutenants and captains) continued to lag behind 

the representative demographic of 13% for the United States population. (See Table 7.1) 

 As the DAHSUM records show, however, two of the most significant race-related 

initiatives the Army attempted were in 1974. The first was the revision of several 

important Army regulations. These underwent changes to accommodate the new focus on 

race relations and equal opportunity, and expanded requirements and support for 

execution of policies and training. They included AR 600-18, Equal Opportunity in Off-
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Post Housing, AR 600-21, Race Relations and Equal Opportunity, and AR 600-42, Race 

Relations Education for the Army. The importance of this action was that once published 

they required the creation of a corresponding cascade of regulations and policies at each 

successively lower echelon of command thus ensuring dissemination of race relations and 

equal opportunity policies uniformly throughout the military. 

 The second important initiative was an extensive minority recruiting program for 

the Army’s Judge Advocate General’s Corps (JAG). Working with the National 

Association to the Black American Law Students Association, the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the National Urban League, and the 

National Conference of Black Lawyers, the number of minority JAG officers increased. 

By the end of the year there were 32 blacks, 19 women, 8 Mexican-Americans, 5 Puerto 

Ricans, and 6 Orientals [sic] serving as lawyers in the Army.
1050

 This, the military 

leadership hoped, would serve to alleviate any perceived or actual discrimination in the 

meting out of justice or sentences in the military court system that the Render Report 

disclosed. This was particularly important in Germany where black soldiers felt an undue 

proportion of punishment levied against them in comparison to whites.
1051

 As one New 

York Times reporter noted about USAREUR “Black soldiers account for three times as 

many reported cases of rape, robbery, and aggravated assault as do the whites.”
1052

 At the 

time only two of the 46 judges assigned to EUCOM were black, but none of the defense 
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attorneys were black.
1053

 One solution to this shortfall, proposed by the NAACP’s 

General Counsel Nathaniel R. Jones, was for the military to enlist the aid of black civilian 

lawyers. These advocates, flown to Germany at the military’s expense, could then fill the 

need of defense attorneys for black soldiers on trial.
1054

 This proposal was not accepted.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 These efforts and energies to come to terms with race challenges continued to 

resonate in USAREUR during this period. Among the earliest initiatives was an effort to 

put an end to discrimination in housing. Policies directed by the Secretary of the Army, 

Stanley R. Resor, established Milcom housing offices to assist black GIs with families, 

“especially in Germany,” obtain quarters where local “landlords often go unchallenged in 

their refusal to rent to Negroes.”
1055

 At the same time, the military leadership in 

USAREUR continued to voice concern about racial matters. The new commander, 

General Arthur S. Collins, admitted during a command-wide conference on equal 

opportunity, in May 1971, that “Though there’s been considerable progress made, we still 

have a long way to go,” and promised the audience support for existing and evolving 

programs.
1056

  In a similar vein, the commanding general of the VII Corps Artillery 

endorsed ongoing efforts within his command, offered praise for their achievements and 

declared “Discrimination will not be tolerated and equal opportunity will be given every 

man, woman and child in the VII Corps Arty family.”
1057

 Aside from examples of 
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positive rhetoric, on-the-ground programs also reported progress. In December 1971, a 

race relations instructor in the Hahn Milcom equal opportunity office commented, 

“Americans have begun healing their nation’s racial wounds in recent years.” This he 

credited to “a new attitude in the form of mutual understanding and respect.”
1058

  

 The voices of Milcom members, heard in letters to the editor of Stars and Stripes, 

echoed the encouraging attitudes but also endorsed the need for continued vigilance. A 

senior NCO from the Heidelberg Milcom commented that “I have met good men and bad 

men of both races,” and that it was “a step in the right direction to eliminate out and out 

bigotry and discrimination” through existing programs.
1059

 Another, from the Sembach 

Milcom wrote, “I believe that if we all live by what we know is right, EO and HR [Equal 

Opportunity and Human Relations] are only going to help us.”
1060

 A writer from the 

Wiesbaden Milcom commented, “We are trying to correct a very lopsided social 

structure” adding “meaningful social balance demands understanding and accepting black 

cultural traits as part of our national character.”
1061

 A letter from a Hanau Milcom 

member read, “As a member of my unit’s human relations council, I have witnessed the 

beauty of race relations in the Army.” But she also noted, “Racism still exists in this 

organization and it’s not going to be solved by shoving this communication under the 

rug.”
1062

  

 Other letters followed that reflected the encouraging attitudes about the level of 
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progress made toward racial equality in USAREUR during the early 1970s. But they also 

revealed a level of concern about how some Milcom members interpreted it. In January 

1973, a group of letters arrived on the desk of the Stars and Stripes editor from black 

service members and dependents that challenged opinions that the equal opportunity 

programs were encouraging “favoritism” toward blacks. They did this by recounting the 

high percentage of incarcerated minority service members, and noting, “In day to day 

dealings with black officers, NCOs, and EM [Enlisted Members], I find that very few 

want any kind of favoritism.”
1063

 A letter writer from the Kaiserslautern Milcom 

observed, “The thrust of the Army programs…focuses on dialogue and the fostering of 

understanding among the races.” He added, “In my short three-year Army career, I have 

seen what I consider to be progress.”
1064

  

 Among those letters that voiced continued frustration, one charged, “If white 

America views the token programs that have benefitted a relatively few blacks since the 

last decade as ‘much favoritism,’ then [it] is obviously not prepared to take those 

necessary steps to guarantee real equality and opportunity.”
1065

 Another writer, 

responding to an opinion that the government had dedicated too much time to concerns of 

racial equality simply noted, “There will never be ‘too much time’ placed in any of the 

problem areas of race relations, equal opportunity, civil rights, and human rights.”
1066

 

 Taken together all these letters suggest that the feelings of Milcom members 
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toward the Army’s equal opportunity and race relations programs during the first half of 

the 1970s were complex. Evidence reveals that many service members, government 

civilians, and dependents in USAREUR welcomed the open acknowledgment of existing 

problems and recognition that remedial systems and policies were necessary, and that the 

civilian and military elites were taking the correct steps. But it is also evident from their 

words that for every step taken they recognized others were still necessary to reach the 

goal of “civil and equal rights.”
1067

 Regardless of the positive gains these programs and 

initiatives made in the early 1970s it was still progress attained under very trying 

circumstances.  

Radicalization of the Race Struggle in the Milcoms 

 The radicalization of certain elements of the civil rights struggle in the United 

States, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, had resonance in the West German 

Milcoms. Taking their cue from black American radicals some black service members 

assumed militant roles in voicing their dissatisfaction with existing conditions. A number 

of times this resulted in incidents of ill-discipline and violence. Such was the case in 

September 1970 when a full blown race riot exploded at McNair Barracks in West Berlin. 

Only the arrival of another Army unit wearing full battle gear and wielding fixed 

bayonets quelled the brawl, which involved hundreds of black and white soldiers. The 

underlying cause was racial name calling amid accusations of discrimination in 

promotions, punishments and housing, and perceptions of uncaring leadership.
1068
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Ironically, the commanding general of the Berlin unit declared, “there is no 

discrimination in housing, schooling, job assignments, food or anything else that affects a 

soldier’s daily life.”
1069

 

 Just as sobering, though less violent, were actions that mirrored the protests and 

demonstrations in the United States. A rally to condemn “American racism” attracted 

over 700 black, white, Mexican, and Puerto Rican soldiers in the Kaiserslautern Milcom 

in October 1970.
1070

 Earlier that year, on July 4th, more than 700 black soldiers, together 

with a contingent of German students, filled an auditorium at Heidelberg University to 

initiate a “Call for Justice Day.” It was to serve as a “counter-celebration” to American 

Independence Day and bring attention to racial inequities in the United States.
1071

 

Subsequently, in June 1971 approximately 1,000 mostly black soldiers demonstrated in 

front of the headquarters of the West Berlin military garrison pumping the black power 

fist salute in the air and carrying cloth banners proclaiming “stop racism, discrimination, 

and end the Viet Nam war – now.”
1072

  

 Out of these active and passive protests grew a network of non-sanctioned 

organizations and underground newspapers that supported black American activism in 

the West German Milcoms. Among the militant blacks were a litany of groups such as 

the Panthers, the Third World, the Black Baptists, the Moorish Church, the United Black 

Soldiers, the Black United Soldier, the Black Action Group, the Blacks in Action, and the 
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Black Defense Group. The large number of these groups suggests the determination of a 

core of black soldiers in Germany to respond to the perception of racial discrimination in 

the military by imitating the effective techniques of the civil rights movement in the 

United States that included public protest and the threat of associated violence. It also 

reflected their understanding of empowerment by organizing into groups and networks. 

In addition, it served as a response to efforts by the military hierarchy to quell the 

activities of troublesome activists by transferring them to other units or Milcoms since 

the various groups did maintain effective networks of communication. In the words of 

one sergeant, who was the founder of the Unsatisfied Black Soldier group, these 

organizations sprang out of frustrations “over attempts to end racism” and signaled a 

move from a “position of conciliation to revolutionary, defensive and violent stands” by 

black service members in Germany.
1073

 

 The demonstrated effectiveness and impact of these radical GI groups was 

apparent through media reports of their activities. For example, as the Render team was 

conducting its investigation of race conditions in USAREUR it encountered various black 

groups that threatened to boycott question and answer sessions. Black activists claimed 

the team was “a direct insult to us and a waste of time and taxpayers’ money,” because it 

was set-up as a “whitewash of the racial problems in Germany.”
1074

 When they did later 

speak with Render’s team their words carried more gravity, especially with declarations 

such as “I’ve bled for my country way off in the Nam. Now, if need be, I’ll bleed for 
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myself—for my people.”
1075

 In another example, the group Unsatisfied Black Soldier was 

responsible for organizing the July 4
th

 protest rally that attracted 1,000 black GIs to the 

University of Heidelberg.
1076

 

 Several of these groups also generated a collection of underground newspapers 

and circulars, “some published with the help of radical German student groups,” as 

mouthpieces for their opinions and beliefs.
1077

 Among the publications circulating in 

Germany was The Voice of the Lumpen: “Speaking to All GIs in USAREUR.” It 

advertised itself as the organ of the Revolutionary People’s Communications Network 

and exhibited on its figurehead images of Che Guevara and Huey Newton.
1078

 These 

publications tended to be radical in their views, often associating themselves with 

international consortiums of revolutionary groups and advocating violent means to their 

ends. Although the size of their circulation is difficult to determine the presence of these 

broadsheets suggests an opportunity for the more militant voices among black service 

members to vent their frustrations and so draw attention to their cause.  

 In that context, they also filled a necessary void for providing information and 

perspectives about activities and events that the official press or media such as the Stars 

and Stripes, or the New York Times and the Washington Post did not offer, such as the 

dates and times of protests. It is apparent however, that these radical publications also 
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served as an irritant to military officials who must have attempted to confiscate copies 

whenever possible. This is evident by the disclaimer on the front page of the Lumpen that 

stated “This paper is legal, but the PIGS will probably bust anyone caught reading it. So  

 

 

Figure 7.2. Cover, Voice of the Lumpen, Volume 1, no. 8, October 1971. The 

Revolutionary People’s Communication Network advertised itself as a “structure to link 

up revolutionary organizations and movements operating both inside and outside the 

United States.” Source: G.I. Publications, “Voice of the Lumpen,” accessed November 1, 

2013, http://www.aavw.org/served/gipubs_voice_lumpen_abstract01.html. 

 

 

be cool!!! Check out AR 381-135 (D) [Control of Subversive Publications Disseminated 

at Army Installations] in case they do happen to vamp on you.” That particular Army 

regulation guaranteed the rights of an individual to read and retain commercial 

publications for their personal use.  

http://www.aavw.org/served/gipubs_voice_lumpen_abstract01.html
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 Also disconcerting to the military hierarchy was the interest that many black 

soldiers maintained in the activities of the radicalized Black Panther Party in the United 

States. Often voicing solidarity with that group many black American military activists 

stylized their behaviors and dress after the Panthers. They saluted using the unauthorized 

Black Power fist, and wore black leather jackets and berets when off duty or during 

protests.  

 

 

Figure 7.3. Black Power Salute. Two black American GIs greet an officer using the 

unauthorized fist salute. White leaders were often hesitant to correct such behavior in 

isolated surroundings to avoid inspiring a racial confrontation. Image source: “Black GIs 

and Germans Found Solidarity against Fascism and Racism,” Indyweek, September 21, 

2011, accessed July 20, 2013, http://www.indyweek.com/indyweek/black-gis-and-

germans-found-solidarity-against-fascism-and-racism/Content?oid=2661487. 

 

  

 Both black and white Milcom members could follow the activities of radical 

activists such as Angela Davis and Kathleen Cleaver in the press and on AFN-TV. 

Newspapers such as the Stars and Stripes, New York Times, and the Washington Post, as 

http://www.indyweek.com/indyweek/black-gis-and-germans-found-solidarity-against-fascism-and-racism/Content?oid=2661487
http://www.indyweek.com/indyweek/black-gis-and-germans-found-solidarity-against-fascism-and-racism/Content?oid=2661487
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well as the popular black presses such as the Daily Defender and the Chicago Defender 

kept readers apprised of their actions. The August 24, 1970 issue of the Daily Defender 

announced that the FBI had “carried its search to West Germany for Black Panther 

member Angela Yvonne Davis.” They were seeking her in connection with the murder of 

a judge in California.
1079

 By 1972 they were also tracking her travels during a speaking 

tour of the Soviet Bloc.
1080

  

 The majority of the Black Panthers’ actions depicted in the Stars and Stripes 

followed themes of violent confrontations with the police, militant protests, and 

relationships with international terrorist organizations and anti-American governments. 

Many dozens of articles published in the newspaper between the late 1960s and mid-

1970s reveal the military hierarchy’s reticence to paint the Black Panthers in anything 

other than a negative light. A number of editorials, by conservative commentators such as 

Victor Lasky, Ernest Cuneo and William F. Buckley mocked the group’s attempt to 

depict itself as a victim of political oppression and underscored their connection with 

anti-American governments.
1081

 Numerous other articles with titles such as “Panthers 

Charged in Detroit Slaying,” “Al Fatah Trains Panthers, But Denies Terror Drills,” and 

“Militant Groups Hold Gun Drills in Calif. Desert,” continually emphasized the Panthers’ 
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predisposition toward militancy and violence.
1082

  

 Few if any published pieces, editorials or articles, provided sympathetic views of 

the Black Panthers. On occasion however, the editors of the Stars and Stripes did publish 

letters from Milcom readers that sought to defend the group. In January 1970 one enlisted 

soldier wrote to say that the Black Panthers were being unfairly “hounded because their 

actions are open and public knowledge.” He then asked, “Who hounds the Ku Klux 

Klan?”
1083

 That same month, another writer from the Vaihingen Milcom commented that 

the “Panthers are not as violent as the Ku Klux Klan. For many years the Klan has been 

killing black people and the white people accepted it.” It appeared as if the military 

hierarchy was providing a context for the rejection of the Black Panthers by Milcom 

members by offering predominantly negative stories about them. At the same time, the 

newspaper afforded only a small window of opportunity to voice views that were radical 

and contrary to the hierarchy’s. This may have only been to portray an appearance of 

freedom of expression since the weight of evidence supported the opposite. Still, as 

student activists in the United States and Germany worked toward the politicization of 

the race issue in both countries, through groups such as the Black Panthers, it appeared as 

if military commanders in EUCOM worked toward distancing the race issue in the 

Milcoms from that political effort. Had they not, there was the possibility it would have 

contributed to the further undermining of morale and discipline in the military units by 

moving it outside their control. As one reporter for the New York Times commented, 
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“Reporters for Stars and Stripes, the principal soldier publication in Germany, say they 

have been told to avoid racial stories.”
1084

 

 Just as blacks had begun to organize in the early 1970s so too did some 

reactionary whites. As contemporary American and German media reports reveal, there 

was a burgeoning presence of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) in the vicinity of many Milcoms. 

Stories of burning crosses in the Crailsheim Milcom, soldiers wearing KKK regalia 

during the commission of violent attacks against blacks, and open confessions of 

membership in the Klan by some whites struck fear into many black GIs, civilians, and 

dependents. The belief that blacks were unfairly benefitting from equal opportunity 

programs inspired a number of white soldiers “to rebel against the blacks” by joining the 

KKK.
1085

 The momentum of that white reaction continued through the 1970s and into the 

1980s in EUCOM as officials continued to charge individuals with the unauthorized, and 

racially provocative, burning of crosses and attempts to recruit new members. In the 

sobering words of one local American KKK “commander” the Klan “has expanded from 

the bases at Bitburg, Hahn and Spangdahlem into other parts of Germany.”
1086

 Although 

difficult to prove, this type of continued racial backlash was not encouraging to military 

and civilian leaders. 

 There were also occasional letters to the editor of the Stars and Stripes that 
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displayed white attitudes contrary to racial harmony. One letter penned in November 

1973 declared that time spent in an equal opportunity seminar was misspent, “the race 

relations class presented twenty hours of making the white feel guilty of crimes against 

the black.” This appeared to irritate the sensitivities of the writer who felt the class made 

blacks seem superior to whites.
1087

 Another letter also criticized the equal opportunity 

program by asking a series of challenging questions: “Have you ever noticed that you 

never hear white soldiers being praised by the Army media for contributions to the U.S. 

Army? Have you ever wondered what the basis is for this exclusion? Have you ever 

wondered why there are no culture programs for whites in the Army?”
1088

 The writer 

directed his complaint against command-directed policies for training in race relations 

but he also offered a sobering admonition “Whites do not speak with one voice. But, 

believe me, the time is near when, if you don’t speak with one voice, you won’t be able 

to speak at all.”
1089

 A letter submitted to the editor in February 1981, from the 

Zweibrücken Milcom, protested the removal of a group of military policemen from their 

duties because of their membership in the KKK. The writer asked, “Why are whites in 

the military reclassified for being with the KKK and blacks aren’t for being with the 

NAACP?”
1090

  These types of attitudes did not surface very often, either because they 

were not that prevalent, or because the editorial staff of the Stars and Stripes suppressed 

them in the hopes of reducing antagonisms. Regardless, they represented only one voice 

heard among the many during this period of racial introspection in the Milcoms.   
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Broadening Minority Awareness in the Milcoms 

 As sensitivities regarding racial equality in EUCOM grew between the late 1960s 

and the 1980s so did opportunities for other groups to establish their ethnic identities. 

Among them were the Hispanic American Milcom members. With increasing frequency 

during the 1970s articles and letters to the editor appeared that spoke of their demands for 

identity similar to black service members. An auxiliary bishop of the Roman Catholic 

Church visiting installations in Germany charged, “Race relations in the military must 

involve more than blacks and whites.” To this he added, “There is a man in the middle – 

the Spanish-speaking serviceman – who needs to be recognized.”
1091

 Letters to the editor 

of Stars and Stripes confirmed these feelings among Milcom members.  

 A letter writer from the Stuttgart Milcom described feelings of “otherness” by 

Spanish speaking service members by stating, “People will act like Americans when 

treated like Americans.” He also challenged those who were critical of ethnic pride by 

adding that it was “ridiculous…to state that a reason for clinging to our Mexican culture 

is because we do not wish to fully Americanize. We pay our taxes and serve our 

country.”
1092

 Another letter writer concurred, “The implications that identifying oneself 

as a Chicano is disloyal is absurd!” He added, “Our [American] society is very much 

pluralistic and therefore a Chicano can contribute greatly to our democracy and still 

retain his ethnic culture.”
1093

 A continuing series of letters offered other feelings of 

frustration. A soldier from the Bamberg Milcom lashed out, “We are tired of being put 
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down, no matter where we are or where we go. We La Raza are proud of our heritage and 

we will stand up to defend it.” He also lamented, “We La Raza try to get along but it 

doesn’t do any good. There is always some fool opening his mouth calling us wet backs 

or spics.”
1094

  

 Just as it had acted to correct inequalities for blacks the military hierarchy listened 

to the protests of Hispanic Milcom members and moved to make corrections. One of the 

most important, as recorded in the DAHSUM for FY 1974, was consideration of the 

demographics of the Judge Advocate General (JAG) Corps. Taking a proactive stance the 

Department of the Army (DA) ensured a more varied ethnic and gender mix. For that 

year there were 32 blacks, 19 women, 8 Mexican-Americans, 5 Puerto Ricans, and 6 

Orientals [sic] serving as lawyers in the JAG.
1095

 By September 1977 those numbers had 

increased to 57 blacks, 11 Mexican-Americans, 7 Puerto Ricans, and 10 Orientals 

[sic].
1096

 In FY 1978 the Army also began tracking the composition of personnel in the 

law enforcement specialties. As of June 1978, it recorded that blacks comprised 13.2% of 

military police and Hispanics 1.7%. Because that did not match favorable with the actual 

percentages of blacks and Hispanics among enlisted personnel (it was 28.9% and 3.8% 

respectively) the DA initiated a special recruiting initiative for the MP specialty.
1097

 Also 

important was the military’s adoption of the Department of Commerce standard 

classifications of White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American. This permitted the 

military to begin to track the effectiveness and equity of programs such as promotion, 
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punishment, and equal opportunity by race as well as ethnicity, a capability that was not 

previously present for neglected groups.
1098

 

 The successes of the equal opportunity and race relations efforts in the Milcoms 

during the 1970s and 1980s reflect in letters to the editor of the Stars and Stripes. Two 

from 1978 noted the gains made, but also cautioned against contentment. The first letter, 

from a soldier in the Bamberg Milcom observed, “We are in a period of calm in the area 

of race relations” but warned against cutting the budget in these programs because of 

perceived gains.
1099

 The second letter from an “opportunity specialist” agreed with the 

first but encouraged ongoing efforts and cautioned, “Let’s not become too 

complacent.”
1100

  

 The equal opportunity and race relations programs of the late 1960s through the 

late 1980s recorded successes and gains through a variety of affirmative action and 

awareness initiatives. These solved many of the existing problems of discrimination that 

threatened to undermine the morale and discipline of military units in Germany. Still, 

these programs made advances across a cratered landscape fraught with 

misunderstandings, sharp racial divides, and innate prejudices. At times, the presence of a 

vibrant drug culture magnified this degree of difficulty.  

The Intersection of Drugs, Crime and Race in the Milcoms 

 A Washington Post exposé titled “The U.S. Army: A Battle for Survival,” 

published in September 1971, highlighted a connection between crime, drugs, and racial 
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conflict in the military.
1101

 As one commander in the Nüremberg Milcom confessed, gang 

assaults over drugs clearly broke down “along racial lines.” This inter-twining of the 

problems of drugs, crimes, and race made it more difficult for the military hierarchy to 

find effective solutions. Soldiers living in the barracks acknowledged this reality. A 

report from the Bamberg Milcom noted a barracks room robbery at knifepoint of four 

white soldiers by a gang of blacks who demanded, “Give us your dope.”
1102

 The 

“predominant viewpoint” according to one reporter was that there were no longer “safe 

firebreaks between black militancy, violence and drugs. They are all mixed together in an 

explosive combination.”
1103

 Conflicts between the races sometimes centered on turf wars 

between rival gangs of black and white GI hashish dealers. The influx of “gangsters” 

arriving in the Army, particularly USAREUR, “sent there by judges as the alternative” to 

jail time, exacerbated the situation. The dealers often found the environment in Europe 

lucrative.
1104

 

 The Subcommittee on Drug Abuse in the Military addressed that intersection of 

race and drugs in its February 1972 report to the Senate Armed Services Committee. The 

narrative noted that drug dependency was much more debilitating to black service 

members. It noted that many of them came to the service from environments where there 

was an existing drug culture and that some brought that behavior with them into the 

military. More important, the report noted that many black service members left the 
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service full of distrust for the system because of inherent racial discrimination and so 

were not likely to take advantage of recovery programs available through the Veteran’s 

Administration.
1105

 In addition, the “Findings from the 1971 Survey of Drug Use,” which 

was part of the subcommittee report, provided information about military-wide drug 

usage by general race categories. It revealed that 8.9% of black service members reported 

using “narcotics” on a daily basis as compared to 4.0% for whites, and 75.0% of blacks 

reported never using drugs as compared to 82.7% for whites.
1106

 The summary of the 

report provided a profile of frequent daily users in the Army that revealed they were less 

educated, less than 21 years of age, and “non-white.”
1107

 While these findings did not 

condemn any one group they did suggest yet another interpretation of the intertwining of 

race and drugs in the military and in the USAREUR Milcoms.  

 There were also skewed perspectives occasionally voiced by soldiers who found 

comfort in the vibrant drug culture. One letter to the editor of the Star and Stripes from a 

young soldier offered a solution to racial conflict. He wrote, “Drugs make the race 

problems better. One reason blacks and whites have so many problems is because they 

have no chance to relate. When they take drugs together, this makes for a stronger 

relationship.”
1108

 This was a point of view endorsed by Jeff White who recalls the sharp 

racial divide in the barracks and how it seemed to melt away when “they got together to 
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get high,” then they were all just “part of the crowd.”
1109

 The American military 

hierarchy however, never endorsed this concept. 

German Interaction with the Milcoms through Race Relations 

 As in the years prior to the war in Vietnam the German populace continued to 

exhibit mixed reactions to the presence of black Americans in the Milcoms from the late 

1960s to the 1980s. Although there is ample evidence from primary and secondary source 

materials that underscore the Germans’ greater openness toward mixing of the races than 

contemporary Americans, there is also evidence that points to the existence of pockets of 

‘Jim Crow’ style racism.
 1110

 In the case of the latter some sources indicate it was borne 

by some Germans who harbored “their own ‘unfinished business’ when it came to race 

relations.”
1111

 Other sources indicate that these instances of racial prejudice by Germans 

were attributable to the effects of regionalism where rural communities were less open 

and welcoming of outsiders of any race, or to pervading attitudes imported by American 

service members, civilians, and their families. In the last instance there is an 

interpretation that Germans often “channeled” their own racism “by drawing on the 

American model of segregation.”
1112

   

 During the 1970s contemporary German media sources sometimes supported 

these perceptions through their interactions with black Milcom members. A June 1971 
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exposé published by Der Spiegel interviewed two disgruntled black soldiers who claimed 

that there was “a great conspiracy” by the white military hierarchy to keep their 

promotions slow and assign them only the most menial tasks. They also disclosed the 

existence of KKK activity in military units. The article also prompted the soldiers by 

inquiring if the “U.S. Army imported American racism to Europe” and if as a result the 

Germans responded in an increasingly unfriendly way to black GIs. The soldiers 

responded in the affirmative, alluding to the spread of racism into housing and 

restaurants, although there was no corroborating evidence in the text to support that 

linkage.
1113

 

 Subsequent articles that the German media published during the 1970s vacillated 

between condemnation and praise of American race relations in the Milcoms. An October 

1972 article celebrated the recent selection of Major General Frederic E. Davison as the 

first “colored” division commander in the history of the U.S. Army at a time of great 

racial tension in the military.
1114

 It also commented, “After years of inaction” the 

“Pentagon finally seems to have decided to proceed effectively” by advancing Davison as 

well as eight other black generals.
1115

 An article published in August 1973 dealt with the 

existence of “white racism” in Germany via an active “American Nazi Party” in 
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Frankfurt alluding to its membership composed of white servicemen.
1116

 Another, printed 

in January 1976, noted the continuing existence of racism in the United States that kept 

many black families from reaping the benefits of the American middle-class although it 

admitted some progress, particularly in housing and employment.
1117

 In addition, a short 

column that appeared in February 1978 contributed the perspective of ongoing racial 

problems in the soldiers’ barracks by surveying the types of graffiti on the stall doors in 

the latrines. It revealed that prejudices still existed but also that the authors had 

distributed their vitriol evenly against blacks, other sexes, Hispanics, and the 

Germans.
1118

  

 Available sources also make it apparent that throughout the late 1960s and 1970s 

German generational perceptions influenced attitudes regarding racism in the Milcoms as 

much as regional behaviors, lingering wartime feelings, or influences from American Jim 

Crowism. A 1975 poll conducted by a research group asked German respondents to select 

from a listing of the types of persons with whom they would not tolerate associating. Of 

those who claimed they would not tolerate blacks the largest percentage (36%) was in the 

age 60 and over category. The most tolerant were the 16-29 year-olds who registered 

only 14% intolerance.
1119

 An associated query from the same poll however, noted that 

across the age groups 78% of German men would “probably not” marry a black woman, 
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and 82% of German women would “probably not” marry a black man.
1120

 This suggests 

that overall German attitudes about racial mixing may not have been as different from 

contemporary American attitudes as some sources indicate. Nevertheless, it is apparent 

that when Germans crossed the intercultural boundary to become involved in the racial 

arena of the Milcoms it was the younger generation who took the first determined step. 

 As primary and secondary sources also indicate, German university students took 

active roles in engaging black activism in the Milcoms.
1121

 They encouraged black 

soldiers to gather at places such as Heidelberg University to air their joint grievances, and 

supported the establishment of Black Panther chapters in Germany to demonstrate their 

solidarity with American blacks against racism. German student radicals also coordinated 

protests and rallies such as that staged in Zweibrücken on March 6, 1971 to demand the 

release of two black ex-GI prisoners involved in shooting of a gate guard at a U.S. 

military kaserne. The students had organized the demonstration in league with the 

German Black Panther Solidarity Committee and attracted over 1,200 German and 

American protestors who moved through the town chanting “Revolution in America and 

West Germany!”
1122

 Their involvement also extended to inviting representatives from the 

American Black Panther Party to speak to groups that included black Milcom members. 

This led to the appearances of party representatives Albert Howard at the University of 
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Heidelberg in January 1970 and Kathleen Cleaver at the University of Frankfurt in July 

1971.
1123

 Both of these were cities that had extensive American military communities. 

 But as the Black Panther Party’s power contracted beginning in 1972, and the 

radical energies of black service members lost momentum because of progress attained in 

race relations, German student involvement began to dissipate as public debate 

surrounding the centrality of violence in activism became more intense.
1124

 Still, these 

changes did not telegraph an end to the struggle against racism in the EUCOM. Although 

a number of existing sources tend to portray German discrimination against black and 

minority Milcom members primarily as a derivative of contemporary American racism, 

or as a collection of isolated incidents, other evidence instead suggests some persistent 

and widespread discrimination by Germans. 

 By 1967 the black press in the United States was providing insight to the race bias 

that existed in Germany. An article in the Daily Defender noted, “Negro Americans in 

Germany are bearing the brunt of German resentment” towards Americans stationed 

there. It went on to comment that the black troops “are the current scapegoats being 

persecuted by both the Army and the German people.” Although the writer emphasized 

the inequities of the American military structure, it also emphasized German reticence at 

welcoming blacks into “restaurants and other places.”
 1125

 The primary source for the 
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article was a black American mother who had lived for a period of time in the Bad 

Kreuznach Milcom. The article also did not intimate any coupling of American and 

German racist behaviors. Sometimes, tensions between blacks and Germans erupted into 

physical confrontations. Such was the case outlined in an October 1970 Daily Defender 

article when several black soldiers in the Frankfurt Milcom lashed out and assaulted a 

number of German men on the street out of pent up frustrations regarding discrimination. 

Included in the text were perceptions of “clandestine attempts to poison the minds of the 

German Fraulein against blacks.”
1126

 

 Housing however, was the most central issue among the various ways black 

American service members and their families felt the sting of German discrimination. 

Throughout the 1970s and into the early 1980s black Milcom members registered a litany 

of grievances to the American authorities and the media. A February 1971 incident 

involved six black American officers who charged a German housing agent [realtor] with 

discrimination. When the military hierarchy was slow to intercede on their behalf they 

filed a complaint against EUCOM with the Secretary of the Army. Included in the 

grievance was the observation that 90% of the [German] landlords listed with the Hessen 

Support District’s Family Housing Office “indulge in discrimination,” and as one 

plaintiff added “I’m sure this situation isn’t limited to just this area of Germany 

either.”
1127

Another officer commented that these practices had “not abated despite 

regulations against it.” He also warned, “Unless something is done fast more racial 
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explosions will follow.”
1128

 

 Other than bringing continued awareness to Milcom readers of the existence of 

discriminatory practices by German housing agents and landlords the case also 

precipitated a number of important reactions. One was the creation of an administrative 

form by American military authorities that required a signed pledge by each German 

landlord that they agree, “rentals will be open to all military personnel without regard to 

race, sex, creed, or national origin.”
1129

 Another initiative was the granting of authority to 

local commanders “to place off-limits the property of any German landlord who refused 

to rent to blacks.”
1130

 This would prevent all military personnel, black or white, from 

renting that property thereby threatening the property owner with loss of income for non-

compliance.  

 The 1971 NAACP report, The Search for Military Justice, echoed the concerns of 

black service members in Germany and used strong language to communicate the need 

for remediation. It observed that: 

Without question the most pervasive problem confronting Negro 

soldiers in West Germany is that of housing. Regardless of rank or age 

of the servicemen, there were strong feelings expressed about the 

discrimination being practiced by Germans against the black soldiers. 

It, more than any other problem, caused blacks to regard Germany as 

an unfriendly country and to wonder aloud why they should be 

stationed there.
1131

 

 

By the end of that year the American military in Germany had taken strides toward 
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resolving the housing issue for all its soldiers through the establishment of 55 Housing 

Referral Offices (HRO) located among the Milcoms. The staffs included American 

military and civilian personnel as well as German nationals to ensure there were no 

communication difficulties.
1132

 

 Thanks to focused efforts by American military authorities discrimination in 

housing began to abate by 1972. Still, instances remained as evidenced by the publication 

of lengthy lists of German landlords whose properties the HROs had placed off-limits. 

One such list appeared in a December 1972 issue of the Stars and Stripes.
1133

 It included 

the county, the city or town, the address, and the name of the landlord. The Chancellor of 

West Germany, Willi Brandt, also weighed in when he referred to discrimination’s 

lingering presence. During a Brotherhood Week celebration he “chastised” fellow 

Germans “who were guilty of arrogance and a misplaced feeling of superiority” toward 

foreign guest workers [gastarbeiter] and black American soldiers.
1134

 The black press 

also continued to monitor the situation reminding readers that “two kinds of racism” still 

existed in USAREUR. The first was “the home-grown brand imported from America.” 

The other was “from the Germans themselves.”
1135

 Despite the awakened sensitivities of 

Germans and Americans to episodes of racism it continued in West Germany through the 

1970s into the 1980s. 

 In August 1982 a full page article in Stars and Stripes revealed that it took 

minorities longer to find housing in German-owned properties than it did white Milcom 
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members. The contents of the piece included statistics from several Milcoms that showed 

waiting times for minorities to be longer in each case but one (the Heidelberg Milcom). 

Although the differences were only a few days, for example in Frankfurt 29 days for 

minorities and 25 days for non-minorities, and in Hanau 53 days and 46 respectively, 

suspicions were that discrimination might be the root cause. As one American housing 

authority noted “It can well be that a house owner has given the [real estate] agent 

instructions about how many and which foreigners he wants in his houses. So it’s 

discrimination almost impossible for us to discover.”
1136

 

 Despite charges by German student activists that racism in their country was 

anecdotal, or primarily a derivative of imported American attitudes, the perspective from 

within the Milcoms shows that its existence was more complicated, and pervasive than 

thought. From the late 1960s through the end of the 1980s racial discrimination ebbed 

and flowed across the permeable boundary between the two cultures and societies with 

both Germans and Americans acting equally as villains of prejudice and champions of 

progressive race relations. Still, neither society could lay claim to the moral high ground. 

Evidence suggests that for the Americans the synergy of the efforts improved the lives of 

Milcom members by redefining the meaning of equality and widening the scope of 

inclusion. For the Germans, involvement with the American racial dilemma served as 

both an opportunity for a cathartic coming to terms with their past as well as a chance to 

inform and shape American postwar society. 
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Feminism and the Milcom 

 After the mid-point of the 1960s the energies of the evolving feminist movement 

also shaped life in the Milcoms. In that context, three particular dynamics had an impact 

on contemporary Milcom members: a developing divide between traditional and non-

traditional roles of women, the increasing empowerment of women, and the reaction of 

the military infrastructure to the precipitate changes.  

 Although the seeds of the feminist movement in the United States preceded World 

War Two, a succession of political actions and social changes after that time had 

provided momentum to actions that resonated in the nation and the Milcoms.
1137

 These 

included initiatives such as President Kennedy’s establishment of a Commission on the 

Status of Women in 1961, Helen Gurley Brown’s publication of Sex and the Single Girl 

in 1962, the passage of the Civil Rights Act including Title VII in 1964, and the 

establishment of the National Organization of Women (NOW) in 1966. Although none of 

these actions specifically targeted the military or families in the overseas Milcoms they 

did have an impact on the lives of women whether they were military or civilian, in the 

United States, or living abroad. In particular, they provided challenges to the 

contemporary paradigm of traditional thinking about the roles of women.
1138

 In that 

context, they raised the level of consciousness regarding identity and brought attention to 
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that evolving conflict in the Milcoms, effecting a bifurcation of attitudes by the late-

1960s.
1139

 

 That split was evident to Milcom members through the media. For example, those 

who picked up a copy of the June 15, 1970 issue of Stars and Stripes found a 

juxtaposition of printed pieces that epitomized that tension between opposing views. One 

was an article that described the grousing of female delegates at the 50
th

 anniversary 

convention of the Women’s Bureau of the Labor Department when they discovered that 

President Nixon had declined their invitation to attend. Although First Lady Pat Nixon 

was present they charged the President with a “lack of concern for women” and 

commented, “We don’t want coffee. We want equal rights.”
1140

 Tucked just below that 

report, on the same page, was the second printed piece, a provocative photograph of a 

scantily clad female receptionist from Tampa, Florida. The caption below the image 

noted her love for the sun, beaches, and palms. It would be difficult for any reader to miss 

the contrasting irony between the article and photograph or the important difference in 

their projection of women’s images.
1141

 

 Still, the media kept Milcom members continually aware of that struggle between 

traditionalists and feminists as it continued to unfold on the national stage through the 

1970s and 1980s. For example, other columns and articles that appeared in the Stars and 

Stripes highlighted the activities of Phyllis Schlafly a devout advocate of traditional 
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values who located the responsibilities of home and family at the center of women’s 

lives. In October 1970, Milcoms readers could follow her attempts to upset a liberal 

Democratic rival for a congressional seat in Illinois as she campaigned on a conservative 

Republican ticket that supported traditional roles for women.
1142

 In the years that 

followed, the newsprint captured the arc of Schlafly’s enduring efforts as a principal 

representative of that position for Milcom readers. By 1976, the media tagged her as “The 

Woman Who is trying to Torpedo the ERA” and in a series of December 1977 issues of 

Stars and Stripes the cartoon strip Doonesbury lampooned her as an annoying gadfly of 

both liberals and feminists.
1143

  

 

Figure 7.4. “Doonesbury” cartoon critical of Phyllis Schlafly. The Stars and Stripes 

provided a balance of perspectives on women’s rights. (Source: Stars and Stripes, 

December 12, 1977.) 
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The momentum of Schlafly’s energies as the standard bearer for women opposed to 

feminist initiatives continued into the 1980s even as she delivered a letter to the editor of 

Stars and Stripes criticizing comments by editorialist Carl Rowan with the rebuke 

“Doesn’t he understand how offensive it is to refer to full time homemakers as women 

who don’t work? Or as breeders of babies?”
1144

  

 By comparison, moderate feminist positions and initiatives received an equitable 

amount of ink and exposure.
1145

 Milcom readers received information about the activities 

of the National Organization of Women (NOW) including an article in June 1970 that 

offered an introduction to Betty Friedan, “NOW Movement’s Leading Lady,” who 

claimed, “the enemy of women’s liberation is not men but the inhuman way women are 

treated by society.”
1146

 The Stars and Stripes continued to offer articles to its readers 

about the organization as it gained momentum and increased its membership and voice 

through the 1970s. This included a several page spread in January 1971 that again 

focused on its first president Betty Friedan, “The Mother Superior of Women’s Lib” as 

well as the efforts of NOW to secure expanded rights for women.
1147

 The newspaper also 

printed articles and made frequent reference to Friedan’s seminal work The Feminine 
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Mystique thus keeping female readers abreast of relevant published works on feminist 

themes.
1148

 In addition to these efforts, the newspaper followed up with pieces by staff 

writers, such as Kay Scanlon, who criticized both Playboy and Penthouse magazines with 

her comment that “Women are rebelling against such degradation and stereotyping.”
1149

 

Her column also offered insights to the writings of other feminist authors such as 

Germaine Greer who penned The Female Eunuch, which suggested, “Women’s passive 

sexual role ordained by society condemns her to a repressed life.”
1150

 

 From the 1970s through the 1990s the Stars and Stripes, the principal printed 

media for the Milcom, provided its readers with a reasonable balance between opposing 

viewpoints and opinions regarding emerging women’s rights issues and their traditional 

roles. For example, as a survey conducted within the scope of this project reveals, during 

that time the European edition of the newspaper published more than 600 separate 

articles that followed progress on the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) and over 300 that 

addressed the controversies surrounding the 1973 landmark Supreme Court decision in 

Roe v. Wade.
1151

 These reports and think-pieces offered an opportunity for Milcom 

readers to study the issues, refine their opinions, and make informed decisions regarding 

the issues surrounding the women’s rights movement. The Stars and Stripes also lent 
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voice to readers’ attitudes and sentiments as they struggled to come to terms with the 

consequences of the increased empowerment of women and redefined gender roles after 

the mid-point of the 1960s. 

 Among the earliest contemporary debates that engaged readers was the Stars and 

Stripes’ continued publication of ‘cheesecake’ photos. A letter to the editor in November 

1968 by a Milcom wife, who protested the newspaper’s use of a provocative female 

image, drew a cascade of criticisms. In almost every case the replies to the editor came 

from male service members who provided denunciations of her opinion. One of the more 

vituperative comments accused her of being “jealous,” another suggested she “should 

clean up her mind,” and one observed that she had “attained the epitome of prudery.”
1152

 

The letters lacked sympathy for her suggestion that those types of photographs were not 

suitable for children or families, or might carry a hint of denigration of women. Only one 

letter, of the group of eighteen, from a sergeant in the Hahn Milcom provided support 

with the comment “If I want to be enticed by the female form, I will buy the Oversexed 

Weekly.”
1153

  

 The polemics concerning cheesecake in the Stars and Stripes carried on to at least 

mid-1970 when one of the last associated flurries of letters to the editor addressed the 

debate. Once again, a husband and wife criticized the newspaper’s “insistence upon 

regularly printing of scantily clad young women,” and again they became the recipients 
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of criticisms that suggested they “seek professional help.”
1154

 But they also did receive 

the support of another female Milcom member who commented, “We simply don’t need 

this type of garbage in our newspaper.”
1155

 Whether the newspaper became sensitive to 

its readers’ comments or bowed to the growing energies of the feminist cause is not 

evident, but its publication of cheesecake photos all but ceased after the mid-1970s.
1156

  

 If the battle over provocative photographs of women resulted in a minor victory 

for Milcom feminists the debate associated with the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) 

was longer-lived and more heated. Milcom members began making their voices heard 

almost as soon as both houses of the Congress passed the proposal and forwarded it to the 

states for ratification in 1972. One of the first letters to the editor of the Star and Stripes 

from a female Milcom member in Berlin proclaimed “this amendment would deny 

[women] of their most basic right – the right to be a women.” It went on in alarming 

tones to claim among other things “women would be subject to the draft” and would lose 

custody of their children in the case of divorce.
1157

 It concluded by encouraging other 

female Milcom members to write their state legislator to argue against ratification and to 

discover the real dangers of the ERA by sending “15 cents for a copy of The Phyllis 

Schlafly Report,” she included an address.
1158

  

 Numerous other letters flowed into the crucible of debate concerning the ERA 

from both sides of the argument. A two-page feature in the April 16, 1973 issue of Stars 
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and Stripes, written by a female staff member, served as a platform for those who favored 

it. The article offered a collection of comments from female Milcom readers’ letters that 

rebutted criticisms of the amendment. One of the arguments claimed the “ERA will take 

the chains off women” by “challenging underpayment [of women] and other forms of 

discrimination,” and another claimed it would lift the limit of number of hours a day a 

woman could work.
1159

 The controversy surrounding the ERA continued into the early 

1980s with letters to the editor from both sides of the debate continuing to fill pages of 

the newspaper. There were those who cried out against the “outright sexism, prejudice 

and prehistoric politics played by those states” that refused to ratify it and others who 

continued to encourage readers to “send $10, $50, or as much as you can to: Stop ERA, 

Phyllis Schlafly, Box 618, Alton, Ill. 62002.”
1160

  

 Regardless of the arguments and debates between Milcom members over the 

developing women’s rights issues, changes in the nation’s attitudes took place and 

resonated in the military communities. Among them was the passage of Title IX of the 

1972 Education Act which prohibited discrimination in any university or school program. 

This afforded numerous opportunities for women’s athletics in the United States, 

including the offering of scholarships for female athletes. This also resonated in the 

Milcoms overseas as the DODDS system began expanding its offerings of competitive 

teams for girls. Eventually, by January 1980, Milcom members could turn to the sports 

section of the Stars and Stripes and read of the accomplishments of female student 
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athletes in competitions that were previously open only to boys, such as volleyball, golf, 

and basketball.
1161

 

 Another indicator of the changing environment in EUCOM was the appointment 

of Colonel Ruby R. Stauber as the new editor-in-chief of the Stars and Stripes, European 

Edition, in March 1979. Colonel Stauber was the first female to serve in that position in 

the history of the newspaper following a succession of males who steered the content of 

the publication since the end of World War Two.
1162

 She had previously worked in public 

relations for the military, and possessed a degree in journalism.
1163

 Her accession to that 

position coincidentally came at the same time that a number of women’s groups in the 

United States, such as the National Organization of Women Judges, were pressing for 

another first, the appointment of a woman to the Supreme Court.
1164

 Stauber’s appearance 

as editor-in-chief was also coincidental with the disappearance of cheesecake photos 

from the newspaper. 

  These were years when previously closed doors, in the nation and the Milcom, 

were beginning to open for women. It represented a shift in paradigms from the 

restrictive roles and expectations that kept women within the safe container of the home 

during the 1950s and early 1960s, to attitudes that allowed greater inclusion and provided 
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more opportunities.
1165

 The changes in the overseas Milcoms paralleled those occurring 

in the United States. More important, many Milcom members were beginning to accept 

that reality. 

 Evidence of that increasing recognition of opportunities for women was the 

changing of opinions about women in the military, a subject that was central to the 

preparedness of the American forces in EUCOM.
1166

 A series of letters to the editor of 

Stars and Stripes from Milcom members revealed their feelings. A female dependent 

from the Pirmasens Milcom described the feelings of empowerment she felt during the 

1979 Federal Women’s Week that inspired her to go “out into the world and make 

something of myself.” Encouraged by her military husband she sought to enlist in the 

service in Germany.
1167

 Other letters argued for allowing women in combat. One letter 

from a Milcom wife noted that the “bravery of women in wartime has been illustrated in 

this century by the female resistance fighters throughout Europe during World War II.” 

She also observed that in the event of war “it must be fought by both men and women” or 

else “the argument for equality for women becomes a specious one.”
1168

 In that same 

context, a letter from a female non-commissioned officer in the Nuremburg Milcom 

assured readers that military “females are trained to fight,” and that she “personally 
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would defend my area of operation if the situation arose.” She also noted that there was 

no non-combatant evacuation order (NEO plan) “for female soldiers in Europe,” 

intimating that non-combatant females and males would be ordered to leave.
1169

 In a 1987 

article penned by Janet Howells-Tierney, a staff writer for the Stars and Stripes, retired 

Brigade General Evelyn P. Foote noted “It’s a great time [for women] to be a soldier 

because men are more accepting of our leadership.”
1170

 It was recognition of the changing 

times in the military and in the Milcom. 

 Other articles and letters also recognized the changing environment in EUCOM 

and official initiatives to support women’s efforts in the Milcoms to press against, and 

break through, the social bounds established for earlier generations. During the mid and 

late 1970s various local chapters of NOW, such as the one in the Wiesbaden Milcom, 

periodically sponsored luncheons with speakers and discussions regarding the 

ramification of the ERA.
1171

 During that same decade, most major military commands in 

Europe offered a full schedule of events each year that paralleled the celebration of 

Federal Women’s Week in the United States. For example, activities listed by EUCOM 

in August 1979 included the broadcasting of interviews and seminars on women’s issues 

on AFN-TV and AFN radio, as well as a variety of local events. Some of these activities, 

sponsored by various Milcoms, included prayer breakfasts for women, luncheons on 

“How to Get and Use Power,” lectures on job searching, and seminars on trauma, sexual 
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harassment and marital abuse.
1172

  

 In addition to these events major commands such as the VII Corps also 

periodically sponsored symposiums to provide Milcom women with an opportunity to air 

their grievances and work on solutions. One of the first gatherings attracted women who 

represented female service members, civilians, and family members from 15 military 

communities. Among their complaints were an inadequate supply of uniforms and 

accessories for female enlisted personnel, and a lack of training “and promotion paths to 

leadership for women in civilian and military work structures.” Female spouses also 

requested the removal of the term “dependent” from all official references noting, “It 

gives them the status of second class citizens.”
1173

 Although the symposium did not solve 

all the problems it did represent a new openness and recognition of the needs of women 

in the Milcoms that was absent during previous decades. 

 But Milcom women were not content to let military and political elites alone 

dictate the pace of change. They also acted on their own behalf to establish grassroots 

groups and take actions to consolidate gains and open new opportunities. A series of 

letters to the editor of Stars and Stripes revealed some of the steps taken. One wife 

protested on behalf of others because the military bureaucracy in her community would 

not permit them to use the term “Ms.” before their last names.
1174

 Another wife wrote of 

the establishment of a group known as WIN (Women Involved Now) in her community 
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and its actions to enforce women’s rights. These included the formation of a 

consciousness raising sub-group for women, protests against the unofficial barriers 

preventing girls from joining the community football team, and an organized boycott 

against merchants and advertisers who “feature stereotyped women or who degrade 

women’s intelligence.”
1175

  

 The debate over women’s rights in the Milcom continued through the 1970s and 

into the 1980s. It included polemics regarding equal opportunities for advancement in 

civilian and military positions, the challenges of sexual harassment on the job, closing the 

earnings gap between the sexes, and the arguments surrounding the pro-choice campaign. 

Still, by comparison, these were issues that did not appear in letters to the editor or 

through specially organized symposiums during the first postwar decades. The best 

Milcom women could hope for during the early years were annual conventions organized 

by religious groups, such as the PWOC and the MCCW, that offered periodic seminars 

on grassroots leadership and organizing for community service.
 1176

 The same agenda 

existed for white-gloved social gatherings in officer and enlisted wives’ clubs. As this 

project reveals, however, changes in EUCOM kept pace with changes in American 

society beginning in the 1970s and were responsible for redefining the roles, 

responsibilities, and rights of women in the Milcoms in West Germany during the latter 

decades of the Cold War. 
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Women’s Rights as a Bridge between Societies 

 Much like race, the women’s rights movement also served as a bridge between the 

German and American societies. Together, women of both nations discovered that beside 

a commonality of needs and desires there was also a parallel development of 

organizations and advocacy groups and a sharing of information and experiences through 

literature and personal contacts. 

 As this project revealed, during the early postwar years there was initially some 

divergence between the expected behaviors and roles of Milcom wives and their West 

German counterparts. While extant societal expectations established walls that kept 

American women within the bounds of home and marriage, the majority of German 

women were shouldering the unexpected burdens of carrying their nation out of the 

rumble of war as single-parent Trümmerfrau [literally women of the rubble].
1177

 German 

political elites eventually recognized that new reality and granted women equal rights 

under the law with the passage of Article 3, Paragraph 2 of the Basic Law (constitution) 

in 1949. But with the eventual repatriation of male German POWS and their integration 

into the workforce and society, German women again found that the reach of their power 

and authority, like that of American women, seldom extended beyond the boundaries of 

their homes. By the early 1960s, as contemporary histories note, women in both countries 

had suffered a common fate as the temporary “emancipation” of the war years gradually 

evaporated and they found themselves “being subjected to roles that no longer 
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corresponded to the requirements of modern society.”
1178

  

 As conditions began to change with the renewed energies of the postwar feminist 

movement American women in the Milcoms and their female German hosts acted in 

parallel to organize and advocate for their rights. While the Americans were joining 

organizations such as local chapters of NOW or creating smaller community groups such 

as the WIN initiative, German women were organizing into the Frankfurt Women’s 

Council and the Berlin Action Council for Women’s Liberation.
1179

 Women from both 

nations also separately participated in popular consciousness-raising groups.
1180

 The 

commonality of need drove those parallel actions in both societies and often precipitated 

similar examples of “provocative events.” In the case of the German women it was a 

nation-wide rejection by thousands of women of Paragraph 218 of the Basic Law that 

outlawed abortions.
1181

 They created a public spectacle by claiming, “My womb belongs 

to me” and admitted they had violated that policy, risking prosecution under the law.
1182

 

They followed their verbal defiance with battling police in the streets of Berlin and 
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Frankfurt.
1183

 For the American women it was the feminist rejection of society’s 

definition of women by demonstrating through Guerilla Theater tactics at the 1968 Miss 

America Pageant.
1184

  

 Still there was a community of understanding between the two movements 

regarding abortion rights. With the initial passage of the Roe v. Wade decision in 1973, 

women living in the Milcoms were able to seek abortions in military facilities overseas, 

provided they were eligible for medical benefits. Within two years, policy changed 

preventing abortion at federal expense and women had to return to the United States for 

procedures.
1185

 By 1977 overseas facilities again opened to permit abortions, on a private 

pay basis, if other alternatives were not available.
1186

 This continued through the 1980s 

with the understanding that they could only occur if there was an issue of the health of 

the mother.
1187

 In a parallel, the easing of restrictions on abortions for German women in 

the early 1980s made possible the availability of limited abortions for Milcom women. 

As German society opened and became more accepting of abortions Milcom women still 

had limited options. The German organization Pro-Familia provided an alternative. It 

offered counseling and advice about contraceptives and abortion to all women including 
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those in the Milcoms.
1188

 In this regard it also offered an abortion referral service. A 

number of American women sought abortions in clinics located in places such as 

Holland. Working through German organization such as Pro Familia, which formed a 

bridge across societies and cultures, Milcom women were able to navigate through the 

limitations placed in their way by contemporary military policy. 

 Although commonalities existed between the women’s movements in the German 

communities and the American Milcoms certain variances in conditions existed that 

complicate any simple comparison of organizations and actions between the two. While 

the German women were reasonably free to organize and protest as they wished within 

the bounds of their laws, the ability to organize from among the scattered Milcoms and 

within the policies of the military command limited American women. Although large 

groups of American women did not organize to stage protests or demonstrations, as 

German women, most military commands did schedule a number of events in recognition 

of women’s weeks, such as symposiums, seminars, and lectures, which gave Milcom 

women an opportunity to gather and air their grievances. In this context, women of both 

societies continued to find vehicles to air their concerns. 

 German and American women also shared information and experiences 

associated with the women’s rights movement through popular literature. Betty Friedan’s 

seminal work, the Feminine Mystique [translated into German as ‘Weiblichkeitswahn’] 

(1963) found wide acceptance in both countries, and in the Milcom, as did the works of 

other Americans, Shulamith Firestone, Gloria Steinem, Marilyn French, Germaine Greer, 
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and Shere Hite.
1189

 Hite’s work, the Hite Report on Female Sexuality, reached number six 

for 1978 among bestselling non-fiction works in West Germany.
1190

 As part of the book’s 

release, Hite made appearances at book fairs in Frankfurt where she shared her 

experiences with international audiences about gathering data for her work as well as her 

thoughts about challenging common “beliefs about women and sex.”
1191

 

 Although there is a possibility that American women in the Milcoms and their 

counterparts in the German host communities did occasionally participate in joint 

demonstrations of solidarity over women’s rights each group did follow its own parallel 

path toward equality of the sexes. They did come together however, through the 

commonality of mirrored needs and instances of shared experiences reflected in the 

popular writings of women’s rights advocates such as Friedan, Firestone, and Hite, and 

through grass roots agencies such as Pro-Familia. If the energies between the societies 

were not synergistic they were at least sympathetic and the experiences afforded German 

and American women an opportunity to gauge the progress they were making in their 

own societies through proximate comparison.  

The Milcom Media  

 The principal media outlets that kept the Milcoms informed about global events 

and changes within American society also remained under public scrutiny from the mid-
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1960s through the end of the 1980s. As members of the overseas military communities 

became aware of the unfolding challenges and opportunities surrounding the civil rights 

movement and women’s rights initiatives they also became conscious of the presence of a 

threat to freedom of speech through information management and censorship of the 

media, in particular the Stars and Stripes and the American Forces Radio and Television 

Service (AFRTS). 

 An existing Cold War environment that encouraged the manipulation of 

information within the arena of propaganda between the East and West had already 

sharpened Americans’ sensitivities to the reality of its use.
1192

 At the same time, a 

continual parade of articles and letters in the Stars and Stripes kept Milcom members’ 

awareness piqued regarding the spread of manipulation and censorship around the globe 

and its infiltration of American society. One example was a January 1969 article titled 

“Press Freedoms Suffered More Setbacks in 1968” that focused on various restrictive 

government regimes around the world. The narrative identified nations within the 

communist sphere emphasizing the harsh controls placed on information flow and 

reporting by the Soviets, the Communist Chinese, and the Cubans. It also noted the 1968 

invasion of Czechoslovakia whose “reform regime’s attempt to free its information media 

was crushed by Soviet arms.”
1193

 By the end of that decade however, Milcom readers also 
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came to the conclusion that information management was not only happening in those 

nations behind the Iron Curtain but also in their own. Other articles and letters revealed 

its imprint on American society and the military together with the resulting polemics. 

 The news reports that offered insight to ongoing censorship and information 

manipulation practices in society addressed arguments for and against making certain 

types of information available to the public. An opinion piece published in April 1971 

lamented that in regards to the publication of pornography, “In the United States and 

other democracies, censorship has to all intents and purposes, ceased to exist.”
1194

 A later 

editorial in Stars and Stripes, by conservative newsman James Kilpatrick, celebrated a 

practice by certain library staff members in the United States of denying students and 

children access to certain books that they deemed “salacious.” He considered this simple 

“common sense.”
1195

 Following his opinion piece was an article on censorship involving 

the banning of certain textbooks in schools. As the writer noted, “Censorship, many 

people believe, is something that happens in faraway, undemocratic countries.” A 

pervading concern of civil liberties groups, he also observed, was that censorship 

advocates “want to eliminate books dealing with civil rights and liberties, women's rights 

and the evils of slavery.”
1196

 But if these pieces provided Milcom readers with a sensing 

for the issues surrounding the manipulation and censorship of information in American 

society their reactions suggest that it was the reports and stories concerning their own 

media that most directly informed their opinions. 
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 Several examples illustrate the depth of censorship and manipulation of the print 

and broadcast media that inspired concern among contemporary Milcom members. The 

first appeared in European edition of the Stars and Stripes in April 1970 with an article 

that alerted Milcom members in Germany to the brazen censorship practices of the 

newspaper’s Pacific edition’s editorial staff in Vietnam. A former enlisted reporter 

disclosed a media culture there that was “so controlled by the military that little objective 

reporting gets” to the soldiers in country, adding that for them “there is no escape from 

the military’s hand on the news.”
1197

 He included accounts of stories that excluded facts 

or manipulated information so as to lessen the number of friendly losses or to obscure 

defeats and failures. The reporter also noted that appeals to politicians in Washington 

brought no relief but instead elicited comments that reports of censorship were little more 

than “cases of editorial judgment.”
1198

 For readers who remembered the arguments 

surrounding information censorship during the Korean War years this must have seemed 

both familiar and troubling as they considered the depth of editorial control of the 

newspaper.
1199

 

 A second example of media manipulation involved the AFRTS. In a story that 

began in January 1970 and ran until October of that year the radio and television service 

received criticism for censoring information and reports. Although the management staff 

had denied any manipulation or censorship for years, sources from the AP and UPI broke 

the story that John C. Broger, the director of AFRTS, admitted that “overseas military 
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broadcasts are edited to avoid offending local governments” or to “aid an enemy.”
1200

 By 

October the criticisms mounted and included charges from former military reporters that 

news programs were subject to censorship. Examples provided were the quashing of a 

report about 6,000 sheep accidentally killed by the military with a dose of lethal nerve 

gas, and the deletion of a story about contraception. Critics also charged that the AFRTS 

was “dominated in its approach to news by military thinking rather than detached 

professional news judgment.”
1201

 

 A few years later another incident occurred that offered Milcom members an 

added significant example of command-directed censorship. In January 1984 the NATO 

Commander, American General Bernard Rogers, placed a gag order on a report that the 

West German Defense Minister had forced West German General Günter Kiessling to 

retire on the grounds he was a security risk based on speculations of his homosexuality. 

When asked why the command authorities had enforced such censorship the Deputy 

Commander of EUCOM explained that the story was “highly speculative and 

sensationalistic.” He added that the report might be “detrimental to the good order and 

discipline of a readership that includes many U.S. military personnel who work and train 

closely with their German allies.”
1202

 Although the story appeared in other news outlets 

such as the New York Times on January 24 and 31, 1984, its first appearance in the Stars 
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and Stripes was not until February 2, 1984.
1203

  

 The lapse in time over the reporting of the Kiessling incident caused consternation 

for many Milcom readers. A number of them responded with letters to the editor of the 

Stars and Stripes. Claiming that it was “insulting to have our leaders censor our reading 

material under the guise that it might hurt discipline among U.S. servicemember,” one 

writer asked, “Have we taken a step backwards as Americans?”
1204

 Another commented 

that he found the “intervention of Hq USEUCOM heavy-handed and unwarranted.”
1205

 

Still another Milcom reader observed that the “Stars and Stripes has a responsibility to 

print the whole story and let the readers decide what’s important.”
1206

 Feeling the need to 

respond to the letters, the USEUCOM Deputy Commander-in-Chief, General Richard L. 

Lawson, attempted to mitigate the military hierarchy’s actions. Noting that the military 

command, “Rarely finds it necessary to intercede in Stripes editorial operations” he went 

on to explain that in “unusual circumstances” it would naturally “exercise its 

responsibility for editorial content.” Less as an effort to placate readers than to clarify the 

extent of his powers, the Deputy Commander finally explained that “I decided that highly 

speculative and sensational news reports” such as that regarding General Kiessling, 

“would serve no useful information purpose and could be inimical to good relations with 
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our host nation.”
1207

 His reply suggests that the command structure did not care to deny 

the charge of censorship; it merely wished to explain its application. Some readers of the 

Stars and Stripes failed to accept the reasoning. 

 One reader was former Managing Editor of the newspaper Ken Zumwalt who 

began to exchange letters with Senator William Proxmire (D-WI) regarding the issue of 

censorship. Investigating the allegations the senator was not impressed with the response 

he received from the military that stated speculative reports and news “could possibly 

result in undisciplined behavior in the form of innocent but ill-chosen and uninformed 

remarks or actions.” To this Senator Proxmire commented, “Imagine that. The general 

[Lawson] decided that the military personnel are so weak of character that they must be 

protected from news stories so they don’t say something wrong. What nonsense!”
1208

 

Concern for censorship and manipulation of the news continued for several years longer 

and resulted in a Congressional investigation of the Stars and Stripes inspired by Senator 

Proxmire, which began in May 1987.
1209

 

 The Government Accounting Office (GAO) eventually published the results of 

the investigation in a December 1988 report titled Stars and Stripes: Inherent Conflicts 

Lead to Allegations of Military Censorship. Although the report noted that censorship of 

the Pacific edition of the newspaper was endemic, it found that “by DOD’s standards, the 

European paper has been censored a few times. Military commanders and their 
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representatives in both theaters have repeated attempted to influence the reporting of 

news.”
1210

 Focusing on external pressures the report also commented in its executive 

summary that “as an agent of the government, the editor in chief has a formal 

responsibility to uphold the principles of a free press because the DOD policy states that 

he is specifically forbidden to engage in censorship or news management.”
1211

 To correct 

these perceptions and instances of information manipulation the report included among 

its recommendations that the newspaper should have a civilian editor-in-chief who would 

serve for no more than 5 years, and that “military officers shall not interfere with or 

attempt to influence news content.”
1212

 The newspaper later adopted these corrections. 

 Although the Proxmire-inspired investigation is a prime example of external 

oversight and the application of remediation to correct instances of manipulation and 

censorship, Milcom members had for decades been sensitive to any perception of 

infringement of their right to freedom of speech through inappropriate management of 

information and entertainment. This is evident through an examination of other letters to 

the editor from the late 1960s through the 1980s that reveal a consistently high level of 

concern regarding any censorship or editorial management of information or 

entertainment. For example, in May 1968, a reader from the Herzogenaurach Milcom 

voiced strong concern that a proposed administrative consolidation of the AFN global 

network signaled the “inevitability that news broadcasts would be managed, controlled, 
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and censored,” a charge that vehemently denied by AFN directors.
1213

 

  Milcom readers and listeners continued to interpret the simplest intimation of any 

change to the status quo as an infringement of their rights. Other letters included charges 

of “sound censorship” when AFN station managers prevented popular songs, such as the 

Beatles’ “Ballad of John and Yoko” and Simon and Garfunkel’s “Mrs. Robinson” from 

airing because they considered them too controversial.
1214

 In rebuttal, the Officer-in-

Charge of AFN replied “We do not censor records here at AFRTS…we don’t include 

plain dirty records in our program package.”
1215

 A flurry of charges of censorship 

occurred again with the removal of a popular program “Underground” in December 

1970. The AFN managers felt that the DJ had not afforded them an opportunity to edit its 

content for offensive materials prior to airing. The response by Milcom listeners was 

consistent with protests that asked, “Is not the fight for freedom of speech (hearing) 

somehow included in the overall goal of USAREUR?”
1216

 As this collection of letters 

reveals these challenges to control of information and content by AFN continued for 

years. 

 Just as Milcom members criticized the Stars and Stripes and AFRTS for 

censoring information and entertainment during these decades they also occasionally 

came to their defense when someone requested the editing of specific content. This was 

the case in August 1987 when a Milcom viewer criticized the television service for not 
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censoring an episode of the show “Saturday Night Live” for its content that lampooned 

the military. Responses immediately took the critic to task and a number argued that they 

were all in the military to defend the Constitution and First Amendment rights. As two 

writers noted, “Your request that AFN practice prior censorship of political satire strikes 

me as both unconstitutional and un-American,” and “We are fighting for freedom. And 

freedom of information is integral to the American way of life.”
1217

 

 Milcom members’ responses to either perceived or real infringement of their right 

to freedom of speech during this time were often immediate and vigorous. This 

sensitivity suggests that they assigned that right a special significance. It that context their 

behavior offers several interpretations. The first is that they saw the right to freedom of 

speech as a characteristic that especially denoted their separation and difference from the 

Soviet Bloc forces and the strictures of communism, an important distinction in the 

philosophical sparring between the Cold War superpowers. Another interpretation is that 

Milcom members understood that right as an immutable foundational tenet of an 

exceptional and open American society that should remain protected and unchanged 

during the years of cultural upheaval and social change. A third possibility is that almost 

any cry of ‘censorship’ quickly placed military elites on the defensive, a situation that 

normally powerless lower enlisted personnel would enjoy creating. Regardless of 

whether these motivations had individual or collective importance, Milcom members 

stood strongly against censorship and media manipulation during the later postwar 
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decades and were ready to make their voices heard.  

Conclusion 

 By the late 1960s, the fault lines precipitated by Americans’ varied interpretations 

of societal ideals, which stretched from the early postwar decades, had finally generated 

tensions that shook the exceptionalist consensus. Among the issues that were central to 

the emerging controversy and debate were racial equity, women’s rights, and media 

manipulation. Americans living in the overseas Milcoms experienced the changes that 

introduced a new definition of equality and inclusion for racial and ethnic minorities, 

opportunities and empowerment for women, and a strong resolve to safeguard freedom of 

speech. Gone were some of the troubling inconsistencies of exceptional thought replaced 

with an understanding that its usefulness was limited and its value reduced. But that 

process also demonstrated to Americans that the resiliency of their society lay in its 

continued openness and its ability to meet societal challenges head-on and work together 

to find a new consensus in the solutions. 
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Table 7.1. Black Attendance at Military Academies. 

Academy Class of 

1969  

Class of 

1970  

Class of 

1971  

Class of 

1972  

Total 

Negro  

Total 

Attendance  

Army 10 7 5 9 31 3,285 

Navy 2 8 8 15 33 4,091 

Air Force 6 10 13 23 52 3,028 

Totals 18  25  26  47  116    

 

Note: These numbers reflect the attention given by the military services to increase 

minority accessions for officers. After 1969 the Navy and Air Force increased noticeably 

while the Army’s accession rate flat-lined. (Source: CMH Integration of the Armed 

Forces, 1940-1965, Chapter 22, Equal Opportunity in the Military Community, 556-581. 

http://www.history.army.mil/books/integration/IAF-22.htm .) 
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Chapter Eight: 

Milcoms, 1967-1990 

Dissent, Protest, and Terrorism: Testing German-American Bonds 

 

 

 

 For many American Milcom members the latter decades of the Cold War marked 

a distinct, and often sharp, departure from a life framed by a comfortable American 

exceptionalist consensus that emerged in the early triumphant postwar years. Already 

stretched by open debate on societal issues such as race, feminism and media 

manipulation, and dark cultural behaviors such as violence and drugs that all challenged 

its equity, openness and humanity, the fibers of Americanism also continued to bear the 

shear forces of political challenges. These energies, which also had as great an impact on 

the lives of American Milcom members as the predominant cultural and social issues, 

manifested themselves through dissonant and often dangerous waves of dissent, protest, 

and terrorism that sometimes overlapped and carried synergistic exchange. 

 Extant histories offer understandings of how both Americans and Europeans 

witnessed the changing global environment of the 1960s through the 1990s. These 

include various interpretations of growing extremism along the political spectrum borne 

on student and youth protest movements against perceptions of Western imperialism, 

authoritarian oppression, marginalization of third world peoples, and a stagnated 
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superpower struggle that left Europe in the shadow of potential nuclear destruction.
1218

 

These works often situate the energies of dissent and protest of the period around the loci 

of widespread international capitals, such as Paris, Mexico City, Prague and Berlin, and 

weave narratives that describe the cumulative effect on American political design and 

strategies with the resultant impact on American public opinion.
1219

 Although these 

studies do provide comprehensive understandings of political relationships and 

contingent actions by various states, as a collection they generally neglect the perspective 

of Americans living abroad and particularly omit consideration of Americans residing in 

the network of overseas military communities. 

 In that context this project satisfies the historical lacuna by providing an 

understanding of how contemporary political dissent and protest, as well as the growing 

malignancy of terrorism, informed the lives of the Milcom members and shaped their 

behaviors. It also offers a unique perspective of Americans who were among some of the 

first to live in the shadow of fear cast by terrorism and felt its initial sting, and who unlike 

their fellow citizens back home confronted anti-American antagonists not through 

second-hand news sources but at the very gates of the places they lived, worked, and 

played. The Milcoms felt the effects in three distinct series of events that tested the bonds 

of the German-American political relations. 
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Vietnam – The First Test  

 By 1967 the Vietnam conflict emerged as a common denominator among protest 

groups in the United States and overseas. Although various histories debate its centrality 

and causal effects on shaping student movements, the public debate that emerged did 

provide a framework for dissent and protest within the military communities in Germany 

during the late 1960s and early 1970s.
1220

 This became manifest through the activities of 

both military and civilian Milcom members and included participation in passive and 

active, organized and impromptu, anti-war demonstrations of opposition and protest. At 

one end of the spectrum they exercised their rights of free speech while remaining within 

the bounds permitted by law and military policy, in the extreme they employed measures 

such as an underground press or resorted to desertion. In all cases many American 

Milcom members felt that participation in the public debate concerning the Vietnam 

conflict was their obligation and right within the ideals of Americanism. 

 As the war unfolded through the 1960s, members of the military communities in 

Germany were able to follow the events through articles carried in the Stars and Stripes 

and other print media sources as well as on daily news broadcasts by AFN radio. In 

addition, repeated rotations of many military members from assignments in West 

Germany to tours of duty in Vietnam, and back, also sensitized them to the contentious 
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contemporary issues associated with America’s presence in Southeast Asia.
1221

 Still, as 

the number of student protests grew on college campuses in the United States and in 

major European cities Milcom members also began to voice their opinions about the war. 

Numerous letters to the editor of Stars and Stripes offer testament to the varied spectrum 

of feelings within the Milcoms.
1222

 

 Initial expressions of opinion, just prior to and after the Tet offensive of 1968, 

generally supported America’s actions in Vietnam.
1223

 A letter from May 1967 stressed 

the importance of free speech for military members by defending a Navy pilot guilty of 

insubordination for advocating “all-out war in Vietnam.” While the author endorsed the 

pilot’s point of view he also defended the flier’s “constitutional right of free speech 

without facing the threat of a court-martial.”
1224

 Another letter from a Bitburg Milcom 

member in October 1968 railed against a cessation of offensive military air action. Noting 

that it was with “bitter regret” he read of the “President’s decision to halt the bombing of 
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North Vietnam,” during peace negotiations, the writer then drew a parallel between 

American military involvement in Vietnam and Korea noting, “We did not win either.” 

The writer also offered support of the “Domino Theory,” which he considered was 

completely “valid” in its warning of communist hegemony.
1225

  

 A collection of letters dated December 15, 1969 also gave voice to perceptions 

that strongly supported the American presence in Vietnam. One writer suggested, “Those 

so-called [anti-war] protestors really are traitors; or what would you call a person who 

carries the banner of a country which we are fighting to the grave?”
1226

 Another letter 

from a sergeant in the Herzo Milcom challenged the fairness of the American press 

asking, “Why hasn’t equal billing or rating been given to the supporters of the U.S. 

involvement in the Vietnam war?” He went on to ask, “Has any war been won by peace 

marches, demonstrations or the like?”
1227

 A third letter, from a Milcom spouse in 

Munich, expressed exasperation, “I am getting perturbed over all the dissatisfied people 

who are milling about day and night protesting everything under the sun from the war in 

Vietnam to the U.S. government.” Ultimately, she recommended they “go to the nearest 

Russian embassy and ask for a visa to Russia.”
1228

  

 By the early 1970s other letters to the editor continued to follow a similar line. 

One from October 1972 criticized American “bleeding hearts” that only care about “the 
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terrible acts of war the U.S. is committing over North Vietnam” without having 

“compassion for the “women and children of South Vietnam who are killed or maimed” 

by the North Vietnamese.
1229

 Another letter taking a pro-American stance asked, “Where 

are the mock trials, mass world condemnation” of the jailers of American POWs who 

were “cruel, cynical violators of Geneva Convention rules?”
1230

 This was in reaction to a 

feature article that focused on the suffering of captive American fliers. 

 But as the archives of the Stars and Stripes reveal, while the war edged on the 

volume of letters from Milcom members who offered dissenting opinions of American 

involvement in Vietnam increased rapidly after 1968. A letter from May 1969 suggested 

America’s withdrawal from “our limited and unsuccessful conduct of the war” as a 

solution to the nation’s preeminent concern for its international “image.” “In this way,” 

the author noted, “the U.S. might save face, preserve its image and perhaps bring a 

solution to the foremost problem of Southeast Asia.”
1231

 This letter suggests that some 

Milcom members were already sensitive to the tarnished American image and corrosion 

of residual exceptionalist ideals. This is consistent with contemporary histories that 

describe the change in American and global attitudes after the Tet offensive as an end to 

the “grand American illusion” as an evangelist of democratic freedoms.
1232

 This affected 

American domestic political opinion and resonated abroad including the network of 

overseas Milcoms. 
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 Other letters reflect that emerging current of attitudes among Milcom members in 

opposition to the war. Several that arrived on the Stars and Stripes editor’s desk in 

November 1969 spoke of the right to dissent against the war. One from the Baumholder 

Milcom commented, “Since I was young enough to understand the word freedom, it has 

always been my sincere belief that the primary right of an American citizen has been his 

right to dissent.”
1233

 A second from the Frankfurt Milcom echoed that feeling, “To brand 

as traitors those who voice on [sic] intelligent opposition to the war is a callous statement 

indeed. Such a statement is directly contrary to many fundamental constitutional 

guarantees, not the least of which are the rights to free speech and assembly.”
1234

 These 

letters of opposition eventually reached numbers that were comparable to those that 

supported the war effort and reflected the growing dissent among the ranks in Germany. 

As one former enlisted soldier recalls of that time: 

Not many of us liked the military experience. I think that, for the most 

part, many of us were ashamed of being soldiers at that time in our social 

culture. There was very little positive reinforcement. The prevalent slogan 

was “Fuck the Army” or “FTA.” We did not respond well to authority, 

which was probably a reflection of American values at that time. It 

became something of a game to do as little as possible insofar as our work 

was concerned. “Skating” was the work style of the day, which generally 

involved drifting off where the platoon sergeant couldn’t find us easily 

and hanging out, playing spades [card game] and getting high.
 1235

 

 

 Although examples such as this do not suggest that dissenting attitudes existed 

uniformly in every unit and Milcom they do suggest that they were increasingly present 

and often arrived with soldiers newly assigned to Germany or developed once they were 
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there. These trends of vocal opposition continued well into the 1970s. One letter writer 

chastised both the United States and South Vietnam for violating the 1954 Geneva accord 

agreements by choosing to “violate the proposed election plan when it became apparent, 

as President Eisenhower said that Ho Chi Minh would get about 80% of the vote.” The 

result would have united the divided halves of Vietnam under a communist regime, 

something the U.S. would not tolerate.
1236

 Another letter emphasized the folly of wasted 

resources on a questionable war, “the question of the actual morality of war aside, we 

have admitted our participation in this war to be an error yet we refuse to cease, offensive 

combat; we have squandered vast sums of money and human lives, seemingly only to the 

benefit of the war industries and assorted profiteers in and around the military 

establishment.”
1237

  

 Criticisms of President Nixon’s bombing campaign of North Vietnam also 

appeared with a writer commenting, “I wish to extend my congratulations to the 

American people for their part in continuing this fiasco.” He also went on to lament that 

“Americans would rather throw away more tax dollars in Vietnam than give it to the 

American poor living on welfare, for the rehabilitation of the men and women inhabiting 

our prisons, or for more medical research.”
1238

 In the same context, another writer was 

critical of the President’s action to veto several domestic bills that would have protected 

the environment and supported school funding, and instead supported aid for Vietnam. 

The letter chided, “The administration is boosting efforts to aid in the rehabilitation of 
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Vietnam. The money proposed will go toward rebuilding schools, in training the people 

for jobs, and in the construction of new hospitals” at a time that needs in America were 

just as great.
1239

 By 1973 the tone of many letters was one of war weariness mixed with 

concern over squandering of national treasure and a questioning of national morals. 

 But this exceptional freedom of expression, voiced through letters to the editor as 

opposition to the war, was just one dimension of protest the Milcom members exhibited. 

There were also physical aspects to their dissent that included demonstrations, 

participation in discussion groups, publication of anti-war materials and desertion. These 

other manifestations found both tolerance and censure within the military structure yet 

drew increasing participation by Milcom members as the war progressed. 

 One example of actions taken by American DODDS students was participation in 

the National Vietnam Moratorium Day occurring across campuses in the United States on 

October 15, 1969. Although numbers varied by school, dozens of Milcom high school 

students wore black armbands in support of the anti-war movement. As various principals 

reported, approximately 100 of the 1,400 students at Frankfurt American High School 

participated, as did 150 at the Kaiserslautern American High School. In response to a 

reporter’s question, one student at FAHS commented, “The armband means I am in 

mourning for the people who have been killed in the war.” Another student added, “The 

armband simply means that I don’t like war and killing, any war and any killing.”
1240

 

Although the tone of the article was that of indulgent toleration it could not obscure the 
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fact that by participating in the anti-war demonstration Milcom students were openly 

expressing their opposition to American policy in league with thousands of fellow 

students stateside and at American college campuses overseas. A letter to the editor of 

Stars and Stripes, published a week after the moratorium, challenged the article’s 

condescending attitude by boasting, “The Moratorium was not ignored at the University 

of Maryland Münich campus.”
1241

 It noted that there was broad support by both the 

student body and faculty although many felt harassed by constantly “being photographed 

by CID agents from roving cars on McGraw Caserne.”
1242

 A former dependent student 

who lived in the Kitzingen Milcom offers a perspective that corroborates the general 

atmosphere of the National Vietnam Moratorium Day depicted in the Stars and Stripes: 

 Our school also had an interesting mix of pro and anti-Vietnam war 

factions. The majority of the kids were neutral about the topic, although 

we were all fond of giving a ‘peace’ sign to each other and talking about 

how the war needed to end. We were very supportive of our fathers and 

the job they did for the Army, but I think we were conflicted on a different 

level about our nation being involved in the war in Vietnam.
1243

 

 

 Another aspect of physical demonstration was service members’ attendance at 

coffee houses that featured anti-war discussion groups, reading materials, music, dancing, 

and advice on how to avoid deployment to Vietnam. As one exposé noted, it was here 

that they were “surrounded by posters including portraits of Ho Chi Minh” and 
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“sometimes guitar-plunking folk singers lament a Vietnamese baby killed by napalm.”
1244

 

This was a popular venue in the United States with a network of establishments opening 

their doors near military posts during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Examples were the 

Oleo Strut in Killeen, Texas near Fort Hood, the UFO outside Fort Jackson, South 

Carolina, and Mad Anthony Wayne’s outside Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. These often 

gained notice when military authorities moved to have their doors closed, sometimes 

after prompting by local authorities, or when notable personalities such as Jane Fonda 

and Donald Sutherland made appearances there.
1245

  

 In contrast to the States, there were two types of coffee houses available to 

Milcom residents in West Germany. One set was located on military compounds and had 

sponsors such as the United Service Organization (USO), women’s clubs, or religious 

groups.
1246

 These, the military authorities sanctioned and were the only type referenced in 

official publications such as the Stars and Stripes. The other set, cafes comparable to the 

anti-war venues of Oleo Strut and the UFO, did exist overseas although their locations 

were more difficult to find. Information on their whereabouts was available by word of 

mouth or via unofficial flyers and newsletters. (See Figure 8.1) American service 

members operated some and others existed in local establishments. Many of them were 

the haunts of German student activists who offered a safe haven away from American 
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military authorities where open anti-war discussions took place. One Stars and Stripes 

staff writer noted condescendingly that it was in old university towns like Heidelberg that 

female students “in low cut peasant blouses tried to entice the GIs into their coffee houses 

for meaningful debate. But “when it became apparent the guys had something more 

meaningful in mind, both sides lost interest.”
1247

 As research of source materials reveal 

however, this is a skewed generalization of German-American relations between students 

and service members and does not account for the existence of more meaningful social 

and political bridges between the two groups. As this project has already noted, those 

connections that evolved between German students and black GI activists provided 

vehicles for social protests against racial inequities within American society and the 

military structure.
1248

 Within the context of the Vietnam War, these connections provided 

impetus for more active modes of political protest by Milcom members, specifically 

through underground newspapers and desertion. 

The Underground GI Press  

 By a conservative estimate there were approximately 200 newspapers, 

newsletters, circulars, and broadsides that comprised the global underground GI press 

between 1967 and 1977.
1249

 A survey of the publications reveals that these numbers 

varied during that period because some of them lasted for only one issue, others for 
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several, and still others for longer so that these items were always available though not 

always in the same volume or with regular frequency. Sometimes the papers would 

appear when like-minded individuals in a Milcom got together and disappear again as 

they were transferred to other locations or left the service. In West Germany alone, 

approximately 20 known papers appeared in print and of those at least nine also served 

double duty as organs for the voice of anti-war dissidents as well as black Milcom 

members protesting racial inequities in the service.
1250

 Among those available for anti-

war dissidents were “We Got the Brass” from the Frankfurt Milcom, “Call Up!” and 

“FTA with Pride” from the Heidelberg Milcom, “Up Against the Wall” and “Forward” 

from the Berlin Milcom, and “The New Testament” from the Schweinfurt Milcom. (See 

Figure 8.2) 

 Often these publications were associated with particular ad hoc groups such as the 

Unsatisfied Black Soldiers, the Heidelberg Liberation Front, the America Soldiers’ Union 

or the Second Front International, but in all cases they served as organs for service 

members in EUCOM to voice their dissenting political opinions about the war in 

Vietnam, to gripe about life in the ranks, and to critique the military structure, which they 

frequently considered oppressive. An example was We Got the Brass, published in 

Frankfurt, which broadcast those sentiments on its first cover in the spring of 1969: 

THIS IS THE FIRST ISSUE OF WE GOT THE BRASS—PUT OUT BY 

G.I.’S, EX-G.I.’S, AND RESISTORS IN EUROPE UNITED BY OUR 

OPPOSITION TO THE MINDLESS WAR IN VIETNAM AND THE 

PAWN OF THAT WAR, THE U.S. ARMY. 
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WHAT UNITES US IS SIMPLE—the unwillingness to kill and be killed 

in a war that makes others rich, that our parents pay for, and that neither 

the Vietnamese or the majority of the American people want. And the 

daily oppression of life in the army, taking orders from stupid lifers, 

learning the robot discipline that gets us prepared for life (?) on the 

outside.
1251

 

 

 Service member dissidents understood these publications to be within their right 

to freedom of speech and to represent only their opinions. Statements to this effect often 

appeared on the front pages. The December 1972 issue of FTA with Pride carried this 

disclaimer on its cover:  

We hope the people reading this paper are not wondering if it reflects 

official government policy or views, it does not! We are not now, nor have 

we ever been, associated with, the FBI, the CIA, DAR or KKK. The MI 

although seen frequently close behind us, have no effect on our editorial 

policy, and unfortunately, we have none on theirs.
1252

  

 

Many publications also reminded their readers that it was within their rights to possess a 

copy if military authorities made any attempt to confiscate an issue. The front page of the 

March 1971 issue of Forward, published in West Berlin, made this clear: 

THIS IS YOUR PROPERTY! IT CANNOT BE TAKEN FROM YOU! 

AR 381-135 (D): Unit commanders shall further insure that there is no 

interference with the U.S. Mail and that every individual under his 
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command has the right to read and retain commercial publications for his 

own personal use.
1253

 

 

 As a source, these assorted newspapers, circulars, and newsletters add value to an 

investigation of life in the Milcoms by providing information that was not available in 

sanctioned sources such as the Stars and Stripes or official summaries such as the 

DAHSUM series.
1254

 As a result, they reveal a dimension of agency achieved by Milcom 

members not often reflected in extant histories. These were actions and initiatives taken 

by American service members, civilians, and dependents, beyond the parameters outlined 

by policy, but within their own interpretation of their exceptional right as citizens to 

voice opposition to the war. One instance, reported in the Schweinfurt Milcom’s The New 

Testament, was an early June 1972 Memorial Day march staged by “60 to 100, and at 

times more” service members and dependents. As the writer noted they “walked in 

protest against the war in Viet-Nam and their unwilling participation in the WAR 

MACHINE.”
1255

 The event included the handing out of anti-war leaflets and cigarettes to 

German nationals and a discussion of “GI rights.”
1256

 A brief, reciprocal article in the 

Stars and Stripes did note the event but only offered a few contradictory details that 

“most of the demonstrators were German” while only a “half dozen were soldiers.”
1257

  

 Also indicative of the type of information carried by these publications, in 
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contrast to the Stars and Stripes, was the report printed in the July 19th issue of The New 

Testament of a soldier accused by the Army of being a “leader-organizer for the day’s 

activities” during the previous June anti-war march.
1258

 He appeared before a court-

martial and received charges of being AWOL, failure to obey orders, and a breach of 

peace for shouting anti-war slogans in a Milcom housing area. A successful defense by a 

legal team, which included a military lawyer and a counsel from the American Civil 

Liberties Union, resulted in the dismissal of most charges and awarding of a minor 

punishment. The article noted, “We consider this a victory” in that it was “another 

attempt by the Army to suppress G.I. rights. The Army’s defeat on this point proves we 

do have the rights that are guaranteed under the First Amendment.”
1259

 There was no 

reciprocal article on the trial or outcome in the Stars and Stripes.  

 Aside from announcing the locations for GI coffee houses underground papers 

also carried information on gathering times and places such as the November 1969 issue 

of The Graffiti that advertised weekly meetings, discussions and gatherings held “Every 

Saturday at 7PM” at the Republican Club in Mannheim.
1260

 Another example was the 

November 1972 issue of FightT bAck that featured a proposed “GI Meeting” to “work out 

a common plan of action” to fight back against cases of perceived harassment by military 

authorities.
1261

 The March 1973 issue of FightT bAck featured an article announcing a 

conference on GI rights, organized by the Lawyers Military Defense Committee (LMDC) 
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to occur at the Collegium Academicum at the University of Heidelberg.
1262

 The purpose 

was to educate service members on becoming legal counselors to others living in the 

barracks. (See Figure 8.3) 

 On occasion, the underground press also carried articles that seemed more of a 

public service with cautions about drug abuse and information about counseling 

programs and rights during searches and testing.
1263

 Realizing the value of this type of 

publication as a vehicle to fight drug abuse, the USAREUR Special Action Office for 

Drug Abuse (SAODA) sought to maximize the opportunity. The physician in charge of 

the program noted with a touch of irony, “The most effective propaganda instrument in 

drug abuse is the underground press. [It is] A service that talks about which drugs are 

worth buying and which are not saves a lot of people from [becoming] buying 

casualties.” He went on to comment “USAREUR has no choice but to rely on 

informative, drug-culture-oriented, publications to educate our numerous isolated 

troops.”
1264

 Although there is no evidence that reflects the number of users reached or 

effectiveness of this method the military hierarchy paradoxically realized the potential of 

the underground press to make a difference in the lives of service members and respected 

its credibility among its readership. 
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 A survey of the material printed in these periodicals however, reflects anti-war 

rhetoric similar to that of contemporary publications found in the American mainstream 

media or on college campuses in the United States. It is apparent that in many cases those 

who staffed the publications simply cut and pasted articles or copied them word for word 

into their own pages. GI editors also dedicated a great deal of space to repetitive 

reminders of service members’ rights under the UCMJ and information on how to contact 

non-military affiliated legal associations such as the LMDC.
1265

 (See Figures 8.2 and 8.3) 

In many cases the underground GI press also dedicated numerous pages to lampooning 

the local military leadership through short articles and stories that directed accusations 

laced with hyperbole at the hierarchy or posted derisive, crudely-drawn cartoons of 

officers and sergeants. (See Figure 8.5) While these newspapers did serve a purpose as a 

venue to express political opinions, or provide information on gathering or organizing, 

some individuals exploited their existence as an opportune vehicle to list personal 

grievances or spout popular anti-authoritarian rhetoric. This did little more than offer a 

challenge to good order and discipline within the military, such as repetitive references to 

both officers and non-commissioned offers as “pigs.” 

 Some underground publications expressed a more radical edge, as did the West 

Berlin Forward that endorsed unionization of the military with: “election of officers by 

the rank and file,” an “end to saluting and sir-ing of officers,” a declaration that no troops 

be “used against workers on strike,” and petitions for the “right of collective 
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bargaining.”
1266

 Still another example was the Heidelberg community’s FighT bAck, 

which offered critiques of the “capitalist class” that “hopes to isolate the war resisters 

from the growing struggles they face at home. The capitalists hope to keep militant GIs 

from joining and leading working people in the fight against the attacks on our living and 

working conditions in the States.”
1267

 Some of these publications also had affiliations 

with radical political student groups such as the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 

in West Berlin. It wrote, edited, and organized the printing of Where It’s At in Berlin with 

a staff composed of American and German students as well as a number of “unnamed” 

service members. The Voice of the Lumpen was another example. Sponsored by the 

Revolutionary People’s Communication Network it was a strong advocate for racial 

equality and “anti-imperialist liberation struggles” combined with protesting the war in 

Vietnam. It advertised itself as a replacement for the former Ministry of Information of 

the Black Panther Party.
1268

 

 By late 1969 the military elite began to react to the increased volume of world-

wide dissidence among service members. As part of this campaign they directed a portion 

of their deliberate actions against the large number of underground GI publications 

overseas and in the United States. The combination of the invective nature of the 

newspapers’ articles, their politically subversive editorializing, their railings and 

defamatory criticisms of the leadership structure, and their association with certain 

radical groups suggested a threat to the good order and discipline of the military that 
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could not go unchallenged. One of the first salvos fired by the military hierarchy was the 

bringing of charges against an editor and “organizer of an anti-war coffeehouse for GIs” 

in the vicinity of Fort Dix, New Jersey. A court-martial board sentenced the serviceman 

to six months hard labor and a reduction in rank for “unauthorized distribution of an 

underground newspaper critical of America’s role in the Vietnam War.”
1269

 Two months 

later, The Graffiti, from the Heidelberg Milcom, reacted with a commentary that 

lamented the fact that it was a chaplain who had reported the accused soldier to military 

authorities. The newspaper also remarked that the military’s action was “part of a 

frenzied effort” to control the distribution of these materials worldwide noting other cases 

against military editors and publications.
1270

  

 As part of the effort to manage the impact of the underground press the military 

also issued Department of Defense Directive 1325.6, Handling Dissident and Protest 

Activities among Members of the Armed Forces, in September 1969.
1271

 The directive 

outlined the responsibilities of the military leadership in curtailing dissident activities. 

This included the distribution of unofficial anti-war print media and clarifying the rights 

of service members to possess these materials. Most important, for the editors of the 

underground newspapers the directive encouraged military leaders to “impose only such 

minimum restraints as are necessary to enable the Army to perform its mission.” It 
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directed that “a commander not prevent a publication simply because he does not like its 

contents…a commander must have cogent reasons for any denial of distribution 

privileges.”
1272

 It also noted that membership in service men’s unions could not be 

restricted, nor attendance at coffeehouses or the possession of an unauthorized 

publication. The intent was to “safeguard the service member’s right of expression to the 

maximum extent possible,” a very exceptional consideration.
1273

 

 Still, DOD Directive 1325.6 also provided military leaders with some leverage of 

control by permitting them to use their best judgment regarding unofficial publications. 

In this context the directive offered leaders sufficient latitude of consideration by stating: 

A commander may require prior approval of publications to be distributed 

on a military installation through other than official outlets to determine if 

the publication would: create a clear danger to the loyalty, discipline, or 

morale of military personnel; or materially interfere with the 

accomplishment of the military mission. Distribution of any publication 

determined to be a danger in any of the areas [in the previous paragraphs] 

of this enclosure shall be prohibited.
1274

 

   

A survey of sources of underground newspapers, as well as the Stars and Stripes, reveals 

that not many editors received punishment nor did the military leadership confiscate 

papers as a result of official policy guidance, although the presence of the publications 

continued to remain an irritant to the military hierarchy.  

 This unofficial press did however provide an important vehicle for the 

broadcasting of anti-war political views while offering a sense of a right of free speech to 

those service members, civilians, and students involved with publishing or reading its 
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contents. By the mid-1970s the underground GI press in Europe appeared to die a natural 

death closely linked to the end of the conflict in Vietnam, the diminishing of global anti-

war protests, and the conversion of the military from conscription to a voluntary force 

between 1973 and 1975.
1275

  

Desertion 

 While many Milcom service members in Germany demonstrated their opposition 

to American foreign policy decisions by participating in local protest events, gatherings 

and meetings, or voicing their opinions in news print, a small percentage chose to desert. 

Extant histories reveal the existence of an entrenched and well-orchestrated network of 

German students who figured into the calculus of protest by facilitating the escape of 

dissident American service members.
1276

 This was through the efforts of a well-conceived 

and executed campaign to target the Milcoms and entice military members to leave their 

places of assignment in Germany and flee via an underground network of safe houses and 

routes. These led westward into France and Great Britain, or northward to Sweden. The 

propaganda the students used generally focused on the war for all soldiers but also 

included critiques on the ills of American society and racial tensions when they 

approached minority service members. One technique often used by German activists 

was to “rely heavily on the charm of the fairer sex to get the message home.” In these 
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cases female members of activist groups, nicknamed “Brides of the Revolution” visited 

bars frequented by American servicemen and worked to entice them through drinks and 

dancing to desert.
1277

 As revealed by a number of sources however, the overall net effect 

was small. 

 By January 1968 the Stars and Stripes began maintaining a casual tally of 

defections from units in EUCOM. One of the first articles to record desertions reported 

that the number of service members seeking asylum in Sweden had reached nine.
1278

 It 

also noted that the Swedish Vietnam Committee “promised it would see that the figure 

grew bigger by the day,” a forecast that would not materialize. By May 1968 the Stars 

and Stripes reported that the total of American service members seeking asylum in 

Sweden had risen to 49, although it also noted that during the previous two months 12 

had already returned to the their units in Europe or the United States.
1279

 By April 1969 

the newspaper was reporting that another 58 were in processing by the Swedish Alien 

Commission to leave that country and return to their units. Of that total, 43 came from 

“bases in Germany.”
1280

  

 But trying to track a verifiable number of deserters during the late 1960s and early 

1970s is difficult as various sources reveal a tangle of interpretations and correlations. 

For example, in January 1970 the Stars and Stripes reported that since July 1966 over 

1,400 military personnel had deserted from their units of assignment. But authorities in 

the Pentagon noted that in only 107 of those cases “was there any clear-cut evidence the 
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desertion was a protest against the Vietnam War.” They also noted that 371 deserters of 

the original number had already returned to their units.
1281

 Other sources such as the 

Department of the Army Historical Summaries (DAHSUMs) for 1968 through 1972 

show a variance of numbers for desertion rates that are generally difficult to correlate 

with those shown in print media but do reveal downward trends. They show a high of 185 

total desertions for the entire U.S. Army in 1970 dropping to a low of 97 by 1972. After 

that date the Army no longer recorded a number for desertions in subsequent DAHSUMs. 

One suggestion is that the military considered the figure beyond concern.
1282

 A comment 

accompanying the figure of 140 desertions for 1969 noted that the desertion rate for that 

year was “in line with those of 1952 at the peak of the Korean War.”
1283

 The world-wide 

rate for soldiers charged as Absent Without Leave (AWOL) however did remain elevated 

until it began to decline in 1972.
1284

 (See Figure 8.6) 

 Evidence of the questionable effectiveness of the German activists’ campaign to 

entice GIs to desert is also present in reports from the civilian organizations that worked 

to pass information to Americans in the Milcoms.
1285

 As the chairman of the Frankfurt 
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War Objectors Branch lamented in January 1968, “It’s been very discouraging and we 

may not go on with the distributions. Most soldiers…tear up the leaflets and throw them 

away.” The deputy chairman added, “The barracks in Hanau was the worst. The GIs spit 

on us and threw cans of Coca-Cola and beers on our heads from the barracks windows – 

full cans. That’s dangerous, you know.”
1286

 

 With the exception of the few underground newsletters in Sweden, there was also 

a lack of support for desertion in the underground press in Germany. Although these 

papers saw great service as a voice of grievance and anti-war sentiments they did not 

include articles that encouraged desertions from assigned units. A survey of archival 

sources reveals that desertion appeared infrequently in articles and then it was only in 

terms of reporting isolated cases of individual service members charged with the crime 

under the UCMJ.
1287

 The newspapers in Sweden generally offered sharp leftist critiques 

of the United States or practical information necessary for deserters’ to maintain 

residency there.
1288

 This suggests that even among disaffected Milcom members 

desertion was not a first or second choice as a means of protest. 

 This interpretation, based on evidence gathered from several sources, is in 

contrast to assertions made in some histories that claim “in many cases, personnel acted 

on their disapproval of the military by simply leaving their units, going AWOL (absent 
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without leave) or deserting,” and that “throughout 1967 and 1968 thousands of GIs 

deserted their units, often causing severe personnel shortages” in USAREUR.
1289

 Recent 

evidence also stands to refute conclusions that “desertion did become a serious problem 

in the early 1970s.”
1290

 As seen from the perspectives available through a number of 

primary sources it is clear instead that anti-war protestors in the Milcoms chose to 

demonstrate or write about their dissatisfaction rather than desert. 

Missile Protests – The Second Test 

 By the early 1980s new protests and concerns replaced the anti-Vietnam War 

political tempests that had resonated across the German countryside and through the 

Milcoms more than a decade earlier. These newer tensions drew their impetus from a 

German populace that was reacting to the deployment of additional nuclear-ready 

missiles on their soil. The proposed placement of a new generation of the intermediate 

range Pershing II and the Tomahawk cruise missiles in West Germany precipitated the 

crisis as the United States acted to counter a perceived threat from the Soviet deployment 

of SS-20 intermediate range missiles in western Russia.
1291

 The fear was that “Soviet 

superiority in theatre nuclear systems could undermine the stability achieved in inter-

continental systems and cast doubts on the credibility of the Alliance’s [NATO] deterrent 
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strategy.”
1292

 Once again, as in the 1950s and 1960s, the West Germans were greatly 

concerned that their territory would turn into a nuclear battleground between the 

superpowers, and again that particular fear would stand between them and their American 

allies.
1293

  

 The American administration, however, underestimated the German reaction. As 

early as October 1981 then Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger commented that 

although the spreading anti-nuclear protests in Europe were “obvious expressions of 

concern by a free people, they do not represent a widespread view of West European 

citizens.”
1294

 This perspective was in contrast to the results of a public opinion poll taken 

earlier in November 1979 that reflected only a slim percentage (38%) of West Germans 

in favor of the deployment of “medium-range” missiles to counter the deployment of 

“Russian medium-range missiles.”
1295

 Weinberger’s prognosis also failed in light of the 

protest marches organized by groups such as the European Nuclear Disarmament 

committee that coaxed more than 1.8 million people into the streets of West Germany, 

Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands and Finland in the fall of 1981.
1296

  

 Serving in a variety of key leadership positions during that period Lieutenant 

General (Ret) R.L. “Sam” Wetzel recounts the events as they unfolded: 
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From June ’78 to June ’79 I was General Al Haig’s executive to the 

SACEUR at SHAPE. In August 1978 the Soviets were deploying the SS-

22’s which could reach all the way to Spain. We only had the short range 

Pershing I. So we took a map and drew a line on it from Germany to the 

edge of Moscow, then wrote a secret message to the US telling them to 

develop the Pershing II ASAP with the 1800 KM range. The US did and 

now fast forward to December 1983. The German Bundestag was debating 

whether or not to permit P [Pershing] II’s to come to Germany. At 10 PM 

they said OK. I was now the DCINC USAREUR with responsibility for 

all nuclear weapons. We called Cape Canaveral and they launched the C-

5’s with Pershing II’s which arrived the next morning. I met the first one 

down the ramp at Ramstein AFB. We then had a secret convoy at night to 

get them to Schwabisch Gmund, where lots of protestors camped out in 

the snow and rain and mud. That deployment got the Soviet attention that 

they could not compete with us, and is one of the reasons the Wall came 

down later in my opinion. I was involved from inception to deployment – 

just by accident. Many nuclear protestors marched in Heidelberg outside 

my quarters during that period as well as elsewhere all over Germany.
1297

 

 

 Deployment of the missiles began in late 1983, but between late 1981 and 1984 a 

rash of demonstrations against the arrival of the Pershings and the Tomahawks erupted 

throughout West Germany capturing the attention of Americans living there.
1298

 As early 

as April 9, 1982 the announcement that various anti-war, anti-nuke, and religious groups 

were planning a series of nation-wide demonstrations made a splash in the Stars and 

Stripes, “Germans Plan Easter Marches.”
1299

 The German police projected this to be “the 

biggest peace protest revival since the late 1960s” and estimated crowds numbering 
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“between 300,000 and 500,000 campaigners.”
1300

 The demonstrations did take place and 

participation did reach the numbers authorities projected with events occurring in 

locations as widespread as Frankfurt, Munich, and Stuttgart.
1301

 They continued through 

the following year and featured a 60-mile long human chain of protesters linking arms. 

The chain stretched from EUCOM headquarters in Stuttgart to Wiley Barracks in the 

Neu-Ulm Milcom, one of the destinations for the Pershing II missiles.
1302

 These activities 

appeared in the American press as well with the New York Times reporting that “West 

Germans Start Missile Protests” in early October 1983 followed by “Germans Continue 

Protests Against Missile Deployments” later that month.
1303

 Different groups would 

continue to stage missile protests of varying size and duration in the cities, towns and 

villages of Germany, and at the gates of American military kasernes through the latter 

years of the1980s.
1304

 

 But an aspect of these protests, which is missing from extant histories, is a deeper 

understanding of their impact on the contemporary American Milcoms. As this project 

reveals, that understanding is attainable by surveying and comparing existing source 

documents and integrating first person accounts. That the magnitude of demonstrations 

was enormous is undeniable with the size of protesting groups ranging from the tens to 

hundreds of thousands of Germans. But the attitudes of the protesters and the reactions of 
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the Americans are not as straightforward and investigation of the sources reveals a tangle 

of perspectives. 

 As media reports reveal, attitudes of the demonstrators towards the Americans 

varied. Some exhibited a less aggressive nature than others. For example, a protest 

against the arrival of the missiles outside the Americans’ Carl Schurz Barracks in the port 

city of Bremerhaven resulted in the arrests of 255 demonstrators but there was an absence 

of violence directed toward the families in the Milcom housing area located just a short 

distance away.
1305

 In the same context, the Stars and Stripes reported that the anti-missile 

protestors who formed the miles-long human chain in Neu-Ulm also carried placards that 

read, “We like Americans but not Pershings and poison gas.”
1306

 Reports note that during 

the event, “the demonstration was peaceful,” the “atmosphere was festive,” and some 

groups “handed bread and wine to U.S. soldiers to symbolize German-American 

friendship.”
1307

 If there was an existing gap between American and German politics at 

this time it still seemed narrow enough to support social and cultural bridges.  

 But other media reports carried more ominous messages that provided contrast to 

the other projected images of Gemütlichkeit [bonhomie] between Germans and 

Americans. During the same period of time as the peaceful human chain demonstration in 

October 1983, “rebel anti-nuclear groups” had planned “widespread violence and 
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blockades” of missile sites and munitions storage areas. As the German magazine Der 

Spiegel noted, their protest was “directed against missile deployment, which they want to 

stop by using every kind of violence possible.”
1308

 These threats manifested themselves 

through occasionally violent action such as a rock-pelting attack on the car of American 

Vice-President George Bush during a state visit that year.
1309

 Another instance resulted in 

the arrest of 188 German protesters who harassed American soldiers training in the area 

of the Wildflecken Milcom by throwing rocks at them and spray-painting anti-war 

slogans on vehicles and missiles.
1310

  

 These reports, which appeared in the Stars and Stripes, as well as other print 

media such as the New York Times, elicited responses from Milcom members that reveal 

a range of feelings from strong support for missile deployment to sympathy for the 

demonstrators. Occasionally, American dependents did feel threatened. This was the case 

of one former American Army officer stationed in the Frankfurt Milcom during this 

period who notes: 

I remember that it was a tense time and there were protests – while we 

didn’t see any protests my wife had a rock thrown through the back 

window of her station wagon as she was going onto Rhein Main air base 

where she taught. I feel that the Germans had a right to be concerned but 

should have looked at the consequences of being defenseless [if the US 

did not deploy the missiles]. This really scared my wife and she was glad 

we were rotating back to the US.
1311
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 Other Americans had parallel experiences. Such was the case with Thomas Rehm 

who served in Germany as an artillery officer. He notes: 

In my opinion, the protests were more about general anti-Americanism 

and the feeling that anything the US wanted to do was likely wrong. Note 

that participants were in the age groups with the greatest anti-American 

sentiment—and I recall only a few were aggressive about it when you met 

them socially. [I] saw Easter marches in 1989-1991. In particular, I recall 

one Easter march while doing nuke duty at a PSG site. The folks in the 

front of the groups were loud and obnoxious. Most of the folks were just 

hanging out with friends on a nice day. Polizei [German police] had things 

under control at all times so far as I could see.
1312

 

 

Still, Rehm feels that the Germans’ attitudes were not justified: 

 

Justified about being a nuclear battleground? Certainly there was a 

possibility of nuclear war depending how a potential conflict unfolded. 

However, feeling badly about something does not justify the marches 

versus Americans. To my mind, it was a political question—Germans 

should have been lobbying their political representatives or Soviet 

embassies.
1313

 

  

Some Americans like Douglas Gaskell experienced the full brunt of the anti-missile 

protest movement including a tension-filled demonstration at the gates of his kaserne on 

Easter weekend in 1983. Assigned to Wiley Barracks, a Pershing missile site in Neu Ulm, 

he witnessed events at one anchor point of the human chain that later that year would 

stretch from EUCOM headquarters in Stuttgart to his location. Although the latter event 

would prove to be peaceful his afternoon in April was not. As he recalls: 

I remember Easter of 83 well. We were assigned responsibility for the 

front gate and the adjoining fence line. In addition to our platoon [of 

artillerymen] there were a large number of Federal Border Police, 

Bavarian State Police, US Army Military Police, and C Company, 2d 

Battalion, 4
th

 Infantry all within the confines of the kaserne. There were 
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dogs, water cannons; a couple of armored cars…the only thing missing 

was a Navy destroyer. 

 

Easter Sunday the press reported 1.3 million protestors in the area. I know 

that outside the front gate, there were more people than I could count. The 

overall plan was to let the Bavarian and Federal police deal with the 

protesters. Sometime after lunch, the authorities decided that they wanted 

an additional show of force. The protesters were shaking the fence and 

gate and there seemed to be concern that they might breach the fence. The 

Bavarian and Federal police sent the dog handlers outside the gate and it 

was not very pretty. The dogs got hold of several of the protestors and the 

photographers had a field day.
1314

 

 

After a period of 30 minutes military authorities summoned Gaskell’s platoon to place 

concertina wire 20 feet behind the fence line for additional security: 

We left the M16’s [rifles] and came out with ax handles, formed up and 

marched the 100 meters to the gate, deployed on line facing the gate to 

cover the wire team behind us. When we got up within twenty or so feet of 

the gate, the crowd got ugly. But then, the most amazing thing happened. 

The protestors quit climbing the gate and backed off a foot or so. I gave a 

command to advance two steps and the protestors backed up two feet or 

so. We advanced again and the protestors backed up two feet or so. By 

that time the wire team had laid down the concertina and we came back 

through the wire. That was one of the few times that I felt scared. I wish I 

could tell you it was no worry, but I was scared. 40 of us and thousands of 

them shouting and screaming is more than a little frightful. But I was 

fascinated by the command and control of the protestors. I remember 

seeing two guys in the crowd with radios and wondered if they were 

directing the protestors. It was obviously not spontaneous.
1315

 

 

The Stars and Stripes report of that event recorded that “some 300 people” had blockaded 

the gate at Wiley Barracks causing the Bavarian police to use “tear gas and dogs” to 

maintain control.
1316

 The Pacific edition of the Stars and Stripes noted the number as 
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“500 anti-nuclear protesters.”
1317

 In contrast, the New York Times reported, “some 6,000 

demonstrators linked arms to form a human chain around Wiley Barracks.”
1318

 Gaskell’s 

40 man platoon had likely faced the 6,000. (See Figure 8.7) 

 Still another potentially dangerous situation unfolded during a demonstration at a 

Pershing II missile site at Mutlangen when a U.S. military guard fired three warning shots 

into the air after several demonstrators breached an outer perimeter fence and began to 

cut through a second. German police eventually subdued the small group. The event 

occurred during one of many nationwide anti-missile demonstrations that day in April 

1984. A member of Germany’s conservative Christian Democrat party called the 

protesters “useful idiots for the Soviet Union.”
1319

 But the incident continued to 

underscore the extreme lengths some groups would go to in demonstrating their 

opposition to the joint German-American decision to deploy the missiles. 

 Many Americans resented the German attitudes and registered their annoyance in 

letters to the editor of the Stars and Stripes. One writer commented, “Comparing U.S. 

missiles in Europe to Soviet missiles in Cuba is like comparing apples to oranges.” He 

went on to observe, “Whether the German people even want it or not, what effective 

deterrent do they have to counter Soviet medium-range missiles?”
1320

 This type of 

reaction remained consistent through the mid-1980s. In May 1983 a frustrated service 

member from the Nüremberg Milcom wrote, “I often wonder what we’re doing here. The 

people of this land are genuinely warm and friendly people, especially to American GIs, 
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yet they protest our government for deploying nuclear missiles (to counter those) which 

are already pointing at them.”
1321

 In September of that year another reader aired his 

grievances with an exceptionalist strain, “I want to get back to the way of life I love – the 

American way of life. I am here to protect that way of life -- not just for me, but for all 

Americans. We are a unique people in that we are free to choose the life we want to 

lead.”
1322

 Lashing out at both American and German protesters he continued, “Don’t 

these people realize in order for us to be able to have the freedoms we love, we must also 

be ready to defend ourselves against those that might take that freedom away from 

us?...We all want to be able to live in peace. But we must have the capability to be able to 

preserve the peace. In strength one can achieve it.”
1323

 A letter writer from the Moeringen 

Milcom added, “If these missiles are deployed in Europe it just might even the balance of 

nuclear power between the Soviet Union and Europe.”
1324

 

 Aside from these Americans there were some Germans who supported 

deployment of the missiles and showed unity with the Amis. One letter writer to the Stars 

and Stripes who had a special connection to the US military appeared incredulous. After 

reading a series of articles in the Stars and Stripes and German journals about the anti-

missile protests she commented: 

I am a German, married to a member of the U.S. Army and lately I worry 

a lot about the safety of my husband. I do not understand the German 

people anymore. I am only 25 years old, but I know what the Americans 

have done for Germany. Without them the people in Berlin would have 
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starved to death after World War II. America was, and not only then, 

always there to help the Germans. Now, I guess, everybody has forgotten 

about it.
1325

 

 

Another letter from an official in the German Ministry of Defense reiterated the strong 

connections between Germans and Americans. Colonel Horst Prayon observed: 

The protests and blockades staged by a small, yet vociferous group, in 

front of our barracks and yours do not reflect a true picture of our 

population. Also, their disproportionately great representation in the media 

is no true gauge of the actual mood…by far the greater majority of the 

population is behind you. In August 1983, for instance, it was found that 

78 percent of the population of the Federal Republic of Germany feel that 

peace is made rather more secure by the presence of U.S. forces in this 

country…The German people also know that they can depend on their 

American allies. You and your ethical, moral and humanitarian values 

have the same roots. The German-American tri-centennial celebrations 

have once again given evidence of the deep friendship between the United 

States of America and the Federal Republic of Germany. This U.S.-

German friendship, this standing up for common values and basic 

convictions, has not been decreed from ‘above’ but has grown from 

‘below.’ I may be permitted to mention the great number of friendships 

between U.S. servicemen and soldiers of the Bundeswehr.
1326

 

  

 Still, there were Americans who felt less threatened and showed empathy with the 

protestors. As former artillery officer Tom Tracy recalls: 

I personally had no issues with Germans protesting—I knew the deep 

impact of WW2 on the German people and understood the German 

tendency to embrace extremes. Whereas, the 1930s-40s was a decade of 

extreme nationalism, the 60s-80s were marked with extreme disgust for 

anything military and authority. I personally would not want so many 

young, foreign soldiers in my country, so I empathized with the 

Germans.
1327
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Others felt the same way. A member from the Katterbach Milcom wrote to the editor of 

Stars and Stripes: 

There is a lot of deep hurt here in Germany felt by the German people. I 

can understand, as my grandparents came from here. We cannot expect 

them to want a nuclear war; I don’t either. These people are tired of war 

and having their country torn apart, their family and countrymen killed. It 

is too soon for the wounds to be healed and forgiven; to think of another 

war, above all in Germany again.
1328

 

 

A service member from the Augsburg Milcom also wrote to the newspaper: 

 

The world already has enough nuclear weapons to destroy itself so many 

times over and I appeal to “rational thinking” people: Why on earth do we 

need anymore? Would Americans accept multitudes of German nuclear 

weapons being strategically placed all over the U.S. and the Germans 

having control and the U.S. population having nothing to say about it?! I 

doubt it very seriously.
1329

 

 

 Through the end of 1983 and into early 1984 the issues surrounding the missile 

deployment continued to remain complicated and tense. As evidence reveals, part of this 

was the complex German-American relationship and the cooperative involvement of 

political activists from both nations. In December 1983 a combined group of three 

Germans and an American priest broke into an American military kaserne in Schwäbisch 

Gmund and “smashed windows and headlights on a truck they believed was a nuclear 

missile transporter.” The German police arrested them immediately and identified them 

all as members of an international anti-missile peace group calling itself Plowshares.
1330

 

That same month a writer to the editor of Stars and Stripes also noted the existence of 

joint German-American initiatives. He commented, “Many Americans have even joined 
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the demonstrators both here in Germany and at home in the United States.”
1331

 He went 

on to say, “During the ‘human chain’ demonstration on Oct. 22, many Americans joined 

with our German friends and took part in the demonstration. There was, for example, a 

group of about 30 Americans representing the Munich-American Peace Committee.”
1332

 

Although American participation was infrequent, it did continue to at least 1986 when 

German police arrested seven with a group “attempting to block access to the U.S. 

Army’s Pershing II nuclear missile storage depot at Mutlangen.”
1333

 A police spokesman 

commented, “It was not the first time Americans had been arrested for protests around 

the tiny Mutlangen base.”
1334

 

 By late 1984 the political tempest concerning the missiles was calming but 

American attitudes remained resolute. A Stars and Stripes front page article published in 

October of that year reported that tens of thousands instead of an expected hundreds of 

thousands of protesters had turned out for scheduled weekend nation-wide 

demonstrations. Although various peace groups had staged rallies in a number of cities, 

“So few showed up that an attempt to form a 130-mile human chain between the Ruhr 

industrial city of Duisberg and a planned U.S. Army installation at Hasselbach…failed. 

There were mile-wide gaps in many places.”
1335

 A New York Times article from that year 

reflected the same trend noting the “lost campaign against the deployment of medium-
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range missiles in Europe” and that the “biggest anti-missile coalition” in West Germany 

had “started to fall apart.”
1336

 This development continued into 1985 and later. As a 

report in a March issue of the news journal Die Zeit reflected, outside the American 

missile depot at Mutlangen “the Village of Peace is leaving” and with it a feeling of 

“resistance” against them.
1337

 It also acknowledged the dwindling volume of protesters at 

other sites such as Schwäbisch Gmund and Heilbronn and the return to near normalcy for 

the Americans, which includes “wrenching music” and “lots and lots of beer flowing.”
1338

 

But as the German reporter noted, the perspective of many Americans’ seemed 

exceptionally determined. One American sergeant commented “During the Vietnam War 

we gave you a reason to protest against us. But now everything is different. We are here 

as a defensive army, and most demonstrators, shouting at us, simply do not understand 

this.” Another soldier concurred, “The historical mission of the U.S. Army in Germany 

was to protect Germany against the Red Army. This is still true. We counter the threat 

from the East.”
1339

  

 Like the Vietnam War before it events surrounding the deployment of upgraded 

nuclear-ready missiles to West Germany in the 1980s revealed the complexity of 

German-American political relations. As during the previous period, Germans and 

Americans each offered divided opinions on the issue. Unlike that earlier time however, 

American Milcom members played a less active role in political protests. They appeared 
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less vehement in their opposition and invested less time in finding venues to express their 

feelings, such as through the underground press. The transition from a conscription force 

to an all-volunteer army by the 1980s suggests one reason that Milcom members voiced 

less opposition; another is that the global anti-war energies that were present during the 

Vietnam era had dissipated. Regardless of the reasons, sources reveal that Milcom 

members generally felt stronger about their mission in Germany than in earlier decades, 

and the political tensions that evolved from the missile deployments were not strong 

enough to rend the existing amicable German-American relations. 

Terrorism – A Third Test 

 As former airman Robert Gelinas remembers, he “felt it more than heard it. The 

first sensations were the air in the room slapping me, stinging my face, and the impact 

tremor beneath my feet.” Outside the morning air was “raining large metal fragments” 

and “a large, mushrooming cloud on the other side of the building began to darken the 

sky.” The bomb that detonated in a nearby parking lot, on that day in August 1981, left 

cars “obliterated, twisted and piled atop each other, burning, as was the front of the 

headquarters building.” It also left bodies “strewn everywhere.” As Gelinas recalled, “life 

changed for me that day.”
1340

 Although German authorities in Bonn eventually assigned 

blame for the attack that left 15 people injured on a terrorist group known as the Red 
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Army Faction (RAF) it was not the first, nor would it be the last, such incident.
1341

 

Between 1971 and 1993 the RAF was responsible for killing at least 34 people.
1342

 

 During the latter decades of the Cold War the contemporary German-American 

political relationship that had already endured the strain of anti-war and anti-missile 

protests was tested a third time as it fell under the shadow of terrorist threats. A litany of 

violent acts that began in the early 1970s and lasted through to the late 1980s hammered 

at the network of Milcoms in Germany generating a pervasive atmosphere of fear and 

worry. (See Figure 8.8) Claiming responsibility for millions of dollars of property 

damage, personal injury, and death were a collection of radical and disaffected groups 

operating in Europe whose goal was to make a political statement by striking at emblems 

of American imperialism. These included military facilities and any government 

perceived to be in collusion with the United States.
1343

 Most important, they sought to 

further strain the existing German-American political bonds. In affecting this they placed 

in jeopardy all members of the Milcoms and those Germans in close association with 

them through professional and social relationships. 

 To understand the full impact of these attacks on the lives of the Milcom members 

it is important to grasp the scope of the threat they endured. In that context, this project 

argues that the cost of the Cold War paid by the Milcoms, in personnel casualties, mental 
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anguish, and property damage is far greater than the extant histories and archived sources 

apprise. In this context, it provides a more comprehensive understanding of the impact on 

the Milcoms through a deeper investigation of the available materials and draws 

conclusions out of a necessary collation of evidence from disparate sources. This reveals 

a threat of long duration that occurred in three separate waves. Collectively, these 

incidents informed American service members’ and civilians’ thinking about their 

mission in Germany and shaped their concerns about safety for themselves as well as that 

of their families. Also, unlike the divisive political debates over Vietnam and Pershing 

missiles, terrorism offered a bridge for Americans to connect with their German hosts as 

both groups drew closer when confronting the common threat. 

 The first wave of attacks against the Milcoms began with two separate events, on 

May 11
th

 and May 24
th

, 1972, when terrorists detonated hidden explosive devices at the V 

[5
th

] Corps headquarters in Frankfurt and the USAREUR headquarters in Heidelberg. 

One American serviceman died and 13 others received injuries in the first incident, and 

three American service members died and five others received injuries in the second.
1344

 

The Baader-Meinhof Gang, composed of leftist German political radicals claimed 

responsibility for both incidents dubbing this their “May offensive.”
1345

 This was the 

beginning of the terrorists’ anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist campaign directed against 
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the Americans that sources show would ebb and flow for the next two decades. 

 Immediately after the May 1972 incidents the USAREUR command authority 

mobilized American Military Police (MP) assets for participation in counter-terrorist 

operations. As part of this the 709
th

 MP Battalion “committed 100%” of its resources “for 

an extended period of time” to bolster security at the Creighton Abrams Complex, site of 

the V Corps headquarters.
1346

 At the same time, assets from the 15
th

 MP Brigade received 

notification to assist local police authorities in providing roadblocks to prevent the 

infiltration of bombers into military facilities and housing areas in the greater Stuttgart 

Milcom region.
1347

 Press releases over the following days reveal the military hierarchy’s 

heightened state of sensitivity to the vulnerability of attacks directed at the widespread 

network of Milcoms. Articles with titles that read “Security Beefed Up at U.S. 

Installations” reveal the military’s elevated levels of anxiety and concern, “We expected 

things like this in Saigon, not here in Germany,” noted one officer, and another lamented 

“it would be damn easy for anyone to plant a bomb” in the Officer’s Club or the V Corps 

headquarters.
1348

 Concerns remained high as the German police headquarters in 

Augsburg was bombed the day following that attack on the American military 

headquarters. Responsibility for the assault, which resulted in extensive property damage 

and included some number of injuries, also fell to the Baader-Meinhof Gang.
1349
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 Reports of the arrest of Andreas Baader, leader of the gang, and a small group of 

followers in a German police raid on a garage near the Frankfurt PX on June 1, 1972 bore 

mixed feelings.
1350

 While news of Baader’s arrest brought some relief it also generated 

fears of reprisal attacks. News sources reveal that military police and “a host of new 

security guards were checking ID cards, vehicle registrations, drivers licenses and other 

identification papers” at all American military facilities.
1351

 In addition, other precautions 

to protect dependent family members included the temporary closing of a number of 

DODDS schools, recreation facilities such as theaters and bowling alleys, and some 

PXs.
1352

 Aside from increasing physical security measures with increased guards, use of 

checkpoints, and vehicle searches, local American military command authorities made 

some efforts to inform soldiers and their families and provide guidance about personal 

security awareness. Jeff White recalls that in July 1972 he and other new arrivals at the 

Rhein-Main air base in-processing point received a briefing that warned them “not to 

dress like Americans” when they traveled during off-duty time, “not to travel alone” and 

to constantly “look over your shoulder” for signs of danger. Once he reached his unit in 

Bad Kreuznach he received another series of warnings “to be on guard for drive-by 

shootings” by unknown assailants and “not to stand too close” to street-side windows in 

the barracks so as not to present a visible target.
1353

 Also during this time there was a 

joint American-German effort to raise awareness through the distribution of wanted 
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posters for terrorist gang members still at large. These appeared in public places and in 

the Milcoms, especially in communal living and gathering spaces. American service 

members would see them on bulletin boards in the barracks, in recreation rooms, and 

often behind latrine doors.
1354

 (See Figure 8.9)  

 Sources suggest however that by late summer of 1972 heightened concerns over 

terrorist attacks on the Milcoms began to wane when reprisal attacks failed to materialize 

after the June capture of Baader. Reports of threats to military facilities dissipated and 

were quickly replaced by more popular front page news coverage that included the 

signing of a new Berlin accord by the “Big Four” that would ease “East-West tensions 

which have simmered for more than 25 years” by permitting easier travel for Germans 

between the two halves of the divided city.
1355

 Even the Stars and Stripes headline news 

of Angela Davis’ acquittal in a sensational murder trial seemed to overshadow cares of 

terrorist threats to the Milcoms.
1356

 Although the remnants of the Baader-Meinhof Gang 

continued attacks against German targets during this time, hoping to leverage release of 

their leader, for the next four years they directed none of their vitriol against American 

targets in Germany.
1357
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 A lack of evidence of extensive counter-terror activities among the available 

sources during this respite suggests that instead of awakening American military and 

political elites to a long term threat against the Little Americas an atmosphere of 

complacency gradually descended upon the Milcoms. Although many of the increased 

security checks remained in place the absence of other substantive steps makes this clear. 

For example, the publication of directive policy guidance and training procedures on how 

to prepare and react to potential terrorist threats was still years away. Even with the tragic 

September 1972 terrorist attack at the Münich Olympic Village, which left 11 Israeli 

athletes and coaches dead, the reaction of American leaders in Germany appeared 

tepid.
1358

 Although Milcom military police units provided support to German authorities 

during the Olympic incident military and political elites appeared to do little else to react 

to any threat.
1359

 In addition, the fact that a plethora of terrorist attacks against Americans 

occurred in other overseas countries between 1972 and 1976 suggests that a shift in the 

focus of attention to those locations may have contributed to the sense of complacency 

and false security among the Milcoms in the Federal Republic.
1360
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 The suicide death of gang co-leader Ulrike Meinhof on May 8, 1976 while 

incarcerated in a German prison triggered a second short wave of attacks on American 

Milcom targets. These lasted from June 1976 to January 1977. A series of explosions at 

the V Corps Headquarters and the nearby Officers’ Club on June 1, 1976 was the signal 

event. During this incident the blasts injured 16 people including six service members, 

seven dependent wives, one American teenager, one American civilian, and one German 

civilian.
1361

 The next day, firebombs destroyed two trucks at the Air Force base in 

Wiesbaden. Claiming responsibility, the Revolutionary Cells released a message that 

proclaimed, “We see in our action a continuation of the armed anti-imperialist 

struggle.”
1362

 The end of the year witnessed the next attack with a blast that destroyed the 

Officers’ Club at Rhein-Main Air Base, near Frankfurt. Only eight people in the lunch-

time crowd received injuries but officials estimated the property damage at nearly $1 

million.
1363

 The Revolutionary Cells again claimed responsibility. The final event of this 

second, short terror wave occurred with the bombing of a fuel storage tank at a depot in 

the Giessen Milcom near Frankfurt. The Revolutionary Cells also bragged about this 

attack recorded in a short Stars and Stripes article buried on page 27, just above the daily 

stock report.
1364

 Once again, the thunder heads of terrorist threat seemed to pass quickly 

from over the Milcoms while authorities did little more than continue to maintain earlier 
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security precautions.  

 A State Department historical summary of attacks against Americans for 1976-

1977 reflects only the bombing in December at the Officers’ Club; there was no mention 

of the June injuries at the V Corps Headquarters.
1365

 During these years the Department 

of the Army Historical Summaries (DAHSUM) also failed to mention the assaults against 

the Milcoms in Germany. The focus of terrorist concerns for the 1975 DAHSUM was for 

strengthening of security around nuclear storage sites, long considered potential terrorist 

targets.
1366

 There was also no mention of terrorism in the 1976 DAHSUM and in the 

1977 summary the concern was only for a general determining of “the proper role for law 

enforcement agencies in countering terrorism on military installations and in assisting 

other federal agencies to counter the terrorist threat.”
1367

 Hard guidance from political 

and military elites was still absent. By this time the total of casualties among the Milcoms 

in Germany was four Americans killed and 43 injured. 

 But if popular attention outside Germany failed to register concern over the 

attacks of this second wave, the atmosphere within the Milcoms throughout EUCOM was 

different. A litany of articles in the Stars and Stripes through late 1977 reflected both the 

American’s and Germans’ struggle to come to terms with the terrorist threat and to 

understand its logic. There were some articles that simply sought to provide information 

such as one that offered “thumbnail sketches” of the various terror organizations, almost 

as a program might describe the characteristics of each player on a sports team. Titled 
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“Terror Groups,” it simply described “the terrorist groups of Western Europe” as a 

“varied collection of separatists, dedicated ideologues, and anarchists with deadly fervor 

but fuzzy goals.”
1368

 Among the groups briefly described were the Red Army Faction, the 

Red Brigade, the Irish Republican Army, and Red Aid.
1369

 But carrying more gravity 

among contemporary print media pieces were those that cast a light on the questions of 

fundamental liberties that caused consternation for the Germans.  

 Suffering many more terrorist attacks, which resulted in many more casualties and 

more property damage than the American Milcoms during this time, the Germans found 

the challenge of balancing security with personal freedoms to be perplexing.
1370

 Articles 

in the Stars and Stripes as well as other newspapers such as the New York Times outlined 

the fundamental issue facing the Germans. This was “how to sustain broad civic 

freedoms, tolerance, protection of the right to dissent and differ,” while defending 

themselves “against an obsessive minority determined to destroy them.”
1371

 As 

Americans in the Milcoms watched, “popular cells” in the German government called for 

tougher laws “even at the cost of due process and the erosion of some constitutional 

guarantees.” As an example, by October 1977 the German government had forbidden 

defense lawyers “suspected of active collusion with the Red Army Faction” access to 
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their incarcerated clients.
1372

  

 These news articles also described confusion among the German people who 

began to see “violence from the left [as] all the more incomprehensible because it [did] 

not seem to be based on glaring social ills or injustices" especially at a time when West 

Germany was enjoying an economic resurgence.
1373

 Concerns for the violent strain in 

society were also present as one student activist remarked, “There is growing awareness 

that from a leftist position one can no longer condone such crimes. They hurt our 

cause.”
1374

 The German populace was growing weary of the constant violence and 

threats. As one columnist observed, “the terrorist onslaught has led to demands for stiff 

law and order legislation in West Germany.”
1375

 In parallel, a journalist for the New York 

Times noted that the continued global campaign of terrorism was “as much a leitmotiv in 

our time as Indian raids or burning heretics” in an earlier age.
1376

 Even Rudi Dutschke, 

political activist and organizer of many student-led anti-war protests in Germany, 

distanced himself from the energies of violence noting, “We know only too well what the 

despotism of capitalism is. We do not want to replace it with a despotism [sic] of 

terror.”
1377
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 Inge Queren, a German citizen, recalls with dismay returning home to Germany at 

this time after having lived in the United States with her husband for several years. As 

she remembers: 

Shortly after my return, the RAF murdered several high ranking men like 

the president of the German Federal bank, and others. I remember my 

feelings of horror for having returned to a country that was now in the 

hands of the RAF it seemed. The news was full of reports about the RAF. 

At that time, having lived in the US, and now living in Germany in the 

town of Kiel with no Americans anywhere near, I would call my state of 

mind as feeling out of place, struck by disbelief that something like the 

RAF was possible in Germany, and a deep regret for having returned to 

Germany. Again, to me there was this strong fear of uncertainty and 

insecurity, now not only from an enemy outside but also from the enemy 

(RAF) within. I felt much safer when we lived closer to American 

installations and we returned to Bavaria in 1983, and lived not too far 

away from the Grafenwoehr/Vilseck US military communities.
1378

 

 

 Some Americans in the Milcoms voiced their frustrations as well. A letter to the 

editor of the Stars and Stripes lashed out at terrorists and those that supported them. 

Commenting on the tenuous state of the contemporary Middle East peace process a writer 

from the Gelnhausen Milcom chastised those in that region who showed “support for the 

so-called Red Army Faction, a group that has no political affiliation and is in fact nothing 

more than a collection of assassins.”
1379

  

 As the previous collection of commentaries and remembrances suggest, the tense 

atmosphere in the Federal Republic provided an opportunity for the Americans to observe 
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the German struggle with its complex demands of liberal democracy just as they had for 

decades faced the same issue through the challenges of the Civil Rights Movement and 

protests over involvement in Vietnam. It also afforded the Germans an opportunity to 

better appreciate the challenges that the Americans had faced during those years. In this 

they could both realize a reflection of themselves in one another and so the two societies 

could draw closer together across a bridge formed by that common challenge and 

experience.  

 During the four year hiatus in terror attacks against American targets that 

followed the January 1977 bombing in Giessen the Department of Defense at last began 

to issue policy guidance.
1380

 An early document was DOD Directive 2000.12, “Protection 

of Department of Defense Personnel Abroad Against Terrorist Acts” issued in the form 

of a handbook. An attached cover letter from the Assistant Secretary of Defense noted 

that the document was not “formal DOD guidance” but it encouraged each component of 

the military services and local commanders to take necessary action to warn their 

personnel of existing terrorist threats and to provide for their proper training and 

protection.
1381

 Most important for the Milcoms, it stated as its purpose “to provide 

information and suggestions for reducing the risk and vulnerability of DOD personnel, 
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their dependents, facilities, and material to acts of terrorism.”
1382

 This general guidance 

inspired the publication of long-needed documents such as Army Regulation (AR) 190-

52, Countering Terrorism and Other Major Disruptions on Military Installations (1978), 

and Department of the Army (DA) Pamphlet 190-52, Personnel Security Precautions 

Against Acts of Terrorism (June 1978) that provided more specific guidance to unit 

commanders and individuals. Examples of personal protective measures recommended to 

“members and their families” were practices to “minimize the likelihood of terrorist 

success” by avoiding daily routines, notifying co-workers and family of travel or work 

schedules, and remaining aware of ones’ surroundings.
1383

  

 By early 1981 the RAF resumed its attacks on the Milcoms. For the next five 

years the German police together with their American military counter-parts and civilian 

investigators followed a trail of destruction in their attempts to thwart the threat against 

the German public and the American Milcoms. For the military communities the third 

wave of terrorist assault began in the early morning hours of March 29, 1981 when a 

bomb caused heavy damage to a building used by a U.S. Military Intelligence detachment 

in the town of Giessen. Although there were no injuries, the explosion caused 

approximately $100,000 in damages.
1384

 Close on the heels of this attack, terrorists fire-

bombed the Frankfurt Milcom civilian personnel office.
1385

 Again there were no injuries, 
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but there was $10,000 in damages. These incidents received no notice in the United 

States, overshadowed perhaps by concurrent headline news of the assassination attempt 

on President Reagan. Associated reports lasted for several days commanding most of the 

front page space of the Stars and Stripes.
1386

 But within EUCOM the terrorist attacks did 

serve as a clarion call for the Milcoms to heighten their awareness and prepare for an 

extended siege that would last for the next few years.  

 The spring of 1981 witnessed subsequent attacks in April on the military duty 

train traveling between Bremerhaven and Berlin and a May firebombing of a new Army 

dining facility (mess hall) that caused $10,000 in damages.
1387

 During late August of that 

year terrorists staged a sensational bombing of the USAFE Headquarters at Ramstein Air 

Base within the greater Frankfurt Milcom. Fifteen individuals, civilian and military, 

received injuries and of those, two were German nationals.
1388

 That news stayed in the 

headlines for days joined by the report of a fire-bombing of service members’ personal 

vehicles in a housing area in Wiesbaden during the small hours of the morning. In that 

incident the destruction included only four cars and a motorcycle.
1389

 If Milcom members 

felt unsafe at work, these other attacks would make them feel vulnerable at home as well. 

As David Kaylor recalls: 

 U.S. military vehicles were easy to spot because of the license plates. 

Some of these home-grown German terrorists began targeting those 

vehicles with improvised car bombs. Eye witnesses said the car explosions 
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began with a bright flash of light then the bomb detonated. We were given 

security briefings suggesting we start our vehicles with driver’s door still 

open and one leg outside the vehicle. I know of at least one Army member 

who saved his own life by this method to start his car, which gave him 

time to dive from the vehicle when the light flashed before bomb 

detonation. The powers that be decided to change all U.S. military 

personal vehicle license plates from green to white—the color of normal 

German plates—and reduce the size. Our plates were still larger and more 

square than the rectangular German plates, and we still had “U.S.A.” 

stamped on the plates, but it was a definite improvement.
1390

 

 

 September 1981 continued as one of the most violent months the Americans 

would endure in Germany. On Sunday, September 13, terrorists assaulted the Frankfurt 

home of the U.S. Consul with three fire-bombs. There were no injuries and only minor 

damage.
1391

 But, only two days later, the Red Army Faction brazenly attempted to 

assassinate the USAREUR Commander-in-Chief, Frederick J. Kroesen, as he and his 

wife were riding in his chauffeured limousine just outside Heidelberg. The weapons used 

by the assailants, including rocket-propelled grenades, were unable to penetrate the 

armored car, but did surprise investigators with their sophistication. The shock effect of 

the ambush was widely felt. Front page news underscored the fact that, “the attack was 

the fourth on Americans in 16 days.”
1392

 The West German government rushed to issue 

assurances that it would “do everything to guarantee the safety of U.S. troops, who are 

stationed in the Federal Republic for the protection of Western Europe.”
1393

 The German 

press voiced public concerns of the image Germany saw reflected in the American media, 

that of a nation fraught with violence and ready to succumb to terrorist pressures. As one 
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journalist in Die Zeit lamented, it was because of “the chain of attacks on American 

soldiers” and the “ugly images from Berlin” that the United States saw them as 

“defeatist” and that “European pacifism” was little more than a euphemism for a “Better 

Red than Dead” attitude. This was but one perspective in balance with those who also 

saw that the Federal Republic and the United States also had “a large reservoir of 

political, strategic and cultural similarities” to draw on to maintain their bond and 

withstand the blasts of terrorist bombs.
1394

 

 December 1981 witnessed another attack with the bombing of an office used by a 

detachment of the U.S. Army 5
th

 Artillery in the city of Kassel. Two servicemen received 

slight injuries and there was only minimal damage to the building. The article did 

however note, “There have been at least 15 attacks this year on U.S. installations in West 

Germany,” but corroboration of that statistic is not possible through existing sources such 

as newspapers, official reports, or oral histories.
 1395

 A survey of these sources for this 

project indicates the number to be only six. This suggests that the count reported by the 

journalist is either ambitious, erroneous, or that military and political authorities were 

controlling the news reports for other reasons, perhaps to allay general feelings of panic 

or worry among the Milcom populations. 

 The resurgence of a terror campaign in 1981 coincided with the beginnings of a 

nationwide peace and anti-nuke movement in Germany that followed the announcements 

to deploy the Pershing II missiles. As well-intended political groups gathered to protest 
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the plans for NATO’s upgraded missile shield some pundits in Germany noted the efforts 

of the RAF to integrate its aims with those of the peace movement and use the wave of 

Anti-Americanism to create more havoc. However, a commentary in the news journal 

Die Zeit noted the failure of that plan. As the journalist observed, neither group was 

willing to compromise its principles. The RAF interpreted the “pacifism of the peace 

movement for weakness” and the Green Party, leaders in anti-nuke activism, “quickly 

distanced itself” from the RAF claiming that “by no means, individual or collective, was 

terror a suitable means to stop the nuclear movement in Europe.”
1396

 Had the two 

combined, understanding where to draw the lines between peace and terror, and civil 

liberties and security, would have been less distinct making it more difficult for German 

and American authorities to react appropriately.  

 Still, the string of violent terrorist attacks by the Red Army Faction and the 

Revolutionary Cells continued periodically after 1982 and on through the following four 

years. There were seven separate incidents in 1982 beginning with a series of four nearly 

simultaneous bombings in June. In this, the largest attack of the year, three bombs 

detonated in the Frankfurt Milcom, one again at the V Corps Headquarters and two at a 

nearby Officers’ Clubs. At the same time, there was an explosion at the Bamberg Milcom 

Officers’ Club south of Stuttgart. There were no injuries although military investigators 

estimated the total damage to the buildings at $130,000.
1397

 The Revolutionary Cells 

claimed responsibility and noted in a communique “they hoped the bombings would be a 
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prelude to what President Reagan” would experience during his visit to Germany the 

following week.
1398

 For the remainder of that year there were bombings in housing areas, 

a military motor pool, and an additional Officers’ Club. The tally of damage included 

several jeeps, approximately a dozen personal vehicles belonging to Milcom members, 

and the Karlsruhe Officers’ Club front door. Altogether, there was only one minor 

injury.
1399

 The only reported terror attack during 1983 was against the Hahn Air Base 

Officers’ Club resulting in limited property damage with no recorded injuries.
1400

 

 Through the early years of the 1980s military installations and local commanders 

were taking steps to increase their level of protection for their facilities and personnel 

even in the absence of specific directives from higher military commands. Some of these 

included “comprehensive ID card checks” and the “moving of parked cars away from 

possible terrorist targets” at major installations such as air bases.
1401

 Military authorities 

generally advised units and communities to “increase vigilance and take appropriate 

security measures.”
1402

 Still, reaction to the string of attacks was not uniform throughout 

the Milcoms. For example, a spokesman for the V Corps Headquarters announced that 

aside from thorough identification checks “no other additional security measures were 

being taken as a result of Monday’s bombing,” even after repeated assaults on that 

facility.
1403
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 In reaction to the flush of terror assaults in 1981, including the ambush of General 

Kroesen, USAREUR headquarters in Heidelberg established an Anti-Terrorism 

Operations Center in 1981. The purpose was to coordinate information gathering from 

intelligence services regarding possible attacks, issue warnings when possible, and 

suggest improvements to counter-terrorist security measures.
1404

 But in 1983 an official 

from the center “warned against overreaction” by members of the Milcoms, commenting 

that “there are more people killed on the Autobahn or training accidents than in terrorist 

attacks.”
1405

 He also advised, “It’s really important that people don’t develop a siege 

mentality.”
1406

 In contrast however, an official from the same headquarters admitted, 

“Most of the attacks were aimed at soft targets like housing areas, motor pools, officers’ 

clubs – facilities that are relatively vulnerable and much more difficult to secure.”
1407

 It is 

difficult to understand how the purpose of these comments could assuage the concerns of 

Milcoms members in light of the previous attacks and attempts to increase local security 

measures. 

 With a brief lull in terror activity during 1984, authorities at USAREUR 

headquarters once again appeared quick to downplay terrorist concerns. Intelligence 

operatives opined “the threat from European terrorist groups is under control” and that 

“some of the most obvious security measures may disappear if the terrorist situation 

remains quiet.”
1408

 A military police representative did add that both the Army and Air 
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Force had “taken extra steps to protect generals and VIPs, the symbolic targets of 

terrorism.”
1409

 In evidence of this, General R.L. “Sam” Wetzel recalls: 

In June 1984 after I took command of the US V [5
th

] Corps in Frankfurt, 

the Germans arrested two terrorists in an apartment in Frankfurt. They 

found my picture and a sketch of the exact way to get in the Abrams 

building, go up the steps to the second floor, go down the hall to Room 

120 to General Wetzel’s office. That obviously got my attention. As a 

result we drove our Mercedes 500 armored car 5 different ways to get 

from my quarters in government housing in Bad Vibel to the Abrams 

building. Entrance to the government quarter’s area was guarded, my 

house had closed circuit TV watching, and we had a safe room upstairs. 

Traveling we had a chase car with men in civilian clothes and automatic 

weapons following us. By the way, my POV [privately-owned vehicle] 

had German license plates, changed every week. The CIA gave me a 

bulletproof metal briefcase for protection, and it was always in the back 

seat of the Mercedes 500.
1410

 

 

Another front page report crafted by Stars and Stripes staff journalists commented 

“police say there is no indication the [earlier] attacks have been aimed at American 

servicemembers [sic] and their families.” It also noted, “There is no evidence the average 

GI or his family is a target.”
1411

 This seems contradictory since sources reveal that up to 

this time the preponderance of attacks occurred against “soft targets,” housing areas and 

officers’ clubs, those places where Milcom members congregated. 

 During this period Milcom members reacted in a variety of ways to the myriad of 

complicated tensions generated by the threat of terrorist activity. Sometimes they 

revealed frustration and at other times voiced attitudes contradictory to those officially 
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prescribed by the hierarchy in news releases. One letter writer to the editor of Stars and 

Stripes from the Pirmasens Milcom declared her annoyance that newly emplaced security 

measures prevented the civilian taxi that regularly brought her to the PX from entering 

the military installation. By way of an explanation the deputy community commander 

commented, “There is no easy solution to the dilemma posed by the threat of terrorism on 

the one hand and inconvenience on the other hand.”
1412

 Another letter writer from the 

Stuttgart Milcom chastised community members who flaunted security measures because 

of their inconvenience, especially senior officers. He suggested that “Anti-terrorism is a 

‘game’ in which a life can easily be at stake, and it is about time that individuals with 

more rank than brains realized that the rules must be followed by everyone.”
1413

 A 

number of Milcom members still showed concern for the level of security judging it to be 

insufficient, regardless of observations from higher levels of command. One service 

member offered his critique that: 

We claim to have good security at our bases, yet something like this 

(Ramstein) happens. If we don’t make our military bases airtight, this type 

of thing is going to happen again. We can’t afford to be lax. We need to 

concentrate on a strategy that can deal with these clowns. Just the other 

day, I was driving through the front gate in civilian clothes, flashed a 

green credit card at the guard and he waved me right through. For all he 

knew, I could have been Mr. Khadafy himself. Again, I say, we need to 

formulate a security system that is airtight.
1414

 

 

Another Milcom member’s comments were in agreement. She noted, “I fail to see any 

                                                 
1412

 “Taxis and Security at Muenchweiler Casern,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, April 11, 1982, 

14. 
1413 

This letter followed the kidnapping and subsequent release of Brigadier General James L. Dozier by a 

terror cell in Italy earlier that year. “Anti-Terrorism Takes Brains,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, 

June 5, 1983, 13. 
1414

 “Two Cents on Terror,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, September 26, 1981, 11. 
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evidence of repetitive security provisions in any of the places I visit. The measures taken 

are as individualized as the guards performing the duties.” Commenting that guards “with 

baseball bats and empty weapons only leave me with feelings of doubt regarding combat 

readiness” she added, “realistically, all our lives are in danger, we just do not realize it 

yet.”
1415

  

 During this same time some Germans continued to voice their support for their 

American partners who were suffering these assaults. An officer of the Bundeswehr 

[German Army] commented in a letter that during unit meetings: 

We have often discussed the terrorist crimes of the Red Army Faction 

against installations of American armed forces. The crimes are a sign of 

ingratitude towards that power which saved us from a communist 

occupation after WWII and which made it possible the building of a 

democratic state by its military as well as a political shield. All terrorist 

actions are executed by an anarchistic minority which in no way can be 

seen as representing all the German people. I want to thank all American 

soldiers for their service to peace. They can be sure of the loyalty of the 

Germans.
1416

 

 

In the midst of the tension a separate letter sent to the editor of Stars and Stripes from an 

18 year-old German student offered an apology: 

I want to apologize for everything some people of my country have been 

doing to the American soldiers during the past few years. I’m really 

ashamed of the way some show their gratitude toward people who are 

spending their time here in Germany, serving the U.S. armed forces to 

protect us, our freedom and our country. The people who throw bombs in 

American buildings, destroy American property and kill Americans who 

are here to help us do not deserve to be protected by you.
1417

 

 

 By the summer of 1985 Milcom members’ concerns regarding security proved to 

                                                 
1415

 “Questions Security Measures Against Terrorism,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, May 17, 

1984, 13.  
1416

 “German Hails NATO Peace Policy,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, May 11, 1983, 11. 
1417

 “Apology from a German,” Letter to the Editor, Stars and Stripes, February 11, 1983, 11. 
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be well-founded as their estimate of the situation was closer to the truth than those of 

USAREUR authorities. In August of that year American and German investigators linked 

the murder of a young soldier near Wiesbaden to the bombing of the USAFE 

Headquarters just outside Frankfurt. As they discovered, terrorists had used identification 

documents taken from the soldier’s body to gain access to the installation.
1418

 The blast of 

that attack at Rhein-Main Air Base on August 8
th

 killed two Americans, a service 

member and a dependent wife, and injured 20 other service members and civilians. 

Property damage to personally-owned vehicles and military structures was extensive.
1419

 

Investigators noted that it was no coincidence that the bomb exploded in the morning 

hours when the greatest number of service members would be arriving for work. As a 

base representative noted, “it was done very smartly to inflict very serious damage.”
1420

 

A week later Red Army Faction terrorists also claimed responsibility for the bombing of 

an AFN radio tower in Mönchengladbach that silenced transmissions for a short 

while.
1421

 

 The November 24, 1985 terror bombing of the crowded Sunday afternoon 

Frankfurt PX contributed to removing any lingering doubts about Milcom members being 

primary targets. The car-bomb explosion injured 35 shoppers including 19 service 

members, 2 Department of Defense civilians, 11 American dependents, a German 

                                                 
1418

 “Possible Link of GI Killing to Bombing Being Probed,” LA Times, August 14, 1985, accessed March 20, 2014, 

http://articles.latimes.com/1985-08-14/news/mn-2719_1_red-army-faction . 
1419

 The report noted that this was the seventh incident of that year directed against NATO and U.S. 

military installations in Germany. “Car Bomb at Rhein-Main HQ,” Stars and Stripes, August 8, 1985, 1 and 

“Car Bomb Kills 2 on a U.S. Air Base in West Germany,” New York Times, August 9, 1985, A1. 
1420

 Ibid. 
1421

 “Fringe Terrorists Bombed AFN Radio Tower,” Stars and Stripes, August 18, 1985, 2. 

http://articles.latimes.com/1985-08-14/news/mn-2719_1_red-army-faction
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national and a Filipina. The American ambassador to Germany, Richard Burt, declared 

the bombing a “cowardly attack against men, women and children.”
1422

 He later added, 

“The act was not only an attack on the United States, but also was an attack on German-

American relations, on German freedom and democracy and on the rule of law.”
1423

 Still, 

it wasn’t until April 1986 when a terrorist’s bombed ripped through a Berlin nightclub 

full of American service members and civilians that military and political authorities 

were finally ready to concede that U.S. personnel, facilities, and equipment in Germany 

were the primary targets.
1424

 Taking into consideration the previous incidents as well as 

current information received from intelligence sources German Interior Minister 

Friedrich Zimmermann announced that it was apparent “The U.S. military is the No. 1 

target for Germany’s terrorist Red Army Faction.”
1425

 As a young dependent student 

attending a DODDS school Kyle Winward recalls the tense atmosphere of that time: 

 The tensest days I recall were following the air strike in Libya by U.S. 

forces on April 14, 1986 (in response to the Berlin disco bombing, 

determined to be sponsored by Libya). Whether American students lived 

in post housing or on the Germany economy, normally we rode a U.S. 

Army olive drab bus to school. However, the week of the airstrikes we 

were bused in German public transportation buses. Portions of the post 

housing and exchange were again barricaded. It was a very tense time—

the closest that I personally felt to my life being in danger.
1426

 

 

The bombing of the La Belle disco in Berlin however was the last attack that specifically 

                                                 
1422

 “Bomb Debris Checked for Clues,” Stars and Stripes, November 26, 1985, 1 and 28. 
1423

 Ibid. 
1424

 Of the 155 persons injured in the attack 60 were Americans. Investigators traced the origins of the 
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air strikes against that nation. “Bomb Blast Rips Berlin Nightclub; GI, Turkish Woman Killed, 155 Hurt,” 

Stars and Stripes, April 6, 1986, 1. 
1425

 “U.S. Military No. 1 Terror Target,” Stars and Stripes, June 11, 1986, 1. 
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targeted Americans prior to the end of that decade and the conclusion of the third wave of 

violence. By that time a total of 8 Americans died and 159 sustained injuries at the hands 

of the Baader-Meinhof Gang, the Red Army Faction, and the Revolutionary Cells. (See 

Figure 8.10)  

 The total cost in Milcom human casualties and property damage through this third 

phase of terrorist threats however remains obscured in official summaries and histories. A 

report from the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress compiled in 

January 1986 titled “Terrorism Chronology: 1981-1986, Incidents Involving U.S. 

Citizens or Property” neglects a number of incidents that directly affected the lives of 

Milcom members in Germany.
1427

 Those missing were a string of attacks on vehicles in 

open housing areas, the bombing of the Hahn Officers’ Club in August 1983, and the 

murder of Specialist 4 Edward F. Pimental by the Red Army Faction who robbed him of 

his identification.
1428

  

 The Department of the Army Historical Summaries are less inclusive. The 1981 

DAHSUM only references the assassination attempt on General Kroesen without 

mentioning other incidents or the attack on USAFE Headquarters. The 1982 DAHSUM 

mentions only the development of a threat analysis template without reference to a series 

of bombing in Milcom housing areas or the damage rendered to several officers’ clubs by 

                                                 
1427

 See “Terrorism Chronology: 1981-1986, Incidents Involving U.S. Citizens or Property,” Report No. 86-531 F, 

Congressional Research Service, The Library of Congress, January 29, 1986, accessed March 27, 2014, 

http://congressional.proquest.com.mutex.gmu.edu/congressional/result/pqpresultpage.gispdfhitspanel.pdflink/http%
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0042_from_1_to_10.pdf/entitlementkeys=1234%7Capp-gis%7Ccongresearch%7Ccrs-1986-fnd-0042 . 
1428

 For details of the Pimental murder see “Possible Link of GI Killing to Bombing Being Probed,” LA 

Times, August 14, 1985, accessed March 20, 2014, http://articles.latimes.com/1985-08-14/news/mn-

2719_1_red-army-faction. 
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terrorist bombs. The 1983 DAHSUM simply states, “In West Germany the Revolutionary 

Cells terrorist group took credit for the bombing of two U.S. military bases,” although 

there were many more attacks that year. It did however discuss the re-issuance of a 

number of previously released counter-terrorist training circulars, pamphlets, and 

regulations written to provide some guidance at the large unit or installation level.
1429

 

It was not until the 1989 DAHSUM that the terrorist threat overseas again received 

attention. A paragraph titled “International Terrorism and Espionage” noted:  

 Although it did not seriously threaten the United States or American 

military capabilities, terrorism was a significant national security issue. 

Members of the Army and their dependents stationed abroad, because of 

their high visibility and symbolic representation of American policy or 

involvement in assisting local government to combat terrorism were 

among the terrorists’ favored targets.
1430

 

  

As this project reveals however, that had been the case since 1972. 

 Congress also seemed to react slowly in alleviating the tense atmosphere in the 

American Milcoms in Germany. During the period lasting from the earliest attacks in the 

1970s to the mid-1980s at least six legislative efforts failed to reach fruition until the 

passage of the 1984 Act to Combat International Terrorism became law on October 19, 

1984.
1431

 Although its contents dealt only on the periphery of issues that had a direct 

association with terrorist attacks on the overseas Milcoms it did acknowledge the 
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 DAHSUM 1983, Chapter 1. Introduction, 4, accessed March 10, 2014, 
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 DAHSUM 198, Chapter 2. The Army and National Security Strategy, International Terrorism and 
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1431

 1984 Act to Combat International Terrorism, accessed April 2, 2014, 
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existence of the tense atmosphere in which Americans overseas lived.
1432

 In this regard it 

discussed the politically destabilizing efforts of groups such as the Baader-Meinhof Gang 

and West Germany’s response by altering its penal code that limited certain individual 

liberties.
1433

 Most important, it referenced the existence of a “semi- permanent terrorist 

subculture” that spawned the appearance in West Germany of “second and even third 

generation terrorists,” this suggested a reason behind the long duration of the terrorist 

threat against the German populace and the Americans in the Milcoms.
1434

 Still, this 

Congressional effort did not provide specifics to guide the armed forces or offer detailed 

guidance for force protection and security. The handful of DOD publications that 

eventually made their way down to the unit levels in EUCOM contained those. (See 

Figure 8.11) 

 As a third test of the German-American political bonds the terrorist threat 

revealed that a pervasive worry for violence was not a wedge that could drive the two 

partners apart. Instead, it provided a bridge over any chasm of differences that allowed 

them to draw closer in their concern, understanding and support for one another. In that 

context it served as a lens through which the Germans and Americans could study one 

another’s reactions to the challenges of maintaining the civil liberties of a democratic 

society in a crucible of terror. In the end, 8 Americans died and 157 received injuries.  
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 Most of the content addressed establishing international cooperation in joint efforts to respond to global 
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Conclusion 

 During the latter decades of the Cold War there were three sheering forces acting 

on the political bonds between Germany and America. Tensions generated by America’s 

prosecution of a war in Vietnam generated the first test. The second developed from 

differences regarding deployment of upgraded nuclear missile systems on German soil. 

The third arrived with the flash and bang of a terrorist’s bomb. In the first case American 

Milcom members discovered a need to test their exceptional civil rights by expressing 

themselves through free speech and demonstration. In the second Americans discovered 

that even occasional sharp differences could not rend a bond of friendship plaited from 

many essentially strong political, cultural, social, and economic fibers. In the last case 

Germans and Americans drew closer when each eschewed violence as a viable political 

option and saw in one another a partner struggling to preserve the delicate rights of a 

democracy.    
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Figure 8.1. Map to GI Coffee House. A map showing the location of the coffee house 

New Times in West Berlin. Underground publications such as this November 1971 issue 

of Forward advertised this type of hard to find information for interested Milcom 

members. In this instance, it showed directions from two different  kasernes. (Source: GI 

Press Project, “Independent Voices,” accessed March 2, 2014, 

http://www.revealdigital.com/view/27996080/19711101.xml?rskey=mDAIxc&result=8)  

 

http://www.revealdigital.com/view/27996080/19711101.xml?rskey=mDAIxc&result=8
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City/Milcom Title Dates 

Berlin Where it’s At 1968-1969 

Berlin Up Against the Wall 1970 

Berlin Forward 1971 

Bitburg Write On 1973 

Blumenscheinweg The Word 1973 

Butzbach The Bridge 1972-1976 

Frankfurt We Got the Brass 1969 

Frankfurt Voice of the Lumpen 1971 

Heidelberg The Graffiti 1969 

Heidelberg Lamboy Times 1970 

Heidelberg FTA with Pride 1971-1973 

Heidelberg The Wiley Word 1972 

Heidelberg FighT bAck 1972-1976 

Heidelberg Squadron Scandal 1975 

Heidelberg OB4 Notes 1976 

Mainz Dig It 1971 

Paris, France The Baumholder Gig Sheet 1971 

Schweinfurt The New Testament 1972 

Figure 8.2. Listing of Underground Newspapers 

Note: These newspapers were available to Milcom members in West Germany between 

1968 and 1976. The publications lasted from only several issues to several years. Some 

organizations printed theirs outside the country and distributed them either by mail or by 

hand. One example was The Baumholder Gig Sheet. (Sources: Independent Voices, “GI 

Underground Press,” accessed March 2, 2014, 

http://www.revealdigital.com/page/titlelist-GIUP/title-list-gi-underground-press and G.I. 

Publications, “African-American Involvement in the Vietnam War,” accessed February 

1, 2014, http://www.aavw.org/served/gipubs_voice_lumpen_abstract01.html ).  

  

http://www.revealdigital.com/page/titlelist-GIUP/title-list-gi-underground-press
http://www.aavw.org/served/gipubs_voice_lumpen_abstract01.html
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Figure 8.3. The Lawyers Military Defense Committee (LMDC). The Group offered free 

legal counsel for service members and sometimes filed suits on their behalf. The LMDC 

was also active in Vietnam during this period. (Image source: FTA with Pride, Vol. 3, 

Issue 8, May 1973). 

http://www.revealdigital.com/view/11429452/19730501/REVEAL_11429452_19730501

_ALTO0002.xml?q=&rskey=sqS0sR  

http://www.revealdigital.com/view/11429452/19730501/REVEAL_11429452_19730501_ALTO0002.xml?q=&rskey=sqS0sR
http://www.revealdigital.com/view/11429452/19730501/REVEAL_11429452_19730501_ALTO0002.xml?q=&rskey=sqS0sR
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Figure 8.4. Instructions on how to fight UCMJ punishment. (Image Source: Write On, 

Vol. 1, Issue, 2, October 1973, 7)   
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Figure 8.5. Underground Cartoon. A short piece ridiculing the actions of a senior officer. 

(Image Source: FTA with Pride, Vol. 3, Issue 5, December 1972, 5)  
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Fiscal 

 Year 

AWOL Desertion 

1968 1,100 139 

1969 1,158 140 

1970 1,349 185 

1971 1,586 114 

1972 1,491 97 

Figure 8.6. AWOL/Desertion Rate 

 

Note: These figures reflect the unauthorized absentee rate in the U.S. Army, 1968-1972. 

(Source: Department of the Army Historical Summaries for 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 

1972, http://www.history.army.mil/html/bookshelves/collect/dahsum.html ) 

 

 

http://www.history.army.mil/html/bookshelves/collect/dahsum.html
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Figure 8.7. Bavarian Police Confront Protestors. German police act to break up an anti-

nuke demonstration at the gate of Wiley Barracks on April 3, 1983. Dogs and spray mace 

are in use. (Source of image: Stars and Stripes, Pacific Edition, April 3, 1983). 
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Date Event Casualties/Damage Group Responsible 

May 11, 1972 Bomb at V Corps HQs Frankfurt 1 killed, 12 injured Baader-Meinhof  

Gang 

May 25, 1972 Bomb at USAREUR HQs Heidelberg 3 killed, 5 injured Baader-Meinhof  

Gang 

Terrorist Attacks Disrupted by Arrest of Leaders 

June 1, 1976 Bombs at V Corps HQs Frankfurt 15 injured Red Army Faction 

June 2, 1976 Fire bombs Destroy  

2 Air Force Trucks 

Damage only Revolutionary  

Cells 

Dec 1, 1976 Bomb at Rhein-Main  

AFB Officers’ Club 

8 injured Revolutionary  

Cells 

Jan 7, 1977 Bomb Blast Destroys  

Gas Storage Tank 

Damage only Revolutionary  

Cells 

Terrorist Attacks Against American Targets in Germany Abate 

Mar 29, 1981 Bomb destroys Frankfurt CPO office Damage only Red Army Faction 

Mar 30, 1981 Bomb Destroys MI Building Damage only  Red Army Faction 

Aug 31, 1981 American Cars Burned in Housing Area Damage only Red Army Faction 

Aug 31, 1981 Bomb at USAFE HQs Ramstein 13 injured Red Army Faction 

Sep 15, 1981 Attack on GEN Kroesen’s car Damage to vehicle Red Army Faction 

Dec 7, 1981 Bomb Destroys Army Office in Kassel 2 injured Red Army Faction 

Jun 1, 1982 Bombs at Officer Clubs:  

Hanau, Bamberg, Frankfurt,  

Gelnhausen 

Damage to buildings Revolutionary  

Cells 

Aug 3, 1982 Bombs Destroy 2 Jeeps Damage to vehicles Unclear 

Aug 7, 1982 Bomb at Karlsruhe Officers Club Damage to building Red Army Faction 

Aug 13, 1982 Bomb Damages American Car Damage to vehicle Red Army Action 

Oct 9, 1982 Bomb Destroys Cars in Housing Area Damage to vehicles Red Army Faction 

Oct 31, 1982 Bomb Destroys Cars in Housing Area Damage to vehicles Unclear 

Dec 12, 1982 Bomb Destroys Cars in Housing Area 1 injured Red Army Faction 

Aug 8, 1983 Bombs Damage Hahn Officers Club Damage to building Red Army Faction 

Aug 7, 1985 Attack on individual soldier 1 soldier killed Red Army Faction 

Aug 8, 1985 Bomb at USAFE HQs 2 killed, 10 injured Red Army Faction 

Nov 24, 1985 Car bomb at Frankfurt PX 33 injured Red Army Faction 

Apr 6, 1986 Bomb blast destroys Berlin nightclub 1 killed, 60 injured Libya 

  8 killed; 159 injured  

Figure 8.8. Terrorist Attacks against American Targets 

Note: This consolidated listing shows attacks against American targets, casualties and 

damage, in West Germany, 1972-1986. Chart only reflects the numbers of dead and 

injured Americans. (Sources: Stars and Stripes, New York Times, the Washington Post, 

and the pamphlets “Lethal Terrorist Actions Against Americans, 1973-1985,” Threat 

Analysis Division, Diplomatic Security Service, Bureau of Diplomatic Security, U.S. 

Department of State, undated, and “Terrorism Chronology: 1981-1986, Incidents 

Involving U.S. Citizens or Property,” Report No. 86-531 F, Congressional Research 

Service, Library of Congress, January 29, 1986.) 
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Figure 8.9. German wanted poster for the RAF. Both the German civil and American 

military authorities distributed millions of these posters during the 1970s and 1980s to 

provide easier identification of gang members who were still at large. (Sources: GHI, 

http://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/sub_image.cfm?image_id=2395). 

http://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/sub_image.cfm?image_id=2395
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Figure 8.10. Memorial Plaque, Berlin. Fixed to a wall outside the former discothèque La Belle. It 

simply reads, “In this building, on the 5
th

 of April 1986, young people were killed by a criminal 

bombing.” There is no reference to a terrorist attack. 

(Source: Wikimedia Commons, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:La_Belle-Gedenktafel.JPG).  

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:La_Belle-Gedenktafel.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/La_Belle-Gedenktafel.JPG
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Figure 8.11. Automobile Security Suggestions, TC 19-16. Annex C, “Automobile 

Security Suggestions.” The intention of this figure from Appendix G, “Self-Protection 

Guide” of TC 19-16, printed at the height of attacks against American targets in 

Germany, is to provide the individual service member, government civilian and 

dependents with tips to avoid becoming a terrorist casualty. (Source: TC 19-16, 

Countering Terrorism on US Army Installations, April 1983).      
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Chapter Nine: 

Milcoms, 1967-1990 

Milcoms in Crisis: Economic Challenges Grow 

 

 

 

 On August 1, 1973, the Stars and Stripes ran a short article that reported the good 

fortune of a single American soldier living in the small community of Oberammergau. 

This was the result of his German landlady lowering his rent by 40 Marks. Commenting, 

“I didn’t know the dollar devaluation had hit soldiers so hard,” she readjusted it to a level 

comparable to February of that year, before the dollar’s value had again suffered a 

decrease.
1435

 Although buried on page nine of the newspaper the story is significant for 

the insight it offers to the economic challenges American Milcom members faced during 

the latter decades of the Cold War. At the same time that one soldier gained a financial 

reprieve, others in the Milcoms were not as fortunate. Many individuals and families 

faced difficult financial decisions about purchasing food, paying rent and utility bills, 

foregoing entertainment or travel, and whether to send family members back to the 

United States where life might be less expensive.
1436

  

 These realities stood in stark contrast to the environment of vibrant growing 

economies that both the United States and West Germany enjoyed through the 1950s and 
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the 1960s.
1437

 As this project has shown, at that time the dollar generally maintained a 

commanding relationship with the Deutsche Mark (DM) and Americans in the Milcoms 

suffered few depravations caused by financial shortfalls. By the start of the 1970s 

however, emerging global dynamics resonated within the economic atmosphere in 

EUCOM. Central to these energies were the decoupling of the dollar from the gold 

standard on August 15, 1971 with the closing of the “gold window” by President Richard 

Nixon, and the embargo of crude oil by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) in October 1973.
1438

 The first action was a response to lax American 

economic policies that permitted a troubling trade imbalance and an excessive outflow of 

gold reserves.
1439

 A consequence of this was a 13.57% revaluation of the Deutsche Mark 

(DM) against the dollar in December 1971.
1440

 Eventually, the dollar would lose up to 

60% of its value against the Mark by August 1996.
1441

 The second action by OPEC was a 

punitive response by Middle Eastern powers to the West’s continued support of Israel 

during that period.
1442

 But both actions provided impetus to bring down the final curtain 
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on an “economic golden age” that was “engendered in the United States,” and signaled 

the start of an economic tempest for the Milcoms to weather.
1443

 

 The economic Wirtschaftswunder of the 1950s and 1960s had revived West 

Germany’s economy and set her on a course to become a powerful economic and 

political partner for the United States in latter decades. As American economic fortunes 

took a downturn with the devaluation of the dollar and the oil embargo the economic 

juxtaposition between the nations changed. Within a short period of time many Germans 

noticed that the “rich uncles from times past [had become] the poor devils from 

overseas.”
1444

 As in earlier postwar years the economics of the Milcoms again intersected 

those of the host communities at key points of contact such as a changing Deutsche Mark 

rate, fuel prices, taxes, and hiring of local nationals. But as this project reveals, unlike 

previous times, emerging economic realities presented different and often troubling crises 

for American service members, civilians, dependents and retirees living overseas. 

Effects of the Changing Mark – The First Crisis 

 Within a week of President Nixon’s decision to decouple the dollar from the gold 

standard monetary exchange centers through Europe reflected devaluations averaging of 

“about one percent.”
1445

 West Germany however, had already begun the devaluation 

process and just prior to Nixon’s announcement had lowered the dollar’s value by 6.4% 
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pegging the exchange rate at DM 3.425 to $1.00.
1446

 This followed a slight downward 

trend that had started two years earlier, but it was also the herald of a more precipitous 

drop off that would witness the decline of the dollar’s value continuously through 1980. 

At that time it would eventually reach a low of DM 1.74 to $1.00. (See Figure 9.1) As 

sources disclose, many Milcom members began to voice their concerns early. 

 By January of 1972, when the DM to dollar exchange rate registered DM 3.23 to 

$1.00, worries existed that pay and benefits were insufficient to meet basic and sundry 

needs. One senior enlisted service member from the Heidelberg Milcom recorded his 

apprehension in a letter to the Stars and Stripes editor that a recent 7.21% pay increase 

could not keep pace with cost increases. He cited recent increases in fuel and EES prices 

as his main concerns particularly referring to an announcement that claimed, “Increased 

[operating] costs plus currency revaluation” were the primary reasons.
1447

 His letter also 

listed increases in other areas such as “laundry and dry cleaning services and bakery and 

ice-cream specialty products” as well as automotive items such as tires, batteries and 

repair parts.
1448

 A reply from an EES representative claimed that organization was “fully 

aware of the economic stress that American servicemen are under in Europe” and 

planned to “hold the line on prices to the extent that such action is economically 

feasible.”
 1449

 Meant to serve as a palliative it could hardly have sufficed in the face of 

economic developments to come. One month after this letter the West German 
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Bundesbank announced the official exchange rate at DM 3.185 to $1.00. Through the 

remainder of that year the dollar continued to slowly lose ground against the Mark so that 

twelve months later, in February 1973, it rested at DM 3.005 to $1.00. 

 As the Mark rate continued to sink Milcom members remained vocal. A 

precipitous one month drop in March 1973 of 7% in the Mark rate inspired a letter from a 

Hanau Milcom spouse. Writing to the editor of Stars and Stripes she claimed that the 

existing economic situation was cheating “loyal Americans” like she and her husband. 

Observing “throughout history, countries that have won wars always came out better than 

the ones that have lost” she opined that “the Japanese and Germans have come out further 

ahead in the long run.”
1450

 She went on to note that her husband’s $12 pay raise “can’t 

even compare with the rise in commissary [prices] and cost of Marks.” As evidence she 

cited the increase of Enfamil baby formula from 24 cents to 32 cents a can, and sugar 

from 55 cents to 66 cents per five-pound bag.
1451

 The day after this spouse’s diatribe 

appeared in ink the Stars and Stripes officially announced the new rate of DM 2.81 to 

$1.00.
1452

 Letters such as these were representative of the emotions running high in most 

military communities as evidenced by contemporary press releases, and they insinuated 

the possible emergence of grassroots tensions between Americans and their host nation 

communities. But difficulties of that nature never truly materialized although living in 

close proximity to the Milcoms the Germans did witness the changes in their Milcom 

neighbors’ lifestyles. 
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 A feature article in the news magazine Die Zeit reported that of 200,000 service 

members stationed in the Federal Republic “16,000 are poor.”
1453

 It also observed that the 

“invisible fences around the garrisons between Frankfurt and Heidelberg, Kaiserslautern 

and Ansbach have become even higher” shutting out German vendors who had peddled 

cheap artwork and carpets to the Americans, and shutting in those who could not venture 

far into the surrounding community because of the crippled dollar.
1454

 Noting the 

condition of their lives it added that many Milcom members could not then afford 

telephones or cars so that many either walked or rode the tram to work and that “a smart 

GI was sometimes spotted on a skateboard on the way back to the barracks.”
1455

 

 The devaluation of the dollar and the associated economic hardships soon became 

recurring front page material for the Stars and Stripes. A headline article titled 

“Devaluation Hits GIs Hard,” highlighted the difficulties most Milcom members 

commonly faced, although it provided few unexpected revelations to readers. The article 

featured the struggles of a junior non-commissioned officer (sergeant) who was working 

part-time at a movie theater to supplement his military pay because he could no longer 

afford to provide his children with “school paper or lunches.”
1456

 The sergeant also noted, 

“We don’t have a car. We can’t afford it. To take the baby to the hospital, we have to take 

a taxi.”
1457

 He was also considering sending his wife and children back to the States 
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where they could “get along better on his pay than they do in Germany.”
1458

 Most of 

these challenges, the article noted, were the result of the recent steep devaluation of the 

dollar by as much as 10% in February of that year and a German inflation rate of 8 to 

10% per year.
1459

 The latter made shopping on the German economy more difficult for 

Milcom consumers who sought deals to deflect rising PX and commissary prices. 

 Sources reveal that the articles in the Stars and Stripes were representative of the 

contemporary economic trends in the Milcoms. Until late 1980, when the DM to dollar 

ratio changed again in the favor of the Americans, stories such as “Pfennig-Pinching GIs 

are Hurting” were common. It explained how the Commanding General of the 8
th

 

Infantry Division confessed, “100 of his men had to send their wives home” because of 

economic difficulties, and how some soldiers in West Berlin were “crossing the Wall into 

Communist East Berlin for cheaper steak-and-wine meals.”
1460

 A year later, an article 

from December 1974 titled “But when you can’t Afford Things…” continued the theme 

of hardship. It described a common shortfall in soldiers’ pay caused by the devalued 

dollar that precipitated challenges in managing rent, as they had to pay more than their 

wallets could offer. One example described how a military family in the Frankfurt 

Milcom received a monthly housing allowance of $128.10 but was paying DM 600 

($244.90) for a two-bedroom apartment. They made the difference up from an already 
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taxed paycheck. Another soldier explained how his family’s rental cost was normally 

$176 but “because of the dollar drop ran us about $184 last month.”
1461

 These types of 

complaints and concerns echoed in articles and letters to the editor through to the early 

1980s, as well as in personal experiences. For Joseph Weber who arrived in the Amberg 

Milcom as a single soldier in 1975 expectations clashed with realities: 

At Medic school in Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas, all the old 

timers, when they heard we were going to Germany regaled us with stories 

of how well we would do for money over there. They all remembered 4 

DM to the dollar. Told us all about how well we would do eating out, 

drinking up a storm, all the frauleins, etc. Well, it was about 2.5 DM to the 

dollar when I got there (1975) and headed down to 2 DM by the time 

(1978) I left.
1462

 

 

 Although the declining exchange rate affected all Milcom members the hardest hit 

during these years were the families of the newest enlisted military personnel who had 

served in uniform less than two years. Policy forced them to live in German housing 

because they were not ‘command-sponsored’ and therefore not permitted to reside in U.S. 

government quarters or rent-subsidized housing.
1463

 The expectation was that they would 

arrive in Germany without their families, but as many newspaper and journal articles 

reveal, a number of them made the personal decision to pay from their own pockets to 

bring over their spouses and children. Although they could not live in government 

housing in most cases their limited privileges did permit them to at least shop in the 
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Milcom PX and commissary. Unfortunately, the military pay of a lower enlisted person 

was often not sufficient enough to weather the vagaries of fluctuating exchange rates or 

increases in PX prices, thus many of them lived on a financial edge often precariously 

balanced between just getting by and making hard choices. A perplexing policy web 

developed earlier in 1970 to govern the assignment of quarters in USAREUR only 

seemed to entangle and confuse them more when balanced against the availability and 

cost of housing that varied by each Milcom.
1464

 (See Figure 9.2)  

 As a result of the difficult policy rubric lower enlisted Milcom members often 

registered their frustration through letters to the Stars and Stripes editor. Although there 

is no data to support such a suggestion the possibility exists also that negative attitudes 

regarding conscription contributed to these feelings by compounding the anger 

surrounding housing problems.
1465

 Still, some examples of this consternation came from 

a collection of pleas that included comments such as: 

Why are Americans stationed in Europe being sacrificed? Why do we 

have to carry the burden of the dollar devaluation? Many men in Europe 

are E-4 and below. They have their families here. It will soon be 

impossible for them to keep their families here. That means wives and 

children go home and Dad goes back to the Drug Den (the barracks). What 

kind of a morale [sic] will the Army have with this type of a situation?
1466
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A similar complaint joined the first on the same page: 

If we live on the economy we pay double for housing with practically no 

protection from the American or German governments. This taking 

advantage of Americans as a group is apparent in other areas also. We 

have watched our young soldiers send their wives and children home 

because the value of the American dollar has plummeted drastically.
1467

 

 

Joseph Weber also recalls the plight of the non-command sponsored family well: 

 Housing for the Un-Accompanied family [non-command 

sponsored]…Well, you had to do the best you could, what you could 

afford. You got your extra money for having a dependent, but not the extra 

money for having a dependent in Germany…[your] spouse did not really 

exist in Germany as far as the Army was concerned. So, yes, it was tough. 

It had to be tough. Glad I did not have to deal with it. The un-

Accompanied family got the “American Penthouse” housing out in town. 

You know, that European top floor just under the roof, with the sloping 

ceiling. Many a man has hit his head on the ceiling using the toilet tucked 

under the sloping roof. Sometimes the apartment would not even have 

access to hot water. People (the wives) would heat water on [the] stove 

and take bird baths from the sink for a year…seriously. The male soldier 

could just go and use the barracks’ showers.
1468

 

 

 The military hierarchy in USAREUR was however not blind to the plight of 

Milcom families caused by the devalued dollar and attempted to provide some financial 

relief. In August 1973 a new series of Cost-of-Living Allowance (COLA) indices 

appeared on the front page of the Stars and Stripes. The indices determined the 

authorized COLA based on geographical region (Index 104, 120, or 130), and grade 

(rank) and number of dependents within each index. It included non-command-sponsored 
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dependents of both officers and enlisted personnel.
1469

 (See Figures 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4) The 

need for clarification of both housing eligibility and COLA allocations was apparent as 

the cries for financial relief increased and Milcom commanders began assessing the 

housing costs and requirements for their communities. This was accomplished in part by 

the use of a Housing Cost Data Survey (DD Form 376) conducted annually among 

Milcoms. As well-intended as these initiatives were, they were not a complete palliative 

for the existing economic malaise.
1470

 

 Although exact historical data is not available for each Milcom during the 1970s 

it is still possible to understand the difficulties communities faced through periodic 

references highlighted in news stories. The Bamberg Milcom offers a historical snapshot 

of one community’s struggle to balance needs against availability and affordability of 

housing. In December 1977 there were 6,000 service members plus 3,300 dependents 

residing in the German town of 75,000. For that population the military provided 722 sets 

of government quarters for command-sponsored families. Another 1,300 families were 

living in a circle of German communities around the military kaserne, Warner Barracks. 

Of the second group, 550 families were non-command- sponsored.
1471

 That equated to 
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27% of the Milcom families at Bamberg living in non-sanctioned housing, with reduced 

privileges, on a meager pay check that was losing ground against the DM. Their 

circumstances were dire and the community sergeant major lamented as he fretted over 

the challenge facing young enlisted soldiers, “Somebody has got to tell people back in the 

States what the situation is here.”
1472

 It was not with a note of irony that this feature 

article shared front page space with another titled “Dollar Plunge Continues” that 

announced “for the second day in a row the dollar fell to new lows against the West 

German Mark” reaching a rate of DM 2.13 to the dollar. The news also recorded the 

sarcastic observation of a Swiss banker who noted, “There is only one thing that is 

certain. The dollar is the new downhill world champion.”
1473

 

 Command-sponsored or not, living on the economy in German housing during 

times of economic duress presented a daunting set of challenges for most married 

Milcom members and often caused elevated emotions. One incensed spouse wrote to the 

editor of the Stars and Stripes to claim that soldiers living on the economy would have to 

send their families home because they “are not getting any help from the President.” She 

went on to observe that if “any man” wants to be in the armed forces “to keep his country 

free” then “at least the President should help keep his family with him.”
1474

 Another letter 

writer highlighted a common frustration that Milcom members could not exchange their 

dollars into DMs at a fixed rate but they were instead subject to the vagaries of one that 
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fluctuated on a daily basis. This made it more difficult to pay their German landlords a 

consistent amount. The lengthy official reply from an officer in the Finance and 

Accounting Division of USAREUR Headquarters provided cold comfort by essentially 

noting that it was the result of an established operating system agreed upon between the 

U.S. Treasury Department and the German State Bank, and was not going to change.
1475

  

 By December 1977 the difficult circumstances of Milcom families living on the 

economy still dominated the front page of the Stars and Stripes. The banner headline for 

December 3
rd

 read “Dollar Debacle Leaves GI Families on Economy Eking out a Bare 

Living.”
1476

 An annotation by the editor just beneath the headline noted that the “U.S. 

Dollar had dropped to an all-time low last week in West Germany when a single 

greenback would buy 2.14 Deutsche Marks.”
1477

 The text of the two-page article offered 

recurring scenarios that had appeared in print consistently during that decade: wives who 

had to take jobs to make ends meet, bills that could not be paid, families that might be 

sent home, and individual frustrations. One soldier lamented, in a less than exceptional 

tone, “If they’re (the military services) supposed to be taking care of their people, they’re 

not. If they’d give me an honorable discharge right now, I’d take it.”
1478

 

 As Randy Tucker recalls, living on the economy even when authorized because of 

an absence of government quarters did hold its own unique set of challenges: 

There was a marked change in GI economic situation from June 1971 to 

May 1974. In my specific case with 3-4 of us in a [German] house and the 
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4-1 exchange rate we did well. Hohenpeißenberg had a tiny PX at the 

station but in 1971 wasn’t used much with the person in charge mostly 

stocking baby food and diapers for his girlfriend’s family. I ran the PX 

from 1972 to 1974 and as the exchange rate dropped it was used more and 

more. Frozen pizza, canned food, and even beer could be purchased. 

Instead of making the run to the Münich PX to restock once a month we 

were going twice. As the exchange rate went down the two of us that had 

cars started saving the gas ration coupons, instead of driving the cars to 

Münich we drove one of the site ¾ ton trucks. I don’t remember early on 

but by 1972 all our married troops lived in military housing. Although not 

allowed, we also started using liquor and cigarettes for payment at the bar 

we visited most often.
1479

 

 

 Regardless of the hue and cry that appeared in print from disgruntled Milcom 

members it was from the beginning of the dollar’s decline that the military command 

structure showed sensitivity to the burdens facing Milcom members living on the 

economy. This it did in part by bringing available resources to bear. One example was a 

‘Concern Conference’ hosted by the Army’s V Corps headquarters in June 1971. The 

focus was the “forgotten men of the military community” and included enlisted soldiers 

in the grade of E-5 and below and their spouses. The purpose was to acquaint those living 

on the economy with facilities and services available to them through the Army 

Community Services office (ACS) as well as the engineer and personnel offices.
1480

 

These types of gatherings continued periodically, at the major unit level, during 

subsequent years. 

 Others examples of organized initiatives exist. As Commanding General of the 1
st
 

Infantry Division (Forward) in Göppingen from 1977-1978, GEN R. L. “Sam” Wetzel 
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recalls: 

I formed a Woman’s Advisory Council that included reps from young 

wives on the economy. Members included the PX and Commissary 

Managers, the Transportation Manager, the Post Engineer and wives of 

Commanders including my wife. I chaired the once a month meeting. We 

worked on subjects like economy housing managers gouging our troops. 

We had inspections of their conditions, etc. We set up a bus system for the 

economy wives. One wife said, for example, why can’t the buses stop first 

at the child care building and last at the commissary so the ice cream does 

not melt? We changed the routing the next day! Many other facility hours 

were changed for those living on the economy. The other thing we did in 

Göppingen was to beef up the sports program for the troops with 

Commissioners for each of many sports to keep the troops and their 

families off the streets and away from the drugs, and the bad discos 

dealing drugs and charging high fees.
1481

 

 

 Another effort to bolster the economic welfare of families living on the economy 

was the awarding of Station Housing Allowance (SHA) pay. This varied by region and 

community according to the average rent by type of available housing. An annual 

USAREUR-wide Housing Cost Data Survey, which targeted all community members 

living on the economy, captured the input used in determining the SHA allocations made 

to Milcom members’ pay to offset periodic increases in rent. Though well-intended this 

initiative often fell short of its goal. As a USAREUR representative noted in response to a 

soldier’s query “shortcomings in the survey were evident.”
1482

 Foremost was the fact that 

the previous year’s survey was the basis for the current year’s SHA. This meant 

allocations never matched needs as the dollar continued a monthly slide against the DM. 

The data survey also fell short because some respondents “did not report all housing 
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costs” such as heating fuel or electricity and others did not respond because they 

“considered it an invasion of their privacy.”
1483

 Still, each year authorities added an 

increasing number of communities to the list of those eligible to receive the SHA. 

 Efforts such as COLA adjustments, SHA, and the Housing Cost Data Survey were 

necessary at the time considering the numbers of Milcom members residing on the 

economy. By the spring of 1973 the chief of the USAREUR Housing Office announced 

that there were approximately 50,000 Army, Air Force, and Navy families living in non-

government sponsored housing.
1484

 Of that number 35,000 were Army families in 

Germany but only 16,000 of those were eligible for government housing. The military 

however did not “have the quarters to give them.”
1485

 The remaining 18,000 families 

were “not authorized government quarters under any circumstances under the current 

criteria.”
1486

 By comparison, the Air Force listed 6,100 families on the economy with 

4,600 eligible for government housing.
1487

 By late summer of that year the Army was 

reporting that the more than 17,000 non-command-sponsored families in Germany had 

experienced a 40% increase in “what they must pay for rent, utilities, telephone, 

transportation, and other services.” This increased hardship was a result of the devalued 

dollar and the high rate of inflation in Germany.
1488

 In this context the U.S. government 
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began to act to alleviate the housing crisis yet another way in light of the dollar’s 

chronically weakened state. A report carried in the Stars and Stripes outlined the Defense 

Department’s plan to “double the number of leased and rental –guarantee family housing 

units” by 1974.
1489

 The majority of those would be in Germany in Milcoms with the 

heaviest troop concentrations such as Aschaffenburg, Baumholder, Kitzingen, Landstuhl, 

and Mannheim. Although it would take years for the impact of such actions to come to 

realization initiatives such as the COLA adjustments, SHA, the Housing Cost Data 

survey, and increases in leased housing were necessary efforts to alleviate financial 

hardship and maintain core morale among the Milcom members not living in government 

quarters tucked behind the walls of the Little Americas. By April 1979 the situation was 

critical as the dollar was worth only DM 1.88.
1490

  

 Sources also reveal that it wasn’t until almost 1979 that the plight of EUCOM’s 

lowest ranking enlisted servicemembers finally resonated in Congress. The House 

Military Compensation Committee held hearings to investigate the “financial problems” 

experienced by the junior enlisted personnel overseas in May and December of 1978. As 

the chairman noted, the reasons for the hearings was that the “plight of our junior 

personnel has received a considerable amount of media coverage and has been the source 

of numerous complaints by concerned citizens, government officials, and parents, and by 

service members themselves.”
1491

 These concerns were however, several years late. Still, 
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as a result of the hearings the military suggested adjustments in compensation for lower 

enlisted personnel that included increases in weight allowances for shipment of 

household goods overseas, a refundable tax credit, and a $30 monthly family separation 

allowance.
1492

 It also gained leverage for increased funding to support the construction of 

much needed housing units in Germany. As the hearings also revealed, by 1979 there 

were 293,000 service members of all grades in Europe (90% Army) and of those, 

approximately one third were lower-enlisted personnel with less than 2 years in 

service.
1493

 For them the burden was the greatest. 

American Retirees Abroad 

 Another Milcom sub-group living on the economy, which grew in size during the 

immediate postwar decades, was the community of military and civilian retirees. As this 

project reveals, it was a population within EUCOM that reached nearly 24,000 by May 

1973 and like other Milcom groups was competing for limited resources.
1494

 As the 

economic downturn began for Americans overseas many retirees felt as if they “were 

indeed the forgotten man of the Armed Forces.”
1495

 Summarizing their challenges one 

retiree lamented that they did not have access to the PX and commissary, could not vote 

in U.S. elections without permanent residency in the United States, did not enjoy equal 
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opportunity for employment at U.S. overseas facilities, could not cash checks at military 

banking facilities, could not use tax-free gasoline coupons at EES stations, and had 

limited access to Army Post Offices (APO).
1496

 This placed them at a disadvantage for 

conducting most personal business and shopping on the German economy where the 

dollars from their retirement pay often drew rates less advantageous than the greater 

Milcom population. As one retiree recalls of that time, they “monitored the exchange rate 

on a daily basis hoping to convert their dollars when the situation was most favorable. 

This was not an easy task. It was more like shooting dice than a scientific statistical 

analysis.”
1497

 

 Over time the chorus of disgruntled retirees continued to grow. Another letter 

writer offered a protest that for retirees “Equal Opportunity is nothing but a slogan but in 

reality not a practice!” His claim was that both USAREUR and USAFE had “put out the 

word to civilian personnel officers that dependent personnel have priority for jobs over 

retirees.”
1498

 A retired sergeant major living in Germany concurred in a separate 

correspondence adding, “I thoroughly disagree with some of the policies that state it’s 

cheaper and better to hire a dependent. Why, look at the rate of turnover of 

dependents.”
1499

 A retired master sergeant noted the years of experience that retirees 

could contribute if hired by the U.S government to fill overseas positions and added, 
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“The [U.S.] government says ‘Stop the gold flow!’ I say, okay, hire us, and we’ll stop 

spending so much money on the German economy. We pay taxes on the German 

economy, not to Uncle Sam.”
1500

 The military hierarchy was however not sympathetic to 

the woes of these retired Americans. Attempting to deflect the litany of charges and 

accumulated complaints the editor of the Stars and Stripes used a lengthy response to 

outline the official policy found in the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) that governed 

access to privileges for Americans living in the Milcoms:  

The Status of Forces Agreements with many countries precludes 

exchange, commissary and other tax-free privileges for retirees. The 

Defense Department does not encourage overseas residence of retirees 

because it throws an added burden on the existing medical facilities, etc. 

While any purchases retirees make tend to increase logistics requirements 

for the various posts and bases abroad. The residence of retirees abroad 

contributes to the dollar drain or U.S. balance of payments deficit. Any 

privileges that retirees lose in living abroad tend to diminish the 

purchasing power of their retirement income. For example, U.S. military 

retirees residing or visiting in West Germany who wish to patronize 

exchange and commissary stores are required to obtain a status document 

through MP customs units and to pay 19 per cent duty to a German 

customs office on all of their monthly purchases at U.S.-controlled 

facilities.
1501

 

 

 Believing they were suffering neglect and enduring similar, and in some 

cases worse, economic challenges as lower enlisted families living on the 

economy, retirees attempted to organize. As one frustrated member of that group 

exclaimed, “As single individuals, we are without voice enough to impress 

anyone and very few people are tuned to our wavelength.” He went on to 

advocate “Banding together into a strong group will make our situation change for 
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the better.”
1502

 Within several months the Voice of the European Retirees 

(VOTERS) had formed and was 300 members strong.  

 But a survey of sources reveals that VOTERS’ well-intentioned efforts to 

maintain a presence and voice for the retirees during the economic trials of the 1970s 

nearly came to naught. Occasionally, the group held periodic meetings. An example was 

one scheduled for October 13, 1973 at the Bavarian American Hotel in Nuremberg. The 

purpose of the gathering was to establish a charter and discuss the “U.S. military’s policy 

of giving military dependents and local nationals priority over military retirees in 

employment.”
1503

 But an absence of subsequent references to VOTERS in available 

sources suggests that the initiative lost momentum and members abandoned it at some 

point. The one gain may have been in its raising an awareness of the retirees’ presence 

for the USAREUR command structure. But this did not appear until October 1979 with 

the creation of an Army Retirement Service Office (ARSO) within the USAREUR 

Personnel Office. An announcement in the Stars and Stripes noted, “The council’s 

purpose will be to represent the interests of retirees in Europe by directing their concerns 

to policymakers.”
1504

 It listed hotlines to call and encouraged interested retirees to request 

membership through the ARSO.  

 Still, it is not clear that the retiree council did little more than serve to placate 

some disgruntled individuals. A meeting of the council a year later focused on “getting 

retirees involved with voluntary work in USAREUR” and did not include in its planned 
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agenda any discussion of obtaining improved privileges for retirees or easing economic 

burdens.
1505

 Notable however, was the drop in population numbers of retirees in 

EUCOM. The council referenced its efforts to assist “some 4,000 retired soldiers living in 

Europe.”
1506

 This was a significant decrease from the 24,000 reported just six years 

earlier in May 1973. That drop was not a surprise to some. As retired officer Larry 

Applebaum notes:  

The retirees who were no longer employed had to face the challenge of 

making ends meet, because they were essentially on a fixed income 

without any cost of living adjustments…When the exchange rate became 

unfavorable, many retirees who had residence in Germany opted to return 

to the States. Similarly, future retirees who were considering retiring in 

Germany changed their plans and went back to the States.
1507

 

 

 Still, evidence of USAREUR’s inability to resolve core issues of employment and 

increased privileges for retirees remained into the 1980s. A letter to the editor of the Stars 

and Stripes in July 1982 echoed the same concerns presented a decade earlier. Its writer 

reiterated how “U.S. and German authorities have ignored job discrimination against U.S. 

military retirees in Germany” noting “this has been going on for many years.”
1508

 The 

blame again fell on the standing SOFA that “not only denies employment to a certain 

group of people, it denies employment to QUALIFIED personnel.”
1509

 A reply from a 

representative of USAREUR’s civilian employment office offered little resolution and 

only cited a confusing amalgam of German and American policies that stated “U.S. 
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residents of NATO countries” could only gain employment in non-appropriated fund 

positions “under local national employment conditions.”
1510

 There is a dearth of evidence 

that shows whether retirees’ difficult economic situation ever received full attention from 

USAREUR or EUCOM authorities or gained any degree of resolution prior to 1990. 

Instead, military and civilian retirees, peripheral members of the Milcoms, continued to 

suffer the same vagaries of uncertain economic conditions tied to the fluctuating DM rate 

that affected all Americans living on the economy. 

Fuel Embargo - The Second Crisis 

 Exacerbating the problems of a devaluated dollar there was a second crisis that 

arrived early in 1974 that also had an impact on the economic health of Milcom 

members. On February 22
nd

 of that year a banner headline in the Stars and Stripes 

trumpeted, “EES Increases its Gas Prices by as Much as 50 Per Cent.”
1511

 Coming at a 

time when Milcom members’ dollars were already stretched thin the price of premium 

gasoline increased by 15 cents a gallon and regular by 17 cents.
1512

 According to the EES 

Commander, Brigadier General Arthur Gregg, the increase was attributable to the 

existing “energy crisis.”
1513

 Understanding the wider consequences the general admitted, 
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“We are very unhappy about the increase because the impact on service personnel and 

their families will be significant.”
1514

 This increase followed a 36% increase in EES 

gasoline prices enacted the summer prior in July 1973. The responsibility for that Gregg 

had also assigned to “devaluation of the dollar plus higher costs for bulk gasoline.”
1515

 

Out of necessity, USAREUR authorities also decreed a parallel rationing of 200 liters of 

gasoline per month, per registered vehicle. For all Milcom members it was an 

inconvenience but for those living on the economy any distance from where they worked 

or shopped it was an added burden. One Milcom member from Schwäbisch Gmünd wrote 

to the editor of the Stars and Stripes suggesting an exception to the policy for “persons 

living further than 15 kilometers from work or persons working part-time jobs.”
1516

 A 

survey of available sources does not reveal that authorities did issue any exception. But 

like the devaluation of the dollar the subsequent “energy crisis” would also plague 

Milcom members during the 1970s and contribute to their financial woes.   

 Although the OPEC nations lifted the oil embargo by March 1974 the price of 

fuel would never revert to the pre-embargo levels either in the United States or overseas. 

(See Figure 9.6) Sources reveal that in July 1974 EES again announced the necessity for 

an increase in fuel prices, this time it was for 3 cents. Simultaneously however, ESSO 

officials in Germany announced, “The price of automobile fuels in the Federal Republic 
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of Germany is either stable or decreasing.”
1517

 When queried by journalists about that 

increase an EES representative once again noted that vagaries of the dollar to DM rate 

made it impossible to accurately project prices of fuel which came from German 

suppliers, “The decline in the value of the dollar coupled with a slight increase in the cost 

of gasoline from our suppliers made the price increase necessary.”
1518

 As the cost of fuel 

continued to drift upward over the following years without hope of a decrease Americans 

living overseas learned to accept the additional financial hardship. This was evident even 

in the leisure section of the Stars and Stripes that periodically featured articles such as 

“Fueling Around with Your Vacation” that explained how to best plan vacations so as to 

get the most out of limited and costly fuel resources.
1519

 The article included mileage 

charts to major European cities and vacation spots, the price of gasoline in each NATO 

country, and tips about tuning up your car for fuel efficiency. 

 Still, the issue of fuel prices continued to weigh on Milcom members’ nerves and 

wallets. Aggravated more at the report of another increase than at the comparative price 

of fuel for Germans which in 1976 was more than double that for Americans at $1.29 per 

gallon of regular, some exasperated Milcom members lashed out. In a letter to the editor 

of Stars and Stripes, an anonymous writer known only as “Unhappy AAFES User,” 

charged the exchange system hierarchy of price-gouging at the expense of its beleaguered 

customers.
1520

 He accused AAFES of “pushing through” a “new pricing policy” in 1974 

based on a decision that “the market would bear prices equal to civilian Stateside prices” 
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all under the guise of “the oil problems and turmoil of that time.”
1521

 Among the 

indictments was the charge that “in the fall of ’74, AAFES was reaping unprecedented 

profits” on the sale of fuel, which assisted in covering overall net losses in other 

mismanaged and antiquated areas of operation.”
1522

  

 An exchange system official offered a measure response to the accusation that 

claimed, “AAFES Europe did not use the oil embargo as a tool to increase the selling 

price of gasoline. We have only passed on the prices increases of gasoline (which have 

amounted to 145 percent since April 1972) as well as operating costs, to our 

customers.”
1523

 He went on to reveal, “At present, our profit objective on gasoline sales is 

5 cents per gallon. We have sometimes exceeded that profit figure when the 

dollar/Deutsche mark conversion rate was favorable.”
1524

 There is no archived response 

to show whether the official answer placated the letter writer but the existence of these 

periodic challenges and rebuttals suggests that frustrated Milcom members were seeking 

answers not only to the problem of higher fuel costs but to the wider conundrum of 

economic difficulties they were facing. 

 Within a year of that exchange the director of service for AAFES-Europe placed a 

front page announcement in the Stars and Stripes for the start of a “new flexible pricing 

system” that would adjust the price of fuel monthly “based on product costs and the 

exchange rate between the Deutsche mark [sic] and the dollar.” The difference in the 

pricing between the old and new methods was an opportunity for the Milcom customer to 
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“take advantage of currency fluctuations” to purchase fuel at lower prices instead of 

being slaved to a fixed bulk rate price.
1525

 Adding to the relief that announcement may 

have offered to AAFES’ customers there was another welcome front page notification 

that appeared two months later in July 1977. It noted that “for the second month in a row” 

the exchange system was lowering its gas prices.
1526

 AAFES lowered the cost for a gallon 

of regular gas, purchased through coupons, from 59 cents to 58 cents. The price of 

premium gas fell also from 65 cents to 64 cents.
1527

 Although the changes seem minimal, 

in hard economic times these AAFES initiatives must have appeared welcome. 

 By August 1977 however, the prices of gasoline again rose and would continue an 

upward trend, easily traced by successive reports in the Stars and Stripes, through to the 

summer of 1980. At that time they would peak at $1.36 a gallon for regular and $1.45 for 

a gallon of premium.
1528

 The price of gas in the United States was little better and 

averaged $1.27 for all grades at that time. There was little difference between AAFES 

prices and those in the United States for all grades of gasoline during the 1970s. (See 

Figure 9.6) Most important, during this time the fuel crisis offered a common ground of 

suffering between the Milcoms and the Germans even as it increased the burden of 

Americans dealing with the disadvantage of currency exchange rates. In that context, for 

the Americans it may also have been some small measure of comfort that as they paid a 
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larger percentage of their paychecks to their German landlords for rent, they were at least 

paying less at the gas pump.
1529

 

The Value Added Tax  

 An economic gadfly that made its presence known to the Milcoms even before the 

dollar devaluation and the fuel crisis , but endured through both, was the German 

national value added tax (VAT). Commonly known as the Mehrwertsteuer (MWST) the 

German government introduced the tax on January 1, 1968 as a replacement for the older 

‘turn-over tax,’ the Umsatzsteuer.
1530

 Intended to increase revenues it served as a 

consumption tax on goods and services levied on the German public. But American 

Milcom consumers did not escape its reach. As the announcement in the Stars and 

Stripes made clear the VAT would affect “U.S. servicemen, civilians and dependents 

who spend any money on the German economy.”
1531

 Most important, it would impact 

Milcom members living on the economy and would mean “higher utility bills at the end 

of the month” for things such as gas, water and electricity, “but not necessarily higher 

rents.”
1532

 It would also be “very noticeable” on gasthaus and restaurant tabs by a 6% 

increase on the total. When first introduced, the dollar to DM ratio was 4.0 to 1 and the 

VAT seemed little more than an inconvenience. During the following years however, as 

the dollar began to suffer increasing devaluation, the German value added tax became yet 
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another factor in the equation that determined Milcom members’ financial wellness. 

 Among the first groups to suffer from the new tax were Milcom retirees who like 

service members, civilians and their families residing off post had to endure the increase 

in utility costs. However, unlike others in that group the German government required 

American retirees to pay a tax on any purchases they made through AAFES and the 

commissary system. Under the older Umsatzsteuer that amounted to a 4% levy on goods 

and services. With the coming of the Mehrwertsteuer that varied from 15 to 19%.
1533

 

Retirees already living on a reduced military pension sometimes worked in non-

appropriated funds positions within the European exchange or commissary systems, or 

found jobs in the German economy to make ends meet. The increased VAT quickly 

erased any economic advantage retirees possessed and rendered them some of the first 

Milcom casualties of the emerging economic downturn. By June 1971 the VAT was at 

11% for most goods and services but at the same time news sources were reporting that 

the German Bundestag was already considering an increase to 12%.
1534

 

 During the early 1970s, Milcom members continued to encounter the presence of 

the MWST in various ways. They had to account for the extra cost of the 11% value 

added tax in most items purchased on the German economy from clothing to cuckoo 

clocks and beer steins, and in their favorite gasthaus. For many of them perhaps a greater 

disappointment was to discover that suddenly they also had to pay the VAT when 

purchasing new foreign-made automobiles whether through a German dealer or the 
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AAFES system. An exception to this, if the buyer wanted to circumvent the tax, was to 

make the purchase through the Canadian forces exchange system where there was no 

VAT on automobiles. But that exercise often involved traveling to Canadian facilities and 

navigating additional paperwork. Still, the manager of that system noted that by 1974 

they were selling approximately 1,000 cars per year to Americans stationed in 

Germany.
1535

 The VAT also had an unexpected impact on Milcom recreational hunters. It 

appeared as an increase in trophy fees particularly in the purchase of venison from 

animals taken. When the announcement appeared in the Stars and Stripes “Outdoors” 

section in the winter of 1973 it declared, “If the hunter wants to purchase an animal he 

has shot, he must pay the local wholesale price, plus the added value tax 

(Mehrwertsteuer).”
1536

 Whether through large or small purchases, or in recreational 

pursuits, the VAT had become an economic presence that Milcom members could not 

ignore, especially as the dollar lost its value. 

 By late 1974, as the dollar continued its downward spiral, USAREUR authorities 

acted to lift some of the burden by devising a way to relieve some of the value added tax. 

In December of that year the Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel at USAREUR 

headquarters announced a plan “whereby USAREUR troops could gain tax exemption 
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when shopping on the economy.”
1537

 This, USAREUR accomplished by reinterpreting 

the SOFA agreement between the NATO forces and Germany so that purchases made on 

the economy for the sole use of Milcom members and their families could be made 

through offices of the military hierarchy, which would act as “official procurement 

agencies.”
1538

 The process was not very complex, but was time consuming. It required the 

Milcom member to obtain an invoice from a German merchant for the item desired, make 

payment minus the VAT to a military funds custodian, and receive back both a check 

issued in the equivalent amount of DM and an official form stating that the Milcom 

consumer was tax exempt (Abwicklungschein). The Milcom member then made payment 

to the merchant with the check and the VAT relief stamped document.
1539

 In the first year 

after its inception military authorities estimated that Army and Air Force personnel had 

“saved millions of dollars on purchases on the economy.” Approximate figures were 

$53,000 in savings for Air Force consumers and $4 million for those in the Army.
1540

 The 

procedure changed slightly over the next few years to streamline the purchasing of DM 

checks through any American Express or German Bank. Although it remained simple it 

was still time consuming, but that was an inconvenience Milcom members were bound to 

accept as they tightened their economic belts and the MWST increased to 12%.
1541

  

 A survey of available source materials shows that very few complaints regarding 
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the VAT arrived at USAREUR or USAFE headquarters or appeared in letters to the Stars 

and Stripes editor through the 1970s and 1980s. Those that did generally revealed 

misunderstandings of the proper procedures to gain relief. Comments such as “the system 

is so complicated and cumbersome that it’s not worth the effort” were the exception.
1542

 

Even as the MWST edged up to 13% by 1980 military authorities continued to make 

adjustments through negotiations with the German government to benefit Milcom 

members. Through new agreements Americans were finally able to purchase foreign-

made automobiles without the VAT and the minimum amount for goods and services 

eligible for tax relief changed from DM 225 to DM 50. According to a USAFE Financial 

Management Division representative his office was then processing more than 11,000 

applications for relief annually.
1543

 By 1983 the Army’s tax relief offices had processed 

132,000 transactions in one year “worth a total of $82 million” even as the VAT climbed 

again to 14%.
1544

  

 Although efforts by authorities lessened the impact of the tax through the 

remainder of that decade the VAT process together with complex requirements for 

computing the COLA and SHA, plus increasing prices at the gas pumps and the uncertain 

dollar-DM exchange rate all continued to factor into the confusing and burdensome 

financial formula that confronted Milcom members as they attempted to figure their way 

through uncertain economic times. Sometimes partial solutions appeared that brought 

some small measure of relief but then sometimes the reality of their situation seemed 
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overwhelming and Milcom members stepped outside legal bounds to find an answer. 

Alternative Solutions - Learning to Make Do  

 One small legal measure adopted by some units in Germany to alleviate the 

financial crisis was to permit the families of lower enlisted personnel living on the 

economy to eat in the dining facility (mess hall). The program began on April 1, 1978 

and lasted in trial for only 9 months but did attract some numbers. According to one 

report from a facility in Würzburg “we get about four or five dependents eating here on 

weekdays. It’s usually around 20, 25 on the weekend.”
1545

 The meals offered good 

nutrition at acceptable prices, less than a meal at a German restaurant at $1.45 for lunch 

and $1.65 for brunch with dependents under the age of 12 paying half price.
1546

 Although 

records do not show the total number of participants the program’s intent was to “boost 

the morale of soldiers hit by the dollar decline” targeting those who did not “qualify for 

free military housing.”
1547

 Still, some dependents did benefit from the less expensive 

meals and the initiative does suggest that the plight of junior soldiers and their families 

did not go unnoticed, especially at the unit level. 

 The kindness of neighbors also provided some succor even if only symbolic. 

Untold numbers of care packages sometimes appeared on Milcom members’ doorsteps 

from concerned German neighbors. In one instance 13 American families living on the 

economy in the small village of Zellhausen received gifts just prior to Christmas. The 

baskets included items such as “baby dolls, sweaters, pants, boots, slippers, 
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handkerchiefs, candy, cookies, a beer stein, wine and a host of other items.”
1548

 Attached 

to one basket was an emotional note that reached across a cultural bridge of sympathy to 

those in need. It read: 

Beloved American citizens: In 1946, when the German people 

were very hungry I received from the American people, CARE 

packages that helped me a lot. I was seven years old at the time. I 

want to give today while my situation is very good, some small 

gifts for you and your children, to say thank you for the help I 

received so long ago.
1549

 

 

Although moments such as these might serve to dissipate any residual feelings of 

economic superiority among American Milcom members they also provided 

assurance that the wider German community was sympathetic to their plight. But 

as a lack of reference in source materials suggests gestures such as these were few 

and far between and some Americans instead took matters into their own hands. 

 The difference in prices between American and German goods during most of the 

1970s offered a provocative temptation to some Milcom members interested in bettering 

their economic situation through the black market. As one German customs investigator 

noted, “The reason for trading is obvious—the enormous difference between the German 

and American prices. A carton of American cigarettes costs about $1.70 in a military 

commissary in Frankfurt. A few blocks away at a local tobacco shop a German must pay 

nearly $10 for a similar carton.”
1550

 An undercover American counterpart added, “Just 

walk down to Kaiserstrasse (in Frankfurt) on payday and see the GIs hurrying down to 
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sell their cigarettes, it’s a comedy.”
1551

 With the help of a good middleman an individual 

could realize a sizeable profit. A former enlisted service member recalls the advantage he 

and his fellows gained: 

I did get extra money on the Black Market. A lot of us did. Cigarettes and 

alcohol were rationed. So many cartons or packs of cigarettes a month. So 

many gallons (yes, gallons) of hard liquor a month. I even remember the 

name of the lady we all sold to…the German wife, as I recall, of a Staff 

Sergeant who worked in the mess hall. So every month we would buy our 

whiskey and cigarettes, usually the cheapest variety, and head on over to 

[her] house for our DMs. That helped.
1552

 

 

Similarly, a servicemember active in Berlin’s black market observed, “A person in the 

market who knows enough people can make 2,000 marks (about $800) a month.”
1553

  

 Sources reveal this type of behavior was not uncommon. As one feature article 

noted, in the words of a German customs agent, “At the military level it is the soldiers but 

not only them. The civilians (U.S. Forces) also carry on the business. And also the 

dependents of Americans are there. The housewife might want to put a little extra money 

in her pocketbook.”
1554

 A separate article echoed the first reiterating that the illicit 

activity stretched across the spectrum of Milcom members, “they come in all shapes and 

sizes” and included “U.S. military personnel, wives of servicemen, civilian employees of 

the U.S. military and children of Americans.”
1555

 Aside from providing needed additional 

income sources note that many black marketers felt little remorse, they simply “did not 
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see anyone getting hurt by the business.”
1556

 One dependent who participated in the illicit 

activity commented, “It’s not criminal. It’s just a simple case of taking money away from 

the German government. And anyway you’re stimulating the economy and helping the 

gold flow. You’re not hurting the little person.”
1557

 

 According to one investigative report, Americans generally participated in the 

illegal activities in one of two ways: direct exchange of goods to satisfy a debt such as 

monthly rent or a bill, and exchange of goods through a middleman solely for monetary 

gain.
1558

 Understanding that feelings of bonhomie might induce some Milcom members 

to offer gifts to German friends or neighbors USAREUR established a policy that 

provided limits.
1559

 An October 1976 issue of the Stars and Stripes carried a reprint of 

those rules for the benefit of its readers. The guidelines reminded Milcom members 

“giving as gifts any rationed items in quantities greater than the following without 

clearing them through German customs is in violation of regulations.”
 1560

 The amounts 

listed were:  

 -25 cigarettes or 10 cigars or 60 grams (2.1 ounces) of smoking tobacco 

 -500 grams (17.6 ounces) of coffee or 124 grams (4.4 ounces) of coffee extracts 

 -One bottle of spirits, not to exceed 1.2 liters (approximately one imperial 

 quart)
1561

 

 

Still, policies and the fear of punitive punishment did little to dampen their 

participation.
1562
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  It is difficult to determine the actual scope of the trade during the 1970s and 

1980s by simply estimating the numbers of Milcom members involved. Many avoided 

arrest, some participated infrequently, some constantly, some only during payday and 

others only when there was a need. Also complicating a proper accounting are 

inconsistencies in collecting and categorizing data. Source materials reveal that various 

headquarters and agencies displayed information in different ways. For example, the 

USAFE headquarters customs violations unit listed 227 Air Force personnel involved in 

black market investigations for 1974. In addition, it listed “107 foreign nationals, 25 

dependents, and 15 persons not identified.”
1563

 For 1975 it listed 347 Air Force personnel 

as well as “70 foreign nationals, 25 dependents, and 10 individuals not identified.”
1564

 For 

that same year German customs officials reported that of 25,500 cases of black marketing 

in Germany with 13% involving “foreign troops” of all military branches, with more than 

90% of those being Americans.
1565

 Breaking it down further for 1975 the data revealed 

that in Frankfurt 29% of all German cases involved U.S. service members, in 

Kaiserslautern that figure was 37% and in Nüremberg it was 46%.
1566

 Consistent through 

all the data however, regardless of the method of collecting and categorizing the 

information, is the understanding that large numbers of Milcom members, service 
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personnel, civilians and dependents were participating in black market activities during 

the two decades that economic hardship had the greatest impact. 

 Seen differently through the lens of financial loss, the impact of black marketing 

was just as profound. Reports from the 42
nd

 MP Group (Customs) indicated that in 1974 

the “U.S. tax free value” of all stereo equipment “turned up” in black market deals was 

$91,626. By 1975 the figures had risen to $232,394.
1567

 For the first three months of 1975 

the customs unit reported handling cases that involved $1.3 million in U.S. tax free items 

of all types.
1568

 Those figures translated into monies lost to the German tax system 

through illicit dealings. But, like the numbers of personnel involved it was difficult for 

authorities to determine an accurate breakdown of black market material dealings. At the 

time, investigators for the customs unit merely noted, “It is not possible to say how much 

goes undetected” and that probably “less than 20% of the black marketing cases are ever 

uncovered.”
1569

 

 A German journalist’s report offered a similar perspective of the scope of 

participation and its impact. Noting the “regular small custom’s offenses between 

members of the [U.S.] army and their German neighbors and apartment landlords” in the 

proximity of military bases he cited the prevalence and wide acceptance of black market 

activities in the conduct of daily business whether it was paying rent or taxi fares.
1570

 An 

estimate of the total amount of taxes lost to the German government by such activity was 
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“between five and fifty million marks.” So extensive was the exchange in some areas that 

it seemed as if “almost everyone dealt with the Yanks. Standing in Lautzenhausen are 

hundreds of neat cottages, which were built with American money,” profited from the 

black market.
1571

 According to the article it was also not unheard of for service members 

to pay part of their rent in “liquid currency [whiskey] or blue haze [cigarettes],” or to 

satisfy loans and bribe judges with “almost mint condition stereos.”
1572

 The complicity of 

many Germans made black market activity mutually rewarding for both Americans and 

their neighbors, and contributed to frustrating the best efforts of each nations’ customs 

investigators.   

 During the 1970s and 1980s black market activity continued to thrive as an 

alternative source of income for American Milcom members seeking relief from 

economic pressures. Not all participated and authorities caught some but let slip more. 

Still, the numbers suggest that many believed the risks of capture and punishment were 

worth the financial gain.  

Hiring of Local Nationals – A Point of Friction 

  During these years of economic depression there was one particular area where 

friction did develop between Germans and Americans. That was in the hiring of local 

nationals (LN). Although they were a part of the workforce supporting the U.S. military 

structure in Germany since the end of World War Two aspects of their hiring and pay 

caused rancor among some Milcom members especially when Americans began 
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clamoring for jobs.
1573

 

 Complaints registered in letters to the Stars and Stripes editor noted the 

perception of preference in selecting LNs over American civilians and dependents for 

employment. As early as March 1972 a pair of writers offered challenges to their 

understanding of the standing policy. One complained, “I hear and read constantly that 

various departments and agencies are very short staffed, but U.S. citizens cannot fill these 

positions, and by law they must be filled by local nationals.”
1574

 The second letter, 

submitted the same day, echoed the first “There is a great shortage of jobs available to 

American dependents. However, there are hundreds of jobs available to German nationals 

(or anyone who doesn’t carry an American passport).”
1575

  

 The belief of inequities in hiring practices continued through that decade and into 

the 1980s. A letter writer from July 1980 was more expansive and submitted a series of 

challenging questions about the length of time it took to hire American dependents, why 

LNs received higher wages and more benefits than dependents for similar work, and why 

LNs seemed to staff all the positions at some facilities.
1576

 By 1986 these concerns had 

changed very little. In January of that year a frustrated spouse looking for employment at 

an AAFES outlet in the Grafenwöhr Milcom observed, “90 percent of these workers were 
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German nationals.”
1577

 

 The answers provided by USAREUR civilian manpower management 

representatives offered some conciliatory responses paired with explanations of mandated 

constraints, not necessarily to assuage ill feelings toward the Germans but rather to clear 

the air. Understanding the urgent need for Milcom members to supplement their 

paychecks as the dollar lost ground against the Mark, military officials gave preference to 

“dependents for commissary, food service and ward attendant appropriated funds 

positions throughout Germany.”
1578

 In addition, in 1972, USAREUR began giving 

dependents “first priority for appointment to NAF [Non-appropriated Fund] jobs 

normally given local nationals, who are now considered only when no dependents apply 

for openings.”
1579

 As one personnel manager noted, the purpose of the dependent hire 

program was to “provide an opportunity for military families to supplement their total 

income because of economic difficulties experienced in overseas areas where the cost of 

living is exceedingly high.”
1580

 By 1986 the number of dependents employed by 

USAREUR had increased to 27,000 from approximately 5,000 in 1971.
1581

 But 

USAREUR representatives also explained, “because of the Army’s mission in Europe, a 

civilian manpower mix of U.S. citizens and LNs is required.”
1582

 

 U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) mission requirements dictated requirements 
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to hire a certain number of local nationals to fill job positions in Germany, not the 

NATO-SOFA agreement as some Americans assumed.
1583

 As a spokesman from the 

USAREUR Personnel Office explained to curious Milcom members, “Since many more 

people are seeking employment than there are jobs available, a fair and balanced U.S. 

citizen and German workforce consistent with mission needs and financial prudence is 

our goal.”
1584

 As to concerns regarding unequal pay and benefits, a representative from 

the USAREUR Civilian Personnel Division acknowledged that a dual system existed. In 

the first, a collective tariff agreement between the United States and Germany set the 

rules and standards for LNs employed by the U.S. forces. In the second, American 

employees “work and are paid under laws and practices applicable to federal service 

workers enacted by the U.S. Congress.”
1585

 So, to the consternation of some Milcom 

members, American authorities remained powerless to rectify inequities in pay and 

benefits between them and German workers and “under no circumstances” could LNs “be 

separated to make positions available for the employment of dependents.”
1586

 Just as 

some Americans remained less than mollified with the explanations surrounding the LN-

American workforce relationship during the economic downturn so too was the German 

government. 

 Banner headlines such as the one printed in the Stars and Stripes on February 17, 

1978 registered Bonn’s backlash against the practice of hiring increasing numbers of 
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American dependents. Titled “Forces Jobs: Limit Set on Putting Yanks in Posts Held for 

Germans,” the article noted the German government’s petition to reduce “the number of 

Americans holding jobs” with the military forces in the Federal Republic.
1587

 A 

representative of the finance ministry claimed that at the time more than 10,000 

American civilians were filling positions “originally reserved” for German workers. With 

a 5.4 % unemployment rate the Germans were eager to claim those positions for their 

workers.
1588

 (See Figure 9.7) Negotiations between the two sides followed. Working hard 

to maintain a solid relationship with its political and economic partner, and to satisfy the 

needs of Milcom members American authorities found themselves walking a fine line. At 

best they could only promise, “No Germans will be fired to make more jobs available for 

Americans.”
1589

 Fortunately for German-American relations these tensions over hiring 

practices were the only point of friction between the Milcoms and the host nation that 

developed during the economic downturn.  

A Brief Economic Resurgence, 1980-1985 

 Between 1980 and 1985 the dollar again gained ground against the Deutschmark. 

In January 1980 it stood at $1=DM 1.724 and by January of the following year it had 

reached $1=DM 2.010. It continued its ascent until February of 1985 when it achieved its 

zenith at $1=DM 3.302. (See Figure 9.1) The engine driving the economic turnaround for 
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the Milcoms was a rejuvenated American economy. During his inaugural speech on 

January 20, 1981, newly elected President Ronald Reagan announced his intentions to 

“reawaken this industrial giant, to get government back within its means, and to lighten 

our punitive tax burden.”
1590

 The pillars of his economic strategy were the reduction of 

government spending, the federal income tax, government regulation and inflation.
1591

 By 

late 1982 the plan began to show effect and as the nation began to recover economically 

sources show that so too did the Milcoms.  

 In November 1982 a front page Stars and Stripes headline trumpeted “Election 

Boosts Dollar in Europe.”
1592

 The news story connected the mid-term elections in the 

United States with boosting the “dollar to its best level in years in Europe.”
1593

 The text 

noted that it was a victory for the Reagan administration and a vote of confidence for its 

economic policies but more meaningful for Milcom members was the comment that “in 

Frankfurt the dollar closed at its best level since 1976 – 2.5737.”
1594

 For them it was a 

sign of long-awaited economic relief that would continue for the next few years, and they 

took advantage of it. The German community also enjoyed the resurgent dollar 

particularly as it began to lead Milcom members back into local shops and restaurants. 

Although it was not a boon at a national macro-level for the Federal Republic where 

German economists moaned, “America, the America of Ronald Reagan, is again at the 
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top,” at the grass roots micro-level the robust exchange of goods and currency between 

Milcom members and German merchants was again welcome.
1595

 (See Figure 9.6)   

  Milcom members were quick to exploit the dollar’s strength against the Mark 

during the early 1980s. According to one journalist’s report some used the financial 

leverage to pay off bills or shop, others to travel, and others to increase their savings. One 

service member for example, had purchased a new BMW automobile that had previously 

been out of reach. He determined that the “strong dollar saved him about $1,000 on the 

price of his new car.”
1596

 A single soldier living in the Schwabach Milcom noted that the 

resurgent dollar meant more entertainment, “I have more marks to spend in gasthauses,” 

and another claimed it meant “better meals” at local restaurants. A Milcom spouse 

admitted that she intended to “buy bedroom furniture for her children because the [dollar] 

rate is so high.” She also added, “Just after Reagan came into office, the rate went over 

two to the dollar. I cried.”
1597

 (See Figure 9.8) 

 Also central to the Presidential administration’s economic strategy at this time 

was a significant increase in military spending. It included money for infrastructure 

improvements in each military branch and contracts for new weapons systems, but more 
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important, it also meant significant pay raises for service members of all grades.
1598

 A 

comparison of existing pay charts reveals that in 1979 an E-3 with less than 2 years in the 

service (usually living on the economy with his non-command sponsored family) earned 

a base pay of $519.60. By 1981 that had increased to $642.60 and by 1985 was $723.00. 

In addition, the associated basic allowance for quarters (BAQ) for families at that rank 

increased from $160.80 in 1979, to $205.00 in 1981, and to $238.50 in 1985.
1599

 That 

equated to an increase of 40% in earnings. When partnered with the strengthening dollar 

rate the lower enlisted personnel who had suffered the most through the difficult 

economic times of the 1970s could at last afford to pay their rent and bills. They might 

also have enough money remaining at the end of the month for discretionary purchases, 

such as going to the movies, eating fast food, or buying an inexpensive vehicle. 

 The economic upswing for the Milcoms drove consumerist instincts through the 

next few years. Of all the types of purchases, automobiles appeared to be one of the most 

sought after commodities. Separate car dealers located near Milcoms in Frankfurt and 

Wiesbaden observed, “The strong dollar makes people feel good. It gives them 

confidence. It makes them buy,” and “When the dollar hit 3.14 marks, buyers were lined 
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up outside the door for hours. I never saw anything like it.”
1600

 For 1984 alone, AAFES 

Military car sales programs sold 30,000 new American and foreign models making it a 

record year.
1601

 One estimate was that “millions of dollars have been saved by buyers as 

result of the strong dollar.”
1602

 Although Milcom members enjoyed the many benefits, 

drawbacks existed in other areas. 

 An AAFES’ representative noted that the strong dollar “may have cost” them 

“more than $30 million in sales in Europe” in 1984.
1603

 This was the result of Milcom 

members spending their earnings “off base and into stores and restaurants on the local 

economy.”
1604

 The one advantage to AAFES was that with a strong exchange rate against 

the Mark the exchange system would save on the salaries paid to its “more than 7,000” 

German wage-scale employees.
1605

 Unfortunately, AAFES also contributed 50% of its 

earnings to the Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) accounts that supported all 

Milcom members. But service members probably did not notice any reduction to MWR 

programs as more of them then had the ability to access recreation and entertainment on 

the economy and were less restricted the barracks by lack of funds.
1606

 

 Eventually, the economic resurgence of the early 1980s lost its momentum. By 

February 1986 the Stars and Stripes was publishing articles with titles such as “1 Year 

Ago, Mighty Dollar was Riding High.” It noted how “in just one year the dollar lost 70 

                                                 
1600

 “Americans in Europe on a Car-Buying Spree,” Daily Magazine, Stars and Stripes, December 28, 

1984, 13. 
1601

 Ibid. 
1602

 Ibid. 
1603

 “Strong Dollar Good, Bad for AAFES,” Stars and Stripes, March 9, 1985, 1. 
1604

 Ibid. 
1605

 Ibid. 
1606

 Downside for the U.S. economy. Trade imbalance. Economy 152.pdf. 
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percent of the gains it racked up against the German mark in the previous five years.”
1607

 

The dollar had tumbled from DM 3.47 to DM 2.29 during that time. This occurred in part 

because of actions taken by the United States government that argued, “A weaker dollar 

will reduce America’s lagging trade imbalance.” It also happened as a result of a 

“concerted plan” between the United States and other world powers to bring “the dollar’s 

value into line with world economic conditions.”
1608

 Regardless of the reasons, Milcom 

members again felt the financial sting of earlier years. 

 Once again, those living on the economy suffered to a greater degree than those in 

government housing. For many of them rent, goods, and services increased in cost. As 

one service member watched, his rent and telephone bills, both payable in Marks, 

increased significantly. His lament was “if the dollar continues to fall, more and more 

people living on the economy will be requesting government housing.”
1609

 By late 1987 

the halcyon days of the early 1980s were all but gone. At the time, the Stars and Stripes 

staff began to again write about service members who were sending family members 

home and how even those living in government quarters were having “trouble escaping 

financial woes.”
1610

 One spouse observed, “We cannot shop on the economy because we 

can’t afford to buy things there.”
1611

 Once again the PX and commissary were attracting 

Milcom shoppers with commissary sales gaining 12% over the previous year.
1612

  

 News about the dollar continued to get worse over the next few years. Special 

                                                 
1607

 “1 Year Ago Mighty Dollar was Riding High,” Stars and Stripes, February 28, 1986, 2. 
1608

 Ibid. These other world powers included West Germany and Japan.  
1609

 Ibid. 
1610

 “Despite Budgeting, Low Buck Still Hurts,” Stars and Stripes, December 21, 1987, 1 and 2. 
1611

 Ibid. 
1612

 Ibid. 
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columns in the business section of the Stars and Stripes kept watch for Milcom readers, 

but offered little encouraging news. An October 1988 piece titled “Experts Predict 

Dollar’s Drop to 1.75 Marks” announced how “The embattled dollar continued its retreat 

on the foreign exchange markets last week, and some currency traders are now talking in 

terms of the buck falling [further] in value.”
1613

 By November of 1989 the dollar’s bleak 

prospects had not changed. The business column in Stars and Stripes announced, “Dollar 

Drops to lowest Mark Rate in Months,” observing how “the West German Mark 

continued to attract investors away from the dollar over the past week, driving the U.S. 

currency to its lowest level in more than 10 months.”
1614

 The conclusion was familiar, 

“U.S. servicemembers in West Germany are taking it on the chin.”
1615

 From February 

1985 to February 1990 the dollar had fallen from DM 3.30 to DM 1.67, a decline of DM 

1.63. (See Figure 9.1) 

 Complicating financial matters for Milcom members was another round of 

increases at the gas pump beginning in 1986.
1616

 (See Figure 9.6) A cascading effect was 

a surge to purchase the cost-saving AAFES coupons. So great was the demand that 

supplies ran out and the exchange system resorted to handing out rain checks for Milcom 

customers who were too late. An AAFES representative announced the unwelcome news, 

                                                 
1613

 “Experts Predict Dollar’s Drop to 1.75 Marks,” Business News, Stars and Stripes, October 23, 1988, 

18. 
1614

 “Dollar Drops to lowest Mark Rate in Months,” Business News, Stars and Stripes, November 26, 1989, 

18. 
1615

 Ibid. 
1616

 This was initially residual effect of a second oil crisis precipitated by the Iranian Revolution. Although 

oil production fell by only 4% the price for crude oil rose sharply and remained high. See Philip K. 

Verleger, Jr., “The U.S. Petroleum Crisis of 1979,” Brookings Paper on Economic Activity, 2:1979, 

Brookings Institute, undated, accessed May 30, 2014, 

http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/Projects/BPEA/1979%202/1979b_bpea_verleger_okun_lawrence_sims

_hall_nordhaus.PDF.   
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“Fuel prices in German and the Netherlands will increase by an average of 20 cents a 

gallon when the new prices take effect,” adding that it would equate to “a jump of more 

than $10 for a 200-liter book of super gas coupons.”
1617

 Fuel prices were also increasing 

in the States but not at the same rate as for Americans living in Europe. When the price 

for a gallon of unleaded gasoline was nearing $1.00 in the U.S. it was $1.20 for AAFES 

customers.
1618

 That disparity continued until late 1990 when the gap eventually narrowed. 

For many Milcom members the higher fuel costs added to an already stretched budget 

especially for those living on the economy and driving their cars to work and shopping.  

Conclusion 

 Aside from a brief period of time during the early 1980s when they enjoyed 

increased prosperity, Milcom members endured long years of economic challenges 

during the 1970s and 1980s. As in the decades prior to 1970 the economics of the 

Milcoms intersected those of the German communities at key points of contact such as a 

changing Deutsche Mark rate, fuel prices, taxes, and hiring of local nationals. But as this 

project reveals, unlike those times, new economic realities presented very different and 

troubling crises and consequences for American service members, civilians, dependents 

and retirees living overseas; reiterating one German journalist’s observation, the “rich 

cousins have become the poor devils.”
1619

 American economic superiority had again 

evaporated. 

                                                 
1617

 “Run on Fuel Coupons Brings out Rain Checks,” Stars and Stripes, January 29, 1987, 2. 
1618

 According to the press the new prices were the result of increases in state taxes and wholesale oil 

prices. “Gas Price Averages Over $1 a Gallon, Los Angeles Times, July 13, 1987, accessed June 2, 2014, 
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 “American Soldiers in Germany: The Poor Devil from Overseas,” Die Zeit, June 29, 1979, accessed 

May 23, 2014, http://www.zeit.de/1979/27/die-armen-teufel-aus-uebersee.  
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Figure 9.1: Deutsche Mark to Dollar Exchange Rate, 1967-1990 

Notes:  

 

1. Data Sources: Historical Dollar-to-Marks Currency Conversion Page 

http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/currency.htm#tables  

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/data/EXGEUS.txt  

 

2. From April 1945 to June 1948 the German unit of currency was the Reichmark (RM). 

The exchange rate was $1= RM 10. 

 

3. On June 20, 1948 West Germany underwent a currency conversion. The military 

government replaced the Reichmark with the Deutsche Mark. The initial exchange rate 

was $1=DM 3.33. 

 

4. The $ to DM ratio reached a low of $1= DM 1.82 by 1982, then eventually dipped to    

$1=DM 1.62 by 1990. 
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Figure 9.2.  Tables for Housing Eligibility. Tables 1-3 of the 1970 USAREUR policy for 

determining housing eligibility. It governed officer grades 0-1 to 0-5, warrant officer 

grades W-1 to W-4, and enlisted grades E-4 and above. (Source: Stars and Stripes) 
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Figure 9.3. USAREUR per diem Cost-of-Living Allowance (COLA). The indices reflect 

grade and number of dependents. (Source: Stars and Stripes) 
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Figure 9.4: Regional Assignments for COLA. Milcoms members received COLA based 

on where they resided in Germany. (Source: Stars and Stripes) 
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Figure 9.5. Families on the Economy Cartoon. The dollar devaluation during the 1970s 

forced many lower-enlisted families to make hard decisions. (Image Source: Stars and 

Stripes) 
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Figure 9.6. Comparison of Gasoline Prices. 

Notes:  

1. Chart shows a comparison of prices for a gallon of regular gasoline for customers in 

EUCOM Milcoms and in the United States. The cost of fuel for AAFES customers 

declined significantly with the resurgence of the dollar’s strength for several years during 

the 1980s then climbed again as the dollar weakened. 

 

2. Prices do not include diesel fuel. 

 

3. Source for AAFES fuel prices various Stars and Stripes. AAFES prices are only for 

Germany. 

 

4. Sources for U.S. fuel prices Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and Department of 

Energy (DOE). U.S. prices are the average for the entire United States. 
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Figure 9.7. German Unemployment Rate, 1968-1990. 

Notes:  

1. Unemployment in West Germany remained relatively low averaging 5.0% during the 

worst period of economic hardship for the Milcoms from 1975 to 1980. As the dollar 

began to recover against the DM in 1980 unemployment again grew and remained high 

through 1990. A large percentage of those unemployed however, were “guest workers” 

not German citizens. See Judt, Postwar, Kindle electronic edition: Chapter XIV, 

Diminished Expectations, Location 10602. 

 

2. Data Sources:  

 a. Deutsche Bundesbank, Trading Economics, accessed: April 10, 2014 

 http://www.tradingeconomics.com/germany/unemployment-rate 

 

 b. Institut für Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung, Bundesandstalt für Arbeit 

 [Institute for the Labor Market and Occupational Research, Federal Office of 

 Labor], accessed: August 10, 2013, http://doku.iab.de/zfibel/03_06_02.pdf  

 

 c. Spiegel On-Line, Wirtschaft, Arbeitslosigkeit in Deutschland, accessed: August 

 10, 2013, http://www.spiegel.de/flash/flash-26018.html  

 

 

  

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/germany/unemployment-rate
http://doku.iab.de/zfibel/03_06_02.pdf
http://www.spiegel.de/flash/flash-26018.html
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Figure 9.8. Der Spiegel Cover, Super Dollar. The “super dollar” of the 1980s was not 

welcome at the macro-level although German shopkeepers appreciated the surge in 

business with their American Milcom customers. (Image Source: Cover of Der Spiegel, 

February 25, 1985, http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-13513390.html.)  

  

http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-13513390.html
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Conclusion 

 

 

 

America for Me  

 

‘Tis fine to see the Old World, and travel up and down 

Among the famous palaces and cities of renown, 

To admire the crumbly castles and the statues of the kings, - 

But now I think I’ve had enough of antiquated things. 

Oh, it’s home again, and home again, America for me! 

I want a ship that’s westward bound to plough the rolling sea, 

In the land of youth and freedom beyond the ocean bars, 

Where the air is full of sunlight and the flag is full of stars. 

 

I know that Europe’s wonderful, yet something seems to lack! 

The Past is too much with her, and the people looking back. 

But the glory of the Present is to make the Future free— 

We love our land for what she is and what she is to be. 

Oh, it’s home again, and home again, America for me! 

I want a ship that’s westward bound to plough the rolling sea, 

In the land of youth and freedom beyond the ocean bars, 

Where the air is full of sunlight and the flag is full of stars. 

Henry Van Dyke (1852-1933)
1620

 

 James Alling recalls that as a young dependent living in the early postwar 

Heidelberg military community his DODDS teacher required he and his classmates 

memorize this poem.
1621

 It seemed fitting for a time when a triumphal America was 

                                                 
1620

 Van Dyke was a Presbyterian minister. He wrote this poem in 1909 but his more popular Hymn of Joy 

(1907) is better known. The reference in the second stanza to Europe’s fixation on the past is central to the 

concept of American exceptionalism. 
1621

 James Alling (former dependent in the Heidelberg Milcom, 1948-1951) in correspondence with the 

author, July 2014. 
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planting its flag abroad amid the ruins of Europe. Yet its words, once penned in 

exceptional thought, also ring with post-Cold War irony as emerging realities did send 

thousands of Americans “home again, and home again.”  

 But if the text of Van Dyke’s poem offers a prelude to establish a starting point 

for an American presence in Heidelberg and Germany, then a Sonderbeilage [special 

supplement] to the May 11, 2013 issue of the Heidelberg Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung (RNZ) 

titled “Bye, bye Heidelberg,” provides a suitable epilogue and brings closure to the 

American presence there. A collection of articles within the enclosure offer headings 

such as “Occupiers then Friends…,” “Return of Facilities to Germans,” “The Beginning 

of the End,” and “Thank You and Welcome Back!”
1622

 They provide a chronology of 

Cold War events that affected that city as well as a litany of remembrances along a 

spectrum of German-American cultural, social, political, and economic interactions. They 

mention joint wives’ clubs activities, Volksfests, the shared anxiety of terrorist attacks, 

and German-American marriages --“The Best of Two Nations.”
1623

 (See Figures 10.1, 

10.2, 10.3) 

 Aside from wistful dedications to lasting friendships between the city and its’ 

departing Milcom members there is also a discernable current that courses through all the 

text within the news supplement. It suggests new beginnings and opportunities for 

Germany with the departure of the Americans and a resurrecting “Heidelberg Spring” 

                                                 
1622

 See “Bye, Bye Heidelberg,” Sonderbeilage, Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung, 11-12 May, 2013. 
1623

 Ibid., 17. 
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that comes with the ending of an era.
1624

 In all cases however, the authors assign credit to 

the Amis for the many changes they introduced and inspired by their presence: 

democracy, civil liberties, a vibrant economy and especially a “guarantee for peace and a 

guarantee that the ending of the war would bring a better lot.”
1625

 The result by one 

German scholar’s estimate is an “exceptional heritage” for the two nations.
1626

  

 Still, between the words of Van Dyke’s poem and the text of the RNZ supplement 

stretches a trajectory of change that resonates in both the host nation and the military 

communities. Understanding that change is central to this project as it describes the 

falling away of the Americans’ exceptionalist façade from pressures generated by 

emerging challenges in the prevailing cultural, social, political, and economic discourses 

in the United States and around the globe during the four postwar decades. The derivative 

tensions informed and shaped that narrative of American exceptionalism in the military 

communities while also testing the very identity of the Milcoms that the consensus had 

framed. As a result, Milcom members, as individuals and as members of a community, 

faced choices to either endorse existing attitudes and ideals broadcast by the U.S 

government and society or accept a rescripting of the exceptional narrative that had 

succumbed to the influences of changing global cultural, social, political, and economic 

dynamics. As this project shows, these decisions affected how the Americans presented 

themselves to the German community, how the host nation interacted with them, and how 

members of the Milcom reconceptualized and articulated what it meant to be an 

                                                 
1624

 See “Heidelberger Spring,” Thorsten Schmidt, Sonderbeilage, Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung, 11-12 May, 

2013, 6. 
1625

 “A Better Lot,” Manfred Lautenschläger, Sonderbeilage, Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung, 11-12 May, 2013, 5. 
1626

 “A Prelude,” Detlef Junker, Sonderbeilage, Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung, 11-12 May, 2013, 13. 
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American.  

 Understanding the energies that these changes manifested and the importance of 

the coincidental construction of trans-national cultural, social, political and economic 

bridges, as well as cross-boundary social and cultural inter-penetrations between the 

Milcoms and host communities, becomes apparent through the four thematic threads of 

this project. First, from the outset of the American occupation of Germany and the 

establishment of the Milcom network the impact of consumer wealth and popular culture 

was evident. Cars, Coca-Cola, cigarettes and blue jeans offered insight to the American 

culture by introducing Germans to a foreign system that placed great value on material 

possessions. At the same time, the Americans exposed them to new sounds of music and 

a film industry that served as a window to a different, alluring way of life. Most 

important, this first wave of cultural penetration provided an opportunity to cast a new 

postwar identity for a younger generation of Germans anxious to break free from the 

limitations of a recent authoritarian past and establish themselves as a separate entity 

from their cousins in the East. After 1967 the second wave of American cultural 

penetration arrived bringing the concept of fast food and introducing the dark shadows of 

violence and drugs. As this project argues, this second cultural coming was also 

important because it revealed the inherent paradoxes of a modern Western culture replete 

with rationalized food preparation but suffering ills that were symptomatic of its 

dynamism. In this the Germans were able to act as sophisticated agents accepting some 

aspects for inculcation and rejecting others. But intrinsic to those actions was the eventual 

acknowledgement of fatal flaws in the exceptional culture by both the Milcoms and their 
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host communities. 

 An examination of America’s exceptional society through the Milcoms produces 

similar revelations. Although racial equality existed as an exceptional tenet it quickly fell 

to scrutiny by Germans who began forming their own opinions of African-Americans 

from their interactions during the war and from early postwar inter-racial behaviors. It 

became evident that American declarations of racial equity were hollow and the reality of 

inequity existed from the earliest occupation years. The trace of that imbalance continued 

through the 1960s and to the end of the Cold War exhibiting desperate aggressive 

tendencies that resonated in American society in the States as well as in the Milcoms. 

This provided evidence of another fatal flaw in their prescribed beliefs, and for 

Americans and Germans generated concerns and questioning as to the veracity of the 

exceptionalist paradigm. Significantly however, for the Germans it served not only as a 

critique of American society but also as a yardstick to measure their recuperation from a 

fascist disease that assayed great weight in racial taxonomy.   

 Further investigation of the social theme brought attention to considerations of 

gender and feminism as well as scrutiny of the media as an organ of free speech. In the 

first case early postwar societal understandings of the exceptional American household, 

that prescribed restrictive gender relationships and roles, mired the evolution of women’s 

rights. It was a predicament that carried over to the Milcoms in Germany. It was not until 

after the social upheavals and challenges that came on the wings of broader global 

movements, that women in the Milcoms, as in the States, could face a future with greater 

possibilities. As this project reveals, the Milcom served as a window of change 
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displaying those gains of female spouses, civilian employees, students, and military 

members as they sought and achieved greater empowerment. In this context the women’s 

rights struggle, akin to that of race, presents itself as both an obvious flaw in the 

exceptional consensus as well as a process of societal maturation bringing an open 

admittance of existing faults while charting a course of remediation. A parallel 

development included in this study, shows a similar evolution for German women who 

after some initial promise suffered a degree of retardation during their nation’s period of 

reconstruction, losing their hard won postwar gains to the platoons of returning men 

loosed from Allied prisoner of war camps. Most significant in the longer run were the 

bridges of understanding German and American women constructed during their 

struggles and the corresponding barometer that each group provided for the other to 

measure gains. 

  Societal concerns over free speech, an iconic tenet of American freedoms, existed 

in the Milcoms throughout the entire Cold War period. Whether it was over the type of 

music played by AFN radio or stories that appeared in print in Stars and Stripes Milcom 

members were sensitive to any hint of manipulation or editorial control by military or 

civilian hierarchy. In the context of the struggle between East and West freedom of the 

press emerged as an essential identifying characteristic of Americanism. As this study 

also revealed, the German public, who had recently suffered the heavy hand of 

totalitarian censorship, watched with special interest as Milcom members were vocal in 

their efforts to safeguard their exceptional right.  

 As this project followed the thread of politics in its investigation of German-
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American relationships evidence revealed a complexity of bonds and divisions. Common 

ground existed in the strong anti-communist sentiments of both partners. For the 

Americans anti-communism was an essential tenet of exceptionalism formed of a 

rejection of that ideology’s denunciation of religion and individualism as well as its 

reliance on socialist schemes and planned economies. For the Germans it was also the 

immediate fear of a Soviet hegemon that cast a long shadow across the plains of Western 

Europe. In this opposition the Germans and Americans came together to establish a solid 

bond that lasted from the end of the war to the fall of the Berlin Wall. In that context the 

Milcoms served a purpose as a physical manifestation of a commitment by the United 

States to foil any Soviet aggressive designs.  

 A second strong bond emerged with the eruption of terrorist attacks coordinated 

by groups such as the Baader-Meinhof Gang in the latter decades of the Cold War. Both 

the Milcoms and the Germans exhibited fear and anxiety over the violent anti-American 

and anti-Western political expressions which targeted each. As this project discovered 

however, during that period Washington’s anti-terrorist focus was unfortunately not on 

the Milcoms in Germany. Instead, it lay primarily on activities in South America and the 

Middle East. As a result, untold American casualties mounted in West Germany before 

military and political elites in Washington released late protective guidance. Although the 

West German public and American Milcom members continued to share a joint rejection 

of terrorist extremism throughout this period further investigation also revealed a greater 

depth to that feeling for the Germans who had just a decade earlier freely criticized the 

violent strain in American culture. It was with a mixed mood of humility and 
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determination that they committed themselves to ensuring the safety of Milcom members 

and senior military personnel after repeated attacks on housing and shopping areas and 

the sensational ambush of General Kroesen. 

 It was the United States’ image as a purveyor of global violence through its 

involvement in the Vietnam War in particular that contributed the earlier negative 

critiques of American politics and drew protestors into the streets of Germany during the 

1960s and 1970s. This was the first of two notable political divides between the Germans 

and Americans. As Milcom members struggled to make sense of their nation’s 

participation in the war German activists organized protests, gatherings and anti-war 

coffee houses, supported the publication of underground newspapers, and facilitated the 

desertion of American service members. As this study reveals however, in contrast to 

statements made in existing histories the numbers of Milcom service members choosing 

to desert was superficial at best but was symbolic of American dissatisfaction with 

participation in the war. 

 The second political divide addressed by this project was the German-American 

rift concerning the use of nuclear weapons in Europe. From the earliest postwar decades 

German public attitudes had been less enthusiastic for their potential employment than 

that of the American public or Milcoms. Driving the wedge of opinion was an 

understanding that the central German landscape would serve as the battleground for a 

nuclear war. While American military members focused on their missions Germans 

worried over the loss of their lives and property. Evidence from polls reveal the depth of 

this divide as did the throngs of protesters pressing the gates at U.S. missile installations 
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like Wiley Barracks or linking arms to form human protest chains across the countryside. 

Still, as this project shows, that political nuclear wedge was not strong enough to sever 

the bonds of cultural Gemütlichkeit that evolved over the postwar decades. As one 

placard noted, “We like Americans but not Pershings and poison gas.”
1627

 

 The European Recovery Plan (ERP) of 1947, which launched the West German 

Wirtschaftswunder [economic wonder] of the 1950s, serves as the start point for the 

fourth thematic thread. That economic revival was profound and established West 

Germany as a solid political ally integrated into the defense of Western Europe as well as 

a strong economic trading partner. Within the economic arena however, there were 

important contact-points between the Germans and Americans. These included adjusting 

to the impact of the DM conversion, host nation taxation, employment of local nationals 

by the Milcoms, and black market interactions. Most important, and of the greatest 

consequence to members of the military community, were the effects of economic 

vagaries such as the devaluation of the dollar during the latter decades of the Cold War. 

In that vein this project brings to light the challenges that faced many American military 

members and their families living overseas and complements existing histories with the 

knowledge of their hard won experiences as they struggled to balance the maintenance of 

homes and families with their military mission. 

 In a broader sense, the course of this project also reveals areas that previously 

received superficial, if any, attention in previous studies or extant histories. These include 

ideas about segmentation and military retirees. Although recent historical works describe 

                                                 
1627

 “Sixty-Mile Human Chain Climaxes Missile Protest,” Stars and Stripes, October 23, 1983, 1. 
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the separation of the two populations as functions of the physical sequestering of Milcom 

members behind the walls of “Little Americas” and a general, but ill-defined, reticence to 

engage with their local German neighbors, this project discloses it was more complex. 

Unpacking the question of segmentation reveals other salient issues that included 

differences in levels of sustenance, here described as a “caloric wedge,” separation to 

prevent the spread of disease, lingering wartime aggressions, and the varied requirements 

that sent Milcom members about the demands of daily existence. As unfortunate as these 

realities were, none carried a malevolent intention for segmentation but did function to 

keep the populations at a distance. 

 The lives of American military retirees existing overseas also came to light as the 

challenges they faced and the contributions they made as members of the Milcoms in 

German became clear. Their presence in surrounding host communities served as yet 

another bridge of understanding between the two cultures, yet it was apparent that 

hierarchies in Washington as well as in EUCOM undervalued that presence. Instead of a 

fuller participation in the life of the Milcom elites marginalized the retirees and 

considered them a liability. 

Importance in a Larger Context 

 This project contributes to the field of Cold War era studies by providing an 

additional lens to broaden investigations of race relations, gender and economic issues, 

the consumerist imperative, the transmission of democratic ideals, and modes of protest 

during that period. This is from the unique vantage point of an overseas American 

community network. In that context it also complements existing studies that encourage 
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the examination of trans-nationalism, particularly the evolution of German-American 

political and economic histories.
1628

 In addition, this project has value among 

contemporary borderland studies in terms of cultural and social exchange at a grassroots 

level across bridges that developed between the Milcoms and the host communities.
1629

 

In each case mentioned this project provides a previously absent American perspective 

and approach to balance European treatments of these subjects.
1630

   

 Also as important, this study calls attention to the millions of American Milcom 

members who lived overseas during those postwar decades and braved a myriad of 

challenges on a daily basis that their counterparts back home in the States never faced. 

These included difficult financial circumstances exacerbated by existence within a 

foreign economy, navigating a foreign culture and language, fear of terrorist attacks, and 

executing their military mission while living in the shadow of a hostile military force that 

threatened nuclear annihilation. This assigns greater agency to the overseas Milcoms for 

their actions, removes them from the remote periphery of the Cold War struggle, and re-

situates them on the front lines. In offering this collection of perspectives to the reader 

this project satisfies a number of gaps in the existing historiography of America in the 

Cold War period and provides a stepping stone for further investigation and consideration 

of the impact of maintaining an American presence abroad. 

                                                 
1628

 See Mary Nolan’s the Transatlantic Century and “How Size Matters: The Question of Scale in 

History,” AHR Roundtable, American Historical Review 118, no. 5 (December 2013): 1431-1472. 
1629

 See Pekka Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” Journal of American History 98, no. 2 

(September 2011): 338. 
1630

 See “American History and European Identity,” AHR Roundtable, American Historical Review 119, 

no. 3 (June 2014): 780-790. 
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Conclusion  

 The postwar initiative to establish American military communities in Germany 

fulfilled a number of purposes. It brought discipline back to disquieted occupation troops, 

calmed the anxious worries of the host nation, and reunited families separated by distance 

and military requirements. It also made a bold statement about America’s commitment to 

stand firm against aggression from the East. Most important, the Milcoms served as a 

conduit of soft power to sell American ideals wrapped in a consensus of exceptionalism. 

As this project shows, those tenets were not immutable but changed with the times 

causing members of the military communities to reinterpret their meaning and renegotiate 

their interactions with the host nation. Throughout that four and a half decade process the 

German nation rebuilt its economy and sculpted a new national identity just as the 

Milcom members experienced a reframing of American ideals that included greater 

inclusion, equality and opportunity. The result was a new definition of Americanism and 

exceptionalism that redefined the earlier postwar consensus.  
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Figure 10.1. Former American Housing Area, July 2013. One of several former American 

housing areas closed during the American withdrawal from Heidelberg. (Source: the 

author) 
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Figure 10.2. Former American Hospital Area, July 2013. The American Healthcare 

Center in Heidelberg shuttered during the drawdown. General George S. Patton died at 

this facility while receiving medical care for injuries suffered during a motor vehicle 

accident in December 1945. (Source: the author) 
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Figure 10.3. Advertisement for Freundschaftsfest. Announcement for the German-

American Friendship Fest hosted by the city of Heidelberg, May 2013. The celebration 

brought to a close seventy years of an American presence there and highlighted mutual 

respect and lasting friendship between the two nations. (Source: Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung) 
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